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In 2015 Europe experienced an unprecedented flow of migrants and refu-
gees through her borders. Though assessments of integration tools and prac-
tices have been the focus of academics and policy makers for decades, this 
new development has further enhanced the push for relevant explorations. 
How can one state or the European Union per se achieve the integration 
of “the Others”, people with migratory background and in most occasions 
with experiences of different cultural and social contexts.  

This edited volume encapsulates the enriched discourse developed 
throughout the implementation of “Key Inclusive Development Strategies 
for LifeLongLearning” (KIDS4ALLL) project funded through the Horizon 
Program (H2020-SC6-MIGRATION-2020)1. Based on the various activ-
ities implemented under KIDS4ALLL, significant data and knowledge have 
been generated, with this edited volume enclosing a significant part of the 
academic discussions of multifaceted dimensions and transformative po-
tential initiated. 

KIDS4ALLL focused on the complex tapestry of migration and educa-
tion. In an era marked by unprecedented global mobility, the project dived 
in to address the integration challenges faced by migrant children within 

1 Grant-holding institution: UniTo, Italy [Prof. Roberta Ricucci – PI; Sotiris Petropoulos 
– Deputy PI]. Corsotium partners: Belgium (SIRIUS Policy Network); Bulgaria (Foun-
dation for Access to Rights); Germany (University of Jena); Greece (University of Pe-
loponnese); Hungary (Tarki Social Research Institute); Israel (Levinsky College of 
Education); Italy (in addition to the University of Turin, University of Padua, INDIRE, 
Ars Media srl); Malta (Institute for Education); Norway (Oslo Metropolitan Univer-
sity); Spain (University of Barcelona and University of Girona); Turkey (Koç Univer-
sity).
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the educational milieu, through the employment of the expertise and know-
how of diverse stakeholders spanning academic institutions, civil society 
organizations, policymakers, and educators from across borders. 

Central to the vision of KIDS4ALLL is the conviction that education is 
the cornerstone of social cohesion and individual empowerment. Guided 
by principles of equity and inclusion, KIDS4ALLL created a learning eco-
system that transcends the boundaries of formal, non-formal, and informal 
education. At the cornerstone of the project’s found lifelong learning com-
petences grounded in knowledge acquisition, skills training, and attitude 
transfer. 

KIDS4ALLL’s learning method was envisaged to represent a paradigm 
shift in educational pedagogy – a departure from traditional models towards 
a more collaborative and co-creative approach. Drawing inspiration from 
contemporary educational theory and best practices, the method integrates 
three Key Inclusive Development Strategies (KIDS) towards Lifelong 
Learning (LLL). These strategies serve as guiding pillars, illuminating the 
path towards the holistic development of both learners and educators alike. 

The first strategy focuses on fostering competences related to the eight 
(8) key areas of lifelong learning, aiming at nurturing the intellectual, emo-
tional, and social growth of (migrant) children. By providing targeted sup-
port across various domains, KIDS4ALLL seeks to empower children to 
navigate the complexities of modern life with confidence and resilience. 

Simultaneously, the second strategy is dedicated to enhancing the meth-
odological competences of educators, recognizing their pivotal role as cata-
lysts for change within the educational landscape. Through inclusive 
teaching practices and intercultural dialogue, educators are empowered to 
create inclusive learning environments that celebrate diversity and promote 
mutual understanding. 

Integral to the KIDS4ALLL project is the concept of peer-to-peer learn-
ing through a buddy-system collaboration approach. By harnessing the 
power of peer interactions, the project seeked to create a supportive network 
where children can learn from one another’s experiences and perspectives. 
This collaborative approach not only fosters academic growth but also pro-
motes empathy, respect, and cultural appreciation among learners. 
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Figure 1: KIDS4ALLL learning method design

In more practical terms, KIDS4ALLL intervention was structured 
around an electronic platform that enclosed all produced materials and 
tools. At its core the platform is hosting a great series of Learning Units 
(LUs), more than 64 in fact, organized around the 8 Lifelong Learning 
Competences. These LUs are covering thematic educational units with a 
duration of 1-2 hours each, consisting of theoretical parts, areas inspiring 
interactions and problematizations, and, most importantly, requests of 
hands-on work from each buddy pair. KIDS4ALLL platform also includes 
a series of guides and inspirational videos for both students as well as edu-
cators. For enhancing accessibility all materials were translated in all 
partners’ languages as well as other languages (covering needs of people 
with migratory background), while in response to the Ukrainian refugees 
flows the consortium opted for translating the materials also into Ukrain-
ian.     

At its essence, KIDS4ALLL embodies the transformative potential of 
education as a catalyst for social change and human flourishing. By creating 
inclusive learning communities where diversity is embraced and celebrated, 
its approach is set to lay the foundation for a more just and equitable so-
ciety. 

The integration of minors through educational activities stands as a focal 
point in numerous studies and projects. Given that engagement in learning 
environments is customary for most young individuals, directing attention 
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towards methods and practices facilitating integration processes within 
school environments bears significant benefits, particularly concerning 
broader universal application. 

The overarching objective of KIDS4ALLL was work around a spectrum 
of educational challenges delineated in Eurydice data (2019). These chal-
lenges encompass aspects directly associated with the migratory process, 
such as adaptation to new environments, rules, and values, as well as factors 
intertwined with the socio-economic and political fabric of host countries, 
including policies. Additionally, they extend to issues concerning student 
participation in formal, non-formal, and informal educational contexts, 
such as language provision, learning support, and home/family-school co-
operation. 

Drawing upon a wealth of research highlighting the advantages of col-
laborative methods in education, such as buddy systems, and technology-
enhanced environments, including gamification, KIDS4ALLL endeavored 
to create a learning tool embedded within the nexus of educational inclu-
sion, competency assessment, and collaborative learning. 

As UNESCO (2005, p. 12) underscores, children exhibit a positive re-
sponse to diversity, viewing differences as opportunities for enriching learn-
ing. Council of Europe recommendations (2018) further accentuate the 
benefits of collaborative learning environments characterized by shared re-
sources, enriching participants’ skills through interactions and understanding 
of diverse perspectives. Likewise, the World Economic Forum (WEF-report: 
Schools of the Future, 2020) advocated for problem-based and collaborative 
learning as integral components of future schooling paradigms. 

Research by Sapon-Shevin et al. (2002) emphasizes the positive impact 
of cooperative learning and inclusion, particularly the dimension of cre-
ativity within such approaches. The efficacy of buddy system approaches 
has been underscored as best practice in various global contexts, as evi-
denced by various studies (see for example Adams, 2016; Boyle et al., 
2012). Indeed, recent studies have reaffirmed the positive effects of buddy 
system approaches on attendance, classroom interaction, and beyond, ex-
tending benefits even to youth with a history of criminal activity, thereby 
promoting societal integration (O’Donnell, 2008). Such positive effects are 
not diminished and in many cases can be further enhanced through the 
use of digital tools such as online discussion forums (Chiu & Hew, 2018) 
or gamification practices (Duţă & Martínez-Rivera, 2015) as such intro-
duction of new technologies in learning processes can facilitate collaborative 
learning while rendering education more engaging for young people.  
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In sum, the integration of buddy system approaches into educational 
processes has emerged as a recognized strategy for promoting collaborative 
learning, mutual support, and a sense of belonging within learning environ-
ments. The project has indeed used an assessment tool based on a counter-
factual analysis to understand the effectiveness of the learning method. This 
was another added value of the project, even if it is recognized that the time 
required for significant attitude changes and habituation to new skills and 
behaviors in everyday life is longer than the duration of a single project. 
However, as a pilot project, the test phase after the evaluation phase could 
be a good starting point for further reflection and action, always bearing 
in mind the important network between all educational institutions. 

The efficacy of such approaches hinges on effective teacher guidance, 
emphasis on teamwork skills, and careful structuring of peer interactions 
to maximize benefits for all participants. To that end, effective training of 
educators in management and coordination practices is imperative for the 
success of peer-to-peer systems, particularly in technology-based learning 
environments (Parsons et al., 2008; Meier, 2021). 

The following chapters provide a deeper dive into some of the most im-
portant results that the project brought about, offering a rich tapestry of 
insights, experiences, and innovations generated through KIDS4ALLL. 
Each contribution offers a unique perspective and a valuable addition to 
the ongoing dialogue surrounding migrant education and social inclusion. 

In Chapter 1 Michela Bongiorno, Caterina Mazza and Giulia Marroc-
coli focus on the role of soft skills and the transformative role of education 
in empowering inclusion. Based on the experience of KIDS4ALLL imple-
mentation in Italy they explore the importance of the educational context 
in relation to integration and most importantly the role of soft skills towards 
that end. In effect they highlight the importance of soft skills in building 
inclusive and resilient societies, particularly in the context of education. 
Moreover, they are emphasizing the importance of educators/teachers in 
understanding and fostering soft skills, alongside knowledge of students’ 
backgrounds, thus offering guidance to educators for developing, observing, 
and reflecting on soft skills, ultimately enabling them to implement pro-
active strategies in education. 

Chapter 2 emphasizes on the challenging effect of introducing peer 
learning approaches to traditional educational systems. Giulia Maria Cava-
letto, Tanja Schroot and Martina Visentin pose three main research ques-
tions on to what extent and how adopting innovative teaching methods 
leads to changes in performance, development of skills, abilities and rela-
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tionships within the classroom, how the social representation influences  
learning, relationships, skills and abilities and whether diversity among edu-
cational settings have a direct effect on the impact of teaching interventions 
and of inter-professional boundaries.  

In their chapter, Michal Meishar, Janice Darmanin, Joanne-Rita Grima 
and Dolly Eliyahu-Levi, focus on the outcomes of collaboration between 
teachers and pedagogical experts. Their data are derived from the inter-
action between school teachers in Israel that had taken part in the pilot 
phase of KIDS4ALLL and pedagogical experts from the Institute for Edu-
cation in Malta, while the analysis sheds light on teachers’ needs and ex-
pectations of opportunities for professional development and, in more 
practical terms, the effect of Maltese pedagogical experts to the teacher 
training that took place in Israel as part of KIDS4ALLL implementation. 

Chapter 4 moves to a different direction, focusing on the effect of 
KIDS4ALLL method over migrant students, their peers and educators. 
Through a cross-country analysis, Anikó Bernát and Luisa Conti assess 
changes noted in the fields of competence and skill improvement and 
agency as well as the effect of educational context particularities in terms 
of openness to innovative teaching methods, infrastructural settings, intan-
gible barriers to integration/participation and the plethora of buddy-system 
versions applied. 

Dolly Eliyahu-Levi, Michal Meishar, Lena de Botton and Roger Camp-
depadrós (Chapter 5) emphasize on the social integration component of 
KIDS4ALLL application through a comparative study in the classrooms 
of Spain and Israel. Having as a starting the base the premises of the pivotal 
role of education in addressing issues of inequality, alienation, and dis-
parities, in their chapter they take note of the positive effects of emphasis 
on autonomous collaborative learning, mediation of social and cultural 
knowledge, and the development of dialogic competence. The chapter 
highlights the importance of the role of the educator in applying the 
KIDS4ALLL method while the potential effect of cultural sensitivity and 
the willingness to address emotional and taboo issues is brought about 
from the selected comparative approach among two different national con-
texts. 

 In their chapter, Martina Giorgi, Simona Rizzari, Tanja Schroot and 
Sotiris Petropoulos (Chapter 6) shed more light on the role of teachers and 
educators. They open the discussion on perceived effectiveness of collab-
orative learning schemes, highlighting the diversity of responses noted in 
the KIDS4ALLL pilot phase, the potentiality of new technologies to for-
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ward competence training and organizational aspects of digital peer edu-
cation learning schemes.  

Chapter 7 directs its attention to the specialized case of integration pro-
cesses of the newest refugee cycle in Europe, Ukrainian refugees. More spe-
cifically, the chapter offers a comparison of activities and results in Bulgaria 
and Norway with regard to Ukrainian refugees integration. Through their 
analysis, they highlight the need for solution-oriented approaches, depicting 
peer-to-peer and buddy system methods of learning, like those used in the 
KIDS4ALLL project, as very beneficial towards solving the practical prob-
lems which refugee children face when entering the classroom under spe-
cific conditions. 

Marcello Cabria, Renzo Carriero and Alessia Rosa (Chapter 8) focus on 
the outcomes of the evaluation of KIDS4ALLL pilot and the challenges and 
opportunities revealed throughout the counterfactual evaluation tools ap-
plied. Delivering an evidence-based assessment was a crucial aspect of the 
project to provide tangible data on the effectiveness of diverse tools imple-
mented across heterogeneous educational environments. For this purpose, 
and to strengthen the impact assessment, the project team implemented a 
counterfactual research design. The evaluation of the actions carried out in-
volved two samples (intervention and control groups), with the aim of ob-
serving whether the methodologies applied during the KIDS4ALLL’s 
activities have had an impact on its final targets. As a counterfactual-type 
evaluation imposes rigorous constraints on both the conducted intervention 
and the working criteria, an in-depth review of empirical limitations in-
fluencing observed outcomes, as presented in Chapter 8, provides a solid 
foundation for refining further analyses in similar contexts.  

Chapter 9 highlights main results from the ethnographic research util-
ized in KIDS4ALLL. Alessia Rosa and Gabriella Taddeo focus on observa-
tional research and its capacity to support the understanding of relevant 
events and participants along with the constructs of interest. In their 
chapter they analyze the application of ethnographic research tools in com-
bination with a follow-up questionnaire administered to the children in-
volved in the pilot phase and reach to interesting feedback on the 
experience, conducted in the classroom and in associative contexts. Results 
presented, derived from a mix of outcomes of social network analysis, eth-
nographic observations, counterfactual analysis (where applied) and socio-
emotional and citizenship competencies questionnaire assessment, highlight 
the potential importance of interventions such as the KIDS4ALLL ap-
proach. 

Introduction. Pathways to inclusion in different educational environments
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Finally, Sara Mori, Jessica Niewint-Gori and Gabriella Taddeo focus on 
the use of new technologies and their effect on learning enhancement. 
Chapter 10 puts at its core IDeAL (Iterative Design for Active Learning) 
methodology and its benefits of providing a holistic approach combining 
principles of deep learning with development of transversal competences  
approaches. According to their analysis, IDeAL, empowered by new digital 
technologies, can lead to an iterative and cyclical learning process that em-
phasizes continuous improvement and a growth mindset. 

Sotiris Petropoulos, Roberta Ricucci, Alessia Rosa 
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Introduction 
 

The KIDS4ALLL project focuses on addressing key challenges related to 
the integration of migrant children by exploring strategies and practical 
tools. This Horizon project grapples with the complexity of inclusion path-
ways of migrant children and children of migrants, emphasizing the need 
for a collective effort involving both newcomers and the host society. By 
acknowledging integration as a multifaceted process, the project under-
scores the importance of cooperation, exchange of experiences, and the de-
velopment of essential soft skills, such as dialogic proficiency and the ability 
to effectively engage with others for promoting the public interest and en-
suring sustainable development. 

In this context, it advocates for a collaborative approach within society, 
wherein the education system and the broader educational community of 
each EU country play a pivotal role. The aim is to foster collaboration be-
tween non-migrant and migrant students, encompassing asylum seekers, 
refugees, and unaccompanied minors. The overarching goal is to strengthen 
socio-emotional and citizenship competencies among young people, em-
phasizing the collective responsibility of both the educational system and 
society at large in facilitating the integration process. 

The OECD underlines that “skills such as co-operation, empathy, and 
tolerance are key for citizens and nations to achieve sustainable devel-
opment goals and to effectively participate and contribute towards building 
democratic [and inclusive] institutions” (OECD, 2021, p. 11).  

15

I. 
Empowering Inclusion: exploring soft skills  

and the transformative role of education  
 

Michela Bongiorno, Caterina Mazza, Giulia Marroccoli*

* To Michela Bongiorno are due the Introduction and §§ 6, 7. To Caterina Mazza are to 
be attributed §§ 4, 5 and 8. To Giulia Marroccoli  §§ 1, 2 and 3.
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Starting from these considerations, it is crucial to reflect on soft skills, 
especially in relation to citizenship competencies, on their meaning and 
definition. Throughout the analysis of literature and the main documents 
by international institutions, we try to define the frame of such a topic. A 
final focus on observation of competences is provided, in order to stress 
the role of this practice in supporting students in the process of soft skills 
acquisition and development.  

The contents are organized in three main sections. The first section pro-
vides an overview of migratory phenomena, with a detailed analysis of how 
different migratory backgrounds can impact and shape various educational 
strategies aimed at fostering the consolidation of soft skills. Additionally, 
an in-depth analysis box of the Italian context is provided in order to fa-
cilitate the understanding of the subsequent book chapters focused on Italy. 
Building upon this analysis, the main section delves into the theme of in-
clusion processes and the role of soft skills within them, specifically in edu-
cational contexts, going through a definition of those skills. Furthermore, 
this section provides an overview of educational strategies that can support 
the enhancement of soft skills. In light of the insights from the first two 
sections, a focus is then placed on empirical observation as a crucial aspect 
of promoting inclusion. Observation serves as a potent tool to aid teachers 
and educators in crafting appropriate educational strategies, and it is also 
fundamental for monitoring the changes in students’ development of soft 
skills. 

 
 

1. A time of migrations 
 

Population movements are undeniably among the most prominent features 
of contemporary societies. Whether it involves regions affected by out-
bound movements, transit passages, or incoming flows – often a combina-
tion of these situations – almost all countries worldwide are now impacted 
by migratory phenomena. The sharp increase in the numbers of forced mi-
grants strongly illustrates the transformation occurring in recent decades: 
from fewer than 50 million forced migrants in 2012 to over 108 million 
in 2022, this figure has more than doubled in the span of ten years 
(UNHCR, 2022). But it is not solely the statistics on forced migration that 
outline this shift. The fact that migration is a structural feature in modern 
societies is also evident from the numbers of foreign residents in numerous 
countries across the globe.  



We can consider these figures with respect to EU and OECD countries, 
many of which have historically been destinations for considerable migra-
tion flows: “These countries are home to a large and increasing number of 
immigrants, 54 and 141 million foreign-born, respectively, an increase of 
20% each over the past decade” (OECD/European Commission, 2023, p. 
12). Although the percentages of immigrants and foreign residents may 
vary greatly between countries, such populations «are growing across EU 
and OECD countries. Together with their descendants, they account for 
an increasing share of the total population of the host countries. In the EU, 
nearly one-quarter of the population aged 15 years and above have at least 
one foreign-born grandparent» (ibid., p. 16). 

Furthermore, examining the mode of entry into host countries reveals 
that the majority of migration occurs through regular channels. Annually 
in the EU, nearly 3 million people obtain residence permits, in contrast to 
roughly 330.000 irregular arrivals recorded in 2022 (ibid.). On the one 
hand, these statistics enable us to grasp the enduring demand for immigra-
tion from host countries – a persistent reality, despite recurring economic 
crises and prevalent rhetoric in many public debates that often oppose the 
arrival of foreign citizens. On the other, these data indicate a stabilizing trend 
in migration, particularly evident in the permits issued for family reunifica-
tion, which significantly contribute to the overall count of regular permits. 

It is precisely as the immigrant population settles, becoming a steady 
presence, that the theme of inclusion emerges with particular strength. In 
fact, the existence of foreign communities becoming a permanent segment 
of the host countries’ populations draws continuous attention to the out-
comes of inclusion processes. Therefore, it is crucial to monitor both the 
progress made on these pathways and the challenges that lie ahead. Overall, 
despite notable variations among countries and groups, it can be asserted 
that over the past decade the situation of numerous immigrant groups 
within EU and OECD countries has shown improvement across various 
areas (OECD/European Commission, 2023). Nonetheless, several obstacles 
still hinder the path toward full inclusion in host societies. These encompass 
disparities in employment rates, issues of over-qualification and access to 
labor market tout court, a heightened risk of living in poverty, challenges in 
securing adequate housing, and the pervasive perception of facing signifi-
cant discrimination. These challenges vividly highlight the obstacles to 
achieving complete inclusion.  

Directing attention to the consequences of inclusion processes becomes 
particularly vital when examining the circumstances of children and youth, 
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an aspect intricately linked to the stabilization of migration flows. This be-
comes especially pertinent when addressing such demographic segments, 
considering the inherent challenges associated with the migratory experi-
ence. Minors, whether they are immigrants themselves, reunited with par-
ents who had previously immigrated, or born in host countries, encounter 
unique situations intertwined with the migration process – whether directly 
involving them or concerning their parents. 

In general, and even more so for those originating from low-income 
countries or are forced migrants, migration entails the loss of various re-
sources (De Haas, Castles & Miller, 2020). The diverse forms of capital 
possessed in the country of origin – such as professional skills – are fre-
quently neither recognized nor easily transferable in the host country, re-
sulting in a decline and loss of status. In addition, one must consider the 
concrete challenges faced during the initial period abroad, such as unfam-
iliarity of the new environment, potential hostility from the native popu-
lation, the lack of knowledge of the local languages and ways of life, and so 
on. All this contributes to making the experience of migrants, or at least 
certain categories of them, particularly distinctive. With regard to children 
and young people, this set of circumstances directly influences the con-
ditions in which they deal with inclusion processes too. 

These groups are now significantly present in host countries: in the EU, 
nearly one in four young people aged 15 to 34 is either foreign-born or has 
foreign-born parents, where “the native-born account for 10%, of whom 
4% have foreign-born parents and 6% one native – and one foreign-born 
parent. A further 3% are childhood arrivals, while 10% came as adults” 
(OECD/European Commission, 2023, p. 168). Youths (both native- and 
foreign-born) with at least one foreign-born parent account for 22 million 
people in the EU and 60 million in the OECD (ibid.). Considering the 
inherent challenges of the migration experience and the increasing number 
of minors directly impacted by these circumstances, the need to focus ac-
tions and research on supporting inclusion becomes undeniably clear. 

 
 

2. Children of immigrants: a complex landscape 
 

Defining children of immigrants is not a straightforward operation: we are 
referring to a diverse population that cannot be univocally categorized. If 
they have immigrant parents, their specific connection with migration can 
take different forms: from those who leave their country of origin and join 
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their parents during school, to those who have born in their parents’ desti-
nation country or having arrived in early childhood – thus having only in-
direct knowledge of migration experience, to those who migrate themselves, 
for example being as unaccompanied foreign minors. 

Thinking in generational terms, it is easy to differentiate between the 
first generation of immigrants and the subsequent generations composed 
of their children. However, limiting the distinction to just two generations 
– parents and children, or immigrants and native-born – can oversimplify 
and disregard the diversity within the children of immigrants’ experience. 
Consequently, to better capture this complexity, classification has evolved 
further: leading theoretical approaches have proposed a classification based 
on the age of arrival in the host country, coupled with the child’s place of 
birth. 

Setting momentarily aside differences in terms of birthplace and actual 
migration experience, among the common threads that bind descendants 
of immigrants we can refer to the concept of “migrancy”, whereas it has 
been argued that “increasing numbers of children are growing up within a 
social space that we call migrancy” (Seeberg & Gozdziak, 2016, p. 8). We 
can view this concept as “the socially constructed subjectivity of ‘migrant’ 
[…], which is inscribed on certain bodies by the larger society in general 
and legislative practices in particular. […] Very often the inscribed subjec-
tivity of migrancy is not only attributed to those who have migrated” but 
also to children of immigrants, children who have never moved away from 
their place of birth. “[M]igrancy has become as important a social category 
as those classics of the modern era: gender, social class, ‘race’ and national-
ity” (Näre, 2013, p. 605, cit. in Seeberg & Gozdziak, 2016, p. 8). 

In this sense, a child growing up in ‘migrancy’ will frequently experience 
being primarily perceived as belonging to a category of ‘migrants’, in binary 
contrast to an often implicit category of ‘natives’. When ‘migrancy’ becomes 
a primary identification, all other individual or group characteristics appear 
less significant, and practices that shape children of immigrants’ experiences 
are mainly informed by others’ understanding of them as migrants – or, if 
not migrants per se, at least associated with an otherness linked to the 
sphere of migration. 

In addition to this, as previously mentioned, one must consider the po-
tential challenges associated with being raised in a family that has endured 
a migration path. Primarily, unlike the majority of the population, immi-
grant parents have undergone socialization in a different country, thus pos-
sessing references distinct from the environment in which their children 
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grow up and live. Having parents socialized elsewhere certainly constitutes 
a peculiarity in children’s experience. Moreover, the impact of migration 
on parents’ living conditions can also systematically affect their children. 
Migrants differ from native groups in various aspects such as age, family 
structure, occupation, and schooling (De Haas, Castles & Miller, 2020). 
Their social timelines are frequently influenced by migration, impacting 
the age at which pivotal life events occur – ranging from marriage to child-
birth, as well as the acquisition of formal and informal documentation that 
grant access to various rights (Eve & Perino, 2011). This is where one can 
tangibly observe the effects of migration on the subsequent generations: 
they often find themselves concentrated in particular neighborhoods, at-
tending specific schools, and being more prevalent in less qualified profes-
sions. Also, social capital can be affected by this overall condition: if 
networks are built – also – from those in which parents are embedded, the 
possible, critical influence on the actual relational resources available is clear 
(ibid.).  

Having pointed out the specificities pertaining to the different groups 
falling under the broad category of ‘children of immigration’, our contribu-
tion specifically focuses on one of the most significant areas in terms of in-
clusion: school and educational pathways. 

 
 

3. The educational dimension: an essential spotlight 
 

School systems and educational pathways play a fundamental role in shap-
ing the life trajectories of children and young people. While this holds true 
in general, it becomes an even more relevant dimension concerning children 
of immigrants and young immigrants themselves. Indeed, it is widely rec-
ognized that education stands as one of the primary keys for descendants 
of immigrants to access pathways leading to upward mobility (Ricucci, 
2021; Alba & Holdaway, 2013; Crul et al., 2012). Moreover, it can be ar-
gued that education serves as the prerequisite for ensuring equal opportun-
ities and thus paving the way to integration and inclusion: school is a 
privileged place in which to achieve the essential resources for fostering suc-
cessful paths. In this sense, the educational institution has long been con-
sidered among the areas in which integration and inclusion policies are 
substantiated, and as such, is the subject of special attention.  

At the same time, however, children of immigrants often face greater 
challenges at school than their native-born peers: numerous studies testify 
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to often unequal results in their educational attainment levels and perform-
ance outcomes. This is partially due to the fact that, as highlighted above, 
their parents tend to have lower educational credentials than their native 
counterparts, occupy less qualified and lower-paid professional positions, 
and may generally provide less support for their children’s school careers. 
Yet, one of the most significant factors contributing to explain such differ-
ent outcomes is to be found in the functioning of school systems, wherein 
specific characteristics appear to facilitate, or hinder, the educational inclu-
sion of children of immigrants.  

Without claiming to be exhaustive, suffice it to mention some of the 
main influencing elements. Firstly, the age at which entry into compulsory 
schooling is envisaged: starting education at a later age makes it more dif-
ficult to learn the language. In the second place, when arriving in the host 
country having already completed years of schooling in the country of ori-
gin, school placement guidelines prove to be crucial. At the same time, the 
presence or absence of school support initiatives is relevant, both from a 
general point of view and with specific reference to second language learn-
ing. The number of classroom hours, determining exposure to the language 
being learned, significantly influences the educational success of children 
of immigrants. Limited classroom hours, potentially compensated by 
heavier homework loads, may further disadvantage them. Moreover, the 
selection mechanisms adopted within school systems play a crucial role: 
the age at which students choose their educational path significantly shapes 
their future trajectories. Earlier selection often increases the likelihood of 
vocational pathways, potentially reinforcing the segregation of foreign-ori-
gin students within specific educational tracks, to the detriment of more 
specialized profiles. 

Focusing on the aspects of educational systems makes it possible to high-
light how contextual factors interact with family background and individual 
characteristics, thus generating different effects that largely depend on the 
diverse configurations observed in specific contexts. As highlighted by Crul, 
Schneider, and Lelie (2012, p. 375) «the impact of individual and family-
related factors often only becomes apparent in the interplay of specific con-
ditions of the local and national integration contexts». This assertion holds 
especially true when considering school systems and their influence on the 
pathways of children from immigrant backgrounds.   

Besides, the significance of the school dimension extends beyond mere 
performance and educational outcomes. It serves as a pivotal social arena 
for children of immigrants influencing their sense of belonging and inte-
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gration into new local communities. This impact, however, can also be criti-
cal, as schools might become spaces where children experience profound 
feelings of not belonging. In this sense, they may also struggle to be in-
cluded and to feel that they belong in school once they do have access. 
Once more, the crucial role of politics becomes evident: integration policies 
are not neutral; they actively shape targeting processes, delineating in-
groups and outgroups and directing integration measures towards specific 
outgroups. 

To sum up, various individual factors influence educational inclusion 
practices, including proficiency in the host country’s language and mother 
tongue, age at arrival, types of migration experiences (or lack thereof ), as 
well as physical and mental health. At the same time, interpersonal factors 
such as peer connections, family support, and broader social networks exert 
their influence too. Additionally, school-relevant factors encompass the 
learning environment, teacher-student interactions, school engagement, 
school-level assessment, extracurricular activities, and parental involvement 
within the school community. 

In this complex landscape, the role played by key competences for life-
long learning and, more specifically, soft skills emerges. Later in the chapter, 
we will delve into the specific function of these skills (§ 4 and 5). For now, 
it is sufficient to highlight their relevance, considering the multifaceted 
needs and requirements of children of immigrants.  

The European Council (2018, p. 1) reminds us of the first principle of 
the European Pillar of Social Rights: “everyone has the right to quality and 
inclusive education, training and lifelong learning in order to maintain and 
acquire skills that allow full participation in society and successful transi-
tions in the labor market”. Additionally, within the EU Sustainable Devel-
opment Goals, target no. 4.7 emphasizes the necessity to “ensure that all 
learners acquire the knowledge and skills needed to promote sustainable 
development, including, among others, through education for sustainable 
development and sustainable lifestyles, human rights, gender equality, pro-
motion of a culture of peace and non-violence, global citizenship and ap-
preciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s contribution to sustainable 
development”. 

While the principle of ensuring the right to quality and inclusive edu-
cation, training, and lifelong learning for all is evident, the imperative to 
secure these rights, particularly for the most disadvantaged learners, be-
comes notably significant. Hence, adopting a lifelong learning approach 
and harnessing soft skills can serve as crucial additional resources, especially 
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for children of immigrants. Consider, for instance, how this approach en-
compasses the improvement of basic skills (literacy, STEM, digital, etc.), 
together with that of competences in the field of citizenship and cultural 
diversity, as well as interpersonal and communicative skills. At the same 
time, the lifelong learning approach supports and encourages active collab-
oration between different learning contexts (formal, informal, non-formal), 
while emphasizing the importance of experiences gained through culture, 
interpersonal networks, animation, volunteering. Bearing in mind what 
has been highlighted in the previous paragraphs about the complex needs 
of immigrants’ children, as well as the variety of their experiences and start-
ing points, it is easy to see how such an approach can support their inclu-
sion pathways. Most importantly, it should not be forgotten that inclusive 
education tailored to meet the needs of children of immigrants would lead 
to broader advantages: establishing effective practices for these groups can 
ultimately pave the way for best practices benefiting all children. 

 
____________________________________________________ 
 

Box 1.1 – The Italian migration context 
Italy has a particularly enduring history with migration. Taking into 
account both outflows and inflows, population movements have 
played a pivotal role in Italian development. While the country 
mainly experienced outward movements for an extended period, be-
tween the 1970s and 1980s, the trend began to reverse: incoming 
flows started to develop significantly, now constituting a structural 
phenomenon in the Italian landscape. As a matter of fact, immigra-
tion appears recurrently already after the World War II, as Colucci 
(2018, p. 17) highlights “The Italian participation in the conflict, 
the passage of the Allies, the organization of the Resistance, the pro-
cess of decolonization, and above all the exceptional movement of 
refugees, had generated […] conspicuous population movements 
and arrivals of foreigners on national territory”. However, starting 
from the 1970s, a tangible increase in the foreign population became 
evident: between 1961 and 1971, the Italian census documented a 
doubling in the number of foreign residents. 
To observe the real turning point of the foreign presence in Italy we 
will have to wait until the 1980s and, even more, the following dec-
ade. Without aiming to provide an exhaustive description of a long 
and complex period, it is enough to mention that Italy experienced 
three major migratory waves during the 20th century. The first wave 
witnessed the arrival of migrants from the African continent (pri-
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marily Senegal, Eritrea, and Somalia), the Middle East, Asia (es-
pecially the Philippines), and South America. Subsequently, other 
nationalities became notable, with Chinese, Peruvians and Nigerians 
among the prominent groups. Then, starting in the early 1990s and 
continuing in subsequent decades, inflows from Eastern Europe 
began reaching the peninsula, with immigrants from Yugoslavia, Al-
bania, and Romania that were emerging as the fastest growing for-
eign groups. This brief overview already reveals one of the most 
significant aspects of immigration in Italy: migratory polycentrism. 
It reflects a diverse plurality of origins without any single group 
quantitatively dominating the overall foreign presence (Colucci, 
2018). 
In the early 2000s the foreign presence in Italy has definitely estab-
lished: the immigrant population was expanding at an average an-
nual rate of nearly 14% – an extraordinary figure compared to the 
already substantial rate of the previous decade (approximately 5%) 
(Bonifazi, 2013). In this regard, the first decade of the 2000s marks 
a phase in which the immigrant presence approaches the dimensions 
already seen in long-established European countries of immigration, 
such as Great Britain, France and Germany (Livi Bacci, 2010). 
Nowadays, we are observing a process of structural stabilization re-
garding immigration and the foreign presence. “Extension of length 
of stay, gender balance, family reunification, increased numbers of 
immigrants with children, and a heightened number of foreign ori-
gin students in schools are some of the characteristics outlining a 
deep-seated phenomenon. Immigrants have become undoubtedly 
part of the country’s socio-economic fabric” (Marroccoli & Schroot, 
2021, p. 43). 
In addition to this overall scenario, one cannot overlook the emerg-
ence of the so-called “refugee crisis”: between 2014 and 2015 a new 
phase has begun, primarily centered around the welcoming and 
management of asylum seekers (cf. §1). The public debate's focus 
on these arrivals has remained persistent. Matters such as managing 
the influx, and the subsequent welcoming, combating illegal immi-
gration, and efforts to prevent departures at the source have fuelled 
intense political clashes among major Italian parties. Furthermore, 
the attention directed towards these categories of migrants is es-
pecially pertinent in the context of our contribution. Children and 
minors who arrive through these channels represent some of the 
most vulnerable groups. 
That being said, the foreign population in Italy has now settled at 
around 5 million inhabitants, accounting for over 8% of the total 
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population, and coming from more than 190 countries, particularly 
East-Central Europe, North Africa, Latin-America and South-East 
Asia (IDOS, 2023). Aside from indicating a slightly higher percen-
tage of female presence (51% based on provisional 2022 data), the 
foreign population remains younger than its native counterpart, with 
over 20% of the total population being minors (ibid.). And it is pre-
cisely this percentage of immigrant children, or minors of foreign 
origin, that occupies an increasingly prominent place in Italian 
school classrooms. 
Although the presence of pupils with a migratory background has 
been decreasing for a few years now, «for the 2021/2022 school year, 
records indicate 872,360 foreign students enrolled in Italy out of a 
total of 8,261,011 students. Compared to the previous year, foreign 
student numbers showed a slight recovery, with a 0.8% increase 
(+6,972 students), contrasting the average decline of 1.2%  
(-102,280 students) among all enrolled students» (ibid., p. 233). 
Therefore, the proportion of foreign students in the overall school 
population is higher than that within the resident population, ap-
proximately standing at 10.6%. 
These statistics indicate both the numerical significance of the phe-
nomenon and the clear stabilization of the foreign population in 
Italy – considerations that gain further relevance when considering 
the figure about young people of foreign origin born in the country 
(see table 1.1). 
As the foreign presence in the country increases, Italian schools start 
to deal with the children of immigrants among their student popu-
lation. From the very beginning, as early as the 1980s, the Italian 
school integration model was defined as “inclusive” (Ricucci, 2018). 
Two main elements characterize it: firstly, the inclusion of foreign 
pupils within regular classes, thus avoiding the establishment of dif-
ferential classes; secondly, the intercultural perspective, present from 
the outset and “intended as a founding value of democracy and a 
means of combating racism and anti-Semitism” (ibid., p. 115). Fur-
thermore, the Italian model ensures the implementation of the right 
to education for all, irrespective of their residency status or citizen-
ship. These elements are associated with the issuing of clear direc-
tives, which intend to guide the concrete practices implemented in 
schools. 
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Consistent with insights from studies and research on the subject, 
ministerial directives have progressively aimed to enhance the tools 
supporting the acquisition of Italian language skills. At the same 
time, measures were implemented to counteract segregation in 
schools, introducing a 30% threshold for students without Italian 
citizenship. More generally, one of the most recent directives on the 
integration of foreign pupils addresses ten key issues, these include: 
(1) Reaffirm the right to immediate inclusion of newly arrived pu-
pils. (2) Increase awareness on the importance of early childhood 
education. (3) Counteracting school delay. (4) Supporting the learn-
ing of Italian L2. (5) Enhancing linguistic diversity. (6) Preventing 
school segregation. (7) Involve families in their children’s educational 
project. 
This list outlines the principles that the Italian educational institu-
tion consistently strives for regarding the inclusion of foreign stu-
dents. However, the enactment of national standards has not 
automatically translated into homogeneous practices across the pen-
insula. It was primarily the implementation of school autonomy that 
complicated the standardization of practices, whereas this autonomy 
grants schools extensive room for innovation and flexibility in shap-
ing educational and teaching activities – including actions aimed at 
foreign students (Ricucci, 2018). There is thus an «increase in the 
heterogeneity of practices and a high degree of discretion, […] which 
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Table 1.1 - Italy. Total and foreign students by school grade and birth  

(school year 2021/2022) 
Source: Centro Studi e Ricerche IDOS

School 
grade

Enrolled 
Students %

Of 
which 
foreign

%
Of which 
born in 

Italy
%

% Of 
for-

eigners 
out of 
total

% Born in 
Italy over 
foreigners

Pre-
school 1.319.456 16.0 154.426 17.7 128.293 21.8 11.7 83.1

Primary 
school 2.526.732 30.6 312.713 35.8 230.090 39.1 12.4 73.6

Lower 
secondary 

school
1.687.186 20.4 188.234 21.6 125.868 21.4 11.2 66.9

Upper 
secondary 

school
2.727.637 33.0 216.987 24.9 104.735 17.8 8.0 48.3

Total 8.261.011 100.0 872.360 100.0 588.986 100.0 100.0 67.5



has not guaranteed all foreign pupils the same opportunities for in-
clusion, support, and guidance» (ibid., p. 116). 
In this sense, as evidenced by recent research (Santagati & Colussi, 
2022), the overall situation of pupils with a migratory background 
(including both those born in the territory and those who arrive 
there later) continues to show some critical issues. These figures em-
phasize the importance of maintaining a strong focus on the educa-
tional trajectories of immigrant children. 
____________________________________________________ 
 

 
 

4. The relevance of soft skills for inclusion  
 

Starting from the complexity of the diverse migration phenomenon high-
lighted into the previous paragraphs (§ 1 and 2), the KIDS4ALLL project 
tried to define strategies and practical instruments which could help to 
overcome integration challenges for migrant children and to build an in-
clusive and resilient society. In this perspective, the project moved from the 
fundamental idea that integration, as well as social inclusion, is a two-way 
process of adaptation of both the newcomer and the host society. In par-
ticular, the concept of inclusion that has been adopted within the project 
is related to a comprehensive approach which encompasses both relational 
aspects and physical, psychological, and occupational ones. In fact, some 
indicators chosen to attest the process of inclusion within the KIDS4ALLL 
project are well-being, full access to resources and activities, social partici-
pation, equal opportunities, acceptance, and recognition. In this regard, 
social inclusion could be supported and strengthened throughout educa-
tion, as underlined by various studies (OECD, 2019; OECD, 2018a). Edu-
cation can be conceived as «a dynamic approach of responding positively 
to pupil diversity and of seeing individual differences not as problems, but 
as opportunities for enriching learning» (UNESCO, 2005, p. 12).  

However, various research on migrant children usually differentiates be-
tween those born in the country of immigration of their parents and those 
who came during the school period (Block et al., 2015; Pastoor, 2016). 
This differentiation, which is then related to diverse needs of children with 
different migratory backgrounds, could explain different outcomes within 
groups and between groups. As also underlined into the previous paragraph 
(§ 2), migrant children can’t be treated as a homogeneous group. Instead, 
it is important to understand the diverse needs of migrant students and de-
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velop an appropriate educational support, considering the different na-
tional, cultural, linguistic and ethnic backgrounds, including their educa-
tional experiences in both native country and host one (OECD, 2019, p. 
22). Then, educational inclusion of migrant children can successfully take 
place if all (or at least most of ) their needs are addressed.  

Even if a unique or best model for supporting inclusion of migrant 
children in educational contexts does not exist, various research showed that 
schools identified as offering a holistic model were able to respond to the psy-
chosocial and emotional needs of their students, and not only to their learn-
ing needs (Arnot & Pinson, 2005; Pugh, Every & Hattam, 2012). The 
educational holistic model is multidimensional and supports migrant stu-
dents in learning the host country’s language and developing their mother 
tongue, overcoming limited education, and understanding the new educa-
tion system. Moreover, this model, which involves the whole educational 
setting, helps migrant children to strengthen their emotional and communi-
cation skills (OECD, 2019, p. 33). In addition, the holistic model allows 
teachers and educators to engage all students, both native and migrant, and 
to work together to build a shared and inclusive path of growth for all 
children. In this way the experiences that children have in educational con-
texts could be a stimulus to reproduce in society the dynamics of growth 
and shared construction of a democratic and resilient society. 

In this perspective, to create an inclusive, resilient, and sustainable so-
ciety, it is appropriate to enhance and develop soft skills, which are also the 
basis of citizenship and key competences for lifelong learning as defined by 
EU Commission in 2006 and then revised in 2018. The eight key com-
petences are considered essential to get «a healthy and sustainable lifestyle, 
employability, active citizenship and social inclusion» (European Commis-
sion, 2019, p. 4). Moreover, the importance of soft skills has been recogni-
zed by several international bodies, including the Council of Europe and 
the OECD, as a critical factor in addressing the challenges of today’s world 
and promoting an inclusive and democratic society (Council of Europe, 
2018; OECD, 2018c). 

It should be remembered that following the summit of European Heads 
of State or Government in Warsaw in 2005, the Council of Europe has 
sought to promote a democratic culture among the citizens of its member 
countries and to set common goals in education to citizenship. To this end, 
the Council has developed a Competence Model, which was unanimously 
welcomed at the Conference of Ministers of Education of European Coun-
tries held in Brussels in 2016. This model consists of 20 competences that 
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are considered pivotal in order to train young Europeans as aware, active 
and responsible citizens to ensure open, tolerant and multicultural demo-
cratic societies. These competences are divided into values, attitudes, skills 
and knowledge, and critical understanding, as represented in the butterfly 
diagram below. 

Values include the respect for human dignity and rights; cultural diver-–
sity; democracy; justice; equal; equality and legality;
Attitudes refer to openness to diversity; respect for others; responsibility;–
tolerance;
Skills are related to autonomous learning; critical and analytical thinking;–
empathy; flexibility; multilingual communication; cooperation and con-
flict resolution;
Knowledge and critical understanding are proper to both the individual–
and the collective sphere.

Figure 1: The 20 competences included in the CoE competence model 
Source: Reference Framework Competence for Democratic Culture, Volume 1, p. 38 

The OECD has also carried out interesting studies and research in this 
field. At the AFS 2020 Global Conference, held in Singapore on 21st and 
22nd October 2020, the OECD published the results of the 2018 Pro-
gramme for International Student Assessment (PISA) analysis on global 
competence. 

The OECD has established a framework for strengthening and evalu-
ating global competence, based on the belief that education systems play a 
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crucial role in helping young people understand others and the world where 
they live, and in contributing to society’s inclusiveness and sustainability. 

The acquisition of this competence is considered the way to face the 
challenges of the contemporary world, supporting the global development 
goals defined by the United Nations (2030 Agenda for Sustainable Devel-
opment), and to form responsible citizens, aware, respectful of diversity 
and ready to adapt to a changing labor market. Global competence is 
multidimensional and refers to the ability to examine issues at the local, 
global and intercultural levels; understand and appreciate different perspec-
tives and worldviews of others; interact effectively and appropriately with 
other cultures; act collectively for well-being and sustainable development. 

For the development of global competence, soft skills are again identified 
as key elements. 

These skills are also considered by the World Economic Forum as the 
essential basis for enhancing lifelong learning competences essential to build 
a growing society for the 21st century. Then, besides fundamental literacies, 
it’s decisive how students (native and migrant) approach complex challenges 
and changes (World Economic Forum, 2015). 

Figure 2: World Economic Forum skills model for the 21st century 
Source: World Economic Forum (2015). New Vision for Education 

Unlocking the Potential of Technology, p. 3 
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Beside the work of various international bodies, several academic studies 
have revealed that soft skills are a prerequisite that people must possess in 
the 21st century (Drigas & Mitsea, 2021; Mahasneh & Thabet, 2016). 
However, a clear and unambiguous definition of what soft skills are, does not 
exist. Some authors have underlined that in general, «soft skills refer to a 
wide range of intra- and inter-personal (socio-emotional) skills that guar-
antee personal, academic and professional success» (Drigas & Mitsea, 2021, 
p. 121). Others have argued that soft skills include «both personal char-
acteristics (e.g. trust, discipline, self-management) and social competencies 
(e.g. teamwork, communication, emotional intelligence)» (Boerchi, Di 
Mauro & Sarli, 2020, p. 5). 

Through the analysis of international literature and documents, it is also 
possible to identify three distinct dimensions that make up soft skills: 

 
1. Cognitive and meta-cognitive dimension which includes critical thinking, 

problem solving, creative thinking, the ability to explore new ideas, 
learning-to-learn and self-regulation; 

2. Social and emotional area which involves empathy, self-efficacy, respon-
sibility, the ability to take risks and collaboration; 

3. Practical and physical field which includes using new information and 
communication technology devices. 
 
One of the main relevant dimensions for building growth paths among 

students in a holistic educational context, as defined by the EU Commis-
sion, is strictly linked to socio-emotional skills. Not by chance, OECD has 
underlined this link, affirming that “social and emotional skills […] com-
prise a comprehensive set of skills essential for students to be able to succeed 
at school and fully participate in society as active citizens. […] The ability 
of citizens to adapt, be resourceful, respect and work well with others, and 
to take personal and collective responsibility is increasingly becoming the 
hallmark of a well-functioning society. Skills such as co-operation, empathy, 
and tolerance are key for citizens and nations to achieve sustainable devel-
opment goals and to effectively participate and contribute towards building 
democratic institutions” (OECD, 2021, p. 11). 

The soft skills are then transversal and, as argued by several scholars, 
they can be developed not only in formal learning contexts (such as school, 
training courses) but also in non-formal contexts (including work contexts 
or volunteering experiences) or informal ones (e.g. life experiences).  
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5. Possible paths to strengthen soft skills in educational contexts 
 

How can teachers and educators support students and young people in de-
veloping soft skills and their various dimensions? How to involve all stu-
dents in an educational setting? 

Several authors have pointed out that to develop the ability to critically 
address issues and enhance soft skills, it is essential to start from the interests 
of students and from a shared problem on which to discuss and reason to-
gether (Vincent-Lancrin et al., 2019, pp. 100 and following; Imperio, 
2020; Hussin et al., 2019; Unin & Bearing, 2016; Losito, 2021, p. 195). 
The critical approach to issues is a perspective that can be taught effectively 
if it is accepted by students as relevant to themselves and as corresponding 
to their needs. A common element among various analyses on such topic 
is precisely the importance of motivating and involving pupils in shared 
reflection, starting from issues that they perceive as relevant for themselves, 
and building educational pathways based on active and collaborative learning 
among students who feel part of a respectful educational relationship based 
on a good balance between freedom and structured activities. In particular, 
a recent project of the OECD – Center for Educational Research and In-
novation (Vincent-Lancrin et al., 2019) has identified some essential aspects 
for the development of critical thinking, creativity and empathy: firstly, the 
teacher should take on a challenging role and the nature of the activity 
should be authentic and not artificial; secondly, the approach to the tasks 
to be carried out should be in group, including all the students in the class; 
the organization of time and space must be flexible; thirdly, the learning 
process, once the teaching activity has been completed, should be rethought 
by the students and the teacher through a path of metacognitive reflection. 
Finally, the OECD study emphasizes the importance, for each collaborative 
learning activity, of promoting a systemic approach to problem solving that 
allows students to analyze problems, proceeding in logical steps, and to find 
together new ideas and solutions. 

Argumentative brainstorming is an additional tool that offers the oppor-
tunity to promote collaborative learning and critical discussion among stu-
dents of the same class regarding a specific phenomenon, problem to be 
solved, or a question of common interest (Ayunda, Halim & Suhrawardi 
et al., 2021; Fredella &  Bosio, 2021). It leads students to discuss with their 
peers and with the teacher starting from an event or issue. The teacher, pos-
ing a series of stimulating questions related to the chosen theme, encourages 
the reflection of the students and the collective comparison. 
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To participate in the discussion each student must share his/her knowl-
edge, his/her values and his/her point of view, arguing and clarifying his/her 
thoughts with others. This activity leads each member of the class to listen 
to others, respecting their position, and to discover new aspects of the phe-
nomenon under reflection or to acquire new knowledge about it, question-
ing claims not supported by valid arguments (Vincent-Lancrin et al., 2019, 
pp. 105-106). By brainstorming, pupils can ask new questions and adopt 
an open attitude towards each other and learn new things. The resulting 
discussion brings with it a learning process in relation to both knowledge 
and transversal skills (Ayunda Halim & Suhrawardi et al., 2021, p. 2).  

Several studies have shown that argumentative brainstorming activities 
can have a positive impact on students in relation to their awareness of 
complex reality and their ability to develop language and synthesis. This 
didactic methodology also supports each student involved in strengthening 
their self-confidence and becoming more empathetic with others (Unin & 
Bearing, 2016). Having these skills can help young people relate positively 
with others and create an inclusive society that is open to new ideas. To 
achieve such outcomes of argumentative brainstorming, it is important for 
students to understand the significance of working in groups and actively 
participating in the discussion as a learning experience. 

Beside brainstorming, group work built on a common student interest 
is also considered crucial to promoting critical thinking and peer cooper-
ation (Veldman, Doolaard, Bosker & Snijders, 2020, pp. 1-13; Santos, 
Rocha, Cardoso & Lopes, 2020; Hussin, Harun & Shukor, 2019; Hoff-
man, 2003, pp. 5-17). Planning work around a shared interest and task, 
and not for example on cognitive level considerations based on pupils’ age 
or school grade, is considered as functional to enhance the differences 
among students and the degree of heterogeneity of the group itself. When 
students with different abilities and cultural backgrounds work together, 
their learning process is maximized, as well as their sense of accountability 
for the activities they carry out and the autonomy in organizing their 
knowledge (Santos et al., 2020, p. 646). This is a crucial element especially 
for some specific learning contexts, like multi-age classes where the cogni-
tive levels and socio-relational skills are diverse. Therefore, students know 
to appreciate differences and individual strengths thought as primary re-
sources for collaborative learning. By working in groups, children share 
with others their specific competences which could be related, for instance, 
to socio-emotional skills (Hoffman, 2003, p. 49). To support cooperation 
among peers, groups’ work could be organized in a flexible way, as well as the 
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time and space of learning (Hoffman, 2003; Mangione, 2021; S. Vincent-
Lancrin et al., 2019). Flexibly plan activities from the entire class group to 
small groups led by the teacher or individual students, up to in-depth work 
in pairs, increases the autonomy and freedom of students in promoting col-
laborative learning. The experience of collaborative and flexible work of 
multi-age classes is particularly interesting to be able to effectively manage 
the educational contexts in which students with different migratory back-
grounds are present. Such experiences, in fact, allow teachers and educators 
to identify paths to support students in knowing, understanding and help-
ing each other through soft skills. 

Another teaching methodology that could be suggested as a useful tool 
for strengthening of soft skills in educational contexts is flipped for inclusion. 
The latter supports “processes of co-construction of the self, as individual 
and collectivity, through the rediscovery of otherness. It invests in over-
turning logics, starting from macro-actions of analysis, communication, 
design and evaluation” (De Giuseppe & Corona, 2017, p. 132). The flipped 
inclusion method is focused on systemic procedures that act on the educa-
tional context as a whole and that involve all children, using educational 
tools that support a multidimensional education. As a result, teaching ac-
tivities could aim at stimulating self-esteem, interaction and cooperation 
between students starting from the micro-society of the classroom. 

The flipped inclusion activities are structured by identifying “a problem-
situation and in a learning by problem, proceeding by breakdown of com-
plicated problems into simpler subproblems, which encourage the 
activation of solutions relating to the difficulties emerged” (De Giuseppe 
& Corona, 2017, p. 135). This teaching methodology allows teachers and 
educators to involve all students in the class, enhancing differences and 
stimulating cooperative interdependence and proactive and prosocial 
changes that they can then reproduce in different contexts. 

Lastly, to strengthen soft skills and trigger inclusive socio-relational dy-
namics we suggest the buddy method that has been used in the KIDS4ALLL 
project. Initially designed to enhance the social skills of students with learn-
ing disabilities, this method aims to support their inclusion, participation, 
and development of positive relationships within educational settings. In 
the early Nineties, some scholars analyzed the use of the peer buddy system 
and its impact on socialization and participation of students (Haring & 
Breen, 1992; Foster, 2011). The various experimentations showed that the 
interaction and socialization skills of students with disabilities have im-
proved thanks to the work done in pairs between peers. These experiences 
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of peer training and collaboration have strengthened the real and perceived 
inclusion of students with disabilities and widespread among all the 
members of the class group a greater willingness to empathy and welcome. 

Moreover, some researchers have emphasized the importance of creating 
an educational setting and an environment conducive to interaction and 
socialization in order to successfully use the buddy method (Carter & 
Hughes, 2005). The positive results in terms of social inclusion of the peer 
buddy system’s use have then led to experimenting with this method even 
in areas other than disability or to address issues such as bullying (Tzani-
Pepelasi, Ioannou & Synnott et al., 2019). Recently, the buddy scheme has 
been tested in the context of welcoming refugees to support them in build-
ing their new life in host countries (Stock, 2019). With reference to the 
KIDS4ALLL project, the buddy method has been adopted using a co-cre-
ation approach through which children carried out and created their learn-
ing contents concerning the eight EU Lifelong Learning competences. At 
the core of this approach, the buddy method played a relevant role in pro-
moting a guided peer-to-peer collaboration between non-migrant and mi-
grant students in formal, non-formal and informal educational contexts. 
Then, this method leads a pair of peers to work together performing co-
creative activities, to trigger a fair dialogue and have interactions whereby 
cultural intelligence is recognized in all people. These interactions aim to 
transform previous levels of understanding and the socio-cultural context 
in pursuit of success for all members of the group. It encourages the creation 
of personal and social meaning. The fundamental principle is that equality 
and differences become mutually rewarding and compatible values. In the 
dialogic learning model, every child must have the opportunity to speak 
and to be heard, regardless of his/her position in the school and despite 
age, gender, level of education, or social class (Thalluri, O’Flaherty & Shep-
herd, 2014; Nilsson, 2019). 

The next paragraph also provides practical guidance to teachers and edu-
cators on how to observe soft skills of students in different educational con-
texts.  

 
 

6. Observation as a support to soft skills 
 

In the complex process that led students to acquire softs kills, teachers and 
educators play a fundamental role. This centrality is recognized in the 
teacher’s choice of teaching methodology, in the identification of the most 
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relevant issues, in the definition of one or more time horizons with which 
to carry out the activities. These choices need to aim at satisfying as far as 
possible the specificities of the individual students, the class and the dy-
namics. It is therefore essential that the teacher or educator considers ob-
servational practice as an integral and substantial element in order to make 
choices that can support the effective development of soft skills in students. 
The observation and the tools through which it is realized are also func-
tional to detect and monitor the development of students’ soft skills. 

In this and subsequent paragraph we will therefore briefly address the 
subject of classroom observation and the tools that can be used to conduct 
this practice, with the dual objective of introducing the reader to the role 
that observation can have in supporting students in the acquisition of soft 
skills and contextualizing the observation tools used in the KIDS4ALLL 
Project and described in the following chapters of the present work. 

In the observation processes eye and mind play a privileged role and as 
in a virtuous circle the greater the visual training is, the deeper will be the 
ability to recognize elements, factors and situations, from general to par-
ticular. The reading of a landscape, as well as an event or a person is strongly 
influenced by the lenses that each observer wears to realize it. These lenses 
are composed of countless elements, which is fundamental to know how 
to recognize and identify. In the observation it is therefore important to 
know how to change the point of view, to assume a more or less close posi-
tion to a subject or an object allows to pick different and equally important 
elements in order to reach the representation of a complete picture. The 
observation as a teacher, as an educator, or as a professional, requires a spe-
cific posture that demands great awareness. The ability to observe is ac-
quired through the use of operational techniques and basic knowledge. 
Observation is an intentional act, aimed at the acquisition of knowledge 
and the objective, accurate and complete description of a given event is 
considered relevant and significant with respect to particular interests (Trin-
chero, 2007). 

The observation of competences can be conducted in different ways and 
through the use of different tools.  

The previous paragraphs (§ 4 and 5) suggested the complexity of the 
concept of competence. Soft skills, in fact, encompass a wide range of di-
mensions which have been widely studied and barely related to a single 
reading. 

The nature of soft skills recalls the need for a conscious posture in their 
observation. The observation as it will be described in this section is to be 
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intended as part of a process, the educational one. In fact, observation is a 
fundamental part of a wider course in relation to different aspects: 

 
observation allows the identification of the peculiarities of each student, –
a fundamental element to support cognitive and relational development; 
the development of methods and the application of didactic and organ-–
izational strategies aimed at the development of soft skills; 
the deep knowledge of the individual learner, for teachers and educators –
to be able to verify their own educational action in terms of effectiveness, 
such as group knowledge, to assess the environment and collective well-
being. 
 
Observation in this context is the vehicle that through a complex and 

articulated set of actions leads to the creation of inclusive environments. 
This is the reason to approach it as a privileged tool for a fair and inclusive 
educational planning. 

Observation can be conducted both in direct and indirect mode. As the 
term itself suggests, direct observation is that which is achieved by means 
of an observer in the field, typically the teacher in the classroom or in the 
learning environment. Indirect observation is carried out by means of dif-
ferent instruments, such as video recordings. 

Direct observation can in turn be conducted in different situations: it 
can be defined as natural observation when the same is carried out in con-
texts of greater spontaneity and therefore not necessarily related to the space 
of the classroom. This type of observation is well suited to the detection of 
soft skills because the moments of free interaction are a juncture in which 
it is possible to understand how what is learned is reflected in the behavior 
of the students, whether there is a continuum between the learned skills 
and the acted skills. In this specific case, the observer needs to remain as 
far apart as possible, not interfering in the dynamics that spontaneously 
were created among the students. The neutrality that the observer maintains 
in the field is the same with which one approaches the actual act of obser-
vation: in fact, if in all the kind of observations in general is necessary the 
abstention of the just judgment, in such specific context it is necessary a 
further level of attention in order to be able to pick those nuances and dy-
namics that are not typical of the classroom as context and therefore can 
be more easily left out by the observer. 

Controlled direct observations are instead constructed by the teacher or 
educator by virtue of the individual or multiple skills that are the subject 
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of study. For instance, when the focus, meaning the subject of the observa-
tion, is to detect citizenship competence, the teacher is also responsible for 
defining the procedures and tools to be used and the timing of the whole 
process.  

Direct observation in the field is subdivided into occasional observation 
(also defined as spontaneous or unstructured) and systemic observation. 
Spontaneous observation lends itself to capturing very specific aspects of 
experience and behavior and is generally used at different times of the 
school year. However, it is quite common that in the conduct of this ex-
perience many factors that may feed the distortion of what is observed come 
into play. It is the case of the influence of previous experiences, or as already 
mentioned above, the possibility of focusing attention where a particular 
episode is more significant for one’s own personal experience, or even the 
personal interpretation of what happened.  

On the opposite side lies the systemic observation that is characterized 
by being intentional and inserted within a wider path as mentioned above. 
This type of observation is distinguished from the daily practices of seeing 
(accidental) and watching (intentional) in which there are no precise 
methods or purposes (Trinchero, 2007). The characteristics that distinguish 
therefore the direct systemic observation are: 

 
intentionality and depth; –
objectivity; –
systematic; –
communication; –
repeatability. –
 
Systemic observation is conducted with a specific aim. The definition 

of this objective (why is it observed? Who is it observed by? When? Where? 
How, with what tools?) guides teachers and educators in a well-structured 
process, to which it is necessary to approach with an awareness attitude as 
much as possible. This posture is partly favored by the presence of patterns 
and fixed structures, partly by the skills that the observer acquires through 
training and field experience. The final result of the observation passes first 
to the selection of the information to be observed and secondly to the de-
scription of the information.  

Finally, three main types of observation can be counted. 
The first is the inductive one, which provides objective, very detailed 

indications of the observed behaviors and which abstains as much as poss-
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ible from interpretations. It is characterized by being a «non-participant» 
observation, conducted in the natural environment, in order to avoid the 
inhibition of the spontaneous conduct of the observed subject.  

The second is the subjective one, in which the observer is a participant. 
In this case, therefore, the focus is mainly centered on relationships and 
dynamics, which therefore the observer is called to read even in the face of 
his own personal individuality. 

Finally, the deductive observation that is characterized by being pro-
longed in time in order to grasp the reality and the deeper dynamics, atti-
tudes and behaviors observed. At the school level deductive observation is 
widely used because of its collective dimension. 

The following scheme summarizes the types of observation briefly illus-
trated above. 

Figure 3: Types of Observation (form Trinchero, reworked version) 

7. The observation tools

The observation is conducted through the use and support of tools. The 
following diagram provides a summary.  
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Figure 4: Observation tools (form Trinchero, reworked version) 

In particular, the KIDS4ALLL project used structured tools such as grids 
(used in the ethnographic observation), check-lists (for the guidance of 
teachers and educators) and assessment scales (socio-emotional and citizen-
ship skills questionnaire) alongside tools with a low degree of structuring 
and descriptive character. 

The tools mentioned above will be recalled below in their prominent 
characters in order to facilitate the reading and understanding of the next 
chapters that will treat these tools and the main results (chapters 8-9). 

The structured tools have several common elements such as the defini-
tion of the target audience, thus understanding the subject of observation, 
the object of observation and the level of depth to be observed, finally the 
identification of any elements that may affect the process. 

Grids 
The grid allows the observation of an individual in a context and pro-

vides a series of categories through which the observer reads the educational 
reality of the individual or group. In order to detect such constructs, a care-
ful structuring process is necessary. The categories must be as clear as poss-
ible and without any possibility of misinterpretation in order to make their 
compilation more immediate. The grids can therefore concern both ma-
terial and physical aspects, as well as spatial, behavioral and attitudinal. 
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 Check-list 
As the term itself suggests, the check-list is a set of elements previously 

defined that represents the observation guide for teachers or educators. In 
fact, through the use of these lists it is possible to identify in a targeted way 
the occurrence of an event and also, for example, its frequency over time 
in defined ranges. 

If the observer is not the educator or the teacher, the check-lists can also 
refer to the type of attitude and posture of them, that turns to be the subject 
of the observation. 

This tool allows a pretty simple data recording whose analysis can be 
carried out even without sophisticated tools, however, a careful planning 
of the list is necessary as the absence of one or more elements can lead to 
important loss of information. 

 
Assessment scales 
Similarly to the check-lists, the assessment scales detect the presence of 

a construct, to which is added the definition of the intensity of the occur-
rence or lack of the event. 

Those scales are generally used for the detection of attitudes and behav-
iors that are observed on a measurement scale that may also concern the 
frequency with which an element occurs. 

Their structure is beyond observation itself since evaluation is also 
required. Scales of assessment can return information in a fast and clear 
way, but on the other hand these tools incur the subjectivity of the ob-
server’s judgment.  

A properly trained observer or a crossed-eyed observation, as a clear and 
structured process of observation can significantly reduce the risks of sub-
jectivity. 

 
Descriptive tools 
Tools characterized by a lower degree of a priori structuring, generally 

allow an observation more marked on the relational dimension and the 
evolution of the subjects. 

It is important to take into consideration environmental aspects such as 
the characteristics of the location of observation, duration or climate of the 
class or group. 

Finally, it is necessary a reference to times and places. In fact, observation 
is a complex process that requires adequate preparation and awareness. The 
definition of its objectives can guide the observer in the choice of time, 
meaning the moment or moments in which it must be conducted. In the 
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same way and more generally, the observations conducted at the beginning 
or at the end of the year will be very different, as will be those carried out 
in context such as lectures or workshops. Space itself has a great influence, 
as a strictly structured place will allow a series of dynamics and physical in-
teractions, very reduced compared to open and informal environments. 

When observation is not spontaneous, within different times and con-
texts, observations can be arranged through the following steps:  

 
1. Identification of the field of observation (behavior, events, reaction, situ-

ation, level of learning). In this first phase it is important to focus on 
the aspect to be observed by limiting the problem or the situation; 

2. Choice of the most suitable observation method or model; 
3. Choice of instruments and techniques calibrated on the models and es-

pecially on the objectives set; 
4. Conduct of observation, choice of observer and management of mo-

ment and time;  
5. Record of the data collected during the observation period in all ways 

that can guarantee its systematic nature, fidelity and objectivity; 
6. Analysis, coding and interpretation of collected data to identify char-

acteristics, variable elements and quantification of observed behavior. 
 
The practice of observation plays a central role among the activities sup-

porting the development of soft skills. First, as a specific element to detect 
the complex dynamics linked to the phenomenon of migration and inclu-
sion: in fact, as emerged from the first pages of this chapter, these are ex-
tremely different and can hardly be fully understood without the use of 
specific techniques such as those mentioned above.  

In the same way the construction of a shared and inclusive path pre-
sumes that the action of both the teacher and the educator develops ver-
tically, through the treatment of the subject, as well as horizontally, with a 
broad-spectrum look, capable of embracing the entire essence of the stu-
dents, both as single individuals, and as a group. 

“For the migrant members, the role of the school as a public defense 
that allows to build social relationships and affiliations becomes increasingly 
fundamental” (Altin, 2022, p. 21) and the construction of such a defense 
can only take place from withinm through the perception of both expressed 
and unexpressed needs. 
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8. Final reflections 
 

When promoting inclusion through education it is essential to acknowledge 
the necessity of considering the diverse backgrounds of students. This 
underscores the importance of starting from the needs of each individual 
student to ensure successful pathways of inclusion. Such considerations are 
particularly pertinent given the challenges that population movements pose 
to contemporary societies. Educational contexts are increasingly populated 
by diverse groups, each with unique backgrounds and specific needs that 
must be taken into account. 

Despite the particularities of different national contexts and the specific 
approaches used to address these issues, it is possible to identify common 
traits that provide useful indications for building an inclusive and resilient 
society. Soft skills are considered one of these elements that can support 
the process of inclusion. Several international Institutions, including EU, 
OECD and World Economic Forum have recognized the pivotal role of 
such skills in understanding contemporary issues, addressing today’s chal-
lenges and promoting a democratic society. Being empathetic, responsible, 
critical, creative, collaborative and capable of making decisions and taking 
risks are crucial elements of an informed citizenship that facilitates the con-
struction of inclusive and welcoming relationships. It is therefore crucial, 
not only for individuals but for the whole society, to support students in 
acquiring and developing these skills. Such skills, along with the experiences 
students have in educational settings, can serve as a stimulus to replicate 
dynamics of growth and common construction in other contexts.  Adopting 
a holistic approach that addresses the learning, psychosocial, and emotional 
needs of all students, both native and newcomer, enables the engagement 
of all children in proactive paths of growth.  

In this perspective, in the educational field, the role of educators and 
teachers is fundamental in considering soft skills and having adequate knowl-
edge of them, as well as being aware of students’ diverse backgrounds. These 
aspects must be treated in parallel and with equal importance. Therefore, 
planning effective educational pathways is crucial, starting from the needs 
and diverse migratory experiences of students, as well as defining the training 
goals to be achieved and selecting appropriate educational tools to use. The 
proper implementation of such lines of action goes through observation, 
which can help teachers and educators in identifying and activating students’ 
prior knowledge. Discovering students’ personal frames and backgrounds is 
an important asset for conducting more effective educational actions. The 
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observation process should move from the definition of observation criteria 
to ensure the homogeneity of the results and to carry out activities that are 
functional to the ultimate objective, identifying strengths and weaknesses 
and ensuring more coherent and effective educational and inclusive actions. 
The description of observation tools is thus essential to support teachers and 
educators in focusing on specific aspects, depending on students’ back-
ground and to monitor the effectiveness of the educational pathways. This 
contribution aims to provide guidance to educators and teachers regarding 
the development of soft skills by offering specific educational methods for 
observation, reflection, and the implementation of proactive strategies. Sub-
sequent chapters will illustrate how these tools have been utilized and 
adapted in various contexts through the presentation of case studies con-
ducted within the KIDS4ALLL project. 
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1. The context and the theoretical debate  
 

For many children, living in a poor family and in contexts 
without development opportunities means carrying the 

burden of serious discrimination compared to their peers 
from an early age, with consequences that can become ir-

reparable over time. As in a vicious circle, educational pov-
erty fuels economic poverty and vice versa.  

(Save the Children, 2014, p. 3) 
 

Educational processes have been subject of reflection in academic debates 
and in public policies, and among those who operate within the various 
educational contexts, be they formal, informal or non-formal. The under-
lying idea of this interest and the educational polycentrism that represents 
its practical declination is that education is everyone’s business (Pourtois 
& Desmet, 2015); and social interventions (including educational inter-
ventions) can be solely effective if they act at all levels of the social ecosystem 
(Bronfenbrenner, 2004). This implies on the one hand a census of the re-
sources and actors in the educational process (that are changing in relation 
to the contexts), and on the other hand a verification of their actual inter-
action and cooperation, as well as the characteristics of this interaction in 
terms of duration, intensity and shared initiative. These social actors, who 
hold different roles, capacities and responsibilities in the educational pro-
cess, compose an idea of co-education, that implies a form of educational 
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alliance with a shared objective (Pourtois & Desmet, 2015): the socio-psy-
chological and cognitive development of the child. This complex scenario 
recognizes of course a prominent role for school as agency for secondary 
socialization but also as a place for skills training alongside the acquisition 
of knowledge, an aspect that will be explored further below. Alongside the 
school there are associations, voluntary organizations, training foundations 
and the family itself as actors of educational processes. These actors act on 
some occasions in a coordinated way; in others in a more diversified way; 
in particular, the associations constitute a now established partner of schools 
for the implementation of educational projects and interventions. The role 
of associations lies in particular in the area of   skills development, extra-cur-
ricular activities, interventions in favor of inclusion and the adoption of 
methodological innovations in educational practices. 

Returning now to the concept of the heterogeneity of contexts (from a 
social, cultural, regional point of view) it is indeed undeniable that they 
may present different educational opportunities for different reasons: along 
a continuum, numerous educational opportunities represented by a plu-
ralism of actors (teachers, educators, third sector and religious organiza-
tions, etc.) may be opposed to situations where such opportunities are just 
very limited; even contexts with a high density of educational opportunities 
may witness their episodic, disordered and undirected utilization instead 
of being put in place in coordinated, planned situations that are clearly 
oriented towards an educational objective. The first mode is based on non-
constant and low-impact experiences at school, the second one is on pro-
gressive sedimentation and the intensity of educational experiences 
(Maccarini & Cavaletto, 2021). Both action models are implemented 
within schools with the support of specialized associations. 

It is therefore self-evident that a debate on contents, purposes and 
methods of education cannot ignore a broader and more transversal his-
torical and socio-cultural contextualization. The background within which 
this debate takes shape is in fact represented by a “society characterized by 
globalization, complexity and volatility, risk, multiplication of possibilities 
for experience and action, social acceleration and strong performative press-
ure on human subjectivities. In very short, it is ‘a challenging corporate 
context’, not at all easily and univocally to be read” (Maccarini, 2022, p. 
27). And in contexts with these characteristics, known for providing dif-
ferent opportunities, the concept of educational poverty is located. This 
concept, given its complexity, does not have a shared definition in current 
scientific literature, but one that broadly expresses its multidimensionality 



was formulated by Save the Children in 2014 where it is described as “the 
deprivation by children and adolescents of the possibility of learning, ex-
perimenting, developing and allowing abilities, talents and aspirations to 
flourish freely” (Save the Children, 2014, p. 4). Accordingly, we experience 
educational poverty not solely with a deprivation of “cognitive” opportun-
ities necessary to live in today’s complex society, but also when other abil-
ities, skills and character traits are lacking (considered equally important 
for the well-being of the person). Those are – with various terminologies- 
defined as skills –.  

We will talk about them a little further on. Now it might be more rel-
evant to better clarify the characteristics of educational poverty as formu-
lated in the Save the Children report. The “educational poverty” 
phenomenon has been divided into four dimensions, which provide an im-
portant contribution to its analysis: i) “Learning to understand”, referring 
to the development of fundamental cognitive skills for living in society; ii) 
“Learning to be”, connected to the development of the emotional and psy-
chological skills necessary to face everyday life (such as self-esteem, self-
control, management of anxiety and stress); iii) “Learning to live together”, 
which refers to the importance of bonds between people, underlining the 
significance of interpersonal relationships within the family and in friend-
ships; iv) “Learning to know the world”, linked to the importance of de-
veloping cultural habits such as visiting museums, going to concerts and 
shows, frequenting libraries, reading books. It emerges from these four as-
pects how educational poverty is influenced by numerous variables that 
move beyond the purely economic aspect: above all there are the socio-psy-
chological and relational dimensions that – along the personal development 
and life course – impact on everyone’s future and ultimately on educational 
and professional opportunities as well as social inclusion. However, as 
underlined by Giancola and Salmieri (2023, pp. 16-17), even though this 
conception of educational poverty offers an important contribution to the 
analysis of the phenomenon, it does not totally reflect the educational con-
ditions of the population as a whole, since it focuses on “life stages and 
cognitive processes of early learning”. Consequently, this work proposes to 
adopt the definition of educational poverty theorized by Allmendiger and 
Leibfried (2003), according to which the factors that mostly determine 
educational poverty reside in a level of education lower than upper second-
ary school and in a low level of basic skills. The resources useful for com-
bating educational poverty, in the systemic and multi-actor perspective 
mentioned above, come from a set of opportunities, experiences, places, in 
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the name of the so-called “educational polycentrism” (Colombo & Censi, 
2010) which takes shape in so-called hexagon of the educational system 
(Frabboni, 2000) of which school, family, local authorities, associations, 
the world of work, churches are part. 

This approach appears to be more suitable for the following discourse, 
as it includes: situations of early abandonment of high school studies (and 
therefore a poor level of overall education), situations of completing high 
school but with a low level of basic skills and, finally, situations that present 
both at the same time, poor levels of education and reduced basic skills. 
Therefore, if we consider for the analysis on effects of educational poverty 
solely the level of education and neglect the acquisition of basic abilities 
and skill sets, we ignore an important aspect of the global development of 
the person, in which various socialization agencies and various actors in the 
area are involved. However, this is where the strictly cognitive dimension 
converges, which is linked to curricula and the dimension of skills, be they 
the so-called transversal skills, socio-emotional skills, or lifelong learning 
skills. Educational poverty therefore qualifies as a limitation of the individ-
uals’ capabilities. It presents itself as a cumulative risk factor, as its effects 
manifest in an increasingly evident way as one grows up and continues with 
educational paths, widening the gap compared to those who – due to fam-
ilial, income, cultural and social background – were able to be protected 
from it (Shafik, 2021, p. 13). From here arises the imperative for public 
policies to act promptly, from the beginning of compulsory education cycles 
and with continuity in the different cycles.  

Returning to the reflections on the constituent elements of education: if 
it consists of different components and depends on their harmonious ar-
ticulation, it is essential to better qualify its recognized position related to 
skills. Among all those mentioned above, we will focus here on the social 
and emotional skills (from now on SES), as they are most implicated in the 
results that will be presented in the next sections. SES represent a way to 
study the integral training and the respective relationship with the world of 
a person. The relevance of SES in the educational field arises from the fact 
that a vast and interdisciplinary research panorama has illustrated the positive 
outcomes for people and for society: from academic performance to em-
ployment opportunities, from relative life outcomes to health, quality of life, 
psychological well-being up to combating risky behavior (Domitrovich et 
al., 2017; Durlak et al., 2011; Chernyshenko et al., 2018; Clarke et al., 
2015; Weare & Nind, 2011; Yoshikawa et al., 2015; Belfield et al., 2015).  

On the other hand, however, it should be noted that SES have been ig-
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nored for a long time in the schooling and educational context at least in 
an explicit form, i.e. through specific programs dedicated to the devel-
opment and consolidation of these skills (Pellai, 2016; Cavioni & Zanetti, 
2015; Elias & Harrett, 2006; Digennaro, 2018). The need to train students 
on emotional skills has been attributed for a long time exclusively to the 
family. Meanwhile recent studies in the educational field have recognized 
that the school has a central role in both, the transmission and construction 
of a cognitive heritage of knowledge but also in the development of socio-
emotional skills (Corcoran, 2017a, 2017b; Corcoran et al., 2018; Green-
berg et al., 2003), which is thus coherent with the previously mentioned 
educational polycentrism. Accordingly, on the one hand, research and lit-
erature have increasingly questioned the actions and practices to be imple-
mented to work on emotional education (Pellai, 2016; Digennaro, 2018); 
and on the other hand, also the schools’ attention to these aspects has in-
creased and resulted in (varying degrees of ) investment within the educa-
tional programmes and trainings. Like knowledge, skills are the object of 
specific learning, which is defined as “the process through which children 
and adults acquire and effectively apply the knowledge, attitudes and skills 
necessary to understand and manage emotions, to position themselves and 
achieve positive goals, to feel and demonstrate empathy for others, to es-
tablish and maintain positive relationships and to make responsible deci-
sions” (Weissberg et al., 2015, p. 8).  

Building on these premises we therefore adopt the definition of social 
emotional competences (SES) as “individual abilities that (a) manifest 
themselves in coherent models of thinking, feeling and behavior, (b) can 
be developed through formal and informal learning experiences and (c) in-
fluence important socio-economic outcomes throughout the life course” 
(John & De Fruyt, 2015, p. 6). In this work the reference model for the 
study of SES is constituted by the the Big Five paradigm drom the OECD, 
that represents a widely shared conceptual and empirical reference frame-
work (Borkenau & Ostendorf, 1990; Digman, 1990; Goldberg, 1990; 
McCrae & Costa Jr., 1987). The five domains into which it is divided (Task 
performance, Emotional regulation, Collaboration, Open-Mindedness, In-
volvement with others) have shown a high predictive value, referring to 
malleable and temporally consistent individual abilities (Chernyshenko, 
Kankaraš & Drasgow, 2018).  

Applying these reflections to the Italian scenario, and in particular parts 
of the territory (which will be described in the paragraph dedicated to the 
research design), we can affirm that in these contexts (although not par-
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ticularly fragile from an educational point of view) the schooling institu-
tions are facing several difficulties in coping with this multitude of tasks 
(cognitive, educational, relational, normative, etc.) often resulting in dis-
orientation and work overload. In this constant request for interventions, 
the school is often allied with other actors in educational polycentrism, in 
particular third sector associations specialized in interventions in the edu-
cational field and often equipped with greater flexibility of action and ex-
perience of innovation in the field. The pandemic and post-pandemic crisis 
(Scadigno & Morciano, 2023) confirmed the need of an educational system 
(precisely in its most extensive multi-actor sense), that is capable to support 
young people in developing the skills necessary to proactively build and 
redefine training transition paths and working processes which appear in-
creasingly less linear, uncertain and subject to change. But it must also sup-
port and equip them with an increasingly rich and flexible set of skills in 
view of the challenges related to citizenship, social participation, inclusion 
and inequalities. The school experiences these transformations in a contra-
dictory way and often without truly transformative outcomes. Educational 
processes in a radicalized and accelerated modernity (Bauman, 2017; Rosa, 
2023) are characterized by at least two different aspects that coexist (Mor-
ciano, 2023).  

The first concerns the growing primacy of learning over teaching, and 
therefore the progressive disconnection of education provided by formal 
educational institutions. This aspect tends to be more pervasive as one con-
tinues through the steps of formal education, through the education cycles. 

This occurs within the framework of an increasingly pervasive logic of 
the market from which emerges the importance of knowing how to adapt 
creatively and proactively one’s skills (as a teacher) to the socio-economic 
changes by favouring practical-applicative skills (know-how that replaces or 
at least runs in parallel with know-what). Another aspect concerns the grow-
ing importance of individual responsibility and the ability to intentionally 
build and reconstruct one’s own life project and course. This must also face 
individual resistance towards definite educational and professional decisions 
that limit the possibility of change (Morciano, 2023, p. 50). And in par-
ticular this overload of tasks and respective expectations to combat educa-
tional poverty that are entrusted to the school formulate the need to consider 
these educational objectives through a polyphonic perspective of interaction 
and communication between a plurality of agencies and educational re-
sources. The educational space therefore becomes, at least potentially, the 
place where a plurality of actors converge. The same integration between 
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education and formal, non-formal and informal learning, promoted for a 
long time but actually rather poorly implemented, aims at a progressive in-
tegration between schooling and non-schooling and should overcome the 
long-established phase of scattered experiments entrusted to the spontaneous 
initiative in the territories. It further envisages necessary synergies with social 
and socio-health services that intervene in situations of most acute vulner-
ability – exacerbated or caused by the impact of the pandemic and the pre-
dictable long-term negative effects on training paths – and on the 
school-work transition and young peoples’ life trajectories.  

Thus, the school as an institution finds itself overloaded, only partially 
prepared and often in a heterogeneous way based on contexts, internal or-
ganization and their ability to react to changes and in any case always chal-
lenged in its ability to adapt and innovate, while maintaining its original 
and essential vocation as physical and symbolic place for the acquisition of 
knowledge and shared social norms that are grounding the social system to 
which they belong (Gavosto, 2013; Piras, 2017; Consoli et al., 2019; Pinna 
& Pitzalis, 2020; Cogliati Dezza, 2021). Drawing on Bateson’s notion of 
the “double bind” (Bateson, 1977), we can hence say that the school is con-
stantly facing a stressful alternative of two extremes, each of which, if chosen, 
will penalize the opposite extreme. Translated into concrete terms, we can 
state that the school finds itself divided between the need to maintain its 
original curricular transmission vocation and the necessity to also incorpor-
ate skills and abilities into its educational practices, that are indispensable 
but very poorly standardized and difficult to evaluate. A similar dilemma 
arises when the school oscillates between the desire to establish itself as an 
authoritarian and capable institution even in the face of the pressure of social 
change, and its propensity to coordinate with other educational agencies 
with a surplus of coordination efforts and boundary definitions.  

In this troubled and unfinished transformation of educational systems, 
a further point deserves reflection: in a scenario in which educational in-
tervention moves by triangulating between actors, a crucial place is reserved 
for the student at the center of these actions and interventions. However, 
it would be misleading to consider children and adolescents as simple re-
cipients of educational interventions promoted and implemented by adults. 
In fact, this contribution adopts the perspective of New Childhood Soci-
ology (Corsaro & Eder, 1990; Alaanen, 2002; Qvrotrup, 2000) which rec-
ognizes the child as a competent social actor, equipped from the first years 
of life with social skills that are continuously re-elaborated and enriched. 
From this perspective, therefore, childhood ceases to be a life course phase 
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subordinate and preparatory to adulthood and acquires full recognition; 
indeed, childhood is theorized again (James, Jancks, & Prout, 1998) and 
abandons the traditional conception of socialization that attributes a rather 
passive role to children and an active part to adults in shaping and educating 
them. Instead, a vision based on infantile agency and on the ability of 
children to be producers of the reality to which they belong (Corsaro & 
Eder., 1990) is increasingly sustained. Although this perspective has 
weakened over the years, and currently the space for child protagonism has 
grown, as has the listening of adults towards non-adults (Cavaletto & Olag-
nero, 2013), in daily school practice the child’s vision social actor is still 
adopted in a non-pervasive way.  

Within this framework discussed, the reflection that will follow has the 
objective of highlighting how the actions of the KIDS4ALLL project can 
constitute a lever to reduce the risk of educational poverty and how they 
may create favorable conditions for the integration of knowledge and skills 
within the school by activating innovation in educational practices. This 
process takes place within the school, provided it is able to triangulate with 
other educational agencies, such as third sector associations, in an exchange 
of practices and perspectives. Indeed, the actions of the KIDS4ALLL pro-
ject are predestined to combat educational poverty. That is thanks to the 
envisaged engagement and connection between different territorial re-
sources which are intended for all students and not just for those who pres-
ent themselves (due to ethnic origin, cultural level of the family of origin, 
economic conditions) vulnerable in the educational path and run the risk 
of falling behind or leaving the education circuit (Santagati and Colussi, 
2021); the intervention actually acts on a systemic level and aims to activate 
dynamics of recognition and belonging for everyone through educational 
experiences.  

 
 

2. Research design  
 

The KIDS4ALLL project strives to foster the EU-defined 8 Key Compet-
ences for Lifelong Learning1 with ad-hoc created learning contents available 
in digital and offline format (KIDS4ALLL platform vs. handbook) and ap-

1 The 8 Key competences for Lifelong Learning as defined by the EU-Commission in 
the ‘Council Recommendation on Key Competences for Life Long Learning’ available 
at: https://education.ec.europa.eu/focus-topics/improving-quality/key-competences.
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plied through a collaborative learning scheme. This learning method aims 
to facilitate the recognition and valorization of existing competence sets 
from learners with heterogeneous socio-cultural backgrounds and consists 
of three complementary learning phases. These must be accomplished by 
learner couples, who have been arranged by the educator or teacher accord-
ing to pre-established criteria such as demographic characteristics (e.g. eth-
nic background, age, gender) and features that inform on the competence 
background of the peers (such as language, prior education, learning dif-
ficulties). These characteristics of the project are of particular relevance as 
they constitute the most prominent elements for the presentation of the 
results: the choice of didactic methods and practices for teaching and learn-
ing; the relocation of students into the classroom, through direct inter-
actions between peers and with adults. For these reasons it is necessary to 
briefly recall the structure of the intervention envisaged by the KIDS4ALLL 
project. The first and second learning phases (know.what and know.how) 
focus on the acquisition and cultivation of (theoretical and applied) knowl-
edge through both, frontal and interactive learning in a peer-to-peer rela-
tionship, i.e. both learners are exposed at the same time to equal (online or 
offline) contents. Instead, the third phase (work.it) follows the ‘learning-
by-doing’ approach to process the generated knowledge. For this purpose, 
it envisages the elaboration of own learning material by the learner couple 
and subsequently the presentation of the co-created contents to younger 
and unexperienced peers (peer for peer). This approach implies accordingly 
a role switching for each phase from learner to trainee to mentor and chal-
lenges traditional role patterns and the didactic organization in the socio-
educational field.  

 
 

2.1 Study sample and research sites  
 

The data that informs the analysis of this research has been entirely col-
lected in the frame of the KIDS4ALLL project, specifically through natu-
ralistic observations in lower and upper secondary school classes (with a 
related diary of observations) and through focus groups and interviews with 
teachers, principals and representatives of School Offices in two regions: 
the city of Turin (situated in the north-west of Italy) and Padua with some 
municipalities in its hinterland (situated in the north-east of Italy). The 
schools were selected both on the basis of previous experience of collabora-
tion with third sector associations, with which educational projects and in-
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terventions had already been carried out, and on the basis of the composi-
tion of the students by ethnic and social origin. The selection of the associ-
ations was carried out through non representative reasoned choice 
sampling, based on previous experience of interventions in the educational 
field, with particular attention to skills and in contexts with a high ethnic 
and social mix. Consequently, the schools in which the interventions were 
carried out were also selected through a sampling of the same type, enriched 
however by quota sampling, in order to allow the presence of classes of dif-
ferent levels. 

Overall, 23 naturalistic observations in the classroom were carried out in 
the two contexts during the KIDS4ALLL project activities; 4 focus groups 
with teachers and educators, 4 interviews with educators, 1 focus group with 
stakeholders from the two regions. The collection of information through 
these qualitative techniques took place during the Pilot 1 and Pilot 2 phases, 
between December 2022 and September 2023. In both contexts, lower and 
upper secondary schools were involved and the KIDS4ALLL activities were 
carried out with classroom support from educators belonging to third sector 
organizations with long experience in the educational field. The role of 
teachers who were present during the activities, was marginal in both con-
texts. Overall, around 90 students were involved during the Pilot 1 phase 
and around 150 in the Pilot 2 phase. In the Pilot 2 phase, also primary 
schools were involved for the work in this step. 

In details, both research locations provide for a decent data compara-
bility with regard to their educational infrastructure (Belmonte et al., 2017), 
the organization of teaching, after-school education activities as well as the 
socio-cultural composition (ISTAT, 2022) of the (student) population. Ad-
ditionally, both regions offer a fertile research ground for the experimenta-
tion of collaborative techniques in educational contexts, since they have 
been actively promoting peer education in different disciplines in the last 
decades through increased funding of initiatives (Cavaletto & Visentin, 
2024; Rapporto Rota, 2020, 2021, available at: https://www.rapporto-
rota.it/). These have been focussing – especially for the collaboration among 
learners with heterogeneous socio-demographic backgrounds – on health 
and school education and made specific training available for stakeholders 
in different educational settings. Indeed, innovative approaches and related 
experiences of peer education in the named regions have been documented 
from different perspectives and tested in numerous projects (Beccaria et al., 
2003; Borsero et al., 2021; DiMonaco et al., 2017; Kosic, 2018; Pellegrini, 
2020; Zanon, 2020). This data observatory provided accordingly for an 
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excellent information base and inherent contextualization of both study 
contexts.  

In detail, the city of Padua has a long tradition of ‘volunteering’, ac-
knowledged in 2020 when it was granted the status of European capital of 
volunteering. According to the ISTAT Census of non-profit organizations 
in 2022, there are more than 6,000 such organizations operating in the so-
cial, educational, cultural, sporting spheres in Padua and its province. The 
“Padua Capital” report (https://www.padovaevcapital.it/wp-content/ -
uploads/2021/08/Report_datipdevc.pdf) describes expanding, coordinated 
activities between public and private organizations, the involvement of all 
social actors, and the adoption of sub-local initiatives in different city dis-
tricts to respond to specific needs. Padua has therefore developed its social 
vocation and civic commitment over the years, and has done so in response 
to significant and constant migratory flows. In a first season, from 2001 to 
2010, the number of foreign residents more than tripled. In 2001, foreign 
residents made up just over 6% of the population, but reached 14% in 
2010, and 16.7% in 2021. According to MIUR 2019-2020 data published 
in September 2021, the proportion of foreign pupils in Italian schools 
(from primary to upper secondary school) averaged 14.1% (with peaks of 
over 15% in lower secondary schools) of the total number of students in 
Veneto as a whole, and in the city of Padua. There has recently been a drop 
in the numbers of pupils enrolled in primary school (due to a stabilization 
of the migratory pressure and an increasing alignment of the foreign 
women’s reproductive behavior with that of the natives), a constant presence 
in lower secondary schools and the first two years of upper secondary 
school, and early dropout phenomena at the age of 16 (on completion of 
the cycle of compulsory education). The data also show that Veneto holds 
a national record, with more than 71% of its migrant students being sec-
ond-generation, but these students continue to leave school earlier than 
their Italian peers.  

Turin provides for a rich associative fabric and voluntary bodies, variously 
distributed between educational, social, recreational and employment sup-
port activities. The associations gravitate around large organizations with 
long experience and consolidated reputation (Sermig, Piazza dei Mestieri, 
Educatorio della Provvidenza, Asai, Gruppo Abele, just to name a few that 
are particularly active on education and the social inclusion of people with 
migratory background), but also to foundations (both of banking origin 
and community) that operate in the area with specific actions to combat 
educational dispersion and to support teacher training aiming to sustain 
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innovation in the educational field. Further to this, the region provides for 
good productive and economic conditions and an according population of 
medium-sized enterprises, some large companies and multinationals that 
play an active role in managing the school-to-work transition. Therefore, 
from an educational point of view, Turin is a city that represents an 
extremely varied panorama of actors converging on the topic of education. 
In 1986 Arnaldo Bagnasco wrote that “Turin’s society is certainly an extra-
ordinary deposit of cultural and material resources” (Bagnasco, 1986, p. 
77), although not yet well structured and therefore less incisive than their 
full potential. Since then several networks have been built from which de-
rives what was defined by Mayor Lorusso in 2021 as the “founding cultural 
value of the community” (https://www.facebook.com/ stefanolorussot -
orino/videos /the-role-of-associationism-in torinowelfare-and-widespread-
culture/445279706821398/). The origin of Turin’s associations range from 
secular to religious, and is characterized by a strong aggregative capacity 
with different degrees of formalisation. There is also an extremely rich and 
diversified social capital that contributes to social cohesion and innovation 
(Camoletto, 2022).  

In the educational sector, there are countless actions, cooperations and 
interventions carried out by associations and foundations, with and for 
schools of all levels; but also after and beyond school to support all those 
situations of socio-economic and cultural disadvantage, with a concentra-
tion of initiatives of this type in districts with a high ethnic mix, cultural 
gaps, lack of economic resources and high dependence on social services 
(typically the districts of Northern Turin, e.g. Falchera, Madonna di Cam-
pagna, Barriera di Milano; but also in the South of Turin, e.g Mirafiori). 
In primary school, the share of foreign students remains stable at 15.8% 
(Ires, 2023) but is overall actually increasing considering the general decline 
of Italian students; it drops to 14.3% in lower secondary school and pres-
ents very heterogeneous percentages in the upper secondary school. In fact, 
the attendance of the latter mentioned school level is strongly conditioned 
by social origin and by economic-cultural resources. Many schools in the 
area, in which multiple problems arise, have been collaborating with the 
local associations and are supported by non-institutional actors from the 
third sector with specialization in education.  
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2.2 Methodological remarks and research questions  
 

The research results of this study are grounded in a bottom-up approach 
based on a qualitative data collection, which is confirmed by the choice of 
naturalistic observations and focus groups as leading research methods. The 
naturalistic observation in the classrooms had been primary chosen to cir-
cumvent ethical dilemmas that often occur with interviewing techniques, 
such as disparities in power and status between adults and children and the 
potential immaturity of youngsters to report their experiences in a “useful” 
form for research purposes (Morrow & Richards, 1996; Corbetta, 2003). 
Instead, the observational process enabled the researchers to immerse in 
the field and to describe it on micro, meso and macro level, i.e. from the 
individual learners’ point of view, from the peer couple’s perspective and 
from the created totality of peer juniors’ (learners) and seniors’ (mentors)  
perception. The data collection with this technique had been conducted 
with pre-defined overall dimensions that focused on the physical setting, 
didactic style, teacher/educator learning unit management, peer activities 
and the interaction patterns in the class. Instead, the focus groups were 
conducted with the same objective, i.e. to catch the micro, meso and macro 
perspective of actors involved in the educational scenario. Accordingly, edu-
cators/teachers (micro), school principals (institutional/meso) and local 
stakeholders (local/macro level) were interviewed with predisposed ques-
tions. Through these materials, attention was focused on the teaching and 
learning practices implemented by teachers and educators for competences 
in order to observe their broader impact on performance and relationships 
within the classroom. Thus, the overall research questions provided for 
three macro themes that guided the research:  

 
we are firstly wondering whether and how the adoption of different –
teaching methods and learning practices can influence performance, de-
velopment of skills, abilities and relationships within the classroom (see 
section 3.1); 
we also aim to explore how the social representation (more or less shared –
and implemented by teachers within the school and class) with respect 
to the student, qualified as a social actor, influences learning, relation-
ships, skills and abilities (3.2); 
finally, we aim to investigate the differences and convergences between –
diverse educational figures in the schooling context, which may not 
solely lead to implications for the effectiveness of the teaching interven-
tion but also to re-definitions of inter-professional boundaries (3.3).  
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The data collection through focus groups facilitated also a three-level 
data collection and thus the identification of perceived challenges (micro 
level – instructors), potential benefits (meso – school principals) and sug-
gestions for the overall context (macro – local stakeholders), as already de-
scribed. A triangulation of investigators and methodologic approaches 
aimed to obtain a holistic perspective of the study concern and to enhance 
completeness and validity of data (Thurmond, 2001; Hammersley & At-
kinson, 2007). It was supposed that the mix of the qualitative data-gather-
ing techniques would capture the entire experience of the peer-education 
scheme in the tested educational scenarios that required a pluri-instrumen-
tal approach due to the diversity of study participants (students, 
teachers/educators, stakeholders). The choice of three investigators who 
collected, coded and analyzed the compound data, was made to decrease 
potential biases among the researchers and to benefit from expertise, the 
social network and past conducted fieldwork at the two research sites Padua 
and Turin.  

Building on the conceptual framework and the considered research con-
cern, data has been analysed through thematic areas. Those have partly 
emerged through grounded theory that established categories through the 
examination of the data, which had been gathered in a continuous inter-
action of observation and theoretical elaboration (Corbetta, 2003). On the 
other hand, especially for the preparation of the overall dimensions for the 
naturalistic observations, thematic areas derived from theoretical assump-
tions, which had been built on the key concepts that guided the research.  

 
 

3. Results. Multiple learning  
 

On the basis of the naturalistic observations made in the schools during 
the activities related to citizenship competences and cultural awareness, 
focus groups and interviews with teachers, educators, school principals and 
stakeholders, emerged some relevant elements for a reflection on educa-
tional policies:  

 
1. a difference of contents and methods, in view of the same educational 

objectives, between the school as a formal context and the other training 
and educational experiences, also proposed by the same school but in 
addition to the curricular paths; 
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2. a different space of autonomy, creativity and responsibility reserved for 
students in the formal school context or in other learning settings;  

3. a tension/competition/conflict between teachers and other professional 
figures linked to a critical situation regarding assessment systems which 
affects students and the acquisition of competences.  
 
A common denominator of these elements is that within this project 

the idea of a complementarity between the formalized context of instruc-
tion and education (the school in the strict sense with its curricular con-
tents) and other learning contexts, equally relevant and useful for equipping 
students with knowledge and skills, has taken shape. A complementarity, 
however, that was not always successful, for reasons that will be explained 
and commented on in the following pages. This complementarity took 
shape through the actions implemented, relating to the KIDS4ALLL pro-
ject, by the educators of the associations, whose intervention was previously 
discussed with the teachers of the classes involved. Operatively, however, 
all KIDS4All interventions were carried out in both contexts observed only 
by educators from the associations during school hours. The teachers had 
been previously informed of the project and its contents, but, as will be 
highlighted later, they did not take an active part neither in the educational 
intervention and its methods nor in the use of the available resources. 

Let us now proceed with the critical illustration of the results point by 
point.  

 
 

3.1 Learning content and methods  
 

For many years the school has been employing more innovative and inter-
active methods in its teaching and educational practices, alongside tradi-
tional methods (frontal lesson, laboratory, blackboard explanation, reading, 
etc.), which sometimes use tools (as in the case of the use of digital re-
sources), and sometimes actual teaching and learning practices, as in the 
case of group work, educational trips, visits by external experts invited to 
the school to deepen parts of the programme. However, in spite of the 
(more or less systematic) adherence to such formulas, for the majority of 
teachers within the observed contexts the main objective remains to carry 
out of the curricular contents, sometimes with abrupt accelerations in order 
to reach the objective established by the Ministry for each discipline and 
year of study, in ways that evoke a Mertonian bureaucratic ritualism (Mer-
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ton, 1952). The challenge that the KIDS4ALLL project has set concerned 
precisely the inclusion of less conventional methods, tools, practices and 
resources for the development of knowledge and skills. The observations, 
focus groups and interviews confirm this aspect, underlining some particu-
larly relevant critical points: firstly, the figure of the teacher is considered 
on average resistant to innovation, unwilling to change his or her classroom 
style and scarcely creative in terms of methods and ability to adapt to the 
different needs of the students; to this adds also a resistance to training and 
updating, which leads to always and only moving within a comfort zone 
that proves to be anachronistic and didactically ineffective in the classroom. 
These aspects emerged both in the observation of innovative methods and 
practices by educators, and in the application of the typical Kids 4 All 
method, with a initial limited reactivity of the students, poorly socialized 
in this sense by their teachers. 

There is thus a prevalence of standardisation in methods and contents, 
as well as the reiteration of an educational style regardless of contextual 
variables, primarily the “human material” composed of the students in that 
class. Similar arguments about teachers emerged, with respect to the inno-
vative Kids method put into practice by educators, during the focus groups 
and interviews. 

 
The teacher, then, is one of the crucial pieces; I think that receiving cues 
in terms of both content and methodology is very useful for teachers; they 
learn in turn, they experiment... even if it has to be said that there is an 
internal selection within the teaching staff, the minority is actually really 
committed and willing to continue training, reflecting and be receptive 
for suggestions. (Focus group with stakeholders, former school prin-
cipal and ministerial consultant) 
 
Not all teachers are the same, and those unmotivated, unskilled teachers 
do not know how to do a good job; there are cases of heroic teachers, but 
there are also very absent teachers. So here we come back to the issue of 
teachers’ skills, who often hardly have corresponding curricular compet-
ences. And then there is also a problem related to the use of technologies, 
of platforms, there is a huge gap also in terms of digital competences, of 
technological resources. (Focus group with stakeholders, represen-
tatives of a third sector organization operating in the field of educa-
tion at national level)  
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The educator’s didactic style is a mix between traditional approaches 
and innovative ones: on one side contents and explanations, on the other 
suggestions, discussions, inspirations from the everyday life of students. 
The educator’s knows how to mix serious and ironic moments. She also 
knows very well how to maintain discipline, but all the methods and 
strategies implemented in the classroom are very different from those of 
the teachers, as highlighted by the students. (Observation Diary notes, 
High school, Turin) 

 
The data appears to be transversal in all the cycles and contexts observed, 

and indeed presents a cumulative trend, since teaching methods and con-
tents are confirmed and reinforced from cycle to cycle, thus confirming in 
students and families the idea that learning can only be achieved under 
those conditions, with those methods, with those predefined scans, with 
those assessment systems. Obviously these critical elements do not mean a 
general and homogeneous levelling off because even in this research experi-
ence teachers, managers and schools have appeared sensitive and active with 
respect to a more flexible, modulable and adaptable idea of teaching and 
learning. However, both on the basis of the observations conducted and 
the informations obtained from focus and interviews, it seems that active 
involvement in innovative practices is limited on the part of teachers and 
largely delegated to external educators; consequently the intervention, al-
though appreciated and effective, is limited in its effects by the lack of trans-
ferability to other moments of everyday school life. The exchange of 
educational practices then (between teachers and educators, between 
teachers of different cycles and disciplines) seems to be still only practiced 
to a limited extent.  

 
The teacher should reclaim the role of educator and not just take care of 
a syllabus, even though we have been saying for years that syllabuses no 
longer exist [...] If the teacher is motivated and wants to educate then 
the classroom becomes a community, then that is the right context; if they 
are only focused on learning process then it is not. In my opinion, the 
role of the teacher should be a bit like that. (Focus group, pilot phase 
1, Turin) 

 
Actually, the project presents a self selective trend: where experimenta-

tions are applied, where innovations are implemented and new avenues are 
explored, there is a self-selection of teachers and students; therefore, para-
doxically, those who already use innovative methods, those who are less an-
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chored to standardization and welcome project proposals that go in this di-
rection including them in their training courses on an ongoing basis:  

 
You have to promote and disseminate these projects; not all colleagues 
are informed and involved, that’s a big limitation, which has eventually 
a negative effect on the students; some have more opportunities than 
others from this point of view, if you can come into contact with less 
familiar methods and contents [...] So next to standardization maybe 
you need more flexibility and adaptation. (Focus group with teachers, 
School manager, pilot phase 2, Padua) 
 
The duration and continuity in the school make the difference; only very 
few benefit from spot interventions, actually those who already had the 
resources and capacity anyway; and working in this way requires effort 
and preparation of teachers, which not everyone has. (Focus group with 
national stakeholders, School Office representative) 
 
If I don’t enough time I don’t produce anything in the school; yes here is 
no full-time attendance, yes there is no support from family, but I have 
to build ways of filling the time, in school and after school, maybe at 
the beach, at the playground, at the soccer field [...], we have to build 
different ways of teaching that are not techniques. (Focus group with 
National stakeholders, post pilot phase 2)  

 
And to the local limits, confined to each schooling context, add also 

structural limits, those that can be traced back to educational policies: the 
process of transforming schools is not only slow but also deeply tied to 
procedures, standards, bureaucratic and formal aspects, which make schools 
far from being able to realize their potential.  

 
Educational policies are slow, but in a useless, unreflective way; teachers 
do not receive training and support; the feedback from the institutions 
is not heard , or of little use, it is very formal, long speeches on paper but 
with no relation to the reality. There is no compulsory training, everyone 
chooses according to his or her affinities on digital competences, on other 
competences as well; then it must be said that the quality of these train-
ings is often very low and very far from what is actually needed. (Focus 
group, school principal, post pilot phase 2, Padua)  

 
The intervention implemented with the KIDS4ALLL project high-

lighted these critical issues, precisely because its method, implemented in 
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the two contexts observed by educators and sometimes in teams with some 
teachers who were already sensitive to the issue of competences (both LLL 
and social-emotional competences) and adequately trained, underlined the 
differences with common classroom practices. There were two elements 
that distinguished from the most common classroom practices: firstly, an 
innovative way of conveying content (the know-what, i.e. learning content) 
through multiple resources, from the platform to printed resources (books, 
articles, manuals, etc.), from the Internet (but used with caution and the 
critical capacity to assess the quality and reliability of information, thus de-
riving further learning from the traps of the Internet) to social networks; 
secondly, the introduction of know-how, i.e. that reflective phase of re-elab-
oration and creativity that is often not carried out in traditional schools or 
at most left to individual study at home, but with a disparity between stu-
dents and in accordance with their ability to independently manage this 
phase, that is however essential for learning that is not only mnemonic but 
also reflective and critical.  

 
Students are very displaced when faced with a task they have to carry 
out independently and without stringent indications from adults. They 
have little imagination; they don’t even know how to draw inspiration 
from the tutorials that are still proposed by the educator. (Observations 
Diary notes, High school, Turin) 

 
Crucial in this process is therefore the teacher and the according team, 

in terms of the strategies deployed in the classroom and of their ability to 
‘get passionate’ about their educational task. But equally crucial is the social 
representation, constructed within educational contexts, of the student, 
either as a social actor or as a tabula rasa on which to write notions, pro-
grammes and information consistent with the curricula. Both these aspects 
will be explored in more detail in the following paragraphs.  

 
 

3.2 The student as protagonist or supporting actor?  
 

The change is generally invoked as a panacea for all ills, even within the 
school, often inappropriately and without any foundation. The pressure to 
change, however, generates anxieties, fears, and resistance. We therefore 
move, when facing the change, along a continuum that ranges from curiosity 
and willingness to learn new things – as long as they are solid and appropri-
ate to the school as an indispensable educational institution – to complete 
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and often a priori rejection. In the case of KIDS4ALLL, the proposal for 
change is evident, although it is not an institutionalized change, but only a 
temporary and limited one, as happens in experimental situations. In any 
case, the project proposal, realized by the educators of the partner associ-
ations, was incorporated into the school routine, with a focus on the impact 
it would have had on both teachers and students. Perhaps more than a real 
change, we should speak, as we said earlier, of an experiment which, if ac-
cepted and adopted by teachers and students, could trigger a change. Our 
data present a very complex scenario in this regard, with lights and shadows. 
There are several points of view on the experience proposed by the project 
KIDS4ALLL: that of the students (reported through ethnographic obser-
vations), that of the teachers reported to their students and to themselves, 
that of the educators and that of the stakeholders.  

The students’ point of view is overall positive: the experience was ap-
preciated and welcomed enthusiastically and with a progressive activation 
of skills that went far beyond the cooperative capacity triggered by the 
buddy method.  

 
As time passed, from one meeting to the next, we can observe an im-
provement in both, the interest and the proactivity and creativity of the 
children with respect to the experience. The level of attention, the cre-
ativity and the spirit of cooperation increases. (Observations Diary 
Notes, upper secondary school, Padua, Pilot Phase 1)  
 
The students are much more active, creative and interested than in pre-
vious encounters. Even those who were disturbing in the previous labs were 
participating in this one and came up with some brilliant ideas. (Obser-
vations Diary Notes, lower secondary school, Padua, Pilot Phase 1) 
 
The buddy couples continue, as in the previous meetings, to work very 
well together and to appreciate the educators’ proposals; they exchange 
many impressions on the work to be done together, they co create... there 
is a very good valorization of each one’s skills. (Observations Diary 
Notes, Turin, upper secondary school, Pilot Phase 1)  

 
Particularly effective in activating skills such as a sense of responsibility, 

the ability of self-assessment and self-efficacy was the moment of passing 
on the contents of the work-it area to the junior peers: this moment 
brought out the results of the work carried out in pilot phase 1 and the stu-
dent experienced a completely new condition of learning, namely that of 
being a teacher of one’s own peers. 
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Experienced students have the opportunity to take the active role of 
knowledge transmitters and to check the internalization of the newly ac-
quired competence. In addition, they can show the learning materials 
that they have produced, on which they have spent time and energy, to 
their co-peers. The junior peers listen with attention and show interest 
in an experience different from those they are normally exposed to. (Ob-
servations Diary Notes, lower secondary school, Padua, Pilot 2)  
 
It was then, that they realized they had to bring home a result, hence re-
activity, improvisation, adaptability to the circumstances and achievement 
of the objective; even those who are not active in traditional lessons here 
felt engaged; personalities who were capable to respond to the smaller 
children emerged. (Focus group, educator, post pilot phase 2)  
 
Both, the commitment and sense of responsibility in managing the role 
of teachers, but also the critical reflection regarding the contents and the 
most appropriate way to convey them are confirmed; not just a matter 
of form but of substance, the students/teachers discussed at length how 
to be effective and how they could motivate their junior colleagues. (Ob-
servations Diary Notes, Padova, pilot phase 2)  

 
However, the novelty, in roles, in self-experimentation, in the acquisition 

of knowledge, is not always an element to be valued positively. A critical 
element that emerged in the discussions with teachers and stakeholders 
concerns the students’ ability to focus on the assigned task; learning in a 
new way does indeed produce a benefit, but the suspicion is that this im-
provement is ephemeral, linked precisely to a “novelty” that breaks the rou-
tine and thus fuels an interest that would, however, struggle to be 
maintained if this method were to become the standard method within the 
school. Therefore, the problem of educational institutions has to do, in the 
opinion of teachers, school principals and stakeholders, with certain char-
acteristics of the contemporary student generations: in general not very 
passionate, accustomed to a hit-and-run use of content as a consequence 
of the pervasive use of technologies, captured by teaching methods inspired 
more by entertainment than by commitment and dedication, little sup-
ported by parents who are themselves distracted by a multitude of stimuli 
and experiences.  

 
One has to wonder however, how much this depends on novelty and how 
much on actual effectiveness; if they attended always lectures like this 
they might be bored anyway. (Focus group, National stakeholders)  
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Unfortunately, we also have the problem of attention deficit, so at best 
we can propose micro modules or activities of a few minutes. Online is 
different from presence, you cannot ask for the same duration. The stu-
dents can’t make it [...] In my opinion we need to favour the plurality of 
activities and methods because it helps them, given the attention deficit. 
(Focus group, upper secondary school teacher, Turin, pilot phase 1)  
 

Then the question needs to be posed in other terms: the responsibility 
of adults is certainly confirmed, their methods, their ability to nurture a 
passion for learning; there is also the debate on the role of the family and 
the transformation of the relationships between adults and non-adults and 
of the family’s educational capacity; but on the other hand there is the issue 
of the representation that the adult world has of those who, not adults, 
learn to be adults, as children and adolescents. If on the one hand the vision 
of the school as a place where contents are transferred to those who have to 
learn them, according to a hydraulic logic from the full to the empty vase, 
is outdated, it is on the other hand undeniable that relations in the school, 
within the family and in all socialization contexts have radically changed. 
The perspective of the child as a social actor, as a subject endowed with 
agency, competent with respect to the choices and issues that concern him 
or her, is now fully in force; and consequently, the approach of the adult 
world is increasingly moving in the direction of listening to and encour-
aging this protagonism. 

 
I appreciated that the focus is on children as primary actors; I can honestly 
say that my approach is school-centred and I believe that knowledge is the 
primary objective of schooling but I also think that within education and 
schooling there is a human dimension; a person learns only in a complete 
way if fully involved and fully engaged in all parts, not only in the cognitive 
one. (Focus group, National stakeholders, post pilot phase 2)  
 
The general impression was that there was a lot of enthusiasm, because 
of the workshop mode, the arrangement within the class, the collabora-
tion, the relationship with the older students; they felt more than stu-
dents, indeed they felt like actors in the project. The project was very 
interactive and not very scholastic in the most traditional sense. (Focus 
group, Teacher, Padua, lower secondary school, post pilot phase 2)  

 
Drawing on the existing data, we can not say whether this leading role 

of the students has positive effects on other dimensions and activities of 
the school; however, it is relevant to note that the change of perspective has 
triggered potentials that the teachers themselves would have not imagined. 
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3.3 Teaching as practice: strategies for transformation?  
 

The teaching profession presents itself increasingly as very complex and 
requires an ability to interpret the professional role in a coherent way with 
rapid social and cultural changes. On the one hand, our data provided for 
an image of teachers who are bewildered when faced with less conventional 
methods and proposals for achieving didactic objectives; who are scarcely 
motivated to learn from these methods and experiences and to transfer 
them, after their own reworking, into their classroom practices. We are 
therefore mostly in the presence of immobile teachers, firmly anchored to 
a ritualism in content, obsessed with formal obligations with respect to 
ministerial programmes, not very curious and not very passionate. But on 
the other hand, we have found very innovative, competent educators, ca-
pable of activating an immediate communicative channel with students. 
Yet literature and field research tell us that the motivation of the classroom 
teacher and his or her curiosity are the foundation of a quality teaching 
and learning experience. Therefore, this point is crucial and needs further 
investigation.  

Primarily, we observed a rather limited active participation of teachers 
in the KIDS4ALLL experience and its methods, tools and resources, that 
alternated with a lack of specific expertise in the methods, contents and 
aims of the project.2  

 
The teacher was not a participant but only an observer, she worked in 
the organizational phase, also during the classroom activities carried out 
by the educators, where there was no interaction and no expression of 
interest. No other teachers appeared during the activities. (Observations 
Diary Notes, upper secondary school, Padua, pilot phase 2)  
 
It is interesting to note that at a certain point the teacher (of mathemat-
ics) intervenes with suggestions to the students, but is immediately 
stopped by the educator who notes the incorrectness of the teacher’s indi-
cation for the realisation of the requested product. The episode shows 
great competence and mastery of the field by the educator but at the same 
time absolute distance by the teacher. (Observations Diary Notes, 
upper secondary school, Turin, pilot phase 1)  

2 The teaching team and the heads of the schools involved in the project were aligned 
with the contents, aims and methods of the  KIDS4ALLL project through specific 
theoretical and methodological training and the presentation of the platform with the 
learning  units and the Handbook.
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The teacher did not present the topic in an engaging way and the tasks 
for the pairs were unclear. There was a clear disconnect between the class 
and the teacher [...] the teacher did not seem to have the slightest in-
fluence on the students and was unable to initiate and lead a meaningful 
discussion on any topic. (Observations Diary Notes, upper secondary 
school, Turin, pilot phase 1)  

 
This element was shared by all teachers, in all schools, of all levels, who 

were involved in the project. We can assume at this point that firstly, the 
teachers did not choose the project but underwent it without conviction; 
secondly, that the teachers joined the project with interest but then rather 
delegated the majority of activities towards the educators; thirdly, that the 
teachers activated the project but distanced themselves from the educators’ 
modus operandi.  

In fact, it emerged how adaptable the figure of the educator is to the 
variety of students in front of him/her, possessing many skills and strategies 
(less curricular certainly, but with a solid preparation on the contents of 
that educational intervention and with a repertoire of knowledge, including 
cutting edge technology). The educator has also a natural exposure to con-
frontation with colleagues and other professional figures, because he/she 
operates according to an interdisciplinary team logic. Finally, the educator 
has an ability to motivate students through variations in time management, 
in the scheduling of proposed activities, in remodelling them from one 
session to the next, taking care to adapt his or her style and training pro-
posal to the students. It is therefore an educational approach that takes 
shape and is built together with the class.  

 
The educator is mainly facilitator, his/her intervention is very limited, 
but clear and precise. She explains very carefully both the contents of the 
know-what area and the know-how section and stimulates the children 
to participate, intervene and express themselves.Creative methods are 
used. With this approach she immediately gains the attention of the stu-
dents. (Observations Diary Notes, Lower secondary school, Padua, 
Pilot phase 1)  
 
The didactic style is always very engaging, informal and fun; even if op-
erating professionally, the human and motivational component, the 
tailor-made intervention with respect to the students are prevalent; put-
ting the student at the centre and calibrating the intervention according 
to the profiles of the students in the classroom supports the didactic and 
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formative experience. (Observations Diary Notes, lower secondary 
school, Padua, Pilot phase 1)  
 
The style adopted by the educator is always appreciated by the students; 
she is very creative, offers many ideas; she criticises, but in a nice and 
constructive way; she never refers to the students’ abilities or incapacities 
but only to their experience/familiarity with certain tools (Canva; Power 
point; Adobe acrobat; specific programmes for graphics and drawing 
even at a professional level). She uses several elements inspired by every-
day life (e.g. today we are working on logos, so the logos of some famous 
and well-known brands are shown to the students: Spotify; Mercedes; 
McDonalds; Glovo, etc.). (Observations Diary Notes, upper second-
ary school, Turin, Pilot phase 1)  

 
There is one element that plays in favour of educators regardless of their 

qualities and competences: assessment. The topic of assessment constitutes 
one of the crucial nodes of the Italian school (Castoldi, 2012): assessment 
of what? Assessment of whom? Assessment in which ways? The questions 
on the topic could multiply and the debate on the subject is far from paci-
fied. Assessment is disliked, feared, criticised, undermined in its founda-
tions. Students are afraid of assessment but have no alternative or even a 
say in their cursus studiorum, teachers do not want to be evaluated. The 
KIDS4ALL project did not include evaluations, the educators limited 
themselves to providing ideas to the students, commenting constructively 
on their products and their creative ideas; however, evaluation has made its 
appearance in the form of self-evaluation. It was therefore the students 
themselves who evaluated themselves, both individually and as pairs or mini 
groups of buddies.Yet the students first feel a great need for evaluation, 
which within the KIDS4ALLL experience has been translated into a process 
of severe self-assessment, peer evaluation within their own dyad or mini 
group; assessment by junior peers and assessment by educators. 

So let’s see what the salient aspects of this assessment were and why it is 
so far removed from what students are routinely exposed to. The evaluation 
system within the school is configured, at least in theory, as measurement 
and attribution of value to facts, events, practices, conducts, with reference 
to the purposes that the educational institution intends to pursue (Dome-
nici, 2003). Still in theory, evaluation aims at promoting reflective pro-
cesses, activating the dimension of exchange, comparison, sharing and 
collaboration (Sambell et al., 2013; Swaffield, 2008). What is quite differ-
ent is how students perceive assessment: in fact many authors (Boud & Fal-
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chikov, 2007; Gibbs & Simpson, 2005), recalling Snyder’s (1971) and 
Miller and Parlett’s (1974) studies, emphasise how many aspects linked to 
the study course (satisfaction, quality of relationships, performance, etc.) 
are largely influenced by the way students perceive the idea of assessment 
that is implemented by their teachers.  

In our experience in the field, the crucial difference between students’ 
representations of their teachers and of their educators lies actually in the 
fact that evaluation by the teacher is perceived as a reward-punishment 
mechanism rather than an educational goal. This does not mean that the 
evaluation intervention implemented by an adult is such, but it is perceived 
as such by the students; it follows that an experience without evaluation 
improves performance and leads to the development of self-evaluation 
methods, even very severe ones. 

 
The senior peers were mainly inspired by the style of the female educators, 
very little by that of their teachers, from whom they distanced themselves. 
There were numerous interventions aimed at reassuring the juniors. En-
couragement and support were typical of the female educators, even when 
pointing out critical factors, and the students adopted the same style. 
(Observations Diary Notes, lower secondary school, pilot phase 2)  

 
Actually, the teachers themselves confirm this representation, emphasis-

ing that the ‘real’ evaluation is in their hands. The absence of assessment 
(without questioning the type of assessment and its quality) is indicated by 
the teachers as the benchmark by which to measure the students’ positive 
project reception.  

 
There is always the idea that activities of this type constitute an inter-
mezzo, a lightening of the work load compared to traditional study, they 
are almost an entertainment: of course the children prefer them, as there 
is no assessment, there is no content to learn. (Focus group, teachers 
and educators, post pilot phase 2)  

 
Educators actually carry out an activity to which no institutional assess-

ment is correlated: this element means that the social representation in the 
world of education and confirmed by the students’ reactions qualifies them 
as more friendly and engaging professionals than teachers. This aspect 
might lead one to think that it is the absence of assessment that is the main 
reason for the greater effectiveness of educators in the classroom context: 
in reality, the collected data confirms that it is the students themselves who 
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solicit assessment, both from educators and from peers; the students also 
self-assess themselves quite severely (Farinelli, 2012). This data in particular 
is an interesting indicator: it is not a question of being assessed, but of re-
ceiving a motivated and motivating assessment, with less standardised for-
mulas and more capable of capturing a plurality of aspects, cognitive and 
non-cognitive. An element of further reflection with respect to teachers’ 
actions.  

 
 

Conclusions  
 

The centrality of the teaching figures, whether teacher or educator, emerges 
strongly in both contexts. The teacher is the key figure on which students’ 
learning experiences, motivations and reflective abilities are constructed. 
The implementation of didactic methods, strategies, educational practices 
and teaching styles not only influences, according to the research findings,  
curricular learning, but also affects the development and consolidation of 
competences; basically, it can be hypothesised that the style of the teacher 
(and the team of teachers) in the classroom exerts an influence on disci-
plinary outcomes and ultimately on the human development of students. 
It follows that the teaching figure has high educational and training respon-
sibilities. In Italy in this regard, a stagnation of educational policies has 
been observed for some time, which translates both into an absence of sup-
port for the teaching body in terms of compulsory and multidimensional 
training and updating on the various aspects and implications of the edu-
cational process; and into an absence of a critical and reflective vision of 
learning by the teachers, school principals and institutions. As Ciarini and 
Giancola (2016, p. 65) argue, the Italian case shows specific peculiarities 
that produce as effect what we have argued so far. The stagnation of edu-
cational policies is also the product of an interwining of processes of de-
centralisation and promotion of school autonomy, of permanent 
experimentation in local contexts, of competition between schools (a semi-
market that does not so much concern competition between public and 
private but rather competition between individual educational institutions) 
and finally of the institutionalisation of national evaluation. Responsible 
for these shortcomings are, in the first place, a low level of funding dedi-
cated to education, and inadequate support for teachers throughout their 
careers.  

These elements give educational policies the urgency of interventions 
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aimed specifically at the teaching profession, which should however not be 
confused with professional training programmes and the acquisition of 
credits; instead, it is a question of reorienting the cardinal points of the 
profession, whose primary focus ceases to be evaluation for its own sake 
and instead yields to an idea of a school (made up of teachers, students, 
parents, educators, managers and experts) that is capable to stimulate and 
motivate. The centrality of the teacher emerges from this field experience: 
the quality of the individual teacher, understood as the complementarity 
of curricular knowledge relating to his or her teaching area, teaching 
methods, classroom teaching styles, personal skills, motivational skills and 
the the capability to engage students, can make all the difference in the stu-
dents’ performance and in their skills development. Moreover, from the in-
dividual teacher radiates a net of relationships with colleagues and the 
school management that, if adequately underpinned by a spirit of cooper-
ation, can produce truly transformative outcomes in educational relations.  

It is evident that only systemic interventions can produce results; and 
this is not only valid for the final recipients of education (i.e. the students) 
but for the entire school system. The continuity of educational experiences, 
within the same cycle and between cycles, is the essential requisite for com-
bating educational poverty; isolated, episodic, occasional interventions do 
not allow methods, notions, stimuli to settle down and paradoxically have 
a rather distracting effect, beneficial neither for curricular learning nor for 
skills development.  

In this regard, it emerged repeatedly from research conducted with edu-
cational staff in diverse phases of the KIDS4ALLL project, that teachers 
and educators have recognised the strong need to acquire and cultivate 
competence sets to update and further develop existing teaching modes, 
methodologies and also personal mindsets. In this regard, training formats 
that challenge existing mechanisms regarding roles, power mechanisms, re-
sponsibilities and delegations in the educational scenario should be increas-
ingly developed to put standards into question that are not coherent neither 
with characteristics of the contemporary student population nor with the 
social morphology of the educational profession.  
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Introduction  
 

The local and global routine life involves dealing with health, religious, 
political, and cultural crises characterized by uncertainty, tension, and fear 
among all the partners in the educational institutions: the management, 
the teachers, the students, the parents, and the community. The 
KIDS4ALLL project adapts pedagogical and educational activities to pro-
mote social justice, inclusion, and equality in culturally and socially het-
erogeneous classrooms. The goal is to enable every child to learn and 
explore equally. As we continue to understand through research how the 
brain develops and how learning occurs, the role of the teacher has become 
one where teachers are considered facilitators in shaping children’s learning 
journey across diverse age groups. Mainly, the teachers must adapt the 
teaching-learning-assessment methods to children from minority groups 
from the social margins, minority language speakers, and those with life-
styles different from the dominant majority group in the society receiving 
immigration. 

Professional training of educators is, without doubt, an essential part of 
the requirements expected by Ministries of Education in Israel, Malta, and 
the world (Biberman-Shalev et al., 2022; Darling-Hammond, 2017; Shka-
barina et al., 2020). The focus is on improving teaching quality, promoting 
knowledge enrichment, strengthening pedagogical skills, and being a leader 
in the learning environment. Recognizing the significance of this trans-
formative role, teacher education becomes a resource center for educators 
to navigate the complexities of contemporary education effectively. Voca-
tional training opportunities are needed to adapt to the challenging realities 
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of life in the 21st century, which in schools include heterogeneous class-
rooms that are multilingual, multicultural, and multireligious. Hence, in 
parallel to a developing dynamic world, the teaching profession must con-
tinue to evolve. Kennedy (2016) emphasizes that if subject content is placed 
at the center of teachers’ professional development, the impact on student 
learning is reduced. Therefore, the teachers in a culturally and socially het-
erogeneous class must be able to act as facilitators and guides to reveal to 
the students methodological strategies that integrate content in a broader 
way that is freed from the textbooks. We can demonstrate quality learning 
among the students through an adapted professional development in which 
the teachers will experience the connection between content and pedagogy. 
The main goal is to improve student learning, which can be achieved by 
connecting content and pedagogy – the “subject-didactic” framework 
(Desimone, 2011). As children encounter an ever-expanding array of in-
formation, educators must adapt to new teaching paradigms to foster mean-
ingful learning experiences. This necessitates that teachers’ ongoing 
professional development includes the acquisition of rich and diverse con-
tent and pedagogical knowledge that is responsive to their social and cul-
tural context within heterogeneous classes (Darling-Hammond, 2010; 
Gaudelli & Ousley, 2009). Furthermore, this requires that teacher training 
programs provide a platform for educators to acquire the latest insights 
about methodologies and strategies, equipping them to engage effectively 
with their students, whilst giving them the opportunity to collaborate, share 
good practices, and converse within professional learning communities.   

Findings from the international teaching and learning survey conducted 
by OECD TALIS (2018) show that teachers feel that there is more to being 
a participant in various training opportunities to sufficiently promote the 
quality of teaching and professional collaboration between teachers. The 
teachers’ experiences seem to show that they feel limited, focused more on 
interdependence, and less involved in the decision-making process and con-
tent creation within the educational sphere. 

This study endeavors to shed light on the collaborative efforts between 
pedagogical experts from two distinct countries, Israel and Malta, who are 
also two of the partners involved in the Horizon 2020 international project 
KIDS4ALLL, aiming at strengthening and giving value to transcultural, 
interdisciplinary skill sets in a highly diversified learner population, that 
increasingly corroborates the actual necessity for lifelong learning. An es-
sential part of this project was the pilot phase, which included teacher train-
ing in preparation for the delivery of technology-enhanced learning 



experiences to students through the digital platform created as part of the 
project. Israel was one of the partnering countries within the KIDS4ALLL 
project which implemented this pilot phase within a particular educational 
context. On the other part the other partnering country, Malta, represented 
by its Institute for Education, and which did not participate in the pilot 
project, teamed up with Israel to analyse the data collected from partici-
pating practitioners following the teacher training held leading up to the 
implementation of the pilot project. The collaboration between experts 
from these countries sought to harness their collective knowledge and ex-
periences to create a nuanced understanding of effective pedagogical strat-
egies applicable in multicultural and multilingual education, an ideal 
backdrop for exploring innovative approaches to pedagogical training.    

This study reflects teacher training from the perspective of two groups 
of professional experts in the field of education. Therefore, the setting for 
this small-scale research project included two different aspects which were 
brought together, namely Israel as experts who were partners in the experi-
mental phase and the experts from Malta who served as pedagogical con-
sultants. The study of the data acquired were analysed conjunctively, 
discussions were held between the representatives of the two countries and 
links were made between that which was carried out in practice and the re-
search which is continuously being conducted by the Institute for Educa-
tion to provide high quality training to educators in today’s world. The goal 
was to bring together a pedagogical observation of teacher training experts 
from Israel and Malta about the actions, challenges, and consequences of 
teachers from Israel after a short, holistic, and focused training opportunity. 
This study revolved around the following research questions: (1) What are 
the pedagogical insights of Israeli and Maltese teacher training experts re-
garding teachers’ needs and expectations of opportunities for professional 
development?; (2) What is the contribution of the pedagogical experts from 
Malta to the teacher training that took place in Israel as part of the experi-
ment in the KIDS4ALLL project? 

This chapter will present a theoretical background related to teacher 
training and professional development, and also how teacher training 
should gear towards the multicultural learning environment in which our 
schools are evolving in this globalised world we live in. Subsequently, we 
will explain the research methodology which was employed and delve into 
the findings, exploring their implications for the professional development 
of teachers and the advancement of teaching quality. This will be based on 
a case study including 7 educators: 5 teachers and two volunteer instructors 
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who participated in a short and holistic coded training within the 
KIDS4ALLL project pilot phase in Israel. Through the implementation of 
semi-structured interviews with these educators to acquire participant feed-
back and reflect on insights and implications from the perspective of peda-
gogical expertise from Israel and Malta. The concluding section of the 
article will elucidate the broader global implications for the training of edu-
cators. 

 
 

1. Teacher training and professional development  
 

‘Teaching quality refers to strong instruction that enables a wide range of 
students to learn’ (Darling-Hammond, 2012, p. 3). In turn, providing stu-
dents with a meaningful learning experience determines their achievements 
in life (Hanushek, 2011; Mulford et al., 2004). Therefore, it is crucial that 
teacher training moves away from the idea of traditional workshops and 
rather focuses on opportunities for teachers to develop their practice to en-
sure that their pedagogy in the classroom environment reaps a positive ef-
fect on student achievement (Yoon et al., 2007; Bush, 1984). Research 
shows that there is a difference between professional development oppor-
tunities presented to teachers during a single event and that which is 
planned and implemented within a long-term design and that the latter 
provides for a greater chance of improvement in teachers’ pedagogy (Craig, 
2012). There is a broad consensus regarding the effect of the quality of the 
teacher’s role and skills on student achievement (Boyd et al., 2009; Bacher-
Hicks et al., 2014).  

Both Israel and Malta consider professional development to be an in-
trinsic requirement for teachers from the moment they become profes-
sionals within the education system. Both countries believe that the 
teachers’ personal and pedagogical development is essential to achieving 
their potential in the classroom as facilitators of their students’ learning. 
Desimone and Garet (2015) explain that teacher training frameworks 
should focus not only on content and subject knowledge but also on col-
laboration, active learning, and duration. This consolidates the teachers’ 
abilities, capabilities, and behaviors in managing lessons, teaching methods, 
and promoting educational achievements. In other words, it is essential for 
teachers to reflect on their profession and acquire pedagogical knowledge, 
strengthening their ability to analyze difficulties and personal challenges 
while actively implementing improved strategies in their teaching. When 
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the above comes into effect, teachers feel that they are more effective in 
their performance, the learning quality of their students will improve, and 
higher achievements will be reached (Darling-Hammond, 2010; Kennedy, 
2016; Carmi & Tamir, 2020; Drury & Baer, 2011).   

The Institute for Education is a Maltese further and higher education 
institution that was established in 2015 with the aim of creating and de-
livering qualifications including initial teacher training and continuous pro-
fessional development. The majority of the course participants are already 
employed to provide service as teachers but lack the qualifications required 
by the Maltese Education Act to be considered as regular teachers. The 
courses are part-time and offered in a blended manner. This combination 
of work and study, provides an invaluable opportunity to the course par-
ticipants to apply in class what is being learnt and discussed during the lec-
tures and workshops as part of the course. Moreover, it also provides the 
possibility to reflect with a critical mindset upon the strategies being 
adopted and discuss them during the lecture with their peers and the lec-
turer. Since initial teacher training is one of the main raisons d’être of the 
Institute for Education, implementing the pedagogy that is being advocated 
with our course participants is considered as crucial. The Institute for Edu-
cation prides itself with creating modules for course participants based on 
years of experience from its employees who are professional experts in the 
field of education that strive to find the most effective pedagogical revel-
ations to provide a meaningful learning experience to students. Assessment 
for Learning is the underpinning pedagogy that is being referred to here.  

Freire (1970, 1974) emphasized the fact that learning brings about ‘con-
scientisation’ which is an improvement of one’s position and empowerment 
that comes through learning which is critical, rational and transformative 
(Serrano et al., 2017). In the education system, such an approach to learn-
ing needs to include the definition and role of assessment in the process of 
growth.  In Malta, even though assessment for learning is an integral part 
of teaching and learning according to the National Curriculum Framework 
(2012), summative assessment is considered to be more reliable in the edu-
cation system (Black & Wiliam, 2009). If learning is to transform into con-
tinuous progression and a pathway that reveals one’s potential through 
scaffolding, dialogue and reflection, teachers need to be provided with an 
opportunity through which they can experience this. Assessment can be 
viewed as being revelatory bringing about perceived progress in their own 
competencies. In fact this links very well with the objectives of the 
KIDS4ALLL project which focuses on a lifelong learning approach that 
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recognizes that competencies needed by children and adolescents today are 
not only technical but encompass learning to learn as a competence in its 
own right. The role of summative assessment will then be to seal the evi-
dence of this progression. Serrano et al. (2017) imply that authentic learn-
ing can be explored through assessment practices that are influenced by 
critical pedagogy and the development of students’ social consciousness is 
enhanced while learning happens. During this process, teachers and stu-
dents use dialogue to become ‘co-investigators’. Since the aim is to finally 
impact student learning happening in any formal, informal and non-formal 
environment, the learning experience needs to model what prospective 
teachers will be doing in class. The fact that they experience the pedagogy 
they are expected to use when they become part of the education system, 
empowers them with the competencies required to implement the strategies 
tied to this pedagogy. Another added value is that at the Institute for Edu-
cation, prospective teachers get the students’ perspective of this pedagogy, 
being students themselves at that particular moment. Hence, they are in a 
position to criticise and dialogue with the lecturers about the benefits of 
such a pedagogy that amalgamates teaching, learning, and authentic assess-
ment for growth and enhancement. They also have the opportunity to re-
flect and speak about the challenges and the array of different techniques 
that can be used to implement the strategies pertaining to assessment for 
learning. Freire (1970) was convinced that communication between teacher 
and student resulted in ‘critical education’. This also links well to the ex-
perience of the participating practitioners during their teacher training be-
fore the implementation of the pilot project in Israel as discussions between 
participants and those providing the teacher training were an integral part 
of this training experience.  

Assessment for Learning strategies adopted start with planning with the 
specific audience in mind. The lecturer in the context of the Institute for 
Education, or trainer in this case, is expected to know the course partici-
pants, who they are, and where they stand in their learning. This can be 
done through various techniques like dialogue, observations, discussions, 
and open-ended questions. In this manner, the lecturer becomes well-in-
formed and can change or tweak the session according to the collected evi-
dence. The lecturer continuously reflects on what is observed, and listens 
to the dialogue ensued. In fact, the findings will show that this was very 
much part of the successful training experience the Israeli practitioners had. 
These observations are very personalised since learning is the individual 
and systematic activation of particular brain zones resulting in learning and 
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cognitive-control architecture (Chein & Schneider, 2012). Thus, since these 
are personal biological changes, the feedback provided by the teacher on 
the evidence collected, has to be very personal according to the exhibited 
requirements.  

The course participants’ focus on learning is maintained through the 
sharing of the learning intention. Since they are considered as partners in 
this learning process, they are conversing about what is being learnt and 
how this is happening. The aims behind any tasks, questions and actions 
taken by the lecturer for part of the dialogue that empowers the prospective 
teacher. Lecturers also share or co-construct the success criteria with the 
course participants. Shared criteria provide the opportunity for personalised 
self-reflection on learning since one can understand what has been achieved 
and what could be the next step in a scaffolding process. These criteria can 
be used to lead the way to progression. Success criteria provide an invaluable 
opportunity for course participants to peer review and appraise each other’s 
work (Black et al., 2004).   

Another assessment for learning strategy adopted by the Institute for 
Education is the use of open-ended questions or tasks. If these are aligned 
to the learning intention and the success criteria, they provide the effective 
arena for the course participants to think, process, and speak about what 
they are understanding and how the concept is forming in their brains. 
Course participants that come from different backgrounds can understand 
concepts differently due to their various past experiences. When they speak 
and put their thoughts into words to explain their understanding, they 
would be providing important information to the lecturer who can then 
analyse whether any misconceptions are being formed. Throughout all the 
tasks, assessment is immersed in the learning process. It cannot be con-
sidered as the final task that reveals the unknown. Learning happens be-
cause assessment has revealed the need for an intervention. The dialogue 
that is created during the learning period allows the course participant to 
realise if the concepts being created make sense, or if more information is 
required or whether misconceptions are being formed. The lecturer and 
other peer course participants, on the other hand are at the receiving end 
and can intervene through further questioning to understand the logic be-
hind the argument  and reflect on their own concept formation. If what is 
being heard and interacted with does not make logical sense, the dialogue 
will begin to deconstruct what might have been a misconception to create 
a modified concept that reflects the correct version of it (Walker, 2012).  
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2. Teacher training geared towards the multicultural learning environment    
 

The term ‘multicultural’ refers to a society that includes a variety of cultural 
groups or ethnicities. It does not relate to their interaction or behavior 
(Schriefer, 2016). Within the cross-cultural dialogue, the concept of inter-
culturalism began to emerge as a more effective approach to social cohesion 
(Cantle, 2012; Council of Europe, 2008; Zapata-Barrero, 2016). Kymlicka 
(2016) states that ‘‘in both academic and public debates, one of the current 
fashions is to defend a (new, innovative, realistic) interculturalism against 
a (tired, discredited, naive) multiculturalism’’ (p. 158). Interculturalism ap-
pears to be more effective in fostering social cohesion in multicultural com-
munities as it encourages dialogue and equality (Trento, 2013). Harney 
(2020, p. 4) refers to the Italian context and interculturalism in schools, 
‘‘focusing mostly on culture and identity and emphasising mutual respect 
and dignity’’. This scenario requires the development of cultural intelligence 
on a much deeper level. It is a self-aware intelligence that is based on four 
factors: metacognitive, cognitive, motivational, and behavioral (Van Dyne 
et al., 2007; Earley & Ang, 2003; Şahin, 2011). Cultural intelligence could 
help teachers to perform effectively in culturally diverse conditions (Solo-
mon, 2017). According to Livermore (2011), this is the variable that will 
determine whether or not you are a successful teacher leader in the class-
room.  

Therefore, it is essential that the above foundations for the development 
of a culturally responsive classroom teacher are reflected in teacher training 
programs offering the opportunity for professional development. A main 
factor that is crucial to any professional development program is promoting 
the practice of continuous critical reflexivity, to seek transformative change, 
in which all teachers and practitioners engage in self-reflective inquiry to 
improve the school community’s dynamics. This may be done through an 
egalitarian dialogue (DTG) that includes referring to recent research and 
literature as a response to the educators’ difficulties being elicited to plan 
the implementation of successful actions to be taken in the classroom as 
part of the teacher’s pedagogy (Campos et al., 2015). This may include that 
which is described as “restorative justice pedagogy”. This entails the avoi-
dance of creating a learning environment that demands from the children 
from culturally and socially heterogeneous families the discipline of obedi-
ence, submission to the authority of the majority group, and unopposed 
acceptance of expressions of violence and racism. This may be developed 
through teaching training, whereby teachers can develop their cultural in-
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telligence and explore how they can adapt their pedagogy to being sensitive 
to the student’s previous experiences and present needs as part of minority 
groups in society (Danesh, 2011; Rivera et al., 2016; Chinn & Bennett, 
2020; Lee & Walsh, 2017).  

The equal dialogue between teachers and other stakeholders improves 
educational practices after agreeing on the most effective school methods 
(Flecha, 2015; Roca-Campos et al., 2021; Rodríguez-Oramas et al., 2020). 
Moreover, having this done in a cooperative environment, which includes 
collaborative discourse, promotes social solidarity, eradicating feelings of 
alienation and hostility, and implementing pedagogies that mobilize stu-
dents’ capital (Ratnam, 2020). Teacher training allows for the development 
of skills and empowerment, strengthening one’s awareness of others, and 
formulating culturally responsive pedagogies that are sensitive to the needs 
of the students in class, giving their backgrounds, heritage, and previously 
acquired education the value they deserve. Above all, it assists teachers in 
understanding how a classroom can be a safe space for both students and 
their parents (del Olmo-Fernández et al., 2021). 

The Institute for Education as a further and higher education institution 
also adopts the Universal Design for Learning as the underpinning peda-
gogy in relation to teaching in a multicultural context as that which is pro-
moted in all initial teacher training courses.  As pedagogical consultants 
within this small-scale research project, we believe that assisting practi-
tioners to understand the relevance of adopting UDL within their pedagogy 
proves to both facilitate the goals they have for their students and the learn-
ing that occurs more effectively.   

In fact, in view of a child-centred pedagogy, the Maltese National Policy 
Framework (MEDE, 2021) promotes an inclusive learning-friendly en-
vironment using a UDL (Meyer et al., 2014), which enhances accessibility 
and removes curricular, social, and physical barriers towards inclusion (p. 
6). This national policy defines UDL as a framework to improve and opti-
mise teaching and learning for everyone based on scientific insights into 
how humans learn. It equips the educator with an understanding of how 
learning occurs to ensure that all learners can access and experience mean-
ingful, challenging learning opportunities by providing multiple means of 
engagement, recognition, as well as action and expression. Vanhear and 
Reid (2019) explain UDL as a framework that is guided by the neuro-
science and psychology behind how learning occurs and which guides edu-
cators to best support ALL learners’ needs (p. 1). The Universal Design for 
Learning Guidelines (CAST, 2018; see Figure 1), also referred to by Van-
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hear and Reid (2019), suggests that any learning experience presented to a 
child should refer to the “why”, “what” and “how” of learning, as they are 
linked to neural networks that work together to activate learning (p. 10). 
This implies that the educator should strive to seek alternative opportunities 
for the child to learn. Hence, an understanding of the UDL framework 
through professional development training opportunities in multicultural 
educational contexts may well provide such an opportunity, considering all 
the frameworks it incorporates.  

 
 

3. Research Methodology and Foundations for the Teacher Training Ex-
perience 
 

The KIDS4ALLL project seeks to meet the challenges of the absorption 
and integration of children from immigrant families in various destination 
countries in Europe and outside Europe and the world by developing eight 
key competences for lifelong learning. This chapter examines the short and 
holistic teacher training framework because it is adapted to any educational 
institution in formal or informal education, to the different ages of the stu-
dents, to a diverse learning environment, and the other professional experi-
ences of the educators. 

In planning the project, working groups were established to implement 
its goals. In this research, two groups were established: Work Package Three 
focused on processing the created learning units to promote skills for life-
long learning in educational contexts both those which are formal and 
others which may be informal. Work Package Five oriented towards online 
and face-to-face teacher training to become acquainted with the project’s 
goals and implementation. The training sessions implemented in this regard 
provided practitioners with developing strategies in three areas: the 
Know_what, the Know_how, and the Work_it, areas. This relates quite 
well with the UDL Framework mentioned above.  The education context 
in which these were recommended to occur was through the application 
of a buddy system. 

The teacher training also delved on training related to supporting and 
leading a collaborative dialogue of learning between members in the edu-
cational context. Teacher training was provided face-to-face in a school in 
Israel and remotely by use of online communication tools with the inten-
tion to promote key competencies for lifelong learning.  
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To mobilise teachers to cooperate, the central committee of the project 
created a collaborative shared file, which the participating teachers had ac-
cess to and as part of the training process were required to introduce them-
selves. As part of this introductory exercise, participants were requested to 
describe an object which was significant to them. This was presented jointly 
during which everyone was given the time to present an object. This op-
portunity for an ice breaker also allowed the participants to discuss how 
this training opportunity connects to them. The intention of this exercise 
was also to provide encouragement and motivation.  

In the KIDS4ALLL project, there were two learning groups: Target 
Group One (TG1), in which the students were trained on how to use the 
platform and the learning units, and Target Group Two (TG2), which in-
cludes educators in the different learning settings considered in this project, 
teachers, trainers in informal frameworks such as cultural organizations, or 
librarians who work with learners in relatively informal settings. All were 
expected to participate in short and holistic professional development train-
ing as educators and were required to undergo training to prepare them for 
the implementation of the pilot project.  

As part of the training experience, the teachers presented their profiles 
in a collaborative presentation – including a portrait photo and a meta-
phorical symbol which they felt represented them. The teachers also ex-
plained their connection to the project. The Israeli researchers met 
face-to-face with the teacher teams in the three educational settings to get 
to know each other, create a sense of belonging and trust, and explain the 
teaching methodology employed in the project, the acts of accompanying 
and guiding, alongside the expectations of both teachers and students. At 
the conclusion of the activity, teachers completed a questionnaire to fine-
tune and enhance the activities for both the pilot phase and online train-
ing. 

The planned training for practitioners addressed as TG2 in the 
KIDS4ALLL project, who would be processing the learning units with 
children, was essentially given prominence within the project planning to 
be conducted before the commencement of the scheduled pilot phase. This 
training opportunity was crucial to create common ground between all par-
ticipants and instill in them the principles related to the objectives of this 
project. Furthermore, the training sessions were also intended to provide 
participants with the tools, knowledge, and pedagogical actions required 
to implement the project effectively in the pilot countries.  

Moreover, the training sessions were an excellent opportunity to create 
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a safe space whereby practitioners could share good practice and experiences 
with other practitioners coming from different countries and cultural back-
grounds, weaving new relationships and strengthening their personal or in-
stitutional affiliations from the global aspect of KIDS4ALLL. 

With regards to the researchers working on this research study, the Israeli 
partners had teachers from Israel participating in a series of short training 
sessions based on acquiring skills for lifelong learning as part of the 
KIDS4ALLL project. They will, therefore, be providing first-hand experi-
ence of the short professional training course they participate in, which will 
be presented in the next section of this chapter. On the other hand, the 
Maltese partners representing The Institute for Education who are also 
partly responsible for the dissemination of the project, were involved in 
discussions and consultations regarding the effective development of this 
project. 

 
 
The participants  
Seven teachers from Israel participated in the project: three teachers from 

an elementary school, two from a high school, and two practitioners who 
volunteer in a youth center.  

These teachers had previous experiences of professional-pedagogical 
training in teaching, as required by the Ministry of Education in Israel. In 
fact, it is important to note that teacher training is a significant component 
of the professional development process in teaching in primary and high 
schools in Israel. They are usually carried out by professional experts in the 
field of education and occur outside regular school hours, some of which 
are provided within educational institutions, and others localized at special-
ized centers for professional development. They possess teaching experience 
ranging from over five years to 12 years, with ages spanning from 28 to 42. 
Additionally, the volunteers at the youth center, who are 18 years old, en-
gage in a year of service before their mandatory enlistment in the army. 
The volunteers had experienced professional teacher training, however as 
part of their year of service volunteer training. Throughout the study, the 
participants were consistently and regularly accompanied by the two re-
searchers from Israel. Meetings occurred biweekly, involving face-to-face 
interactions, phone calls, and remote Zoom sessions. 
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The research tools 
The research data was collected from two sources: 
(a) Reports produced by the two Israeli researchers involved in the pro-

ject as part of that which was required from them during the pilot 
phase. These reports encompass an overview of the teacher training 
structure which was created for the purpose of delivering the in-
tended learning units and an account of the project’s progress. These 
reports also include a detailed narrative, clarification, and thoughtful 
consideration of the teachers’ experiences post-training and through-
out the implementation of the project in its dual phases (Ryan, 
2013). 

(b)In-depth semi-structured personal communication interviews lasting 
an hour were conducted with seven participants from Israel who took 
part in the project. This group included three elementary school 
teachers, two high school teachers, and two volunteers from the 
youth center. These interviews took place both at the conclusion of 
the training and at the conclusion of the project’s second phase. 

 
The interviews opened with the following opening statement rather than 

a question, allowing for the participant to disclose any information they 
felt relevant to their experience and also allowing the interview to take a 
narrative stance: ‘Tell me what you remember from your focused and hol-
istic professional training and various processes while participating in the 
project. Describe the personal, social, and pedagogical difficulties and chal-
lenges you must face during the training. Following this, the teachers were 
asked about their insights and strategies employed to deal with difficulties 
encountered during their teacher training and what they chose to adopt as 
part of their pedagogical processes in the classroom context. 

 
 
Ethical considerations 
The research adhered meticulously to ethical guidelines sanctioned by 

the European Union. This involved maintaining the anonymity and con-
fidentiality of both respondents and data, refraining from posing offensive 
questions and offering teachers the autonomy to decide on their participa-
tion in the study. All names given to participants being referred to in the 
findings and discussions are pseudonyms. Data processing commenced only 
after the teachers had concluded the training and actively participated in 
the project. Teachers were duly informed that the data was retained for aca-
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demic research, aiming to furnish a precise and practical response to diverse 
needs within a concise, targeted, and holistic teacher training framework. 

 
 

4. Findings and discussion 
 

The analysis of the data collected from the reports and based on the inter-
views was structured using the content analysis method and focused on the 
content that the teachers shared both in oral and written form (Giorgi, 
2009). Such an analysis allows one to examine perceptions, feelings, 
thoughts, and actions firsthand and draw valid conclusions in a broader 
context (Zur & Eisikovits, 2015).  

In the first stage, each researcher went through the texts collected from 
the documented reports and interview transcripts and divided them into 
categories and topics within the context of the teacher training process. 
After that, each reread each group’s texts and identified salient themes that 
mark characteristics of pedagogical, social, and cultural processes in teacher 
training. To strengthen the reliability of the findings, a joint discussion was 
held between the four researchers, and reliability was established (87%) be-
tween them (Merriam, 2009). In the discussion, content segments were 
adapted to three central themes, relating to the short teacher training 
sessions provided to the participating practitioners, intended to provide 
pedagogical knowledge and skills related to the promotion of lifelong learn-
ing skills and competencies. 

The research findings show three central issues in this teacher training:  
(1)Uncertainty on how the implementation of the project will reap op-

portunities for involvement and self-learning; 
(2)The shift from traditional training to guidance, accompaniment, and 

support; 
(3) Strengthening a community of teachers for collaborative, multidis-

ciplinary and multi-age learning. 
 
 
Uncertainty on how the implementation of the project will reap oppor-

tunities for involvement and self-learning 
‘When we were presented with the project, I was scared. I only knew a 

few concepts in teaching, such as buddy learning and lifelong learning, and 
I did not refer to them in the classes. I gave work in pairs, but not in this 
format. When I watched the first video of ‘The Project Design’, I under-
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estimated it because it felt like TikTok and not serious enough. The con-
versations with the researchers helped me realize there is something else 
here, and I need to change from what I learned and know. The videos are 
very high quality, the instructional voice is pleasant, and the colors and 
focus convince me. I liked that the kids also had instructional videos, and 
I was led to watch them. What helped me a lot in the process and that I 
did not give up is the possibility to watch training videos several times and 
decide what to watch and what not to watch, when and how’ (Esther, ele-
mentary teacher). 

The above excerpt from an interview concurs with Kennedy’s (2016) 
assertion incorporating content as the focus of professional development 
assists the practitioner to acquire a better idea of how they can create mean-
ingful experiences for their students which in turn effectively impacts their 
learning. Therefore, having the opportunity to also revisit instructional ma-
terial within the structure of a short term training opportunity allowed for 
that which aligns with Craig’s (2012) affirmation that long-term designs 
enhance the likelihood of improvement in teachers’ pedagogy. 

‘Thanks to the close guidance from the researchers and giving answers 
to every question quickly and personally, I felt confident that there was 
someone who answered and knew how to strengthen my actions. Moreover, 
it did not answer whether it was right or wrong but helped me learn inde-
pendently. The researcher’s listening and her understanding that I needed 
models for teaching because I had not experienced such an approach before 
helped me a lot. The first lessons were conducted in pairs with the re-
searcher, allowing me to look at the children and their motivation to learn 
and my conduct with the researcher, what she does differently from me. 
Like how to listen more to the students and get them to be more involved 
in the lesson and not be afraid” (Ruti, elementary teacher).  

This account harmonizes perfectly with that which is sustained by Chein 
& Schneider (2012) that creating such a relationship with teacher trainees 
assists both the trainer, which for the purpose of this study and project were 
also the Israeli researchers, and the trainees, namely the participating prac-
titioners, developing a personalised setting for their personal professional 
development.  

‘The training taught me how to get closer to the children and meet them 
in a different kind of learning. The emphasis was on actions that I could 
use in the meetings. I adopted a principle in the video about the training 
principles: “not watching for perfection, but involvement”, and he encour-
aged me to do something different. The children do not like to write be-
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cause it is like school, so after the conversation, I allowed them to record 
their conclusions and the things they wanted to say once on my phone and 
once on their phone. Then, they did the written task. The school does not 
have such an opportunity, but recording is an activity they always do when 
they send messages. That way, they were more involved. I liked that the 
training speaks differently from what I learned in school’ (Gal, youth center 
volunteer). 

This narrative aligns seamlessly with the position advocated by Serrano 
et al. (2017) and their take on how learning can be empowering when it is 
transformative whereby students are provided with authentic learning ex-
periences as presented during delivery of these learning units and the ex-
citing methods and tools used enticing students to indulge in dialogue and 
investigation with their teachers. Reflecting on the processes employed by 
practitioners when delivering the learning units designed within the project 
and the feedback provided by them on their perspective on how these learn-
ing units were being received and learnt, what could have developed a more 
meaningful and effective learning experience for the students would be the 
inclusion of assessment for learning practices within their pedagogy. As 
highlighted by the Institute for Education in their theoretical background 
presented above, utilising assessment for learning as the foundational peda-
gogical approach in both initial teacher training and ongoing professional 
development is crucial. The experiences shared and highlighted in this 
chapter also reinforce how essential it is to elicit success criteria which are 
shared during training sessions as would be done in the classroom context 
with students to induce the opportunity for peer review and appraisal of 
each other’s work (Black et al., 2004). In fact following the pilot project 
and listening to the feedback from practitioners to Institute for Education 
provided the project partners with guidelines for practitioners on how to 
implement assessment for learning as explained in this paper.  

 
 
The shift from traditional training to guidance, accompaniment, and 

support 
‘The attitude towards me and the importance of learning at school was 

new. My training is always after school. I had a substitute teacher here, so 
I did not teach in my class. We sat with the researchers in the room; there 
were refreshments on the table and coloured markers and papers. Gave me 
a pleasant feeling that I bring something new to the school and myself. The 
conversation was more personal and intimate; we talked about our dif-
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ficulties, such as the fear that I might not find my place in the class. How 
will I conduct the lesson? There may be topics that the children know better 
than me. A sense of appreciation and security helped me to be there’ (Galia, 
elementary school teacher). 

This account detailing how the teacher in training had the opportunity 
to reflect on their personal concerns and doubts as classroom leaders and 
responsible for the delivery of learning units intended to develop the stu-
dents own lifelong learning skills and competences resonates closely with 
the ethos of the Institute for Education explained in this article that the 
learning experienced during teacher training should model the experience 
the teachers will be having in the classroom context, empowering them as 
they develop their own competencies related to the implementation of dif-
ferent strategies.  

“At first, I watched the first movie by myself, and then I felt that there 
were many resources there, and I was not used to it and needed to figure 
out what to do with it. I had to organize a different work environment at 
home. Suddenly the training is in my free time. Sometimes, I invited the 
teachers, those who are in the project and those who are not, to watch the 
video with me so they could also learn. It strengthened me that I share. 
The training supported me because there were moments of things that I 
do, and the video gave validity to that, such as using positive verbs to en-
courage, to share, to cause... and the emphasis in the videos on points for 
inspiration that I am an educational figure who can influence the children 
more strengthened me. From the video, I understood it is also worth reach-
ing out to the community outside the school. So, I organized the parents’ 
meeting presentation of all the children’s learning products with my partner, 
and we also invited social activists from the community center near the 
school” (Ruti, an elementary teacher). 

This shared experience of how collaboration in its various forms en-
hances teacher training supports what is described by Ratman (2020) as an 
opportunity to promote social solidarity and apply teaching methods that 
activate the student’s capital, whilst providing an opportunity for the 
teacher trainees themselves to develop their own skills and competencies 
in this case namely related to culturally responsive pedagogies valuing stu-
dents’ backgrounds, heritage and prior education and as described by del 
Olmo-Fernández et al. (2021), a safe space for students, their parents and 
other stakeholders within a sense of community. 
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Strengthening a community of teachers for cooperative, multidiscipli-
nary, and multi-age learning 

“I have much experience teaching Hebrew in the studio at the school. 
The class is organic; all the students are immigrants, they speak the same 
language, and I let them work in pairs. The students usually choose who 
they will sit with and with whom they will work in pairs. When I watched 
the video ‘Building Teams of Buddy’, I realized that it is also essential to 
maintain a sequence in the relationship between the children; I had not 
done it before. I was comfortable when the children chose a pair from the 
class and worked, but here, I created ‘out of nowhere’ when we first intro-
duced the local children to the immigrants and cast them into pairs – work 
pairs buddies. The video allowed me to think once more about my actions 
in the context of equality, solidarity, respect, and empathy. Until now, I felt 
I was providing a solution, and in this project, it was not enough; I had to 
change my teaching methods. I realized that I need to be even more attent-
ive, make an effort in the social-emotional context, sit more with the 
couples, solve problems, and help them maintain contact outside the lesson. 
So, I changed the lesson’s opening and initiated social activities to create a 
good and friendly atmosphere among the children. This insight was built 
during the training, and they allowed me to implement it even though it 
took time from the meeting” (Adi, High school teacher). 

This narrative of experiences outlines a realization that this practitioner 
felt the need to adapt their pedagogy, taking into consideration the student’s 
cultural background and current needs, especially within minority groups 
in society (Danesh, 2011; Rivera et al., 2016; Chinn & Bennett, 2020; Lee 
& Walsh, 2017); it is evidence of the development of cultural intelligence 
and how its development assists teachers to perform more effectively in 
multicultural contexts (Solomon, 2017).  

“I am used to organizing training when an expert stands and explains 
to me in several meetings and with examples what to do in the lessons, but 
in the project, I learned at the same time together with the students. In the 
training, the teachers and the students were respected, and there was a part-
nership already in the training process before the implementation of the 
project. For example, the same introductory activity was done for us and 
the students. I felt good and did not fear for my status. Space and resources 
were available, and the children were receptive, more involved, and dy-
namic” (Esther, elementary teacher).  

Finally, this excerpt from the account of a practitioner’s experience 
within the teacher training sessions within the KIDS4ALL project also res-
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onates well with related literature with regards to intercultural education 
and that which is explained by Trento (2013) as an effective path that paves 
the way towards social cohesion. Hence, the critical reflexivity provided 
within this teaching training program was essential for the professional de-
velopment of practitioners in this specific area of the multicultural context 
they are teaching in.  

 
 

Conclusion 
 

This chapter seeks to understand how short professional development train-
ing opportunities taught online and face-to-face may be an effective, high-
quality, and significant step for continuous learning throughout a teacher’s 
career. The insights from this research study supported the formation of a 
teacher training framework, content, and style that are related to and mo-
deled on the teachers’ experiences in the educational environment they 
work. This study also intends to inform professional experts in the field of 
education and teacher training on how significantly adapted programs can 
be created to develop teaching-learning-evaluation methods necessary for 
children’s success during their educational journey and their future. More-
over, this training may strengthen their visibility in teaching and their skills 
to express an opinion and influence the planning of pedagogy and educa-
tion skills.  

While the current study provides valuable insights into how teacher 
training opportunities are essential and may assist in the professional de-
velopment of teachers if planned and implemented effectively, it is essential 
to acknowledge certain limitations inherent in its design and methodology. 
One limitation was that the seven participating practitioners are intrinsi-
cally highly motivated and stand out in their educational contexts as prac-
titioners who are eager to invest in their professional development. 
Therefore, it may have been also interesting to have a wider range of prac-
titioners who may have different personal experiences as practitioners. It 
may also be argued that the educators responded to the purpose of the 
study. These limitations, though not diminishing the significance of the 
findings, warrant careful consideration and acknowledgment to ensure a 
nuanced interpretation of the research outcomes. However, notwithstand-
ing all this, even though the data emerged from a unique case study within 
a particular educational context, the study still offers insight into teacher 
training worldwide.  
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Introduction 
 

In the postdigital global society, the digital realm seamlessly intertwines 
with our analog lives, becoming an integral extension of our lifeworld. Ne-
groponte’s vision that “like air and drinking water, the digital will be noticed 
just by its absence and not its presence” (Negroponte 1998) has come true. 
This hyper-digitalization of our lifeworld has had a significant impact on 
the way we perceive and engage with learning. It promotes lifewide learning 
as well as lifelong learning. Lifewide, because digitality offers individuals 
with unprecedented opportunities to engage in learning experiences tailored 
to their interests and needs, transcending the limitations of formal educa-
tion and fostering a culture of holistic growth. Lifelong, because it makes it 
easier to embrace continuous learning throughout one’s life, adapting to 
change, and staying informed in a dynamic global environment (Conti, 
2024, p. 20).  

However, amidst this pervasive digitalization of society, a palpable digital 
divide persists, manifesting itself at both individual and institutional levels. 
As certain social groups grapple with exclusion and new forms of margi-
nalization (Fang et al., 2019), also institutions themselves, such as schools, 
reflect varying degrees of digitalization; some are at the forefront of tech-
nological integration, while others lag behind, creating a divide in access 
and opportunities (ECA, 2023). The following two graphs illustrate these 
disparities, both in international comparison and within a single country 
(or even within a specific region, such as the German Bundesland NRW). 
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Figure 1: Share of students using a digital device  for learning at school at least once a 
week, outside dedicated ICT lessons (ECA, 2023, p. 33) 

Figure 2: Download speed of internet connection at different schools (ECA, 2023, p. 38) 

This gap further perpetuates the reproduction of marginalization, par-
ticularly evident in the differences observed in technologically advanced 
schools in affluent areas and their counterparts in the ‘periphery’ (OECD, 
2022). 

Despite the accelerated push spurred by the COVID-19 pandemic, the 



pace of digitalization in schools continues to progress at a generally slow 
rate. This is marked by a scarcity of essential infrastructure and digital lit-
eracy, hindering students and teachers from fully capitalizing on the exten-
sive digital didactic resources already available (ECA, 2023; OECD, 2022). 
Despite these challenges, it becomes increasingly apparent that digitaliza-
tion is not merely an option but an inevitable facet of the future of educa-
tion, unfolding gradually and with disparities across regions and 
socioeconomic strata. Ensuring digital equity is hereby fundamental for en-
suring equal opportunities to quality education and therefore to employ-
ment. 

The KIDS4ALLL Horizon innovation project (2021-2024) aims to 
strengthen and improve digital and interdisciplinary skills in highly diverse 
educational environments while promoting social inclusion. The main tool 
for achieving this objective is an e-learning platform, which promotes the 
development of the eight key competences for lifelong learning (COM, 
2018) through more than 100 learning units in 14 languages, targeting 
ISCED 2-31 students across Europe and beyond. The project also targets 
teachers and educators and provides them with digital training to enhance 
their competences towards inclusive and participatory teaching. The e-
learning platform was piloted during 2022-2023 for 9 months in formal, 
non-formal and informal educational settings in eight countries (Germany, 
Greece, Italy, Israel, Hungary, Norway, Spain, Turkey). 

This chapter offers an overview of the tools available in the KIDS4ALLL 
learning environment and explores their reception in different countries 
and educational contexts. The consortium partners’ cross-national research 
enables the evaluation of the concept and its tools as well as a better under-
standing of the current state and challenges of the educational system in 
different countries. Additionally, it provides insight into the profiles of the 
main actors, including teachers, educators, and young people. 

To achieve this, the chapter begins by outlining the pedagogical frame-
work of the project and providing a brief description of its outputs. It then 
outlines the main findings of empirical research on the perception and use 
of the KIDS4ALLL tools. This research sheds light on their reception in 
different educational contexts, offering insights into these contexts and 
their key actors. 

1 ISCED levels 2 and 3 correspond to secondary education. For a detailed description, 
see: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=International_ -
Standard_Classification_of_Education_(ISCED)&oldid=604925
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1. Theoretical framework 
    

Schools, as institutions, tend to perpetuate exclusion and inequalities 
(MacKenzie et al., 2022) and fall short in preparing individuals to effec-
tively address the challenges posed to them, their communities, and their 
societies by phenomena such as climate change and digitalization. The of-
ficial monitors of the progress of the fourth Sustainable Development Goal 
on quality education show themselves acknowledge the distance between 
the present and the goal set for in five year’s time (UNESCO 2023). In an 
ideal scenario envisioned for 2030, the absence of discrimination in edu-
cation stands as a paramount goal. This ambitious vision relies on the dedi-
cated efforts of qualified teachers/educators actively championing 
sustainable development and global citizenship, embodying these principles 
in their daily actions (Giovannini & Riccaboni, 2021). While this goal may 
seem more utopian than a foreseeable reality, taking incremental steps to-
wards utopia is crucial for implementing constructive changes.  

Presently, a multilevel vulnerabilization is evident among a broad group 
of population, in particular migrants and minorities, particularly in mar-
ginalized areas characterized by fewer resources and lower school quality 
(Conti, 2023a; Hellgren & Bereményi, 2022). The challenges extend to 
the classroom, where prejudices, implicit biases, socio-economic con-
straints, and language barriers contribute to exclusionary dynamics. In these 
cases, there is a notable dearth of competencies, leading to a higher risk of 
becoming NEET (Not in Education, Employment, or Training), contribu-
ting to early school dropouts (Pesquera Alonso et al., 2022). These processes 
are likely to be exacerbated by digital inequalities, as digital competence 
increasingly contributes to educational and later adult life achievement. 
This is particularly demonstrated by the case of distance learning with digi-
tal tools and skills during the COVID-19 epidemic (Schroot et al., 2024). 

Addressing these complex issues is essential for promoting an inclusive 
and equitable education system. There is a growing consensus on the critical 
importance of thoroughly rethinking the meaning of education and the 
role of schools in a holistic way (UNESCO, 2016; Guattari, 2020), ad-
dressing “learning content and outcomes, pedagogy and the learning en-
vironment” (UNESCO, 2017, p. 7). In the rapidly advancing 21st century, 
education faces the challenge of preparing individuals with the skills and 
competences necessary for an ever-changing world. Decades of research on 
the relevant knowledge and competencies that should be imparted in for-
mal, non-formal and informal educational contexts are reflected in 
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UNESCO’s call for “action-oriented, transformative pedagogy which sup-
ports self-directed learning, participation and collaboration, problem-orien-
tation, interdisciplinarity and transdisciplinarity and the linking of formal 
and informal learning” (UNESCO, 2017, p. 7). 

In the same vein, the European Union has outlined a framework of “8 
Key Competences for Lifelong Learning”2. The 8 key competences encap-
sulate a set of skills that go beyond traditional academic knowledge and 
school curricula and emphasise the development of certain competences 
that are considered essential for success in the “onlife” era (Floridi, 2015). 
This framework serves as a comprehensive guide for educational systems 
to ensure that individuals are well-equipped for personal development, ac-
tive citizenship, and employment. The 8 LLL competencies1 include: the 
ability to communicate, both in one’s first language(s) and in others; to 
understand the complexity of reality, to make informed choices, to partici-
pate actively in society and to interact effectively in different contexts; an 
awareness of social and civic principles; an appreciation of cultural diversity 
and the arts; quantitative, scientific and digital literacy; the ability to main-
tain physical and emotional balance and to learn as needed; and a proactive 
attitude connected with creativity and the ability to turn ideas into action. 

By developing these competencies, learners are equipped with the 
necessary tools to succeed in a rapidly changing world where adaptability 
and a broad skill set are essential. Additionally, this transformative approach 
to education would promote the development of citizens who can positively 
impact the creation of a socially and ecologically sustainable society 
(Bamber, 2019). This paradigm shift sets the stage for a comprehensive ex-
ploration of didactic strategies, peer-learning dynamics, and lifeworld peda-
gogy that can innovate formal, non-formal and informal education. The 
use of digitalization, which is highly conducive to lifelong and lifewide 
learning, seems to have a great potential.   

In this context KIDS4ALLL learning environment has been conceived 
with the aim of exploiting this potential to create a transnational offer that 
can attract the so-called ‘digital natives’ as well as their teachers/educators. 
Specifically, KIDS4ALLL offers a hybrid concept, creating an e-learning 
platform which stimulates buddy-interaction locally as well as disseminat-
ing a buddy culture globally (Conti et al., 2024). However, this educational 

2 The 8 key-competences are: 1 personal, social, learning-to-learn competences; 2 
STEM; 3 multilingualism; 4 cultural awareness and expression; 5 citizenship; 6 Liter-
acy; 7 entrepreneurship; 8 digital competences (COM, 2018).
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programme can also be used offline, providing a handbook as an alternative 
to the digital platform, thereby accommodating students and schools with 
limited or no digital infrastructure. 

KIDS4ALLL introduces for both target-groups, i.e. students and 
teachers/educators a three-phase learning method which “builds on 1) 
knowledge acquisition, 2) skill training and 3) competence transfer to con-
nect different learners and to highlight the need for collaboration among 
them” (KIDS4ALLL Consortium, 2020, 8). This method links skills de-
velopment with social inclusion through peer learning. Both target groups 
are encouraged to embark on the learning journey alongside a buddy. In 
this way, it also values students’ agency (James, 2009; Oswell, 2013), giving 
them the opportunity to actively engage in learning processes through 
which they can claim their right to access and produce knowledge (Kum-
pulainen & Lipponen, 2012). In KIDS4ALLL, learners gain “epistemic 
status” (Heritage, 2012), being motivated to autonomously get access to 
domains of knowledge, while their “epistemic authority” (Heritage & Ray-
mond, 2005) is acknowledged, getting stimulated to construct knowledge 
themselves. 

A particular challenge highlighted in the literature on the buddy-system 
is the inadequate preparation of the students in terms of exercising their 
agency and their ability to take on the role of expert, moving from the role 
of learner to that of mentor (Conti et al., 2024, p. 159). By promoting cre-
ative and self-determined learning, KIDS4ALLL aims to foster the advance-
ment of learners’ capacity to act autonomously and responsibly through 
learning strategies that allow learners to shoulder responsibilities, to follow 
their own interests, to express their own opinions, to share their knowledge 
and to co-create their own content. In this regard, digital tools can be es-
pecially effective.   

The KIDS4ALLL project is rooted in the dialogic approach, which pro-
motes equality, equity, empathy and empowerment by encouraging open 
exchange, based on respect, appreciation and valorization of differences 
without hierarchies playing a role (Conti, 2023b). Dialogic learning de-
velops in a relational way through active participation, fulfilling the right 
of all learners to access and produce knowledge (Kumpulainen & Lip-
ponen, 2012). In order to promote a pedagogical shift towards dialogic 
learning in all educational settings and especially in schools, the 
KIDS4ALLL learning environment includes a special section for 
teachers/educators to deepen their understanding of inclusive and partici-
patory education and to encourage them to explore innovative pedagogical 
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methods, also offering the handbook and the platform itself as ready-to-
use learning tools.  

The Buddy-system, promoted by KIDS4ALLL, is a special form of peer-
learning, with a strong dialogic character: it describes a supportive partner-
ship which is mutually beneficial, even if apparently one buddy is more in 
need of support than another. Thus “buddies engage in a balanced rela-
tionship that allows them to express their individuality and enhance their 
personal growth through meaningful interactions with one another” (Conti 
et al., 2023, p. 163). The Buddy-system can take various forms: there are 
“one-to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-many configurations, often coor-
dinated by an experienced individual responsible for the initiative” (idid.). 
The buddy-team can form spontaneously around a common project or be 
the result of a facilitated process (idid.). 

There is a growing recognition of the inherent advantages offered by 
peer-learning over conventional instructional methods. It has been recog-
nized as a powerful tool for increasing learning motivation by promoting 
well-being through the satisfaction of the need of autonomy, competence, 
and social relatedness (Ryan & Deci, 2000; Wessel, 2015). Thus, peer-
learning concepts have proven to be effective measures to address both chal-
lenges related to learning and social relations faced by members of 
marginalized groups, including migrant students (Manzoni & Rolfe, 2019). 
As it contributes to the cultivation of friendship, socio-emotional skills, 
and improved acceptance of differences, it also benefits low-achieving stu-
dents and those from disadvantaged backgrounds (Jordan & Le Métais, 
1997). Peer-learning not only encourages the acceptance of differences but 
also nurtures a stronger sense of belonging, contributing to the devel-
opment of more inclusive learning communities (Baloche & Brody, 2017). 

The KIDS4ALLL learning method promotes the development of vari-
ous key competences, including socio-emotional skills, not only through 
the learning units but also by encouraging peer-learning. It combines peer 
learning and active learning with lifeworld pedagogy, which recognises that 
learners bring a wealth of prior experience and knowledge that influences 
their understanding of new concepts and bridges the gap between educa-
tional content and their everyday lives. In KIDS4ALLL, learning is con-
textualised within the learners’ lifeworld, taking into account their cultural, 
social and personal backgrounds. Learners are encouraged to explore, ques-
tion, share, apply and reflect on knowledge in ways that are relevant to 
them, deepening their understanding and developing their skills. In this 
way, knowledge traditionally located in different disciplines is linked within 
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the broader context of life. This holistic approach promotes the devel-
opment of skills that are directly applicable to real-life situations. The very 
use of digital tools promoted by the project is a key strategy through which 
KIDS4ALLL seeks to connect with students’ everyday lives and bridge the 
gap between their present and future experiences. The initiative aims to 
give the chance to students to learn to use digital resources not only for en-
tertainment, but also to pursue clear, purposeful projects they have in mind. 

Lifeworld learning is consistent with a student-centred and constructivist 
approach to education. It encourages educators to be facilitators of learning 
processes, guiding students in making connections between academic con-
tent and their lifeworld experiences. This approach is particularly important 
in fostering a sense of relevance and therefore motivation, as it grounds 
education in the authentic contexts of the learners’ lives. Facilitation, as op-
posed to frontal lessons, emerges as a pedagogical philosophy that places a 
premium on active learning, critical thinking, and the empowerment of 
students through increased agency. Scientific literature underscores the im-
portance of this shift, highlighting that an environment where students are 
active participants in their learning journey is conducive to the development 
of key competences and agency (cfr. Baraldi et al., 2022). 

Research on the teacher-student interaction pattern known as the Initi-
ation-Response-Evaluation (IRE) sequence shows that it tends to perpetuate 
hierarchical structures and limit children’s opportunities to participate (Ba-
raldi et al., 2022, p. 6). Studies of teacher-child interactions have high-
lighted strategies that can mitigate hierarchical forms of authority, such as 
scaffolding (Seedhouse, 2004; Sharpe, 2008) or re-utterings (O’Connor & 
Michael, 1996). However, Baraldi et al. (2022) argue for a more trans-
formative approach that mitigates hierarchical structures while expanding 
children’s agency and promoting dialogic learning: the facilitation of 
children’s agency. This involves the appropriate use of a complex system of 
communication techniques (Farini & Scollan, 2022; Conti, 2020). 

 
 

2. KIDS4ALLL diverse tools 
 

The diverse backgrounds and needs of learners, combined with an acceler-
ated and digitalised world, require non-standard, innovative, adaptive and 
inclusive pedagogical approaches and tools to meet the challenges of an 
ever-mobile life. KIDS4ALLL addresses this challenge in the form of a par-
ticipatory pedagogy by developing and piloting a comprehensive digital 
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learning platform that will be available free of charge from April 2024. The 
KIDS4ALLL learning environment aims to be a useful tool for a wide 
population, but has been designed primarily for migrant and ethnic mi-
nority children, taking into account the language barriers that people on 
the move face at the beginning of their new life in a new country. Therefore, 
the e-learning platform can be used in fourteen languages (e.g. Arabic, Dari, 
Ukrainian) and has been designed to be as comprehensible as possible in 
numerous country and cultural contexts. 

In order to meet the different needs and interests of students, teachers 
and educators, the KIDS4ALLL learning environment has been designed 
to be flexible. It offers a variety of tools that can be used by both students 
and teachers/educators. Firstly, the buddy system. It is introduced to inspire 
teachers/educators to incorporate it into their daily routine, both for their 
own personal development by entering into a collegial exchange with other 
professionals, and to increase the quality of their educational offer. Imple-
menting the buddy-system means creating space for collaborative and co-
operative learning processes, thereby strengthening relationships and 
reaping their benefits. 

The second major type of tool available is the set of learning units devel-
oped by the international KIDS4ALLL team. These units can be used as a 
complete learning journey – starting with a warm-up, doing all the activities 
suggested and ending with a reflection – or single activities can be selected. 
In order to encourage independent work, the text in the units is directly 
addressed to the target group, although teachers/educators can moderate 
them themselves or use them as inspiration to create their own activities 
on the topic. The self-training modules for teachers and educators are in-
tended to be an important resource for promoting innovation in their peda-
gogical practice. These modules can be used effectively in team training 
sessions, for example. 

The third resource provided by KIDS4ALLL comprises a series of video-
tutorials. Ten 2-3 minute videos have been produced for each target group. 
The tutorials for students guide them in creating content on a specific topic 
with their buddies. The tutorials for teachers/educators provide ideas on 
how to organise participatory projects efficiently and how to support buddy 
teams at different stages of their project creation.  

The fourth type of tool is the participatory archive, which contains con-
tent uploaded by students themselves. This content can be the result of an 
autonomous content creation project designed and produced by the buddy 
teams supported by the video-tutorials, or the elaboration of a creative ac-
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tivity proposed in a learning unit through which they have processed and 
practiced newly acquired knowledge and skills. This way, they can share 
their knowledge with peers around the world. Educators and teachers can 
share in the dedicated area of the platform their experience and reflections 
on the use of KIDS4ALLL online, inspiring others. 

The fifth supports the previous tool as a mobile application and allows 
users to create digital postcards both online and offline. Students are asked 
at the end of the unit to create with their buddy a postcard: this helps them 
to reflect on what they have learned and, when uploaded, gives them a 
sense of being part of an international community. The postcards appear 
at the end of the learning unit. 

In the following chapter we will highlight some of the key factors that 
have influenced the way the KIDS4ALLL learning environment has served 
its purposes in different communities and educational contexts. The data 
presented have been collected during the pilot phase through ethnographic 
observation and interviews with teachers, educators and further stake-
holders during the pilot implemented in Hungary, Israel, Italy, Germany, 
Greece, Norway, Spain and Turkey from February to October 20233. 

 
 

3. Cross-national research findings 
 
3.1 Implementing the activities 

 
3.1.1 Attitude 
The implementation of an innovative pedagogy requires an educational 

environment that wants it and is also prepared for it, whether this refers to 
the professional or physical environment of the school, study hall, youth 
center or other formal, non-formal or informal educational settings. In 
terms of professional approach and ethos, an unconventional educational 
programme requires an educational environment and teachers/educators 
who are open to it and willing to invest resources in understanding and en-
gaging with its implementation. This is challenging as teachers/educators 
often have established strategies and routines. They are typically motivated 
to adopt new tools only if they perceive that they will make their work 

3 In order to read more about the qualitative methodology applied in the project, see 
chapter IX.
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more efficient and successful, especially in addressing pressing challenges 
and problems. 

Beyond individual attitudes, our observations indicate that the prepara-
tion of professionals and the system in which they operate are crucial. The 
Israeli stakeholder forum explicitly acknowledged that a significant number 
of teachers are not yet adequately prepared to change their teaching 
methods and adopt the principles of autonomous, constructivist learning, 
which support students in learning through research, dialogue, and feed-
back processes. The researchers in the Hungarian context chose to test the 
learning environment in non-formal settings, specifically in study halls, 
rather than schools. This decision was made due to the limited possibilities 
of using the platform in schools, which have a rigid system and centralised 
regulations and curricula. Non-conventional pedagogical methods and tools 
aren’t usually welcomed in such an environment. Beside the attitude of the 
teachers, who are generally overworked and not properly trained to use in-
novative pedagogical tools but might be open to new methods, educational 
structures and policy might prevent the integration of innovative concepts 
and tools. On the contrary, after-school programmes are precisely the edu-
cational environment that relies on non-conventional pedagogy and inno-
vative tools. This was also the case for the Hungarian pilot organisation, 
which already used digital tools in its daily activities, so the integration of 
the new platform was easy and seamless.   

However, most pilot organisations in all regions were not familiar with 
such innovative tools. The adoption of these tools in formal contexts across 
all countries has proven to be challenging due to rigid structures and rou-
tines. It is noteworthy to observe how some schools have managed to in-
corporate innovation without fully integrating it into their regular activities. 
In Italy, a mixed strategy was employed in some pilot sites: the educational 
platform was formally tested in regular schools but used in sessions facili-
tated by external educators. Similarly, in Germany, a school social worker 
used KIDS4ALLL with a class during the time available to them. The peda-
gogical innovation was encapsulated in a space reserved for non-traditional 
school activities and assigned to professionals whose pedagogical approach 
and role aligned with the innovative KIDS4ALLL method. 

KIDS4ALLL’s pedagogical strategy is characterised by the central role 
of the digital platform. The attitudes of teachers, educators, and principals 
had a direct impact on the openness towards the platform. The decision to 
use the digital platform, as well as how and to what extent to use it, has 
been strongly influenced by their digital competence, experience, and gen-
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eral attitude towards digital technology. The use of the platform varies in 
scope, form, and intensity, not only between institutions but also, in con-
texts where teachers are autonomous, between individual teachers. The 
availability of digital devices and internet access, as well as established norms 
regarding their use, also significantly impact the interest in and use of the 
e-learning platform. 

 
3.1.2 Infrastructure 
Hyperdigitalisation is clearly one of the key drivers that has shaped our 

lives in recent decades and will continue to do so in the decades to come. 
Even if digitalisation is slow to penetrate the educational environment, 
digital educational resources are becoming increasingly available, but are 
underutilised due to inadequate digital infrastructure and digital literacy 
levels, making it less attractive to use the rich digital educational resources 
already available (ECA, 2023; OECD, 2022). However, given the over-
whelming trend towards digitalisation, it would be essential to find its ap-
propriate place and role at system level in both formal and non-formal 
education. 

Schools and other educational institutions, whether urban or rural, large 
or small, formal or informal, run by the state, the community or an NGO, 
are not all prepared to implement unconventional and digital educational 
programmes. Most obviously, technical resources could be a problem when 
using a digital platform in a peer-to-peer way, where at least one tablet or 
computer (or smartphone) per buddy team is required, along with a stable 
internet connection. In most of the pilot sites, this was not a problem, as 
the national coordinators of the project ensured that the selected pilot or-
ganisations were provided with the necessary technology to browse the plat-
form and produce multimedia content, although its use was affected by the 
different internal rules and general digital infrastructure of the different or-
ganisations. In some pilot sites in Greece or Italy, the digital version of the 
educational programme was used less or not always in buddy teams but at 
a larger group or class level. 

Another important factor to consider is the location of KIDS4ALLL ac-
tivities. This includes the physical space arrangement and the atmosphere 
that can create a welcoming and suitable environment for implementing a 
free-flowing educational activity. Several pilot sites in the non-formal and 
informal education context have successfully met these expectations by in-
corporating child-friendly furnishings and decorations that promote peer-
to-peer learning and leisure activities. Additionally, in some locations, such 
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as German youth centres or Hungarian study halls, snacks or meals were 
provided, which was particularly beneficial for disadvantaged children. 

 
Fostering a creative atmosphere in which focused buddy teamwork 

could develop proved more challenging in public schools, where buildings 
house large numbers of people in relatively small spaces. These rooms often 
have furniture designed for traditional frontal teaching, which makes al-
ternative organisation of space quite challenging. In addition, in some cases 
students were working in computer labs, a remnant of a time when digital 
technology activities were separate from regular classroom activities. These 
spaces are typically designed for individual and digital-only work and do 
not encourage the collaborative and creative processes required by 
KIDS4ALLL. In this programme, users receive stimulation online, but are 
encouraged to interact and collaborate with their buddy sitting next to 
them in person. 

 
3.1.3 Invisible Barriers  
School serves as a societal hub, providing an opportunity to foster in-

tergroup connections by forming buddy-teams among individuals who 
typically do not interact due to factors such as gender bias or racism, despite 
sharing the same classroom. KIDS4ALLL has proven effective in creating 
new connections between individuals. However, in educational settings 
where children have autonomy over their activities and social interactions, 
or even the option to disengage entirely, establishing new connections has 
been more challenging. Explicit barriers against participating with peers 
perceived as belonging to an adversarial group have been observed. Never-
theless, when space was shared, a strategic implementation of activities in-
directly facilitated reconciliation or collaboration between individuals. 

Achieving inclusion in the wider society through interactions beyond 
the boundaries of one’s own community and outside familiar shared spaces 
has proven to be a challenge. This challenge is evident not only in segre-
gated areas, such as Roma settlements in Hungary or in Germany, but also 
in heterogeneous urban areas. Stepping out of one’s comfort zone, such as 
participating in a KIDS4ALLL workshop organized in an unfamiliar youth 
center, might feel unsafe for stigmatized young people. Even in the most 
child-friendly environments, some children hesitated or chose not to par-
ticipate due to subtle concerns associated with the fear of making negative 
experiences. Establishing trust in the environment and the educators, or 
providing someone who accompany them is paramount for participation.  
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Although less visible, the timing of activities is just as important as the 
design of the physical environment. The time and day of the activity has 
affected the motivation and resources available to students to engage. For 
example, in a school in Germany, it was observed that scheduling 
KIDS4ALLL sessions on Fridays at 1 pm created an environment where 
less engaged students found it easier to abstain from activities and avoid 
active participation. In non-formal education settings, especially in after-
noon schools such as Hungarian study halls, afternoon sessions are designed 
to take into account the mental fatigue of children arriving after a full day 
at school and to include playful and engaging tasks that exhausted children 
are both able and willing to participate in. While the KIDS4ALLL learning 
units and digital platform are generally suitable for this purpose, educators 
have often introduced movement games between the activities or presented 
the tasks themselves, avoiding the children sitting and reading the tasks. 

Another invisible barrier arises from unexpected discrepancies in 
children’s digital skills required for a specific task of the learning unit. While 
it’s commonly assumed that the younger generation possesses digital skills, 
they often lack proficiency in those that are specifically useful in an educa-
tional context, such as using a computer or a writing program. The devel-
opment of digital skills typically involves a combination of explicit training 
and implicit, self-directed learning-by-doing strategies. However, predicting 
individual learners’ performance in a digital task can be challenging due to 
the varied nature of skill acquisition and the pace at which individuals learn. 

 
3.1.4 Buddy-systems 
A core element of the KIDS4ALLL pedagogical concept is to encourage 

collaboration between students through a peer-to-peer approach, achieved 
through a buddy-system facilitated by an e-learning platform or handbook. 
The aim of the peer-to-peer method is to enhance student agency by pro-
moting a less teacher-centred and more self-explorative approach to learn-
ing. Buddy-teams are designed as learning pairs consisting of students with 
different backgrounds, such as migrant and native students, ethnic minority 
and majority students, and students with and without social or learning 
disadvantages. During the pilot, the composition of buddy-teams often dif-
fered from the expected combinations. However, the teams were successful 
in bringing together students who typically have little contact with each 
other, even if they matched well. Moreover, buddy-pairs were occasionally 
expanded to trios or larger groups, depending on the number of children 
participating, the preferences of the children or educators, or the nature of 
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the learning unit they were working on. In some cases, different buddy-
teams worked all on different topics or went through the same unit simul-
taneously, either separately or by coordinating with each other. For instance, 
in a German youth centre, buddy teams cooked different dishes but col-
laborated on the name and concept of their imaginary restaurant. In some 
cases, such as the Hungarian pilot, older students (aged 15 and above) pre-
ferred to learn alone using the platform. Although the learning environment 
was designed for buddy teams, the platform is open to everyone and also 
allows for individual learning.  

Furthermore, the designed methodology anticipated buddy pairs who 
work together on a long run, ideally throughout the 9-months long pilot 
phase. The long-term pairing was designed to observe how the members 
of the buddy teams shape each other over almost a school-year of working 
together by using the e-learning platform. However, field research proved 
that long-term joint work with identical buddy pairs, introduced by the 
development of common rules of collaboration, are not realistic expecta-
tions. It has been difficult to establish stable buddy pairs or teams especially 
in those more open settings with voluntary participation of the students, 
such as afternoon schools, study halls, youth centres or other non- or in-
formal educational programs. This is particularly true in relation to the 
presence/sudden absence of migrant children who might move, be dis-
located or be forcibly expelled, a phenomenon which affected in particular 
Greek pilot organisations. The fact that field experience in each country 
differed from this initial design allowed us to recognize the benefits of 
changing buddy more frequently. This enabled the students involved to 
connect with a wider range of individuals, gain insights from a greater di-
versity of perspectives and develop different skills related to teamwork. Ad-
ditionally, it provided relief in situations where buddy-teams were not 
well-matched. Another consideration raised by some teachers is the concern 
that even good friends at the start may become bored or drift apart after 
several months of working together. Relationships between children can be 
unpredictable and they thrive on variety. That’s why, in many pilot settings, 
buddy teams were deliberately not formed for the long term. 

On the one hand, KIDS4ALLL aims to promote playful learning in a 
free and collaborative environment where buddies see themselves as equals 
and can benefit from their diversity. On the other hand, it aims to promote 
social inclusion by bringing together young people who may not normally 
interact with each other. This double objective is a key challenge for edu-
cators and teachers who have the task of initiating the formation of buddy 
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teams. The strategies they have developed during the pilot project are con-
textual adaptations of the following two opposite ones: forcing pairings or 
allowing children to choose their buddy freely. The first option, forcing 
children to work with a peer they do not like or have not chosen themselves, 
can be counterproductive as it can disrupt the friendly environment and 
reduce motivation, reinforcing negative feelings.  

The second option would deny children the chance to expand their so-
cial circle, challenge their own biases, and learn more than they would with 
their usual peers. In pilot organizations across all regions, children clearly 
expressed their desire to form a buddy-team with acquainted peers, and in 
some cases, they even indicated who they did not want to be paired with. 
In Turkey, for example, children were paired with migrant mates who had 
low proficiency in Turkish. The children complained, creating a challenging 
situation for the teacher. However, the teacher was able to turn the situation 
into a positive one by providing support for the exchange. Educators and 
teachers face the challenge of developing their own strategies for creating 
diverse buddy-teams that do not undermine participants’ motivation to en-
gage, while encouraging them to open up to each other. This was found to 
be easier in settings where the children felt less free to withdraw, such as 
schools, as well as in non-formal and informal settings in Greece and Hun-
gary. The responsible adults successfully led the pairing, often using strat-
egies such as random team formation, accompanied by hidden tricks to 
ensure that buddy teams were heterogeneous (as in the study hall in Hun-
gary) or to avoid pairing people in conflict together (as in the school in 
Germany).  In pilot organisations which are organised as open spaces that 
young people can visit freely, buddy teams are formed based on who is pres-
ent and interested in a particular activity.  

 
 

3.2 Strengthening Competences 
 

Beyond the buddy-system, the main instrument through which the project 
aims to disseminate an inclusive pedagogy able to improve key competences 
lifelong and lifewide is the set of learning units and video-tutorials. As men-
tioned in the introduction, the framework for the selection of the compet-
ences for the students was based on the work of the European Commission 
(COM, 2018). These cover both regular school curricula and extra-cur-
ricular competences and aim to equip children with core skill sets useful 
for coping with challenges in contemporary societies. Teachers and educa-
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tors who participated in the pilot confirmed that KIDS4ALLL was suc-
cessful in providing content that is useful, reflects real needs and appeals 
to the target group.  

Moreover, this approach could address competences that are either not 
included in the curriculum or are insufficiently promoted. This is also re-
flected in the strong interest shown in such non-formal competences, such 
as entrepreneurship, cultural awareness, citizenship or digital literacy, which 
were particularly popular during the pilot project, especially but not solely 
in non-formal and informal learning settings. Teachers also acknowledged 
that the learning method stimulated the use of participatory pedagogy, 
which is otherwise not commonly used in schools in e.g. Israel, Italy and 
Turkey. The didactisation of the content has activated the students. 

In addition to the specific learning units aimed at developing digital 
competence, the use of the digital platform itself as well as the use of digital 
tools to create own content reinforces it. Although younger generations are 
born in the digital world and are more receptive to its innovations than 
older generations, there are still some fundamental digital skills that most 
show not to have, such dealing with copyright materials or protecting their 
own digital data. This platform has therefore helped to compensate for 
basic digital deficiencies even for a target group that, regardless of accessi-
bility and social disadvantages, are considered digital natives. By providing 
an e-learning platform, the projects have created a product that is in line 
with the times but couldn’t fully satisfy the expectations of a generation 
that values multimedia material. As an Italian educator phrased it: “This is 
the language of the new generation” (translation by the authors). The in-
tegration of podcasts and other audio materials into the learning units has 
not been possible due to copyright issues and  the multilingual nature of 
the platform. An exception was made for creative commons videos, granted 
they were brief and exceptionally relevant, usually accompanied by a written 
explanation in the other languages. In the case of KIDS4ALLL video tu-
torials, considerable effort was invested in providing voice-over narration 
in all 14 languages.  

In the original version, which was modified following critical feedback 
from the first pilot phase, each unit was presented on a single long page. 
This caused students to feel overwhelmed by the volume of text and not 
realise that it was a sequence of small tasks. We could observe that this gen-
eration, particularly young people with lower levels of education but not 
only, tend to scroll through content, seemingly seeking visual stimulation, 
and are less inclined to read, perceiving it as arduous. In contemporary so-
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ciety, video and audio communication have become prevalent, and reading 
is not a common leisure activity. Although students are required to engage 
with texts during school hours, it can be challenging to encourage them to 
do so outside of school. Reading can often feel like a task that creates an 
uncomfortable ‘school-like’ atmosphere for many. According to several Ger-
man educators, the children they work with often reject anything that re-
sembles traditional schooling. 

To enhance the platform’s appeal and make it less reminiscent of school 
materials, the start page has been redesigned. This was achieved by remov-
ing unnecessary words and creating a graphic organisation of contents. Ad-
ditionally, a gamification element has been introduced in the form of a 
wheel that directs users to a randomly selected warm-up section of the 
learning unit, often in the form of a quiz. However, apart from the quizzes 
in the warm-up section of the units, the KIDS4ALLL e-learning platform 
deliberately restricts direct interaction with it, in order to encourage on-
site collaboration. For some participants, grasping this hybrid concept and 
disconnecting from the screen to engage with each other, making eye con-
tact, has proven to be a challenge. 

The platform’s linguistic diversity is a significant strength as it overcomes 
language barriers and allows learners who speak different languages to share 
a learning experience or use it as a translator, switching from one language 
to the other. The multilingual offer can also stimulate curiosity towards 
other languages and increase proficiency in foreign languages. However, 
the wording and phrasing of many of the learning units was found by 
teachers and educators to be too difficult for younger students as well as to 
those with any learning difficulties or who are from disadvantaged back-
grounds. The German pilot organization faced a similar challenge when 
organising a workshop centered on the learning unit about hip-hop. 
Neither the concept of workshops nor the registration procedure was clear 
to Roma children, who had been selected as an important target audience 
of the workshop. 

Therefore, the presence of competent educators is fundamental. They 
should be able to present activities in an understandable manner, support 
learners in grasping the content and completing tasks, and adapt learning 
units to the specific group of young people participating. A challenge ob-
served in various contexts is maintaining concentration on tasks and the 
preference for movement over sitting. To address this, many non-formal 
and informal educational settings have introduced breaks where children 
engage in movement games. Some German pilot organizations opted to 
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use the learning units without the platform or handbook: educators selected 
the units they deemed most interesting for their young people and organ-
ized activities, embodying the texts themselves. 

Competence development was also targeted at educators in the project, 
though it was not part of the pilot and was therefore not in focus of the ex-
change with the teachers/educators involved in it. Beyond the section of 
the e-learning platform dedicated to them, a series of online workshops 
and an in-person training have been held to prepare them. However, there 
were difficulties to find the appropriate time slots and not all teachers and 
educators were able to participate in these events. The video-tutorials and 
the learning units were available for them at any time, but most educators 
were often too busy and could not find the time to watch them, though 
some did reflect on the possibility to use the learning units and the videos 
for organising training inside their institution for its own staff. Educational 
consultants (‘Fachberatung’) emerged as an important target group in Ger-
many for the project. They could utilize the prepared materials to enhance 
the quality of pedagogical work among the teachers in public schools who 
they are called to support. Participating teachers and educators, for example 
in Greece, recommended more handy solutions that meet the reality of a 
busy educator/teacher, such as short briefs for each learning units and ideas 
on how to support buddy-teams, e.g. to overcome the unavailability of re-
sources to create posters, videos, etc. 

 
 

3.3 Promoting Agency 
 

Although the e-learning platform includes some learning units that directly 
aim to improve social skills, the activities in general favour the development 
of social competence by enhancing the ability to open to others and to get 
into a productive exchange with them. As an Italian educator recalled it, 
“One of my students said: ‘Wow, I had a certain idea of this person, but 
then, working together with her, it turned out that she was actually com-
pletely different’” (translation by the authors). Collaborative work and 
shared objectives can foster supportive and inclusive group dynamics, ulti-
mately building a sense of community. 

The logic of the KIDS4ALLL learning platform is profoundly different 
from most formal school activities which stresses the hierarchy between the 
teacher and learners and often produce situations that suggest a reproduc-
tion of hierarchy among the students themselves. This scheme is challenged 
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by the KIDS4ALLL pedagogical concept and tools with the aim of creating 
an egalitarian, non-competitive, but stimulating learning environment in 
a friendly climate. This scheme leads to a new level of agency that the stu-
dents can experience via the peer-to-peer and especially via the peer-for-
peer work, which allows them more autonomy, responsibility, leadership 
which can make them the protagonists of their own learning process. 

Peer-for-peer work refers to that advanced level activity in the second 
phase of the pilot, when senior students are creating educational content 
for younger peers. This scheme explicitly shifts the students to an educator 
role which allows a widely acknowledged agency, which most students 
barely experienced in their educational career. It involves new levels of re-
sponsibility and rights, and requires new levels of creativity and manage-
ment skills. Senior students can therefore benefit much more from this 
activity than they would earn from their student position. Senior students 
enjoyed the peer-for-peer activity a lot, as it was stated in a very explicit 
way for example in an Italian non-formal educational setting, where they 
carefully prepared the educational material for younger peers for months 
and were happy with the new role. At the same time, this task requires a 
certain maturity and some facilitation from the teacher, as an example from 
Hungary demonstrates. Here, children aged 12-14 were put in a senior role 
and were expected to autonomously produce a simpler learning material 
similar to what they had seen on the e-learning platform, without any spec-
ification, neither of topic or method. This task proved to be unachievable 
for children of this age group, with learning and different social disadvan-
tages: they had neither the idea nor the skills to create something for 
younger learners, so they needed more supportive facilitation to implement 
a low scale idea. 

In general, the pilot project showed that the e-learning platform has the 
potential to be used autonomously by students, although they need to be-
come familiar with its functionalities. The main challenge in many contexts 
seemed to be the use of a dialogical approach, which not all students are 
used to. Students had to learn to use the free space provided and to fill it 
with their own ideas, knowledge and interests. This was particularly chal-
lenging for those who were not used to working collaboratively, a method 
not commonly practised by most children and young people. Free work, 
discussion, independent research and creativity require skills that are not 
as prevalent in schools as they ideally should be, so time needs to be invested 
in familiarising students with the methodology and helping them to de-
velop these skills. Participants from Turkey suggested the idea of producing 
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materials to support teachers in fostering creativity in their classrooms, 
which was also echoed by professionals from other countries, who stressed 
the importance of adequate support from the teacher/educator as a facili-
tator of the process. 

The role of the facilitator proves to be crucial, with the data revealing 
three different styles observed in all different contexts. Firstly, there are 
those who lack genuine interest and are unable to motivate learners or sup-
port them to overcome challenges successfully. Secondly, there are facilita-
tors who, although engaged, adopt an instructive attitude, thereby limiting 
the expression of students’ agency and hindering the development of a cre-
ative collaboration with their peers. For instance,it was observed that the 
introduction of the option of choosing the learning unit increased the in-
terest of the buddies in the subject. Conversely, a lack of interest in the 
topic resulted in buddy teams making little effort to work thoroughly on 
the content, which led to a lack of meaningful discussions and exchanges 
between team members. Finally, there are facilitators who are not only com-
mitted, but who deeply understand and identify with the KIDS4ALLL 
pedagogical approach and demonstrate the competence to implement it 
effectively. The latter group excels in building a trusting relationship with 
students, actively promoting the well-being of the group, observing social 
dynamics and intervening when necessary. They skillfully point out mean-
ingful connections between students’ interests and the learning units, and 
either allow students to choose the topics they wish to explore or motivate 
them to do the selected one. These facilitators provide support where 
needed – some students may need more guidance and feedback to ensure 
they are on the right track with their work – while giving others the freedom 
to organise and manage their work independently. This approach respects 
the autonomy of the buddy-teams, giving them the space to make decisions 
and collaborate effectively, while guaranteeing support when needed. 

In informal educational settings, where children are free to participate 
in activities, the establishment of a trusting relationship with the educator 
was identified as particularly important, especially in scenarios involving 
uncertainty, e.g. working with peers who may be unfamiliar or engaging 
in a new type of activity. In such cases, the presence of an educator serves 
to create a relaxed atmosphere and to promote familiarity within and be-
tween the teams. It is important to note, however, that the presence of an 
educator can be a potential barrier in the beginning, until individuals have 
successfully established good contact with each other. While the educator 
plays a key role as an anchor, there’s a delicate balance to be struck to avoid 
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overshadowing attention and decision-making processes. If one educator 
is perceived as the expert, there is a risk that the teams will lose their agency 
and become mere executors rather than real creators, even if they are tech-
nically producing something. In addition, the streamlined execution with-
out much thought creates space for conversation. While this can be 
beneficial, the challenge is that teams are often made up of individuals who 
are not close to each other, making it difficult to create dialogue because it 
is not necessary and the topic is not set. In such a situation, the close pres-
ence of an educator could risk shifting the dialogue towards that person, if 
they don’t use their power to stimulate interaction within the team. As a 
result, team spirit struggles to emerge and individuals within the group 
maintain a loose connection rather than forming a cohesive unit. 

Some educators have observed a positive impact on the self-confidence 
of several young people involved in buddy work, noting increased partici-
pation and reduced shyness in collaborative activities with their peers. Some 
buddy pairs have successfully cultivated a productive working dynamic. 
However, different power structures have emerged within the buddy teams, 
influencing their overall collaboration. The observations in Germany and 
Hungary indicate that most pairs work effectively together, showing mutual 
interest and accepting each other’s perspectives. However, there are cases 
where one student has a higher status or lacks enthusiasm for the learning 
unit or interest in the exchange with their buddy. In such cases, the dynamic 
is uneven, with some buddy teams demonstrating shared leadership and 
genuine collaboration, while others work alone or have dominant leaders 
dictating the course of action. The personal characteristics of the buddy 
team members, including traits such as shyness or extroversion, and loud 
or quiet tendencies, also play a significant role in shaping the presentation 
style. This dynamic reflects the unique personalities of the individuals, in-
terwoven with the overall dynamic of the buddy team. Although not a uni-
versal behaviour, some participants, particularly males, have exhibited 
typical teenage behaviour, occasionally engaging in aggressive comparisons. 

 
 

Conclusion 
 

The envisioned transformation of education, advocating for equity, inclu-
sion, quality, and relevance by international organizations like UNESCO, 
encounters substantial implementation challenges. Pedagogical approaches 
and tools which can address the challenges linked to the digital, social and 
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economic transformation and prepare for mastering lifelong and lifewide 
learning are given, though fundamental changes in formal education are 
needed. The difficulty lies in deviating from long-established norms 
deemed ‘normal’ within the formal education system for decades and im-
plementing a radical change. The inherent rigidity of the formal education 
structure poses a central obstacle to the integration of new methodologies. 
In contrast, educators in non-formal and informal settings enjoy greater 
flexibility in designing pedagogical activities tailored to the specific needs 
of their contexts.  

However, non-formal and informal educational settings, while offering 
unique opportunities, may not reach everyone due to various visible and 
invisible barriers hindering young people from connecting beyond their 
usual familiar groups. In this context, schools often bring diversity under 
one roof, offering a valuable opportunity for increasing social cohesion 
where citizens can learn to connect beyond prejudices and collaborate, es-
pecially in the face of uncertainty. However, segregated educational settings 
– be they formal, non-formal or informal contexts – do not provide this 
advantage, leading to long-term and intergenerational social exclusion and 
less chance of breaking the cycle of poverty. KIDS4ALLL’s pedagogical ap-
proach and digital platform are designed to address such disparities and 
provide an inclusive educational platform for students from all back-
grounds. 

The KIDS4ALLL learning environment thus aims to be utilized both 
within and outside of school. The pilot phase demonstrates that its variety 
of tools provides the necessary flexibility to be useful in different contexts. 
Teachers, educators, and students can choose from different types of tools 
based on their needs and goals. However, empirical research underscores 
the pivotal role that teachers/educators play in the successful usage of the 
platform, particularly when students are unfamiliar with KIDS4ALLL or 
lack relevant competences. Educators’ contribution is most significant when 
they are familiar with the platform, actively engaged, have trustworthy re-
lationships with their learners, and possess the ability to support buddy-
teams, fostering their agency. Furthermore, this educational approach and 
the associated e-learning platform allows teachers to move from a leadership 
to a facilitator role, enabling greater autonomy for learners. Another step 
in the process of autonomy is when senior students create content for their 
younger peers within the same platform and based on the same principles. 
This allows older students to take the role of the teacher, which they rarely 
experience in common education settings. This extended autonomy is one 
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of the most important hidden values that the KIDS4ALLL pedagogical ap-
proach can offer to its users. 

The central driver of KIDS4ALLL is innovation, evident in its peda-
gogical approach, learning methods, emphasis on transversal competences, 
content and its didactization, and hybrid concept. This international study 
underscores the shared challenges encountered by schools in fostering in-
novation and other educational contexts in integrating leisure-time learn-
ing. Simultaneously, it underscores the imperative for change, revealing 
how the postdigital, globalised society not only demands citizens with a 
new set of competences but also actively shapes their interests, needs, and 
skills. 

As digitalisation serves as the catalyst for social and economic trans-
formation, the digital has been prioritised and placed at the core of the edu-
cational design developed by the KIDS4ALLL project. Through its digital 
platform, the project aims to bolster transversal competences, such as digital 
competence itself, which is promoted through interaction with the e-learn-
ing platform, content specifically designed to enhance digital skills, and en-
couragement to utilise digital tools for completing activities and creating 
content. 

In summary, establishing a robust foundation of well-informed and ac-
tively engaged teachers and educators is pivotal for the success and effective 
implementation of transformative educational tools and methodologies. 
While KIDS4ALLL recognizes this imperative by providing a dedicated 
section for teachers/educators, additional insights can be gleaned through 
scientific research on its usage and effectiveness. Such research can con-
tribute valuable perspectives for enhancing transformative educator and 
teacher training, further optimizing the impact and efficacy of educational 
initiatives like KIDS4ALLL. 
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Introduction 
 

Numerous societies worldwide, encompassing Israel and Spain, grapple 
with multiculturalism, national divisions, inequality, and the alienation of 
minority groups, often exacerbated by a lack of dialogue (Paul-Binyamin 
& Haj-Yehia, 2019; Arasaratnam, 2013). The repercussions of this polar-
ization manifest prominently in pivotal spheres such as education, the labor 
market, healthcare, and residential areas. Migrants, asylum seekers, and 
refugees navigate a precarious existence within the majority group, dwelling 
in a context of perpetual uncertainty (Menjívar, 2006). 

In the 2021/2022 school year, Spanish schools enrolled 10.7% of stu-
dents as migrants (890,971 out of 8,252,826), while in Israel, approxi-
mately 1% of students are new immigrants, including 8,000 children from 
African asylum seeker families (22,000 out of 2,400,000).  

This demographic reality poses multifaceted challenges for the children, 
their families, the educational framework, and the host society, revolving 
around language barriers, cultural tensions, social disparities, and academic 
achievement. For an educational setting, the challenge is to ensure the ap-
plication of scientific evidence with a social impact that guarantees inclu-
sion and equal opportunities for all. The challenge for the receiving society 
is achieving adequate social inclusion, integration, social unity, avoiding 
conflict, and everyday coexistence. 

Educational studies (Pianta et al., 2008; Eliyahu-Levi & Gantz-Misher, 
2021) underscore the pivotal role of educators in fostering positive relations 
with children from minority groups. Educators significantly influence their 
motivation, self-confidence, and learning success by mediating cultural 
knowledge, social skills, and literacy proficiency. Facilitating a multicultural 
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society, educators play a crucial role in promoting a sense of belonging 
among diverse cultural groups, fostering their adaptation to majority norms 
and values (Berhanu, 2006; Sisneros, 2008). 

Within this context, the European H2020 project, KIDS4ALLL, has 
introduced developmental strategies aimed at creating a learning environ-
ment, a network of learning partners, and learning units aligned with life-
long learning principles. These efforts are geared towards fostering cohesive 
societies, reducing school failure, ensuring equal opportunities, and more. 

However, scientific underpinnings for these learning units, environ-
ments, and methodologies pose challenges. To address these, we conducted 
two qualitative studies within the Israeli and Spanish paradigms, examining 
how educators and educational systems approach these challenges. The re-
search explores the mediation activities of KIDS4ALLL in natural settings 
through the perspectives of children and educators, emphasizing their ex-
periences. 

Our study involved 50 Israeli and 75 Spanish children, along with 12 
educators, participating in the KIDS4ALLL project’s pilot phases. Data 
collection involved a mix of methods, including survey questionnaires, in-
depth interviews, and focus groups with participants, all conducted with 
explicit consent. 

The Israeli case reveals the authentic voices of seven educators: formal 
education, three teachers from an elementary school and two from a high 
school; informal, two volunteers at the youth center. All took part in acti-
vating two pilot phases of the KIDS4ALLL project. The data collection fo-
cused on the pedagogical actions of the educators, mediators of cultural 
knowledge content that is expressed in the study units based on principles 
of lifelong learning, mediators of social skills among students who studied 
in a dialogue-based peer teaching model, and mediators of language skills 
through explicit teaching processes and scaffolding (Dignath & Veenman, 
2021).  

The Spanish case approaches the effect of dialogic interactions on in-
strumental learning and emotions while focusing on analyzing the need to 
apply scientific evidence that encourages dialogic interactions and allows 
teachers, students, and families to adapt learning materials designed by 
KIDS4ALLL, such as the learning units, to their environment, their age 
group, the curriculum, and the methodology of the center. In the Spanish 
case, the interactions go beyond a peer-to-peer scheme by using interactive 
groups. 

The research contributes to bringing the voices of children and educators 



to the study after participating in the KIDS4ALLL mediation activities. 
This perspective allowed the analysis to approach how to move from the 
global to the local, and vice versa, and permitted how to tighten the ad-
justment of the training according to the eight key skills for lifelong learning 
in the project and other curricula. Furthermore, the research findings may 
tighten the connection between pedagogy, culture, social skills, and lan-
guage. It is possible that indirectly, the educators promote socialization pro-
cesses, acting as debaters in a multicultural educational environment. 

This chapter encompasses a theoretical framework on multicultural edu-
cation, dialogic learning, and teachers’ mediation roles. The methodology 
section delineates the two case studies from Israel and Spain, followed by 
an analysis of each case, focusing on school contexts, challenges, and the 
impact of peer interactions. The chapter concludes with a discussion of re-
sults, offering insights and concluding remarks. 

 
 

1.  State of the art in multicultural education 
 

Numerous studies indicate that migrant or minority students frequently 
do not achieve comparable academic scores or success as the average student 
(Orfield, 2001; Gibson & Hidalgo, 2009). 

This reality poses numerous challenges for children, their families, for-
mal and informal educational settings, and the host society. Often, diversity 
is erroneously perceived as hindering educational quality due to the per-
ceived underperformance of migrant students (Suárez-Orozco, 2015). In 
contrast, evidence supports the notion that school diversity enhances in-
teractions and cognitive development, providing opportunities, academic 
progress, and conflict prevention for all students (Thomas, 2001). Addi-
tionally, cultural diversity fosters positive identification with role models 
within one’s own culture (Clough, 2017). 

Authors contend that the challenges posed by this new reality are ex-
acerbated by the evolving social order, which increasingly emphasizes dia-
logue in social interactions (Aubert et al., 2008; Portes & Rumbaut, 2001). 
Scholars within the scientific community concur that learning and cogni-
tive development are intricately linked to the dialogic nature of society 
(Bruner, 1996; Wells, 1999; Flecha, 2022). Consequently, traditional teach-
ing models, wherein the teacher is the sole interlocutor with students, need 
reevaluation. In contrast to conventional models, which may involve a 
mixed group with a single adult reference or homogeneous grouping with 
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one adult reference, alternative models advocate for classroom organization 
that promotes interactions, such as the “buddy method”. In dialogic learn-
ing, classrooms are organized heterogeneously with multiple adults (Flecha, 
2014). Educational studies (Pianta et al., 2008; Eliyahu-Levi & Gantz-
Misher, 2021) underscore the pivotal role educators play in relationships 
with children from minority groups, significantly impacting their motiva-
tion, self-confidence, and learning success. 

Mediating cultural knowledge, social skills, and literacy, educators strive 
to connect personally, expressing empathy and attentive listening. Scholars 
like Berhanu (2006) and Sisneros (2008) claim that the mediation process 
in heterogeneous classrooms fosters the strengthening of cultural identities, 
promoting a sense of belonging and identification with the majority, as part 
of the process of forming a multicultural society that gives a sense of space. 

At times, educational practices are rooted in learning conceptions lack-
ing empirical basis, leading to adverse effects on educational outcomes 
(Dekker et al., 2012). Some scholars analyze the impact on classroom or-
ganization and interactions, highlighting the prevalence of the Initiation-
Response-Evaluation (IRE) structure in international educational settings 
(Hargreaves, 2002; Alexander, 2004; Mercer, 2000). This structure often 
positions students as passive recipients of academic knowledge, akin to 
Freire’s concept of banking education (1970). Questions arise regarding the 
potential impact of this structure on learning and how incorporating stu-
dents’ knowledge foundations could enhance motivation and engagement 
(García-Carrión, 2016). 

Certain factors such as interaction and dialogue are revealed as key fac-
tors in learning trajectories and human development. Vygotsky (1978) em-
phasizes that higher mental functions are inherently social, intimately tied 
to societal contexts and language as a transformative tool. He adds that the 
heterogeneity of students who come from diverse social contexts can con-
tribute to the development of learning (Vygotsky, 1978). In similar view, 
Mercer and Dawes (2014) points out that language is a vehicle for collective 
thinking. From an intersubjective standpoint, Bruner advocates for class-
rooms to become small communities where students collaborate, where 
students help each other and the teacher is no longer the only reference 
adult, challenging the traditional sole-teacher reference paradigm (Bruner, 
1996). 

Competitive learning contexts correlate to essential and negative 
thoughts. They impact students’ well-being, academic performance, and 
the quality of their social relationships (Valls et al., 2022). Educational 
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spaces that encourage mutual aid contribute positively to learning and social 
cohesion. The results of the experiment designed and implemented by To-
masello, from psychology and neuroscience at Duke University, underscores 
the early emergence of cooperative attitudes in childhood, suggesting that 
such qualities define our humanity (Tomasello, 2009). 

The scientific literature scrutinizes interactions’ impact on cognitive de-
velopment (Bruner, 1988; Rogoff, 1990; Hutchins, 1995; Mercer, 1995; 
Flecha, 1997; Wells, 2001). Scholars like Alexander (2001, 2008) explore 
ways to manage learning to maximize the potential of dialogue. Wells 
(1999) proposes Communities of Dialogical Inquiry to promote question-
answer chains, while Valls and Kyriakides emphasize that coordinated in-
teractions yield superior results (2013). Mercer (2017, 2000) stresses 
language as an instrument for interaction and collective thinking (points 
out that not all forms of communication between teachers and students 
have the same capacity to develop collective thinking), underscoring the 
need for certain conditions in interactions. 

Firstly, the interaction must allow for exploratory speech where a critical 
and constructive dialogue occurs. This involves providing arguments and 
reaching agreements. This exploratory speech should reflect higher mental 
processes (Hargreaves, Moyles, Merry, Paterson, Pell & Esarte-Sarries, 
2003) where children explain, ask, reason, and argue their agreement/dis-
agreement. Mercer also proposes egalitarian dialogue based on claims of 
validity where everyone speaks and listens, the need to accelerate instru-
mental learning from solidarity and not competitiveness, and finally that 
learning makes sense because this generates motivation and involvement 
(Mercer, 2000). 

Peer relationships play a fundamental role in learning and emotional 
well-being, sometimes surpassing the impact of family socio-economic 
status (Haanpää et al., 2019; Bierman et al., 2009). Positive relationships 
correlate with higher academic achievement and enhanced social skills 
(Bierman et al., 2009). Creating conditions that encourage positive peer 
interactions, such as claims of validity and small heterogeneous groupings, 
increases the possibilities for children to have positive peer interactions. As 
Khalfaoui et al. points out and referring to the interactive groups analyzed 
for the Spanish case, the help and solidarity interaction frequently emerge 
when children are working in Interactive Groups (2020, p. 2). 

García-Carrion (2016) highlights the need to promote dialogue among 
the peer group as a basic tool for cognitive development. However, this 
must be an egalitarian dialogue, and the quality of these dialogues must be 
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guaranteed (2016). Equal dialogue allows them a much fairer and more 
equitable participation than in other traditional classroom formats (Howe 
& Abedin, 2013; Mercer & Littleton, 2007; Nystran, 2006; Resnick, As-
terhan & Clarke, 2015). This is especially relevant for migrant students or 
certain cultural minorities due to the social and educational inequalities 
that they frequently have to face (Vandekerchove and Aarssen, 2019). In 
an interactive learning context, for these to be successful (promote empathy, 
solidarity, friendship, etc.), various authors point out the importance of a 
prior agreement between the participants of the rules that regulate inter-
actions (Khalfaoui et al. 2020; Duque, Carbonell, de Botton, & Roca-Cam-
pos, 2021). 

In conclusion, collaborative interactions among students enable the at-
tainment of goals not achievable individually. However, the impact of in-
teractions on cognitive development and emotional well-being varies. 
Organizing into small heterogeneous groups, providing support in inter-
actions, and ensuring egalitarian and high-quality dialogue fosters an in-
clusive learning environment. 

 
 

2.  Methodology  
 

The research is qualitative-interpretive and was conducted using a case 
study method, which allows mediation activities for learning the learning 
units written as part of the project to develop lifelong learning competencies 
through the buddy approach expressed in the KIDS4ALLL project. This 
section delves into its specific application of two partner countries, the Spa-
nish and Israeli contexts analyzed. 

We employed a case study and a qualitative methodology with a com-
municative orientation for Spanish and Israeli cases to foster an egalitarian 
and intersubjective dialogue between researchers and end-users (Gómez et 
al., 2011; Puigvert et al., 2012). This methodological approach has proven 
effective in capturing end-users’ voices, particularly those from culturally 
diverse groups (Gómez et al., 2019). 

The KIDS4ALLL project is based on the Learning Communities pro-
ject, an internationally recognized transformation project based on dialogic 
learning and implementing Successful Educational Actions (SEAs) ident-
ified by the Included project (FP6). These SEAs have an enormous impact 
on improving kids’ and families’ lives. More than 1,000 educational centers 
developed this project, obtaining similar results (Gatt, Ojala, & Soler, 
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2011). Through this case study, it is possible to generalize from the local 
to the global and examine processes, actions, and behaviors in the studied 
case (Creswell et al., 2018; Yin, 2009). 

 
 

3.  Spanish case 
 

In the Spanish scenario, our focus was on two primary public schools, both 
designated as Learning Communities (Gatt, Oajala, & Soler, 2011): Cas-
cavell Primary Public School in Sant Adriá del Besos and Camí del Cros 
Primary Public School in Mataró, both situated in the province of Barce-
lona (Catalonia-Spain). Both institutions are located in neighborhoods 
characterized by high multiculturalism stemming from substantial immi-
gration rates and concurrent social vulnerability, evidenced by elevated un-
employment, participation in the informal economy, and dependency on 
social aid.  

The ethnographies were conducted in schools situated in neighborhoods 
marked by pronounced multiculturalism resulting from substantial immi-
gration rates, as per 2022 data: 22% in the Cerdanyola neighborhood (Ma-
taró), and 22.3% in Besós-La Mina (Sant Adriá del Besos) (IDESCAT, n.d.). 
These areas also exhibit social vulnerability, evident in high unemployment, 
participation in the informal economy, and dependency on social aid rates. 
The student population observed mirrors this diversity. At Cascavell School 
in Besós-La Mina (Sant Adriá del Besos), students of Roma, Maghreb, Chi-
nese, Pakistani, and Latin American origin constitute the majority, while 
non-immigrant white-Caucasian students form the minority. At Camí del 
Cros School in Cerdanyola (Mataró), half of the class comprises students 
from Maghreb, China, Pakistan, Latin American countries, while the other 
half represents the local ethnic majority. These students belong to families 
engaged in economic migration, having come to Spain to settle, work, and 
build their lives. Real estate dynamics lead to segregation, concentrating this 
immigration in working-class and socially vulnerable neighborhoods. 

The data was collected through a series of techniques of observations 
and interviews between November 2022, to June 2023, focusing on ISCED 
1 (Elementary school), and  on 10-12 years old). 

The three educational institutions were chosen to receive a general and 
comprehensive observation. In Cascavell Primary Public School, 4 obser-
vations were conducted  in two groups of the 5th and 6th grade during the 
implementation of two successful educational action (SEA) like Interactive 
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Group and Dialogic Literary Gathering lessons, aligning with Personal, So-
cial, Learning to Learn, and Literacy competences from KIDS4ALLL learn-
ing units. Also we engaged in a Discussion Group with 3 teachers. 

Regarding Camí del Cros Primary Public School, we undertook 6 ob-
servations in two groups of the 5th grade during the implementation of 
two successful educational actions like Interactive Group, Dialogic Literary 
Gathering, and Dialogic Model of Conflict Resolution lessons, correspond-
ing to Personal, Social, Learning to Learn, and Literacy competences. Also 
we conducted a Discussion Group with 4 teachers. 

This meticulous approach, spanning various techniques and contexts, 
enables a comprehensive understanding of the educational landscape in the 
Spanish cases under investigation. 

 
 

4.  Israel case 
 

The Israel educational settings participated in the pilot phase of the project 
KIDS4ALLL. Therefore, they must teach the Multilingualism and Literacy 
competencies for eight months. The data was collected through techniques 
of observations and interviews between November 2022 and June 2023, 
focusing on ISCED 2 and 3 (educational settings: two formal and one in-
formal). 

The Israel educational settings participated in the pilot phase of the pro-
ject KIDS4ALLL. Therefore, they were required to teach the multicultural 
and literacy competencies for eight months. The three educational institu-
tions were chosen to receive a general and comprehensive observation.  

In “Ha-Galilee” Community Elementary School, Tel Aviv, the project 
KIDS4ALLL was performed. The school’s population is diverse; many stu-
dents are Jewish immigrants, children of refugee families, foreign workers, 
and more. The school administration and the teaching staff work to create 
bridges of culture while enhancing the literacy skills of the children and the 
families. The school staff works with professionalism and human warmth 
to strengthen and enrich the abilities of each student. The teachers have a 
high level of openness and trust, the ability to deal with conflicts, and an 
open atmosphere of cooperation, tolerance, and inclusion. All teachers have 
a teaching license and have five years or more of experience. One teacher 
has a master’s degree in humanities. The school principal is involved in all 
activities. The teachers show cooperation and teach in the pilot classes.  

In the “Hakfar Hayarok” Youth Village, Ramat Hasharon, all teachers 
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have a teaching license and have eight years or more of experience. They 
have over five years of experience teaching Hebrew as an additional lan-
guage. All teachers have a master’s degree in education. The school’s man-
agement team and the pedagogical advisor are involved. The teachers show 
cooperation and teach in the pilot classes. “Hakfar Hayarok” Youth Village 
is an ethnically, religiously, and multiculturally diverse youth village num-
bering 2,500 children. Therefore, Jewish, Christian, and Muslim children, 
children born in Israel and immigrants, religious and secular children, and 
children from Arab societies meet for joint studies out of tolerance, inclu-
sion, and partnership. The school promotes academic, social, and moral 
excellence. That is why they study core subjects, modern high-tech studies, 
and practical experience in various fields such as sustainability, agriculture, 
and more to strengthen the students’ abilities, commitment, and responsi-
bility to society, the country, and the world. The school is also a boarding 
school for students who immigrate to Israel before their parents and inte-
grate as citizens. 

At the Kadima “Kasirer” Shapira Youth Center, the tutors are volunteers 
at the youth center. They are after age 18, finished high school, and before 
military service. The manager and the pedagogical consultant have appro-
priate academic training and a bachelor’s degree. The Youth Center was 
founded in 1999 and is in the heart of south Tel Aviv. It is in Israel’s social 
and geographic periphery. The Youth Center is an informal, warm, sup-
portive, and enriching educational framework for teenagers in grades 7-12, 
who come every day after school ends until late in the evening. The Youth 
Center provides a daily response – continuous and permanent, to promote 
equal opportunities and ensure that the graduates of the Youth Center will 
be able to integrate into Israeli society. 

Observations were done in each educational setting: four observations 
were conducted in groups of 5-6th graders at ‘Ha-Galilee’ Community Ele-
mentary School, Tel Aviv. This formal educational learning context tests 
Digital and Citizenship competencies in an ISCED 2 group of over 20 stu-
dents. Regarding ‘Hakfar Hayarok’ Youth Village, Ramat Hasharon, four 
observations were conducted in groups of 9-10th graders. It is a formal edu-
cational learning context that tests Digital and Citizenship competencies in 
an ISCED 3 group of over 20 students. Four observations were conducted 
in the Kadima “Kasirer” Shapira Youth Center in groups of 9-11th graders. 
This is a non-formal educational learning context, testing Digital and Citi-
zenship competencies in an ISCED 2 group of over 20 students. 

In both cases, the names of participants are all anonymous to protect 
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personal data. It is important to highlight that the objective of the chapter 
is to identify the obstacles to improve them and to identify the elements 
that are favoring interactions in multicultural contexts with the purpose of 
identifying the transferability of these aspects.  

 
 

5.  Case study analysis  
 

Israel 
 

From an Israeli perspective, the analysis of the research findings reveals the 
pedagogical actions in the KISD4ALLL learning space where the children 
experienced cooperative, autonomous, and dialogic learning. The three 
main themes extracted from the data are (1) pedagogical mediation for au-
tonomous collaborative learning, (2) mediation of social and cultural 
knowledge, and (3) mediating dialogical competence. 

 
  

Pedagogical mediation for autonomous collaborative learning 
 

The teachers and students that shared with us that participating in 
KIDS4ALLL gave them an experience of an autonomous, different, new, 
unfamiliar learning space. This space is essentially different from the tradi-
tional face-to-face teaching in the classrooms because the students deter-
mine the learning style and pace and are required to take personal 
responsibility. The teachers testify to the deepening of personal responsi-
bility and increasing the motivation of the students: 

  
Theoretically, dividing into pairs and autonomous collaborative learning 
is amazing, but it is very complex in practice. The children don’t always 
want to work with each other, think, and try, so I had to direct their 
hearts first. The children are used to studying in a plenary session where 
I teach most of the time, so I had to mediate the idea of Buddies and 
self-learning for them. This was the first time that the students were 
really required to take responsibility for their learning. They had a choice 
to sit down to learn to read and progress or to do nothing and give up. 
(E. Elementary school teacher) 
 
At first, the children were stressed; some did not try and call me every 
moment, but I explained, encouraged, and mediated the task. Autonomy 
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is freedom, and it can harm or increase curiosity and promote learning 
skills that are also important for the children’s future. (A. High School 
teacher) 

  
Teacher E. testifies that traditionality characterizes the learning routine 

in the classroom, whose primary purpose is acquiring and enriching knowl-
edge. There is a gap between the theoretical aspect of autonomous collab-
orative learning and its practical application in education. Theoretically, 
she agrees that the changing reality requires a different way of teaching that 
includes self-management and personal responsibility for learning, curiosity, 
initiative, creativity, and teamwork. From a critical point of view, her words, 
“I had to direct their hearts first”, testify that she did not dare to change, 
innovate, and manage learning that provides a relevant attitude to the 
unique and changing needs and allows them to take responsibility for their 
thoughts, feelings, and their learning process. Teacher E. may prefer to teach 
traditionally because she does not have the appropriate pedagogical skills 
and knowledge or because her teaching materials are not adapted to col-
laborative learning. The learning units of KISD4ALLL were an excellent 
opportunity to experience because they were organized, structured, suitable 
for students, and varied. Studies (Mynard & Stevenson, 2017; Benson, 
2011; Wagner, 2008) prove that learner autonomy is active learning and 
develops the learner’s ability to take responsibility for learning. An auton-
omous learner will make informed choices that require a high level of 
awareness and control of learning processes, achieved through reflective 
processes through which students acquire the skills necessary to become 
lifelong learners. 

Teacher A. reveals that collaborative-autonomous learning could not 
have been implemented without support, encouragement, and mediation: 
“At first, the children were stressed; some did not try and call me every mo-
ment, but I explained, encouraged, and mediated the task”. Mediation en-
courages the students, strengthens their sense of ability, and enables a 
gradual adaptation process to work with buddy. Pruitt-Britton (Pruitt-Brit-
ton et al., 2022) points out that the basis of collaborative learning is culti-
vating a protected learning environment in which the learner feels 
welcomed, valued, and empowered. This is directly related to the educator’s 
encouragement, mediation, and support and includes asking questions, 
proposing solutions, producing a product and self-feedback, and giving ex-
planations, recommendations, and reminders. Bandura (1995) described 
the relationship between the perception of self-efficacy and expectations 
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for results that express the perception of the future. According to him, 
people who believe they can be partners in creating the changes they desire 
see the continuity between their actions and the results in the future. There-
fore, they have a more substantial commitment to shaping their future. The 
higher the self-efficacy, the more positive the perception of the future (Shell 
& Husman, 2001). 

The children’s reports also found evidence of the initial experience in 
autonomous cooperative learning: 

  
We played to get to know each other, there was noise and a mess we 
walked around the class, there were notes everywhere, we wrote and 
talked a lot about ourselves, and it was new. I liked the lessons of the 
KIDS because I worked with my friend, we laughed and looked for in-
formation that did not belong to the lesson. We learned from ourselves 
and not from a textbook. In the answers to the questions, we could decide 
together what was right and what didn’t suit us, and we argued loudly, 
and the teacher didn’t get angry so that it would be quiet. (M. student, 
elementary school) 

  
When we learned about migration, Mom helped me write about escap-
ing from Eritrea. How did they come to Israel because of the difficulties 
without knowing Hebrew, in search of work they left their grandmother. 
When we wrote the postcard, we suddenly learned from my story and 
now I can say that it moved me and I remember everything. (J. Ele-
mentary school student) 

  
It seems that the implementation of autonomous collaborative learning 

is considered complex and sometimes leads to disorder and dissatisfaction 
because of the difficulties of adaptation. For collaborative learning and 
knowledge building to be successful, supporting and strengthening the stu-
dents’ abilities and learning skills is necessary: “We learned from ourselves 
and not from a textbook”. According to Bereiter & Scardamalia (2014), 
collaborative learning requires teachers to devote much effort and encourage 
the students to have levels of responsibility and build knowledge using tech-
nology that can help with the many possibilities for representing and com-
municating digital content beyond asynchronous written communication. 

Moreover, the personal-emotional dialogue between the colleagues, ex-
pressed in the quote, “We wrote and talked a lot about ourselves, and it 
was new”, created a safe and tolerant environment that allowed him to share 
in the family trip to Israel the difficulties and personal messages he suffered 
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at home. The repeated use of “I” or “we” emphasizes the responsibility and 
actions in the learning process and establishes friendship and trust between 
peers. This linguistic choice of the children may reflect the change that they 
are now at the center of the learning process, the subjects of the learning 
units are closely related to their history and heritage, to the fact that home 
experiences are now part of the class lesson and not reflected in the joint 
products. 

The education system expects teachers to bear the educational respon-
sibility while achieving equality and providing the students with the aca-
demic and personal-emotional knowledge necessary to function in society. 
However, the findings prove that the teachers in Israel are required to face 
the challenge of promoting the ability to learn in a culturally, socially, and 
religiously diverse classroom. The reason may be that the classrooms in Is-
rael are large, crowded, and diverse, and the teachers cannot recognize each 
student’s uniqueness, adjust the teaching materials, and introduce the home 
culture in the class. Studies (Candyce et al., 2013; Meunier, 2020; Vander-
maas-Peeler et al., 2021) indicate that positive experiences in which there 
is also room for personal and creative expression improve self-understanding 
regarding their abilities and skills, strengthen the sense of belonging to the 
institution. Education and student involvement catalyze personal growth 
to dare to succeed. 

  
 

Mediation of social and cultural knowledge 
 

Buddy’s approach presented a social and cultural pedagogical challenge, 
mediating controversial socio-cultural issues. 

  
The learning units were on topics not part of the Ministry of Education 
curriculum. They provoked dialogue and discussion on emotional and 
taboo issues: diversity, migration, integration, racism, exclusion, or 
politics. Usually, teachers avoid engaging in them, even though the school 
is the proper arena to expose the students to controversial issues. KIDS 
was an excellent opportunity for me to examine the class’s diversity and 
mediate socio-cultural issues. I felt that I was trying to connect two 
worlds: the personal, which is emotional, and the collective, which is 
democratic and humanistic, while listening to authentic voices and re-
spectful interpretation of the children. (L. elementary school teacher).  
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L. reveals difficulty in having an open dialogue on complex issues from 
a socio-cultural or political point of view. Teachers avoid discussions of con-
troversial issues or political-national tensions and conflicts despite their 
many contributions out of ignorance, low self-efficacy, lack of knowledge 
on the subject, little support from the school, fear of offending one of the 
students, or embarrassment. In Israel, the messages from the Ministry of 
Education often contradict the research consensus regarding optimal peda-
gogy in maintaining the educational discourse on controversial issues; we 
are raising a generation that prefers to reduce their political participation 
and civic involvement (Erlich-Ron & Gindi, 2015). Moreover, L. testifies 
that it is necessary to mediate the new knowledge to the students, to con-
nect the different worlds that the students encounter: the home, the school, 
the neighborhood, the community, and the Israeli society. She enabled a 
respectful and equal dialogue while also emphasizing personal skills such 
as self-awareness, listening, empathy, and the cultivation of democratic 
values. 

The KIDS4ALLL units allowed teachers to expose students from mi-
nority groups of migrants and asylum seekers to issues of universal impor-
tance while recognizing the cultural richness and creating interest and 
curiosity to learn about what is happening in other cultures. Enriching 
knowledge through dialogue and discussions on socio-cultural issues is a 
means of learning that enables the exploration of a subject from a variety 
of points of view, developing skills such as listening, presenting opinions, 
conveying messages, using works and logical arguments – all of these will 
allow them in the future to make effective adjustments in the way they in-
terpret a situation, reacting to it or acting on it. It is further argued that 
educational settings that manage dialogue and discussion on sensitive or 
controversial issues allow their students to deal with complex social reality 
in an enabling space under the guidance of a responsible adult and 
strengthen education for democracy, tolerance, and awareness of differ-
ences. 

Researchers claim (Abu Asaba, 2015; Hess & McAvoy, 2014; Eliyahu-
Levi & Ganz-Meishar, 2021; Sisneros, 2008; Zembylas, 2011) that the 
school is considered a multicultural meeting place that invites a meeting 
with the others. One of the educator’s primary roles is to present the home 
culture and allow the exposure of personal feelings to cultivate attitudes of 
tolerance while overcoming the emotions of threat and fear from members 
of other cultures and reducing stereotypes, expressions of hatred, and racism 
towards others. 
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From the children’s learning outcomes, learning about the importance 
of the benefits of social and cultural mediation through the buddy approach 
is possible. They shared personal knowledge, family stories, and the ac-
cepted home tradition. They expressed a significant process of tolerance, 
empathy, and respect for others in words and pictures. The children wrote 
in one of the “multiculturalism” products: “It is recommended to think 
twice before we respond to someone”. They may have already met in other 
learning events related to socio-cultural values. However, producing per-
sonal insight into a joint learning product with a friend from another cul-
ture is more significant because it was created from cooperative learning, 
personal interest, and curiosity. 

Two high school students shared in an interview about learning about 
personal and emotional issues considered social taboos, for example, the 
social and cultural place of migrants, refugees, and asylum seekers. D. said:  

 
“This is the first time we have studied together and authentically about 
the issue of refugees. Most teachers in most classes avoid touching the sub-
ject. It is important to have more meetings, and we will also be more 
active”. J. added: I would like to go deeper into the subject to be more 
socially active in my community. I can take responsibility, help, and in-
fluence the younger generation. 

 
The education system is required to develop a higher capacity for inter-

cultural competence and strengthen capacities of human social and cultural 
sensitivity in teaching in schools. Studies (Lee & Walsh, 2017; Lou & 
Noels, 2020; Rivera, Lynch, Li & Obamehinti, 2016; McAuliffe & Kha-
dria, 2020) teach that high cultural competence is required to help immi-
grant students integrate into schools and learn equitably and fairly. On the 
part of the partners, through the accessibility of the language, the creation 
of mediating actions, and the assistance of social activists, the provision of 
a social and cultural response by leaders among the immigrant community, 
mental support, and more. At the same time, about adapted pedagogy, the 
culture of experience and learning in the buddy approach emphasized the 
importance of creating a safe, open, and collaborative space for learning 
and producing content and insights in a personal, real, and authentic con-
text.  
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Mediation of dialogic competence 
 

The education teams shared in the interviews that dialogic competence is 
a significant component of learning within the KIDS4ALLL project and 
the buddy approach to teaching at school. This is what volunteer C. shared 
with us: 

  
At the beginning of the project, it took a lot of work for the students to 
understand the assignment, what to do with the joint sitting, the content 
of the texts, and how they were required to talk to each other and listen. 
And I need support and meditation while considering their literate and 
cultural background. For an effective dialogue to be possible, I had to 
create pairs with a common denominator between them, feel each other, 
and recognize each one’s contribution. This is a developing, dynamic 
process that continues throughout the year. Not all buddies could create 
effective dialogues, and there were many difficulties. (C. volunteer at 
the youth center) 

 
The volunteer said, “At the beginning of the project, it was difficult for 

the students...”. His words reflected the ways of teaching-learning at school 
that reinforce the traditional discourse when the teacher leads the dis-
cussion, and the children answer with concise answers. The school discourse 
is focused on the teacher and the strong students with dialogic literacy skills. 
The meeting within the framework of informal education overwhelmed 
the difficulty, and the volunteer understood that the schools refrain from 
promoting the ability of the student to strengthen dialogic competence, 
which is absent in the lessons. 

The teacher, T., emphasized that the buddy teaching approach required 
her to change the teaching methods. She recognizes the importance of hav-
ing a meaningful dialogue and creating an adapted study environment to 
express different opinions and discover abilities of listening and producing 
common messages: 

 
I was not required to ask questions about content knowledge. I learned 
about myself by listening to them a lot. I was tolerant, giving time to 
answer and conducting an organized discussion when all voices were 
heard. The children appreciated me because they saw that I was helping, 
supporting, and trying so that they would be able to talk and produce a 
joint product. (T. elementary school teacher) 
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The teacher’s words, “I was not required to ask questions about content 
knowledge”. highlight the differences between traditional teaching, which 
focuses on transferring knowledge from the teacher’s knowledge, and the 
teaching approach buddy stands out. There is a gap between the teaching 
theory and the practical teaching in the class. Teachers believe dialogic com-
petence in the lessons is essential, especially in culturally and socially het-
erogeneous classroom teaching. However, the teachers must have the skills 
to promote a learning environment centered on dialogue, expression of opi-
nion, and listening. She testifies that she needed a change in her teaching 
methods to help the children formulate the content, choose the words, deal 
with conflicts, and write the messages while showing tolerance and respect 
for each other. 

The buddy teaching approach challenged the teachers to formulate new 
pedagogical actions they were not used to before. Promoting dialogic com-
petence is based on explicit teaching processes in broad contexts. It requires 
the teacher to be significantly more present than others in the dialogue be-
tween the children. Teachers are required to be aware of the challenges of 
having a dialogue with conflict or tension on social and cultural back-
grounds and to examine adapted pedagogical actions to create common is-
sues, a solid basis for having a meaningful dialogue and producing an 
educational product (Dignath & Veenman, 2021; Paul-Binyamin & Haj-
Yehia, 2019). 

      
      

6.  Spain 
 

The two themes extracted from the observations are (1) the management 
of cultural diversity in class, and (2) the impact of peer and dialogic inter-
action on the learning process. 

 
 

Challenges: Organization and management of the cultural diversity in class 
 

These schools encounter challenges related to receiving recently arrived for-
eign students unfamiliar with both Spanish and Catalan. During the initial 
weeks or months, comprehending class instructions and content proves 
challenging for them, potentially leading to feelings of exclusion. The chal-
lenge is retaining them in regular classes for language acquisition without 
additional resources, as opposed to segregating them into immigrant-wel-
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coming classes, where local language learning is slow, and the risk of labe-
ling is high. Similar challenges extend to the parents and relatives of stu-
dents, who often lack familiarity with the language and the institution. 
They attend meetings where the school delivers information without under-
standing it or keeping track of the meeting. Another challenge involves ma-
naging cultural and religious diversity, addressing how children face or react 
to these different realities and worldviews, aiming to prevent xenophobic 
and racist attitudes. The overarching challenge is transforming this diversity, 
often perceived as a problem and a source of conflict (Campdepadros et 
al., 2020), into an asset for students’ learning processes and for the school. 

To address these challenges, schools implement successful educational 
actions (Flecha, 2015) such as interactive groups, dialogic literary gather-
ings, and a dialogic model of conflict resolution, where dialogic learning 
plays a pivotal role within the framework of a Learning Community project 
(Gatt et al., 2011). 

Implementing interactive groups involves dividing 25 students into four 
groups of 5 to 6 students. Groups are heterogeneous in terms of gender, 
ethnicity, culture, religion, abilities, and capacities. Each group is led by an 
adult responsible for facilitating collaboration, recalling students’ groups 
to help each other, and solving assignments together, rather than resolving 
doubts individually. These interactive groups create welcoming spaces due 
to their diverse composition, encompassing various cultures, ethnicities, 
abilities, and capacities. 

Organizing the classroom and students into interactive groups is a sig-
nificant asset that makes a difference, in coexistence and academic achiev-
ement, compared to cooperative groups. We highlight the importance of 
having an adult volunteer who supervises and dynamizes each group. Co-
operative groups without adult supervision tend to be more dispersed, may 
fail to finish assignments, or misunderstand the collaborative process. For 
example, copying assignments without understanding or engaging in dis-
honest practices. 

At the dialogic literary gathering, corresponding to the learning unit 
“Books & Talks”, students sit in a circle at the library, which is very appro-
priate for such a kind of arrangement. The teacher’s role is to ensure each 
student has completed the assigned reading and task. This involves reading 
agreed chapters or pages, selecting a sentence, and reflecting on it. The 
teacher then takes turns allowing students to intervene, which leaves room 
for replies or comments from other students. The teacher can also pose 
questions to the class to initiate debates on specific questions or issues, such 
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as “What is a friend? What do you expect from a friend?”. For example, a 
Pakistani student answers, “Sharing feelings and helping each other”. Simi-
larly, any student can launch a question or reflection, encouraging class-
mates to express their opinions or viewpoints. At Camí del Cros linking 
with some of the Odyssey readings a student said: “I want to pose a question 
to my classmates: What would you rather be poor but having family and 
friends, or being rich but being alone”. Nearly all the class expresses that 
they would rather be poor and have a family because it provides happiness 
and love, company and comprehension, and because altogether united they 
can succeed. Discussing the Odyssey, many anecdotes come out about emi-
gration, about having part of the family in Morocco, about the longing and 
sadness that this generates. The teacher moderates debates and dynamizes 
the gathering.  

A dialogic literary gathering of a book spans as many sessions as the 
book has chapters or pages agreed upon by the teacher and students, using 
works of Universal Literature. The schools that participated in the 
KIDS4ALLL’s pilot, during the observation’s weeks, were reading Don 
Quixote, the Odyssey, and Frankenstein. 

The didactics rely on a dialogical style of teaching. In addition to ex-
plaining, teachers engage in dialogues with students, contrasting arguments. 
Teachers encourage student participation both in the class and within in-
teractive groups where they help each other. This involves systematically 
promoting the buddy system, peer-to-peer, and group working. Working 
in interactive groups not only includes the peer-to-peer or buddy method 
but goes beyond, because all the benefits and goodness of the dyadic inter-
action are not restricted to a pair of students but they occur between all 
the group’s members. A clue for this to happen is the presence and inter-
vention of a volunteer that supervises and dinamises each interactive group. 
His role is not to solve the problems or answer the questions, he must not 
have the knowledge or expertise about the matter, but he has to encourage 
students’ participation, engagement in solving the exercise together, or help-
ing each other. At the end of the session, there are often evaluative moments 
of the work done within the interactive group.  

Thus, the class achieves two important goals: 
 

– Accelerated learning by multiplying interactions focused on learning, 
which entails a notable contrast regarding a 25 or 30 students’ classroom 
setting where an only teacher can attend to only one or two students at 
a time. At the interactive groups this capacity multiplies by four or five 
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because there is an adult-volunteer per group helping that no one left 
behind, but even more because each student or classmate can attend, 
solve or help another’s classmate’s doubts or questions. The adult support 
in each little group helps students to help each other, ensuring equal 
dialogue and respect between participants. 

– Reduced conflict and improved coexistence. Since more students feel 
attended and supervised by adults, more conflicts are addressed 
promptly. Some of these adults are students’ family (a father, mother, 
auntie, grandfather, cousin...) which enhances social control, because 
who tells them to behave properly is not someone that remains in the 
school but is someone that afterwards they meet at home or at the neigh-
borhood, or that will tell automatically after class to their parents if they 
did not behaved properly. The chances to have dialogues and argumen-
tation increase, so the chances to convince or influence children to be-
have properly, based on understanding arguments rather than mere fear 
of authority. 

 
Most teaching is formal, aligning with planned class organization and 

functioning. The formal nature extends to interactive groups, their dynam-
ization, and supervision by volunteers, even when a classmate explains to 
another. These interactions, moments, and interventions should not be 
considered informal but formal, responding to planned decisions by the 
faculty to implement successful educational actions. 

 
 

Impact of peer interactions & dialogic interactions for the learning process and 
for the coexistence 

 
In interactive groups, a shared leadership model is emphasized, even when 
a student speaks to explain what has been developed within the group. This 
representative or spokesperson is chosen or elected by all group members. 
The presentation of the activity is typically equally shared among group 
members. There is no aggressive comparison between buddies but rather 
an assertive one, treating all students equally and with high respect. High 
expectations are set for all students, with a belief in each one’s ability to 
complete exercises successfully. Dynamics and functioning aim to achieve 
the engagement and involvement of all students. When groups share results 
in interactive group sessions, support from other groups is common. If a 
group encounters difficulties, others attempt to help with advice or sug-
gestions, explaining how they resolved similar issues. 
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A teacher from Camí del Cros shared insights with us, highlighting a 
case where a student arrived just a year ago. However, the noteworthy ap-
proach of integrating her into interactive groups from the outset, rather 
than opting for segregation in “welcoming classrooms”, has proven remark-
ably effective. Within a mere year, she has not only grasped the intricacies 
of Catalan but has also progressed to the point of near fluency. 

The key for these outstanding academic achievements is on the promo-
tion of peer interactions oriented to learning. This fosters the support, ad-
vice and help that students give to each other, and it applies both to 
interactive groups and to dialogic literary gatherings. At DLG we also ob-
served students helping each other when someone encounters difficulties 
or lacks the precise words. For example, at Camí del Cros School, a Mo-
roccan boy, newly arrived in Spain that year, faced considerable difficulty 
in expressing himself in Catalan. Undeterred, he diligently prepared his 
speech, delivering it with evident effort. The noteworthy aspect of this scen-
ario lies in the supportive atmosphere; not a single person laughed. Impor-
tantly, a fellow student seated beside him, also of Moroccan origin but born 
in Spain and proficient in both languages, stepped in to assist him in mak-
ing his intervention. This instance underscores the inclusive dynamics fos-
tered within the school community, promoting collaboration and support 
among students with diverse linguistic backgrounds. 

During dialogic literary gatherings, half of the class participates regularly 
and frequently, maintaining a respectful atmosphere with minimal inter-
ruptions. Occasionally, a student launches reflections and questions to the 
class. For instance, during Ulysses reading a student-initiated debates on 
topics such as the feasibility of remaining three days on the water without 
sustenance or choosing between being poor with family and friends or rich 
but alone. These discussions extend to readings such as Frankenstein spark-
ing debates on friendship and ethical considerations. The teacher con-
tributes by exploring emotions associated with migration or the loss of a 
relative. 

Within interactive groups and dialogic literary gatherings, equal impor-
tance is given to academic achievement and values. Each individual in the 
group must complete exercises, emphasizing the significance of students 
helping each other to understand and undertake tasks, fostering values such 
as solidarity during assignment completion. Thus they work and assimilate 
values as solidarity while doing the assignment and solving exercises.  

Teachers may refer to cultural or geographical features and identities if 
relevant for educational purposes. When working on and debating about 
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cultural differences, students may be asked to explain certain features of 
their cultures. An illustrative instance during the Frankenstein dialogic lit-
erary gathering at Cascavell school involved the emergence of the topic of 
death. The teacher, recognizing its cultural significance, sought active par-
ticipation, particularly from students belonging to the Roma culture, who 
hold profound sentiments on the matter. Engaging María and José directly, 
the teacher inquired, “For example, for Roma, death is a very important 
and deeply felt issue. María, José, what do you think about death, how do 
you live it?”. José, providing valuable insights, shared with the class the pro-
found pain experienced upon the loss of a family member. He elucidated 
on the customs and traditions observed by his family during such moments, 
offering a window into the Roma cultural perspective on death. This ex-
change not only enriched the discussion with diverse viewpoints but also 
fostered a deeper understanding of the cultural nuances surrounding this 
profound aspect of human existence. This is approached positively to raise 
awareness, foster understanding of each other’s cultures and traditions, and 
increase respect and acceptance. 

The teacher subsequently broaches the subject of migration, encour-
aging students with immigrant backgrounds to contribute their insights 
and experiences. A student of immigrant origin expressed, “The journey is 
melancholic because you leave your country and arrive in a place, you’re 
unfamiliar with”. In contrast, another student from Pakistan conveyed a 
positive sentiment, stating, “I like the journey because you explore a new 
place, which is beautiful”. Subsequently, a Spanish Roma student resonated 
with these sentiments, sharing, “When I left home, I felt a sense of unfam-
iliarity because I didn’t know anyone, and I had to forge new connections. 
It was a poignant experience, leaving behind my friends here”.  

This serves as a highly illustrative and recurrent example of the trans-
formative interactions occurring within a dialogic literary gathering, tran-
scending social exclusions and barriers. Despite the Roma student not being 
classified as an immigrant, he identifies closely with the narrative and ac-
knowledges experiencing very similar feelings and situations as his immi-
grant classmates. 

At the other school Camí del Cros similar reflections linked to the mi-
gration journey arise while debating the Odyssey. Among the Moroccan stu-
dents there are many anecdotes about migration, about having part of the 
family in Morocco, about the longing and sadness that this generates. 
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7.  Discussion 
 

Commonalities and distinctions between the Israeli and the Spanish cases 
 

In this section, we will underscore both the commonalities and distinctions 
between the two pilots outlined and examined in the preceding sections – 
namely, the Israeli and Spanish cases. We will commence by examining the 
shared features and subsequently delving into the points of divergence. 

 
 

Commonalities 
 

Concerning mediation for autonomous collaborative learning, a parallel 
can be drawn in the Israeli context where teachers extend support, encour-
agement, and mediation to facilitate collaborative and independent student 
work. This closely mirrors the role of the adult overseeing and dynamizing 
interactive groups, promoting student assistance to each other rather than 
the resolution of individual queries. Each group is guided by an adult tasked 
with facilitating collaboration, rallying students to aid each other, and col-
lectively addressing assignments, rather than tackling doubts in isolation. 

Israeli and Spanish educators express a commitment to finding peda-
gogical alternatives out of the need to respond to students in a multi-di-
versity class appropriately. The educators were not surprised even when the 
meeting with KIDS4ALLL revealed doubts and questions about how the 
educator is required to assist and mediate the study units in a diverse class. 
The educators enabled autonomous, dialogic collaborative learning in 
which each peer could channel their enthusiasm, learn according to their 
own pace and needs, and simultaneously feel that they belonged to the 
whole class – all of this increased motivation and self-efficacy. 

Due to the dialogic interactions in both cases, personal transformation 
occurs: in the Israeli school, the shift is evident in their newfound centrality 
within the learning process, the integration of home experiences into class 
lessons, rather than being confined to collective outcomes. In the Spanish 
school, a Roma student similarly transforms by sharing his migratory ex-
perience after listening to two immigrant testimonies. 

The choice to establish connections among the diverse spheres with 
which students engage (such as home, school, neighborhood, community, 
and society at large) is a shared aspect in both educational experiences. 

To foster an understanding of the diverse cultures within the classroom, 
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encompassing both native and migrant cultures, presenting them as valu-
able assets and opportunities for the learning process. This can be achieved 
by enriching knowledge through dialogue and discussions focused on socio-
cultural issues. The students showed a higher motivation for learning when 
they were required to study topics relevant to their lives that are usually not 
presented in the textbooks or teaching materials of the teachers. 

Educational environments that facilitate dialogue and discussion on sen-
sitive or contentious topics empower students to engage with the complex-
ities of social reality. They were able to share and present topics that are 
socially taboo and avoid discussing them in classes, such as the topic of im-
migration to the destination country. 

In both instances, the teacher introduces cultural elements, such as grief, 
migration, and friendship, while encouraging students to express their emo-
tions. This approach fosters empathy, a deeper understanding of others, 
and promotes attitudes of tolerance, simultaneously diminishing emotions 
like fear and the sense of threat. Consequently, it contributes to the reduc-
tion of stereotypes, prejudices, and racism. This phenomenon is notably 
evident in the Spanish case, where immigrant students share their feelings 
of both sorrow and excitement related to migration. Native students, in 
turn, recognize similar emotions associated with internal trips, family ex-
periences, or vacations. In the Israeli case, the emphasis is on the involve-
ment of students from diverse cultural backgrounds, leading to a common 
learning product. This collaboration is particularly noteworthy as it stems 
from collaborative learning, personal interest, and curiosity. The students 
felt they were mentors for their buddy, establishing trust and their strengths. 
The feeling of mutual guarantee and friendship caused the children to de-
velop a commitment and a desire to help each other. The emphasis on the 
individual and its importance to the whole led to more effective, accurate, 
and differentiated teaching. In this way, learning becomes meaningful, and 
the flexible learning spaces allow each pair of colleagues to find their place 
in the learning process. 

The buddy approach in Israel emphasizes the significance of establishing 
a safe, open, and collaborative environment for learning and creating con-
tent and insights in a personal and authentic context. Throughout the pro-
cess, the students’ confidence in themselves, their abilities, and what they 
have to offer their buddies grew. The students learned to share personal 
stories, clarify positions, and maintain common thinking – all calmed the 
concerns and anxiety of the pedagogical change and made room for new, 
softer, and more observant positions. This bears a striking resemblance to 
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the dialogic approach implemented within the interactive groups and the 
dialogic literary gathering. These settings also serve as secure, open, and 
collaborative spaces where differences in gender, ethnicity, culture, religion, 
as well as skills and abilities, are not only respected but acknowledged as 
assets contributing to the learning process. 

Dialogic competence is pivotal and shared in both the analyzed cases 
and experiences, encompassing the buddy approach and the successful edu-
cational actions within the learning community. The children in their teen-
age had to deal with disagreements, tensions, and a lack of communication 
that made collaborative learning difficult. The teachers were required to 
discover skills of guidance and instruction and not just traditional face-to-
face teaching. It was also necessary to invest time and resources to succeed 
and activate the friends’ approach and for the children to believe in it and 
its goals. 

In both the Israeli and Spanish cases, a hallmark of the dialogic method 
was not merely offering answers but also possessing the ability to pose ques-
tions that prompted students’ critical thinking and reflections. 

 
 

Distinctions 
 

One distinction is that, while autonomous collaborative learning was a re-
cent introduction in Israeli schools, Spanish schools had already been im-
plementing successful educational actions of collaborative learning, 
supervised by an adult, for 3-4 years. 

A significant distinction lies in the fact that, in interactive groups and 
dialogic literary gatherings, not everything is solely entrusted to the stu-
dents’ hands and decisions. An adult, either a teacher or a volunteer, over-
sees the completion of tasks and exercises, primarily fostering and ensuring 
learning-oriented interactions among the students. This involves encour-
aging discussions about the exercises or the subject matter, promoting mu-
tual assistance, thereby achieving not only high academic performance but 
also fostering values such as solidarity. In contrast, when there is a lack of 
such supervision and everything, including the learning style and pace, is 
exclusively left to the students’ responsibility, the outcome is that they may 
sometimes fail to complete the work or collaborate, opting for individual 
efforts. It appears that not all aspects can be solely entrusted to the students’ 
will; some form of guidance and supervision is essential to attain specific 
educational objectives. 
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In Israel, school officials, such as the management team and experts in 
pedagogy, were required to participate in the activity to assist teachers in 
classroom teaching. Most of the time, teachers feel uncomfortable when 
there is noise in the lessons, but in the project’s lessons, there were some 
changes, and the children spoke, debated, and shared. It is indicated that 
there is a gap between the theory and its importance regarding cooperative 
learning and its practical application in classrooms when two friends who 
do not know each other are required to work together. The children were 
required to change their study habits, and the teachers were also required 
to be accompanied and supported by experts from the project. 

In the Israeli educational system, certain emotional and taboo issues, in-
cluding diversity, migration, integration, racism, exclusion, or politics, are 
topics that teachers tend to avoid discussing. In contrast, in the Spanish 
case, these subjects are commonly addressed during sessions on the dialogi-
cal model of conflict resolution. Therefore, when implementing 
KIDS4ALLL learning units and methods, it posed a novel and challenging 
experience in Israel, where these topics were less familiar and triggered sev-
eral challenges. In Spanish schools, on the other hand, they were more ac-
customed to dealing with such content; for example, in one of the 
observations up to two sessions of the dialogic model of conflict resolution 
were devoted to discussing empathy, difference acceptance and solidarity. 

A notable distinction lies in the familiarity with the dialogic method. 
While the method was common and well-known in the Spanish schools 
under analysis, it was a novelty in the Israeli ones. Consequently, significant 
effort was required in Israel for students to comprehend the method and 
assignments, whereas in the Spanish case, both teachers and students were 
already accustomed to it. In the observed Spanish classrooms, the dynamics 
were notably smooth, with students engaging in discussions about tasks 
and exercises at a voice volume that did not disrupt the rest of the class. 

Another notable distinction lies in the emphasis placed on pairs in the 
Israeli case compared to the stress on interactive groups composed of 4 to 
6 students in the Spanish case. As previously elucidated, within the inter-
active groups, the foundation of interactions is the buddy or peer-to-peer 
method. However, it is not confined to a specific and fixed pair of students 
but can occur among any of the potential pairs within a group of 4 to 6 
students. For instance, with 5 students (A, B, C, D, E), interactions may 
occur between AB, AC, AD, AE, BC, BD, BE, and so forth, or even be-
tween a single student and the rest of the group. 

Israeli teachers had to transition from their conventional role of deliver-
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ing content, information, and answers to adopting the new dialogic ap-
proach, which involves posing questions to the students. In contrast, this 
characteristic was inherent in the already established Spanish dialogic ap-
proach, where teachers can present questions to the class to initiate debates 
on specific topics. Additionally, any student has the liberty to introduce a 
question or reflection to the class, thereby encouraging classmates to ar-
ticulate their opinions or viewpoints and potentially sparking a debate. 

Interactive groups distinguish themselves from cooperative groups. Co-
operative groups without supervision often exhibit a higher likelihood of 
dispersion, failure to complete assignments, or a misunderstanding of the 
collaborative process. 

The introduction of volunteers into the classroom, assigned to each in-
teractive group, establishes a 1:5 adult-student ratio, which far from the 
traditional 1:30 adult-student ratio, and even contrasts with the 1:15 adult-
student ratio that may occur when forming 30 students into 15 buddy 
pairs. 

 
 

Conclusions  
 

The scientific exploration of educational practices in Israel and Spain, as 
part of the KIDS4ALLL project, provides valuable insights into fostering 
social inclusion for migrant and minority students. The introduction es-
tablishes the broader societal challenges faced by multicultural commu-
nities, emphasizing the pivotal role of education in addressing issues of 
inequality, alienation, and disparities. The KIDS4ALLL project emerges as 
a proactive response, grounded in lifelong learning principles, aiming to 
create cohesive societies and equal opportunities for all. 

The analysis of the Israeli perspective reveals transformative pedagogical 
actions, emphasizing autonomous collaborative learning, mediation of so-
cial and cultural knowledge, and the development of dialogic competence. 
The shift towards learner autonomy and the integration of socio-cultural 
topics within the curriculum mark significant strides, with teachers acting 
as crucial mediators in guiding students through this novel learning en-
vironment. The buddy teaching approach emerges as a catalyst for mean-
ingful dialogue and underscores the importance of fostering lifelong 
learning skills. 

Examining the Spanish context sheds light on schools grappling with 
cultural diversity and social vulnerability. Successful educational actions, 
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such as interactive groups and dialogic literary gatherings, stand out as ef-
fective strategies for managing challenges related to language barriers, social 
disparities, and fostering an inclusive learning environment. Peer inter-
actions, shared leadership, and a positive approach to cultural differences 
supervised by either a teacher or a volunteer contribute to the development 
of a school community that embraces diversity, promotes understanding 
and achieves academic success for all the students. 

In dissecting the educational practices aimed at fostering social inclusion 
for migrant and minority students in Israel and Spain, a nuanced under-
standing of both commonalities and distinctions emerges. The shared fea-
tures across both cases reveal the centrality of mediation for autonomous 
collaborative learning, underlining the role of educators in providing sup-
port and encouragement for collaborative and independent student work. 
The dialogic interactions in both settings lead to profound personal trans-
formations, illustrating the integration of home experiences into the learn-
ing process. 

Also, collaborative learning requires the teachers to devote a lot of effort 
and be a facilitator and guide. They should encourage students to accept 
levels of responsibility and build knowledge not through a page and a note-
book but by using technology. The students learn to maintain an emotional 
personal dialogue, to talk about themselves, to show tolerance, and to listen. 
Establishing connections among diverse spheres, fostering an understanding 
of different cultures, and creating open and collaborative environments are 
shared aspirations in both educational contexts. 

The parallel emphasis on dialogic competence in the Israeli and Spanish 
cases highlights a pivotal aspect – educators not only provide answers but 
also pose questions that stimulate critical thinking and reflections among 
students. This approach transcends mere knowledge transfer, fostering a 
deeper engagement with the subject matter. The collaborative spaces, 
whether through the buddy approach in Israel or the interactive and dia-
logic approach in Spain, serve as secure environments where differences are 
not only respected but acknowledged as assets contributing to the learning 
process. 

However, distinctions surface as well, offering valuable insights into the 
unique challenges and strategies in each educational setting. Notably, the 
temporal aspect stands out, with autonomous collaborative learning being 
a recent introduction in Israeli schools compared to the already established 
successful educational actions in the analyzed Spanish schools which im-
plement the learning communities project. The role of supervision is 
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another distinguishing factor – Spanish schools involve adult oversight to 
ensure learning-oriented interactions and promote values such as solidarity, 
while Israeli schools exhibit a greater reliance on individual responsibility, 
sometimes leading to challenges in completing collaborative work. 

Cultural sensitivity and the willingness to address emotional and taboo 
issues also differ, with Israeli teachers tending to avoid certain topics that 
are openly discussed in Spanish schools. The familiarity with the dialogic 
method varies, requiring significant effort for comprehension in Israeli 
schools but being a familiar and smooth dynamic in Spanish classrooms. 
The emphasis on pairs in Israel, as opposed to stress on interactive groups 
in Spain, showcases diverse approaches to collaborative learning. The in-
troduction of volunteers further distinguishes the two contexts, significantly 
altering the adult-student ratio. 

In essence, this comparative exploration unravels the intricacies of edu-
cational practices, offering valuable insights for educators, policymakers, 
and researchers. By recognizing both the shared principles and distinct chal-
lenges, stakeholders can tailor interventions that address the unique needs 
of migrant and minority students, fostering not only academic growth but 
also social integration and understanding in multicultural educational en-
vironments. 

In conclusion, this scientific article emphasizes that cooperative inter-
actions between students and innovative pedagogical approaches serve as a 
bridge to achieve educational goals that may be unattainable through indi-
vidual efforts. The KIDS4ALLL project, through its qualitative studies 
comparing educational institutions in different countries, provides a blue-
print for creating inclusive learning environments, recognizing the variety 
of cultural backgrounds, and fostering a sense of belonging among immi-
grant and minority students. This comparative study helps to adjust the 
project’s implementation in the future. With these insights disseminated, 
educators and policymakers can use these educational practices to promote 
academic achievement, social integration, and the well-being of students 
in multicultural societies. 
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Introduction  
 

Integration of minors through educational activities has been found at the 
core of many studies and projects. As participation in learning environ-
ments is the norm for most young people, focusing on methods and prac-
tices that can facilitate integration processes within the school environment 
offers significant benefits. 

As UNESCO (2005, p. 12) highlights, children tend to respond posi-
tively to diversity and of being exposed to differences from others, under-
standing them as opportunities for enriching learning. Council of Europe 
recommendations (2018) in their own turn highlight the benefits of col-
laborative learning environments underpinned by a sharing resources prin-
ciple towards enriching participants skills through interactions and mutual 
understanding of various perspectives and contexts. Similarly, among the 
8 key directions of the World Economic Forum (WEF-report: Schools of 
the Future, 2020) on the future of schooling, problem-based and collab-
orative learning is included. In practice this should include project- and 
problem-based content delivery as well as the requirement of peer collab-
oration. 

Sapon-Shevin et al. (2002) focused on cooperative learning and inclu-
sion, citing the positive effects of the dimension of creativity within such 
approaches. Buddy system approaches was highlighted as a best practice in 
many cases across the world. Adams (2016) completed a thorough study 
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of the use of the buddy system in schools in Malaysia directed to enhancing 
the integration of children with special educational needs within the school-
ing environment and found a positive correlation. The same conclusion 
was reached by Boyle et al. (2012) when focusing on the addition of peer-
support policies directed to teaching staff.  

Likewise, research has proven the positive impact on social and academic 
achievements of students with disabilities through the implementation of 
buddy system approaches (Alqahtani, 2015). This is consistent with Cross 
& Walker-Knight’s (1997) conclusion that children with disabilities must 
be not merely mainstreamed, but must be included educationally, physi-
cally, and socially in the educational environment and to that end a feeling 
of belonging and of acceptance and support from his/her peers is of fun-
damental importance. 

The effects of peer support and buddy systems have also been thor-
oughly studied in relation to the issue of bullying (see for example Bush, 
2003; Cowie & Smith, 2010; Thompson et al., 2010; Tzani-Pepelasi et al., 
2019). Several studies have highlighted the positive impact of such practices 
on children’s school experience and well-being. In effect these studies noted 
the correlation between such practices and bullying prevention. An in-
depth meta-study (Coleman et al., 2017) highlighted the positive effects 
on the promotion of a sense of friendship, increased safety, sense of belong-
ing and protection. Similarly, buddies reported increased sense of respon-
sibility as well as of satisfaction and pride – the two last ones mainly noted 
by the supporter rather than the supported.  

Coleman et al. (2017) studied the results of different applications of the 
buddy system like one-to-one, in groups, in situ and online to come to the 
conclusion that stronger evidence of positive impact is found in one-to-
one settings. In addition, their meta-analysis highlighted the fact that girls 
are more prone to participate and benefit from peer-to-peer programs with 
the exception of on-line projects to which boys are more open. 

For buddy system practices to work effectively it is required that such 
programs are well run, with a clear focus and benefiting of strong leadership 
by a coordinator. These result in increased trust to the program and thus 
increased participation and more in-depth/active participation. Likewise, 
a lack of trust towards peer supporters from the part of the supported stu-
dents can significantly affect the impact of such programs as students tend 
to disengage very quickly (among the pupil population), and low take-up 
can also lead to peer supporters becoming disengaged (Coleman et al., 
2017). 



Interestingly, many more recent studies tend to confirm the results of a 
study by Reynolds (1977) on the positive effect of buddy system approaches 
towards attendance in schools. Not only do they enhance participation and 
attendance within the school/classroom but they also lead to increased in-
teraction during class and beyond, thus in turn offering further benefits to 
participating students. 

The use of Buddy system approaches has even provided positive impact 
on youngsters that have a record of criminal activity, with those taking part 
in such programs showing significantly less probability to commit new of-
fences. One of the major reasons cited towards this result is the feeling of 
inclusion and the very societal integration that is achieved through being 
connected in a structured manner with one’s peers (O’Donnell, 2008).  

Regarding other factors that affect the impact of buddy system ap-
proaches, Chiu and Hew (2018) focused on peer learning and performance 
in MOOC asynchronous online discussion fora. Assessing the ability of 
discussion/commenting style features of traditional asynchronous online 
discussions they took note of the value they provide in learning and per-
formance through the facilitation of dialogue. Furthermore, they high-
lighted as factors that decrease the effects of such features the weaker 
instructor-learner ties and the fact that forum participation usually is of 
voluntary nature. Such results can also be transferred to in situ peer learning 
practices. 

Overall, the world has passed from online aspects of education being 
something new and innovative to being the norm. The use of electronic 
platforms within the schooling system is growing with an emphasis also 
given to the interactions between educators and students. In other words, 
educators are required to be present within a schooling system that applies 
new technologies and electronic based platforms, though the type of pres-
ence differs from the typical teaching position of traditional schooling 
(Chandra & Palvia, 2021). In addition, the introduction of new tech-
nologies in the learning process is allowing teachers to apply more easily 
collaborative types of learning while also rendering learning a bit more fun 
– especially if the new technology also employs (some aspects of ) gamifi-
cation (Duţă & Martínez-Rivera, 2015; see also for example the study of 
Simões et al., 2013 on the use of social gamification in schools in Portugal). 

All studies presented above have been citing the positive effects of in-
troducing a buddy system approach to an educational process. Such edu-
cational technique has come to be a recognized educational strategy, 
enclosing different ways of connecting peers, i.e. students, for working col-
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laboratively, providing mutual support and fostering a sense of connection 
within the learning environment. Results include enhanced academic per-
formance (see for example Johnson et al., 2007) – including results in tests 
as well as retention rates and depth of in class participation, reinforced 
social development and increased sense of inclusivity – for both members 
of each pair as well in general in the class level. 

Core challenges for a peer learning system to be as effective as possible 
include escaping cases of unequal partnerships and personality conflicts. 
Moreover, as already briefly discussed, buddy system approaches require 
for effective teacher guidance. According to Smith (1996) for such a 
learning approach to work, it needs to include the elements of positive in-
terdependence, face-to-face promoted interaction, individual accountabil-
ity/personal responsibility, teamwork skills and group processing. For all 
these requirements, the role of the educator is of fundamental importance.  

In other words, a buddy system is not just about putting students into 
pairs or offering some activities within the classroom that ask for some col-
laborative activity. Think about teamwork skills: according to PISA 2023 
results there is a positive correlation between level of teamwork skills and 
performance while a recent OECD study (2021) found that although col-
laboration activities are embedded in curricula across the world, it is not 
done to the same extent, leading to different levels of teamwork skills across 
different schooling environments, not to stress such differences on the in-
dividual level. The graph below provides a general overview of the level  of 
embedment of collaboration learning activities in curricula across the world 
and across learning areas.  

As highlighted by Smith (1996) teamwork skills are much required 
within a peer learning environment as students require of the needed leader-
ship, decision-making, trust-building, communication, and conflict-man-
agement skills. As many students may have never worked cooperatively 
before, educators are expected to introduce and emphasize teamwork skills 
through assigning differentiated roles to each group member. This require-
ment is reinforced by Gajderowicz et al. (2023) study in which the different 
understanding of what a peer learning environment by students is noted. 
Some students for example see working in groups as a parallel process to 
core education practices as they tend to put much emphasis on equity on 
tasks distribution and appreciation of individual contributions (Cera Guy 
et al., 2019). Others tend to understand work in groups as a way to decrease 
required effort because of the division of tasks that group work entails. Ac-
cording to Gajderowicz et al. this leads to two distinct types of buddy/group 
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systems: those of (a) collaborative learning, in which emphasis is knowledge 
creation and enhanced responsibility for working together, and those of (b) 
cooperative learning, in which students work together on clearly assigned 
collective tasks. Research tends to highlight that collaborative learning offers 
better results than cooperative learning, though both require for a struc-
tured approach by the teacher (Davidson & Major, 2014).  

Coleman et al. (2017, p. 7) highlight the importance of the programme 
being well run, with a clear focus, strong leadership by a coordinator and 
support throughout the school, including from senior school management 
while also citing supervision and support provided to peers as crucial. Much 
of these responsibilities fall into the hands of educators leading such activ-
ities, though they also need to be supported by their establishment’s senior 
management (e.g. the school principal). Houlston and Smith (2009) high-
lighted the positive contribution of schooling senior management actively 
supporting and checking on peer-to-peer collaboration schemes.  

More interestingly, several studies find the importance of the coordina-
tor/educator to be more than significant. James (2011) notes the different 
aspects of the role of the educator, all leading to the level of acceptance of 
the buddy system within the classroom, while Slater-Simmons (2014) 
identifies educators/coordinators time availability (for example to explain, 
support and monitor the peer learning activity) as crucial to the success of 
a buddy system.  

Furthermore, there is evidence that how the group/pair is formed is di-
rectly linked with the level of benefits generated. For example, if there are 
already too many connections with the two buddies, part of the benefits of 
a buddy system are dissolved while if there is no connecting parameter it 
may lead to overall underperformance (Thompson et al., 2012). This task 
usually falls under the educators’ role.  

In addition, based on all above points raised, a significant part of existing 
literature highlights how important for such systems to flourish is effective 
training of educators in the fields of management and coordination prac-
tices and of course how peer-to-peer systems tend to work (Parsons et al., 
2008). This aspect is even more important for platform based learning en-
vironments as technology platforms themselves cannot prepare teachers to 
succeed at this work, even when they are optimally designed and structured, 
with contextual support being required (Meier, 2021). 

The inclusion of children with a migrant background represents for edu-
cational institutions (formal, non-formal and informal) one of the most 
significant challenges and requires a joint effort of the latter to identify con-
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crete solutions capable of responding to their specific learning needs, both 
cognitively and, even earlier, linguistically, socio-emotional and relational.  

Studies in the literature have shown, in this regard, the value of collab-
orative and cooperative methodologies – and specifically of the buddy sys-
tem (pairs of students who collaborate and help each other in carrying out 
the activities) – for the inclusion and improvement of academic achiev-
ement, the prevention of bullying and school dropout. In addition, recent 
studies have highlighted the role of learning support offered by new tech-
nologies and electronic based platforms for learning, also in order to make 
the latter more enjoyable and allow easier application of cooperative learn-
ing patterns.  

 
 

1. Research design 
 

The present research sought to analyse firstly, the subjectively perceived ef-
ficiency of mixing cooperative-dialogic learning methods and digital learn-
ing tools to foster positive outcomes on firstly, educational level for the 
transmission of competences to both, students and educational staff, and 
secondly for socio-didactic inclusion of students in the classrooms and 
beyond (cfr. section 4.1). It therefore questioned in particular if social cohe-
sion and the integration of children – with and without migratory back-
ground – in educational contexts and reciprocal competence transfer may 
be fostered through teacher/educator-steered peer techniques, such as tar-
geted peer coupling and (dialogic) interaction. On this account it also in-
terrogated how educators and teachers are welcoming and adapting 
collaborative learning schemes that provide for peer-to-peer training on the 
one hand and for the knowledge transmission between peers of different 
age level and educational background on the other hand. 

Secondly it was investigated how new technologies may represent an ac-
cepted and appreciated alternative provider of learning resources for edu-
cational staff. This becomes especially important considering educational 
contexts that are highly heterogeneous with regard to socio-economic, cul-
tural, cognitive and migratory background of its users (cfr. section 4.2). 

On this account, the third aspect that has been studied was the logistic 
and didactic organization of the working processes with the proposed peer 
learning method and digital contents to carve out the potential of collab-
orative learning schemes in accordance with their design and implementa-
tion by the educational staff (cfr. section 4.3). 
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To this end, the present research sought to analyse the opinions and per-
ceptions from practitioners working in a total of 7 different national EU 
and non-European contexts (Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Norway, 
Spain, Turkey) that distinguish themselves on different levels, especially 
with regard to their socio-economic and political background, their edu-
cational systems and their student population and composition. 

This research concern provided for three macro themes, which have 
been investigated with data provided by the KIDS4ALLL project, and will 
be briefly illustrated.  

Firstly, the perceived efficacy of collaborative learning schemes that pro-
vide for targeted peer-coupling by teachers or educators according to pre-
defined criteria. Particular attention was set on recognition of the benefits 
of role-switching from peer learner to trainee to mentor towards socio-edu-
cational inclusion by the practitioners.  

KIDS4ALLL adopts a holistic approach to educational integration. Em-
phasis is thus not exclusively on educational needs but also on the child’s 
socio-emotional and structural needs (Pinson & Arnot, 2007). The “whole-
child” approach is beneficial to teaching and learning processes as it pro-
motes the transversal competences of children that are considered crucial 
for educational participation, such as collaboration, teamwork and problem 
solving (Eurydice, 2019). Accordingly, peer collaboration among children 
in various educational settings shall consider the complexity of children’s 
needs and respond “positively to pupil diversity and of seeing individual 
differences not as problems, but as opportunities for enriching learning” 
(UNESCO, 2005, p. 12). 

The potentiality of new technologies to forward competence training 
of hard and soft skills has been identified as a second central theme and 
questioned accordingly if the e-learning platform has been experienced as 
beneficiary to this end.  

Considering the increasingly fast and immediate communication in so-
ciety through a variety of digital instruments, the importance of oral com-
munication and dialogue must be highlighted. To this purpose the 
KIDS4ALLL learning method promotes the combination of dialogue and 
digital co-work. The KIDS4ALLL learning method points to the produc-
tion and sharing of content produced by the buddy pairs for the compet-
ence transfer process that occurs on 2 levels through:  
– the peer2peer collaboration among the buddies along the learning path;  
– the peer4peer learning process, where co-generated contents are at the 

disposal of younger peers (e.g. ISCED 2 and 3 produce learning material 
for ISCED 1) and adults. Their own production of learning contents 
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allows children to express their own point of view through the languages 
and cultural codes of their generation, overcoming the adult-centric vi-
sion of the themes. 
The third macro theme focused on the actual organisation of digital 

peer education learning schemes from a didactic and logistic point of view, 
that questioned the availability of digital infrastructure, the adaptability of 
learning contents into pre-defined learning activities and delegations or as-
sumptions of additional tasks within the learning process.  

  
 

1.1 Study sample 
 

The data that informs the analysis of this research has been collected in the 
frame of the project ‘Key Inclusive Development Strategies for Lifelong 
Learning – KIDS4ALLL’ (2021-2024)1, financed by the European Com-
mission within the HORIZON research and innovation funding pro-
gramme established to stimulate EU-wide action towards the inclusion of 
migrant children in the educational context and beyond.  

The KIDS4ALLL project strives to foster the EU-defined 8 Key Com-
petences for Lifelong Learning2 with ad-hoc created learning contents avail-
able in digital and offline format (KIDS4ALLL platform vs. handbook) 
and applied through a collaborative learning scheme. This learning method 
to be tested over the project lifetime aims to facilitate the recognition and 
valorisation of existing competence sets from learners with heterogeneous 
socio-cultural backgrounds and consists of three complementary learning 
phases. These must be accomplished by learner couples, who have been ar-
ranged by the educator or teacher according to pre-established criteria such 
as demographic characteristics (e.g. ethnic background, age, gender) and 
features that inform on the competence background of the peers (such as 
language, prior education, learning difficulties).  

The first and second learning phase focus on the acquisition and culti-
vation of (theoretical and applied) knowledge through both, frontal and 
interactive learning in a peer-to-peer relationship, i.e. both learners are ex-
posed at the same time to equal (online or offline) contents.  

1 For further information on the project objectives and outputs please refer to provided 
information and preliminary publications available on www.kids4alll.eu.

2 Cfr. the 8 key competences for Lifelong Learning as defined by the EU-Commission in 
the “Council Recommendation on Key Competences for Life Long Learning” available 
at: https://education.ec.europa.eu/focus-topics/improving-quality/key-competences.
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Instead, the third phase follows the ‘learning-by-doing’ approach to pro-
cess the generated knowledge. For this purpose it envisages the elaboration 
of own learning material by the learner couple and subsequently the pres-
entation of the co-created contents to younger and unexperienced peers 
(peer for peer).  

This approach implies a role-switching for each phase from learner to 
trainee to mentor and challenges traditional role patterns and the didactic 
organisation in the socio-educational field. Students may accordingly con-
vey concepts in their own language and in their own codes, enriching them 
with socio-cultural experiences.  

This learning method has been experimented in two testing stages in a 
total of 8 European and non-European local contexts3 reaching an esti-
mated total of 1000 students. Pilot phase 1, conducted from 2022-2023, 
had a duration of six months and was thoroughly assessed through a SWOT 
analysis elaborated from feedback of the local practitioners. Upon this, the 
project team proceeded with an optimisation of learning contents and in-
struments that provided for the upgraded form tested in the subsequent 3-
months pilot phase 2 (2023).  

Four focus groups in Italy, Hungary, Spain and a series of interviews in 
Norway, Germany, Greece and Turkey with teachers and educators were 
conducted across the 7 target countries of the project. Participants were re-
cruited by researchers among those who had taken part in the pilot phases, 
based on their free availability. The number of focus group participants 
ranged from 3-5, with between 1-3 moderators per group. 

Instead, the 7 partner countries have been selected for the provision of 
data due to their heterogeneous migration patterns and roles in the Euro-
pean migration scenario as sending, transit or receiving countries. This  also 
implies that some of them are characterized by high levels of mobility 
and/or temporariness (e.g. in Italy, Greece, Spain, Hungary and Turkey) 
and others by more permanent or long-term residence and less mobility 
(e.g. Germany and Norway). This is essential for the conceptualization, 
presentation and proposal of learning activities and tools to students with 
and without migratory background who are being accompanied in highly 
heterogeneous educational settings that differ on socio-political, cultural 
and economic level with their counter organizations in other national con-

3 The pilot contexts comprised 14 schools (all cycles) in Israel, Italy, Spain and Turkey 
and 20 non-formal contexts (associations, after-school programs) in Germany, Greece, 
Hungary, Israel and Norway.
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texts. Indeed, this research aimed to ensure the inclusion of a broad range 
of educational system types, both formal and non-formal, even though a 
different organization of the activities was required (Table 1). The choice 
to engage different learning contexts stems from the overall project goal of 
testing a learning model that could be pedagogically transversal. Thus, 
schools as formal educational settings represent in all participating partner 
countries the rather traditional learning settings. Associations on the other 
hand (NGO, civil society organizations) have been representing both, the 
informal and non-formal educational contexts and provided a variety of 
sites and modes in which education and training are pursued.  

 

 
Table 1. Participant characteristics per focus group and interviews 

 
 

1.2 Methodological research design  
 
The research design of this study is grounded in a bottom-up approach 
based on a qualitative data collection, which is confirmed by the choice of 
focus groups and semi-structured interviews as leading research methods.  

To obtain a more holistic perspective of the study concern and to en-
hance completeness and validity of data (Thurmond, 2001; Hammersley 
& Atkinson, 2007) the research team decided for a triangulation of inves-
tigators and methodologic approaches. The mix of the data-gathering tech-
niques has been thought to capture the entire experience from two different 
perspectives of the actors involved in the tested educational scenario. Focus 
groups and interviews took place between October 2022 and September 
2023 and were conducted by experienced researchers who acted as moder-
ators and gave additional information concerning the project if required. 

Country Number & type of participants Educational context Data collection modality

Italy 5 Educators Non-formal Focus group

Hungary Educators Non-Formal Focus group

Norway 5 Teachers Formal Interviews

Germany
4 Educators and  
Social workers

Formal and  
non-formal

Interviews

Greece
6 Teachers and  
Educators

Formal and  
non-formal

Interviews

Turkey Teachers Formal Interviews

Spain 8 Teachers Formal 2 Focus groups
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They had an average duration of 60 minutes and were recorded and tran-
scribed with the consent of all participants after being informed about ano-
nymity and ethical issues. Both focus groups and interviews were provided 
with a set of open-ended guiding questions arranged into 6 core topics.  

The data collection through focus groups and single interviews facili-
tated the identification of experiences, observations and perceptions from 
the instructors in the tested field.  

Finally, the choice of three investigators who collected, coded and ana-
lysed the compound data, was made to decrease potential biases among the 
researchers and to benefit from expertise, the social network and past con-
ducted fieldwork.  

 
 

2. Results 
 

2.1 Germany  
 

In the German context, activities with the buddy method provided students 
with the opportunity to get to know their peers with intercultural back-
grounds better rather than interacting regularly with their classmates. All 
the educators, in fact, agreed that the primary value of the buddy method 
lies in making students who normally do not collaborate together work to-
gether, take advantage of each other’s experiences and knowledge and obtain 
the access to topics and perspectives with which they were unfamiliar. Ac-
cording to them, this process is essential to teach students that each person’s 
differences, rather than being a limitation, are transformed into opportun-
ities for mutual enrichment in terms of intercultural exchange. 

From the focus groups, it emerged that for both formal and non-formal 
learning contexts it was noted that expert educators showed a greater ability 
to involve students and manage the activities of the entire learning process. 
Teachers observed an improvement on the relationships between students 
during school meetings. In the youth center, however, since the project was 
not continuously carried out, it was more difficult to observe a clear im-
provement in the relationships between students. Here, it was noted that 
the challenge was precisely to gain the initial trust of the participants to 
allow them to move out of their safe relationships with the people they felt 
most comfortable with. It was reported by teachers that students were sur-
prised to learn from students they had not had the chance to connect with 
before. 
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Teachers provided positive feedback during the focus groups on the de-
velopment of socio-emotional and relational skills in students. Some edu-
cators acknowledged that the KIDS4ALLL proposals enhanced the social 
dynamics of the group and enabled students to comprehend each other’s 
viewpoints. It was also made clear that it is the individual’s responsibility 
whether their skills have been improved or not, but it was a great oppor-
tunity for students to be taken out of their usual school environment, where 
performance and results were the determining factors. The group’s dynamic 
made them feel valued and heard which enabled them to take responsibility 
for each other’s well-being. Considering how teachers and educators with-
out much effort can integrate certain educational methods and content is 
essential to enhance their use. Reflection on the development of students’ 
socio-emotional skills revealed some critical aspects. In particular, some 
educators expressed doubts about the difficulty of measuring a real impact 
of the KIDS4ALLL proposals on promoting students’ social-emotional 
skills, because students worked on the activities for a limited period. It 
would probably be more evident to notice improvements in the devel-
opment of this type of skills if the students carried out the project activities 
for a longer period, even in an annual program. 

Regarding the way of combining new technologies with the buddy 
method thanks to the KIDS4ALLL platform, the educators expressed posi-
tive interest, believing it was important to be able to use it continuously. 
Many of them have declared their intention to use the platform again in 
the future, adapting its use and content according to the age levels of the 
students. Older students are believed by educators to be capable of using 
the platform independently, accessing and navigating it with ease. Even in 
this case, however, it could make it easier for students to carry out the ac-
tivities over a longer period to become increasingly familiar with the func-
tions of the platform themselves. While younger students need a reference 
adult as a mediator for navigation. Furthermore, for this target group, the 
contents could be more attractive if there were more interactive parts: for 
example by inserting gamification tools just like the new home page of the 
platform. 

To work efficiently with their students, educators must be aware of the 
platform’s features. Finally, educators believe that the contents of 
KIDS4ALLL could be of great help for classes with a large number of stu-
dents with migrant backgrounds also in collaboration with the group of 
parents of the classes. Their belief is that they will be utilized more in this 
context in the future.  
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Educators believe that the platform’s contents are useful for promoting 
discussions and reflections on current issues. In particular, they gave the 
example of the LU “Digital footprint”, which falls within digital compet-
ence, considered relevant to help students acquire greater awareness and 
avoid “certain online dangers”. Other learning activities (LUs) were useful 
during the International Week against Racism as a greater opportunity for 
reflection, strengthening discussions against discrimination, and under-
standing cultural differences. 

In general, educators consider the initial ‘warm-up’ phase foreseen by 
each LU to be useful and effective in facilitating groups of friends to start 
dialogue and discussion on the topic. The interviewees reported as a critical 
element on the part of the students at a graphic level that it would have 
been more motivated for them, if by clicking on the “end” button of each 
LU some pop-ups or graphic feedback appeared. Educators believe that 
these modes of interaction could better encourage students to continue 
with subsequent LUs. 

The platform has been a fantastic tool for educators in gathering ideas 
for content to offer to students. 

 
 

2.2 Greece  
 

Greek teachers and educators believed that the value of the buddy method 
is that it allows students to get to know each other better and more, by 
combining their knowledge. Students were able to learn by playing, by 
making the activities more fun and easier to follow thanks to this approach. 
Some teachers and educators focused on this point, saying that very often 
among buddies they tried to support each other by trying together to find 
solutions to some doubts, rather than immediately asking the teacher and 
educator for clarification.  

As regards the criteria for creating couples of students, most teachers 
and educators stated that they created the pairs themselves, leaving less au-
tonomy of choice for the students to prevent them from pairing up with 
classmates they already knew, thus failing one of the principles of the 
method. 

In general, during the carrying out of the project activities, teachers and 
educators observed positive changes in the relationship between students, 
as demonstrated also by friendship actions undertaken by students during 
other lessons and breaks. In this regard, some teachers and educators re-
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ported seeing students playing together and that in some cases they re-
mained in the classroom during the break to finalize postcards or group 
work. They also noticed that the students, who remained more isolated be-
fore carrying out the project activities, slowly began to be more in the com-
pany of their classmates carrying out the project activities. On this aspect, 
other teachers and educators reported having seen students discussing and 
comparing with each other the results obtained by the different teams fol-
lowing the carrying out of the project activities. 

The focus groups gave positive feedback on the development of socio-
emotional and relational skills among students. The teachers and educators 
explained that they have a previous and particularly solid background re-
garding the promotion of activities for the development of socio-emotional 
and relational skills among students, thanks to specific training obtained 
through participation in courses and workshops. This could have prompted 
teachers and educators to pay more attention to the development of this 
type of skill in students.  

According to some of them, the KIDS4ALLL proposals provide new 
ideas to implement in daily teaching practices. 

Regarding how to combine new technologies with the buddy method 
thanks to the KIDS4ALLL platform, educators have shown positive inter-
est, explaining how this type of educational approach can serve to break 
the monotony of the usual teaching methods. Most teachers and educators  
find the platform to be easily accessible and usable, and they plan to use it 
again in the future. Some of them underlined the importance of being able 
to add more languages, especially for students with a migrant background.  

In general, they would recommend the use of the platform to a col-
league, advising on the need to adapt the contents also based on the needs 
of the class and advising them to carry out the first activity sessions with 
an expert colleague, for greater effectiveness of the contents.  

As regards the organizational aspect of the LUs, the teachers and educa-
tors declared that they mainly carried out the activities in the classroom, in 
some cases in the computer laboratory and, only in one case, in the court-
yard (LU on music) with a frequency of one once every two weeks, dividing 
the LU into two meetings. 

Teachers and educators believed that the structure of the LU and its con-
tents were useful for student learning and education. Some only provided 
suggestions on the use of the contents, considering it useful to include 
further suggestions also through short videos or podcasts, since students 
appreciate this type of format for the use of the learning contents.  
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Furthermore, some teachers and educators considered it possible to 
transfer the contents proposed by the project to other teaching activities, 
considering them useful for providing greater completeness of the teaching 
contents. 

 
 

2.3 Hungary  
 

The participants in the focus group in Hungary considered the buddy 
method positive, specifying that its effectiveness depended above all on 
the case in which there was greater continuity with the project activities. 
In some non-formal contexts, there was no continuity with the project ac-
tivities due to organizational and management issues within some associ-
ations. 

In general, the participants declared that the relationships between the 
students were positive even before carrying out the project activities, even 
if some contents actually forced them to reflect differently than they were 
used to. The chance to exchange so many ideas on new topics was a positive 
surprise for them. 

The buddies’ construction differed from meeting to meeting in Hun-
garian context. The teachers and educators, in fact, stated that the students 
are used to often changing their partners during teaching activities and 
would probably have had more resistance to carrying out the project activ-
ities if they had been forced to work with the same partner all the time. It 
is likely that they saw it as an imposition. Thus, educators tried to adapt to 
students’ needs, forming pairs in a way consistent with children’s preferences 
and at the same time trying to create buddy pairs with different motivation 
and academic results. 

In general, the participants in the focus groups observed that the cultural 
origin of their classmates was not important for the students, indeed there 
was the opportunity to reflect together on some stereotypes coming from 
the adult world regarding some cultures.  

From the focus groups, it emerged that in general teachers and educa-
tors, especially in non-formal learning contexts, try to create informal learn-
ing environments to put students at ease, placing great emphasis on the 
development of social-emotional and relational skills among students, 
rather than focusing on their academic progress. The majority of teachers 
and educators believe that the tools proposed by the KIDS4ALLL project 
were therefore aligned with their actions and above all educators were able 
to apply them effectively in their usual professional practice. 
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Regarding how to combine new technologies with the buddy method, 
educators have shown positive interest in using the KIDS4ALLL platform. 
In particular, they discovered that the platform is a great source of ideas 
and that it can be useful in different educational contexts to develop emo-
tional and social skills, language skills, community and to reflect on current 
issues. Most of them agreed that the topics were more engaging for students 
if they were adapted to their learning needs.  

Regarding the organizational aspect of the LU, the teachers and educa-
tors stated that they mainly carried out the activities during after-school 
programs in welcoming spaces. 

Precisely because the activities took place in the afternoon during the 
school period, in this context, the educators declared that after a whole day 
of work, the students often appeared tired. According to them, they could 
have been more involved if they had submitted the activities during the 
summer period, in the morning. In any case, the students seemed to enjoy 
carrying out some LUs in particular, mentioning those related to designing 
their own restaurant and putting together a menu; learn the languages of 
classmates with a migratory background; discover fake news; the origin of 
your family; learn about different learning styles; learn to use nonviolent 
communication. 

Some educators expressed that they had the need to adapt some activities 
for a target audience of younger students, inserting more information de-
tails or insights into some terms to facilitate their understanding of the text. 
They also noticed that some students needed more support than others 
did, especially in the discussion phase, as if they needed continuous stimu-
lation from educators to express their ideas or reflection on a particular 
topic. 

 
 

2.4 Italy  
 

Italian teachers and educators considered the use of the buddy method posi-
tive, reporting some added benefits in their opinion of using this method 
in teaching activities with students. In particular, they believed that working 
in pairs of buddies rather than in groups could have provided students with 
the opportunity to take on a different point of view on an ongoing basis. 
Furthermore, they believed that working in buddy pairs stimulated com-
munity building and cohesion in the learning environment and had a posi-
tive effect on relationships. Additionally, the recreational-educational 
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activities encouraged independent learning and the use of teaching tools, 
and were useful for teaching students how to manage their time effectively. 

Regarding the creation of buddy pairs, different approaches have been 
taken. In non-formal learning contexts, triads were created rather than pairs 
due to the discontinuous presence of students, but also to ensure a more 
relaxed environment during KIDS4ALLL buddy work.  

In the non-formal learning context, especially in the lifelong learning 
center, the age range was used as a criterion, given that it was quite broad. 
Other criteria also taken into consideration in formal learning contexts are 
the cultural/social-political background and language spoken by the stu-
dents. 

Therefore, regarding the development of socio-emotional and relational 
skills between students thanks to the project, teachers and educators ex-
pressed positive feedback, reporting that a positive climate was often created 
between students in the classroom. The inclusion processes were facilitated 
by the KIDS4ALLL proposals compared to the usual teaching practice, as 
it was noted. According to participants, this was especially true for students 
with disabilities, learning difficulties, and specific learning disorders. The 
impact of the KIDS4ALLL proposals on the relationship between students 
seems to be linked to the structure of the LU, as perceived by teachers and 
educators. Above all, the work-it part, according to their point of view, seems 
to have stimulated the students to discuss their own ideas and experiences. 
This happened, for example, in the course on cyberbullying at the LU, where 
students discussed their own experiences. Their involvement was very strong. 

Furthermore, teachers and educators noticed that while the students 
were engaged in the project activities, they demonstrated their desire to ex-
periment and use digital tools; they had fun and were able to highlight their 
qualities and skills. The work on the project was also often perceived as 
very useful for educators and teachers to get an idea of the students and 
their learning methods and to evaluate any difficulties. 

Regarding the way of combining new technologies with the buddy 
method thanks to the KIDS4ALLL platform, teachers and educators have 
expressed positive feedback, also regarding its further use in the future. 
Also, in terms of accessibility and usability, they felt that the platform was 
well structured, clear, and very rich in useful and interesting material.  

From an organizational perspective, teachers and educators were able to 
identify some key factors. In both formal and non-formal learning contexts, 
educators highlighted the importance of knowing the objectives and ex-
pected results of LU and the role of the teacher in defining linguistic terms 
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and clear description was highlighted as fundamental in this sense of tasks. 
On the other hand, a critical point highlighted by educators in non-formal 
lifelong learning contexts was the fact that students worked with their per-
sonal mobile phones since they did not have any other technological tool 
provided by the association at their disposal.  

 
 

2.5 Norway  
 

According to Norwegian teachers and educators, the buddy method helped 
establish positive relationships between students, which in turn created a 
positive learning environment. In particular, it was interesting for them to 
note that the impact of the KIDS4ALLL proposals on the development of 
socio-emotional skills and inclusion processes was perceived differently de-
pending on the context. In fact, teachers and educators have organized ac-
tivities and created pairs in different ways, depending on the students’ 
learning needs. Many were unfamiliar with working in pairs or groups, 
while others had already engaged in similar activities in groups. In most 
cases, teachers and educators created the buddy pairs, and this was con-
sidered an excellent approach to encourage inclusion in all classes in the 
school and to allow students to learn to collaborate, develop social skills 
and have more acceptance and respect for everyone. 

The younger teachers grouped students with different linguistic back-
grounds to ensure that students with migrant backgrounds could improve 
their level of understanding of Norwegian language. However, sometimes 
students found it difficult to compare and thus tended to work more inde-
pendently. 

The more experienced teachers, however, organized the buddy pairs in 
such a way that they spoke the same language and, thus, felt safe and at 
ease in a new learning environment.  

Regarding the combination of new technologies with the buddy 
method, teachers and educators have expressed positive feedback regarding 
the KIDS4ALLL platform. In general, they appreciated the interactive ac-
tivities proposed by the platform, which, according to them, encouraged 
collaboration, creativity, and participation of students. It is possible that 
this is the reason why the students have to know each other better. Fur-
thermore, the majority of teachers and educators said they appreciated the 
work.it area, which provides a space for other students from other schools 
or countries to look and learn. In the future, teachers would like to incor-
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porate the contents of different skills in their teaching activities. In the fu-
ture, teachers would like to include different skill contents in their teaching 
activities.  

In addition, in terms of accessibility and usability, interviewees believe 
that the platform is useful for schools that increasingly find themselves find-
ing ways to include students with migrant backgrounds. To facilitate this 
process, some teachers have recommended translating the contents into 
some of the most common languages spoken by foreign students, to further 
facilitate their understanding of the activities. Despite this, it must also be 
said that the teachers recognized the fact that the foreign students present 
in the classes in most cases spoke four languages and this facilitated mo-
ments of exchange and enrichment for students. In reality, they had a good 
time reading the content in the languages they knew and assisted each other 
in understanding the content in multiple languages. This could be a useful 
resource for teachers in a multicultural classroom with newly arrived mi-
grant children. 

 
 

2.6 Spain  
 

Spanish teachers and educators have employed the buddy method with in-
teractive groups for older students, which stresses the importance of stu-
dents working together and supporting one another. The interactive groups 
had one difference, which was that instead of working in pairs, students 
worked in groups of 5 or 6 members. The buddy method was utilized by 
primary school students in cooperative groups that were larger. The com-
position of the groups in both contexts was heterogeneous in terms of cul-
tural and linguistic differences, as well as other variables such as academic 
performance. The impact of the KIDS4ALLL proposals on the devel-
opment of social-emotional skills and inclusion processes was positive: ac-
cording to the participants, in fact, working in interactive groups allowed 
the students to feel like a team, supporting each other and sharing their 
ideas with the others. In fact, within the interactive groups a dialogic mode 
of interaction was created, that is, it was not simply a question of cooper-
ative groups, but of an egalitarian dialogue mediated by the support of an 
adult. 

As for the primary school students, the teachers noticed that when the 
students began to discuss the content of the texts they read they participated 
a lot and tried to report what they read while also integrating their own ex-
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perience. Sometimes there was a “contagion effect”, that is, when a student 
told a story about his life, everyone else in the class wanted to talk about 
similar events that had happened to them too. Students worked more in-
dependently in cooperative groups. 

According to the teachers, the most effective organizational way was in-
teractive groups, and the application of cooperative groups, with larger 
numbers of students, occurred only in the absence of sufficient volunteers 
who would not be able to support more than two groups of students. The 
presence of an adult meant that the groups worked harder and the adult 
could identify and resolve difficulties more quickly. In cooperative groups, 
however, even if the children were asked to work with other classmates, 
they usually ended up carrying out the activity alone and then at most com-
paring the result with each other. 

Regarding the way in which new technologies can be combined with 
the buddy method thanks to the KIDS4ALLL platform, teachers generally 
expressed positive feedback. However, they specified that in their context, 
students were not allowed to access the platform independently and, in this 
sense, it made it more difficult for them to have control over the contents. 

The fundamental element for teachers in order to create a calm and posi-
tive climate among students is undoubtedly not to carry out any evaluation 
activities of the work produced by students for this type of activity. It is 
possible for students to feel pressure and lose sight of the main goal, which 
is to develop positive relationships with their peers. Furthermore, teachers 
highlighted the importance of adapting activities to the experience of their 
students and adopting methodological strategies to ensure that everyone 
achieves the learning objectives established in the ministerial curriculum. 
The two school directors underlined the need to involve families more so 
that they can participate as volunteers in the project activities. The inclusion 
of foreign students and their parents in the school community would be 
enhanced with parental involvement. 

 
 

2.7 Turkey  
 

Turkish teachers stated that the buddy method had a significant positive 
impact on their students’ learning. In fact, they noticed that thanks to this 
method the element of fun was added to the classroom, thus facilitating 
interaction between students, which allowed them to show their potential 
effects. Furthermore, teachers noticed that the buddy method improved 
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the social interaction of even the most reserved/shy students, encouraging 
them to interact without fear of judgment from their classmates. Some 
teachers also added that in their opinion, this type of method also promotes 
the ability to solve problems independently, creativity, and the ability to 
analyze and synthesize information.  

The teachers created the buddy pairs before the first LU, and sub-
sequently the established buddy pairs remained. When creating them, the 
teachers also met the needs of the students. It was important for them that 
the students felt comfortable. Buddy pairs were created by teachers in pri-
mary school based on the language spoken. Local children were able to as-
sist children with migrant backgrounds in improving their understanding 
of the Turkish language. In high school, student pairs were made taking 
into account their academic performance as a measure to motivate, help, 
and improve those who had lower academic performance. In fact, according 
to teachers, the value of the buddy method lies in the fact that the learning 
process with peers is more motivating for students and helps them support 
lifelong learning. In this context, the teachers observed that, while the stu-
dents who did not know each other at the beginning were shyer, they slowly 
began to work with a group consciousness and produced ideas or products. 
As the activities progressed, their relationship, which was initially distant, 
began to become more intimate. In general, teachers observed positive 
changes in the relationship between students in all school cycles, such as 
greater socialization and a more positive and communicative atmosphere 
in the classroom. Especially at the high school level, shy students have ac-
quired greater social skills, improving exchanges with their peers. For pri-
mary school children, it was also observed that after the pilot phase, they 
started playing together outside of the classroom. 

Regarding the way in which new technologies can be combined with 
the buddy method thanks to the KIDS4ALLL platform, teachers generally 
expressed positive feedback. The technologies and platform encouraged 
collaborative work, allowing students to share ideas and learn together, as 
noted by them. However, middle school teachers were hesitant to imagine 
its full integration into the curriculum due to the traditional organization 
of classroom structures in Turkey. However, they could see the potential 
for its utilization in after-school extracurricular activities.  

Additionally, primary school teachers reported that some LU content 
was challenging younger students to comprehend. Therefore, for this case, 
the teachers thought they could take the activities from the LUs and im-
plement them into their teaching methods.  
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In terms of accessibility and usability of the platform, teachers at all 
school levels initially had trouble. Although it was not very practical during 
the first few weeks, they eventually became accustomed to the platform 
and its authentication process. However, it was difficult for primary school 
teachers to get children to access the platform on their own. For some high 
school teachers, it was quite difficult to upload the products. They found 
this part not very intuitive at first. However, the teachers liked that this sec-
tion was required to include the photo, they agreed on the importance of 
photographs to build communication bridges with students from other 
schools in Turkey or abroad and to motivate students to participate. 

Teachers expressed a strong desire to keep using the platform in the fu-
ture. It was acknowledged that the digital platform has valuable features 
that can make lessons more engaging and significantly reduce teachers’ 
workloads, particularly in culturally diverse classrooms. 

 
 

3. Discussion 
 

The focus groups and interviews conducted highlight some interesting is-
sues in relation to the three macro themes considered in the research, while 
revealing similarities and differences within the countries examined. 

 
 

3.1 Perceived effectiveness of collaborative learning schemes 
 

As for the first macro theme, the perceived effectiveness of collaborative 
learning schemes proposed in the project, specifically the buddy method, 
it is important to keep in mind that the inclusion was assumed within the 
project in a multidimensional perspective and was therefore related not 
only to relational aspects (Davidson et al., 2001), but also to physical, psy-
chological, social and occupational ones. The inclusion indicators therefore 
encompassed, among others: well-being, full access to resources and activ-
ities, social participation, acceptance and recognition, commitment and 
motivation in performing the assigned tasks.  

An important aspect to consider is that the expertise of teachers and 
educators with peer learning before the KIDS4ALLL experience varied in 
the different countries and even within the same country, with variations 
between one school level and another. In Italy and Norway all teachers had 
previous experiences of students working collaboratively, in pairs or in 
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groups. In Greece, half of them had never worked with the buddy method. 
In Turkey, no secondary school teacher except one had experience with the 
method, while most primary school teachers had used it in the past. 

The different degree of mastery and previous experience of teachers and 
educators has influenced the way they welcomed the method and the per-
ception of its impact on the development of socio-emotional skills and the 
processes of inclusion. In Italy and Turkey, teachers and educators believed 
that the method provided valuable suggestions to include students, es-
pecially those with learning difficulties and disabilities, to reduce stereotypes 
about others and promote creativity. For respondents from Hungary and 
Greece, instead, no new suggestions emerged to support the development 
of socio-emotional skills and inclusion processes; teachers acquired skills 
in this area through past training and experience on the field. According 
to German respondents, although the method allowed students to work 
with classmates whom they would otherwise never have worked with, the 
development of socio-emotional skills ultimately depends on individuals. 
In Norway, the impact of the project on inclusion processes and the devel-
opment of socio-emotional skills was perceived differently by teachers de-
pending on the context in which they worked. One interviewee appreciated 
the buddy method very much and declared he/she wanted to continue 
using it with the class even after the pilot phase. Another one said that, in-
deed, his/her students were already used to collaborating and improving 
their social skills. 

In most countries, the positive impact of the buddy method on students 
has been seen mainly at the relational level, as it has allowed greater inter-
actions between students (even among those who normally would never have 
worked together), and at the cognitive level, because it allowed them to bene-
fit from the knowledge of other students. Moreover, according to respon-
dents, the method stimulated autonomous learning and time management 
and made the activities more fun and easier to follow, all positive indicators 
of the inclusion process. The German respondents said that while the buddy 
method was positive in theory, it was not entirely successful in the German 
context, mainly because of the lack of continuity between student couples, 
an aspect that was also highlighted by the Hungarian respondents.  

The formative criteria for the constitution of couples differed in relation 
to national contexts and to the choices of individual educators. In some 
countries (e.g. Italy and Greece) couples were created by teachers and edu-
cators, and gender, cultural and linguistic background and performance 
criteria prevailed (e.g. Turkey); in others (e.g. Germany) couples were set up 
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randomly or according to the common interests of students; in other coun-
tries (for example, Hungary) couples were redefined during each meeting, 
depending on the number of students participating and their preferences. 
In the Turkish context, the choices of the children were respected without 
forcing collaboration, so that they were comfortable working together with 
classmates; moreover, teachers believed that the coupling of migrant and 
non-migrant students led the latter to internalize their status as foreigners. 
Finally, in the Norwegian context, the criterion of choice was linguistic di-
versity or, conversely, commonality of language, even in this case in relation 
to the lesser or greater experience of teachers. Spain is the only case where 
project activities were conducted in interactive groups due to the young age 
of primary school students. Interactive groups use the buddy method, be-
cause they are based on the fact that students work together and help each 
other; the only difference is that children are not grouped in pairs, but in 
groups of 5 or 6 students, with the help of teachers who foster interaction 
and ensure an equal dialogue between students. 

 
 

3.2 Potentiality of new technologies to forward competence training 
 

With regard to the second macro theme, the potential of new technologies 
to transmit training skills of hard and soft skills, the KIDS4ALLL platform 
has been recognized as useful by most teachers and educators and has been 
suggested for reuse in the future. It has been particularly appreciated as a 
source of ideas (Hungary) and a tool that encourages creativity (Turkey), 
promotes the development of socio-emotional, linguistic and citizenship 
skills (Hungary) and can be beneficial for the implementation of intercul-
tural projects (Norway, Germany, Turkey). All this, however, under certain 
conditions.  

As several respondents pointed out, in order to use the platform effec-
tively, educators and students must have a close connection with each other 
and both familiarize themselves with it, as well as they need to regularly 
use it and have access to content in multiple languages. According to Italian 
and German teachers and educators, the platform is currently better suited 
for formal contexts, by virtue of its structured contents. For the Turkish re-
spondents, conversely, integrating the platform fully into the curriculum 
is a challenge because it lacks specific content related to different disciplines 
and some content is difficult for primary school students; on the other 
hand, its content could be used in after-school activities. 
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As for the accessibility and usability of the platform, the wealth of ma-
terial and the possibility of sharing content among students is highly valued 
by most respondents. However, it is common opinion that the process of 
logging in and uploading student content has proved to be challenging for 
teachers and educators. Providing guided instructions using screenshots of 
the different steps could simplify the process. 

The photo application was not used or highly appreciated in all the con-
texts analyzed, mainly because it required personal data and had no features 
that appealed to students. 

 
 

3.3 Organization of digital peer education learning schemes 
 

The third macro theme, the organisation of digital peer education learning 
schemes from a didactic and logistic point of view, presented some critical 
elements and showed significant differences between the educational formal 
and non-formal contexts. 

Based on what the respondents said, in almost all countries, the organ-
ization of project activities varied depending on the individual institution, 
the educational context and the learning units addressed. Generally, the 
learning units were carried out in 1-2 meetings depending on the greater 
or lesser complexity of their contents. 

As regards the locations and digital infrastructure, in formal contexts 
the activities were mainly held in the classroom or, alternatively, in the com-
puter room (only in one case they were held in the library and in another 
case in the courtyard). In non-formal contexts, they took place in more 
open and less structured spaces that allowed greater freedom of movement 
and interaction between children and young adults. 

In some formal contexts, such as Norway, the activities of the project 
seemed to be more engaging for students than those carried out in ordinary 
classes. On the other hand, a critical point, reported by respondents in Italy 
and Turkey, was the fact that, in some schools, computers were old and no 
other digital devices (e.g. tablets) were available. As a result, students had 
to use their smartphones to carry out activities. In both formal and non-
formal contexts, teachers and educators highlighted the difficulty of plan-
ning activities according to the needs and commitments of students, and 
implementing the buddy method consistently, given the frequent changes 
in participants during meetings. 

With regard to the structure and content of the learning units, in most 
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countries teachers and educators considered them useful for developing 
students’ skills. In Italy and Hungary, the correlation between the structure 
of the learning units and the development of the cognitive, socio-emotional 
and technical skills of the students was highlighted, with greater value at-
tributed to the phase of co-creation of content (work.it area). The Norwe-
gian teachers, instead, stressed the benefits of multilingual content 
availability. In Turkey, the development of socio-emotional skills (especially 
for primary school children) and the creation of a sense of belonging for 
migrant students were underlined. 

The interviews and the focus groups allowed to grasp some improve-
ment margins in the effectiveness of the project. As already mentioned, 
shortening some text sections can also help in not-optimal time and space 
settings. Similarly, it might be very useful to provide more specific instruc-
tions for carrying out the learning units. This would reduce the need for 
explanations from teachers and educators and give buddies more autonomy 
in completing activities. Finally, adapting the content of the learning units 
to the age and interests of the participants could increase their comprehen-
sion and motivation. 

 
 

4. Overall conclusions  
 

The proposals of KIDS4ALLL project prefigure themselves as innovative 
actions that, if effectively implemented and systematized, can contribute 
to the pursuit of quality learning and inclusion objectives, through com-
bined proposals of methodologies of cooperative learning and digital learn-
ing tools aimed at the creation of shared learning content. In line with the 
current research, the project, in fact, relies on a constructivist vision of 
learning that puts learners at the center of the process, encouraging the 
agency and dialogue with their peers and at the same time, consider new 
information technologies as potential resources for learning and co-creation 
of content by students. 

Teachers and educators were the first to be invested with the burden of 
testing the project proposals, through the use of the learning platform cre-
ated specifically by the project partners for the development of the 8 Euro-
pean key competences for lifelong learning. This research, therefore, aimed 
to explore how the educators and teachers who participated in the project 
pilot phase have accepted these proposals and adapted them to the contexts 
in which they operate. The aim of the research was also to test teachers’ 
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perception on the possible use of new technologies as a learning resource 
within learning contexts characterized by high heterogeneity.  

The results of focus groups and interviews attest that teachers and edu-
cators have positively assessed KIDS4ALLL’s learning environment for the 
development of inclusive methodologies. The buddy method was perceived 
as a formative practice that improved students’ interpersonal and cognitive 
skills and increased their ability to learn independently. In addition, the in-
clusion of students with a migrant background has been facilitated by sup-
porting technologies that have enabled students to be more involved, 
motivated and creative and have improved their access to content in a var-
iety of languages. The platform has been considered as a tool for teachers 
and educators to gather ideas, conduct activities in the classroom or develop 
intercultural projects. 

Although the study highlights the now-established awareness among 
teachers and educators of the importance of promoting active learning 
methodologies and exploiting the learning potential of new technologies, 
focus groups and interviews also revealed the difficulty in effectively im-
plementing project proposals, for several reasons.  

Respondents recognized the validity of the buddy method, however 
from their answers it emerged that the buddy method has not always been 
applied consistently because of the difficulties in planning the project’s ac-
tivities in order to match the availability of teachers and educators with the 
needs and commitments of children and young people, and their frequent 
turnover. Another awareness that has emerged for the sake of the effective-
ness of the buddy method concerns the appropriate coupling of students. 
It should, in fact, be such as to allow, on the one hand, the establishment 
of pairs that are functional to learning and able to support each other, on 
the other hand, to meet the need of students to learn in a positive context, 
feeling at ease with their peers.  

On the organizational level, focus groups and interviews revealed the 
presence of some constraints that sometimes made it difficult to carry out 
activities, linked to the following factors: spaces not always welcoming 
and suitable for couples to work independently and share their work (e.g. 
arrangement of desks in rows or fixed benches); time restrictions and the 
absence of adequate equipment and infrastructure (sometimes 
computers/tablets were missing or not updated out date, the internet net-
work did not work properly). 

Given all the constraints of context related to space, time and learning 
needs, it has arisen that shortening some texts and narrowing the age range 
to which LUs are intended can help overcome some problems and maxi-
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mize the impact of KIDS4ALLL. All this in order to make students more 
motivated and able to approach LUs independently. 

Finally, the impact of the KIDS4ALLL proposals on the development 
of socio-emotional skills and inclusive processes is linked to the level of 
competence of teachers and educators in the management of the buddy 
method and cooperative learning, and in facilitating learning. Teachers and 
educators are first of all responsible for creating a positive learning environ-
ment in the classroom. In addition, without adequate mediation of teachers 
and educators, students may have difficulty working together indepen-
dently and managing conflicts. An effective implementation of the project 
proposals in the future requires, therefore, adequate training and support 
of teachers, both in terms of new digital technologies and in the field of 
teaching methodologies, for the successful management of dialogue and 
cooperation activities between students.  

Ultimately, the results of the focus groups and interviews, although not 
to be reported as statistically significant, express the competent and in-
formed point of view of teachers and educators and help to better under-
stand their training needs and those of the students. Consequently, the 
research work presented here constitutes an important starting point to a 
further investigation, perhaps extended to a larger sample of participants, 
aimed at promoting a process of optimization of the project proposals and 
an easier integration of the latter in school curricula and in non-formal and 
informal contexts. 
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Introduction 
 

This chapter looks at the practical challenges that refugee children from 
Ukraine face towards their inclusion in schools in Bulgaria and Norway. It 
is written in collaborative partnership by teams from a civil society organ-
isation in Bulgaria that provides direct legal aid and information to refugees 
(the Foundation for Access to Rights - FAR) and an academic institution 
in Norway (the Oslo Metropolitan University). The practical challenges re-
ported in Norway are based upon empirical data from teacher interviews 
or the observation notes of academic researchers. The source of reference 
for the content on Bulgaria is the practical insight from the process of direct 
assistance by FAR to Ukrainian refugees. Three of the authors from Bulgaria 
are refugees from Ukraine themselves, some of them being parents to pu-
pils.  

The main purpose of this chapter is to raise awareness about the impor-
tance of working together in order to support refugee children in their in-
clusion. It proposes a solution-oriented approach, applying inter alia the 
lenses of peer-to-peer and buddy system methods of learning. Cooperative 
learning and platforms based on the buddy method such as the 
KIDS4ALLL platform have the potential to battle the practical problems 
which refugee children face when entering the classroom. 

According to recent Eurydice data (2019) there are three main categories 
of educational challenges that migrant children are facing upon their arrival 
in the host context: challenges directly linked to the migratory process, i.e. 
adaption to the new environment, rules and values, etc.; challenges linked 
to the socio-economic and political context of the host country, i.e. policies; 
and challenges linked to learner participation in the formal, non-formal 
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and informal educational contexts, i.e. missing language provision, insuf-
ficient learning and socio-emotional support, lacking home-school coop-
eration, unsatisfactory trained educators (KIDS4ALLL, 2021, pp. 4-5). 

The military aggression of the Russian Federation in Ukraine since early 
2022 has been posing new challenges on many systems in democratic Eu-
rope including peace, security and providing sufficient protection and care 
to hundreds of thousands of refugees from conflict zones. Most of all, the 
ongoing war in Ukraine threatens the lives and futures of 7.5 million 
children – terrified, in shock and in desperate need of safety. Millions of 
people have been forced to emigrate, 80% of them women and children 
(UNICEF, 2022). Many families are being separated from their loved ones. 
Taking the time to analyse how exactly the national systems work, how the 
rights of Ukrainian children are guaranteed and what the reality is, is thus 
an important stepping stone to reaching a solution for all the practical chal-
lenges in education we will be discussing in the following pages.  

Following the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, 
all children arriving in the EU should be able to exercise their rights without 
discrimination, including receiving the necessary psychological support, 
health care and access to education. Particular attention should be paid to 
unaccompanied children. It is important that they are registered immedi-
ately on arrival; they should be given full and safe support, ensuring that a 
representative from child protection services is present as soon as possible. 
Family tracing should be a priority. 

This chapter focuses specifically on the experiences of the Ukrainian 
children post the Russian invasion of Ukraine in February 2022. 

 
 

1. The Ukrainian refugees in two national contexts 
 

In Bulgaria, unprecedented in numbers for our time, the entry of foreign 
nationals was met by a wave of solidarity, including humanitarian and lo-
gistical assistance and accommodation options. Volunteers bore the brunt 
of the situation, even in the words of government officials. In the first weeks, 
the priorities in caring for the refugees were the collection and provision of 
food and basic necessities and initial accommodation. The first days of the 
Ukrainian crisis in Bulgaria have been days of empathy – humanitarian aid 
was being organised at full steam across the country. Volunteers travelled to 
the Romanian border or straight to Ukraine itself to deliver supplies, and 
on the way back provided transport for at least one family fleeing. 



Regulatory changes have been adopted quite quickly, starting from the 
introduction of the common European decision on the granting of tem-
porary protection with the right to reside and work for Ukrainians, to direct 
solutions to problems such as the exchange of money and perhaps the most 
important in the winter months – accommodation. Here again, volunteer-
ism led the way – along the Black sea coast, where many of the refugees 
went, owners of hotels that were not open in winter decided to open them 
to accommodate those in need. The state decided to follow this initiative. 
Thus, most of the Ukrainians who entered and stayed in Bulgaria, which 
at peak times exceeded 120 thousand people, ended up staying in hotels 
on the Black Sea coast. 

In response to the emergency situation caused by the massive displace-
ment of civilians due to the hostilities on the territory of Ukraine, on the 
basis of Article 2(2) of the Asylum and Refugees Act and Council Imple-
menting Decision (EU) 2022/382 of 4 March 2022, temporary protection 
was introduced in Bulgaria. On 10 March 2022, by Decision No 145 of 
the Council of Ministers, a Programme for the use of humanitarian assis-
tance for persons seeking temporary protection in the Republic of Bulgaria 
as a result of the hostilities in Ukraine was adopted and approved, which 
aimed at providing humanitarian assistance for shelter and food to persons 
granted temporary protection in the Republic of Bulgaria from Ukraine 
displaced after 24 February 2022. Subsequently, this Programme has been 
supplemented and amended by Decisions of the Council of Ministers sev-
eral times. The main changes concerned the amount of money that was de-
termined per hotel, per refugee, and what that amount should include (with 
and without food), for which the Foundation for Access to Rights was liti-
gating. The main obstacle to the integration process of the persons who 
were included in the humanitarian program was the risk of being relocated 
at the end of the Program. 

Currently, there are over 5,500 Ukrainian refugees accommodated in 
hotels and state bases in Bulgaria (Bulgaria for Ukraine, Website homepage 
2024). It is hoped that soon a new Programme for Humanitarian Support 
and Integration of Refugees from Ukraine with Temporary Protection will 
be adopted by the Council of Ministers. The programme is at the final stage 
and is being prepared by the National Operational Staff. It envisages that 
Ukrainian citizens who are proven to be vulnerable will continue to benefit 
from the possibility of free accommodation in state and hotel facilities, 
possibly until the end of the temporary protection status, which has been 
extended for another year – until March 2025. 
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In Norway, there has been a unified system of registration of asylum ap-
plications at the National Arrivals Centre at Råde, since late 2020. The 
large influx of the Ukrainians in February 2022 following the Russian in-
vasion of Ukraine led to many adjustments to streamline the application 
process. On 11 March 2022, Norway followed the decision of the EU 
Council to trigger the Temporary Protection Directive granting a temporary 
collective protection to Ukrainians. Norway has a long experience receiving 
refugees, however the Ukrainian case differed in several aspects.  

According to a study conducted among Ukrainian refugees between 
May and July 2022, 65% of the Ukrainian refugees had reported that they 
had some kind of pre-existing network in Norway prior to arriving (Harnes 
et al., 2022, p. 13). Since many Ukrainians were residing with their contacts 
across Norway, in March 2022 new registration centres in police districts 
across Norway were opened in other parts of Norway. As many Ukrainians 
expressed belonging to pre-existing networks, many of them were allowed 
to reside in private accommodation outside of the reception centres during 
their registration and application process. 

 
 

2. The Ukrainian children in two educational systems 
 

In Bulgaria, the right to education of all children (both Bulgarian and for-
eign) is guaranteed by the Constitution, but it is also an obligation for all 
children under 16 years of age1. Although temporary protection was not 
included in the ordinances related to education of foreigners in Bulgaria, 
the instructions published by the Ministry of Education for the enrollment 
of children who are holders of temporary protection in kindergartens and 
schools essentially covered the same requirements2. However, some specific 
aspects of the Ukrainian refugee crisis and the temporary protection regime 
collided with the available legislation regulating the refugees’ basic rights, 
leading to hindrances for the effective exercise of the right to education.  

At the beginning of each school year the child’s general practitioner (GP) 
has to send an update to the school’s medical professional about the state 
of vaccination of the child. This has been a twofold obstacle for Ukrainian 
children enrolling in Bulgarian schools. On the one hand, some families 

1 Art. 53, paras. 1-2 of the Constitution of the Republic of Bulgaria.
2 Ministry of Education. Children and students who have received protection. Available 

in Bulgarian at: https://web.mon.bg/bg/100681. 
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could not manage to sign up to a GP3. On the other hand, there were not 
enough vaccines to accommodate the massive need for them at the begin-
ning of the school year. Thus many families had to resort to either searching 
for documents back home or hoping that there would be enough vaccines 
for all. 

This atmosphere of uncertainty was reinforced by the difficulties related 
to the administrative process of enrolling itself. The initial question asked 
by many parents was “Are there enough places in schools for our children?”. 
The answer was definitely “no” as the enrollment was implemented above 
the approved state enrolment plan.  

As previously noted, compulsory education in Bulgaria extends from 
the school year when a child turns 7 until they reach the age of 16. The 
Bulgarian educational system is structured into two main stages: primary 
education, encompassing classes I to VII, and the secondary stage of edu-
cation, covering classes VIII to XII. The enrollment process is implemented 
through the Regional Directorate of Education with the assistance of a par-
ent, guardian or custodian. Children are required to possess an ID number, 
which is assigned upon receiving a temporary protection card. There are 
two ways to be enrolled in a Bulgarian school. The procedure varies de-
pending on whether the child has a document for a completed grade, level 
or degree of education or other proof of previous education.  

If the child does not have documents from Ukraine as proof of previous 
education, he/she is enrolled in school without recognition of proof of pre-
vious education. In this scenario parents or legal representatives of children 
submit the enrollment application and within 7 days the Regional Direc-
torate of Education refers the child to a school according to the child’s place 
of residence and the parents’ wishes. After that, in 7 days again, the school 
director appoints by order a committee to interview and refer the child to 
a particular school level. The committee interviews the child and draws up 
a report with a proposal for the class in which the child should continue 
his/her education. The protocol and the interview card are submitted to 
the Coordination Team, which has been established in each school for the 
admission of foreign children. The Coordinating team prepares a report to 
the Director, who issues an instruction to the teachers to provide additional 

3 Patient’s portal. Presented The report of the Joint Needs Assessment Mission of the 
Bulgarian Health System in the Context of the Crisis in Ukraine, 23.03.2023; available 
in Bulgarian at: https://www.portalnapacienta.bg/home/caus s/world-health-organiza-
tion/представихадокладотсъвместнатами/. 
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training as needed and informs the parent. Finally, in 3 days, the Director 
issues an Order for the admission of the child. This procedure has been 
manageable by refugees, thus 2250 children had been signed up to Bulgar-
ian schools4. It’s worth mentioning however that the number of enrolled 
children in primary schools is bigger than that of children in secondary and 
higher education, as Ukrainian students graduate 2 years earlier compared 
to Bulgarian and many families preferred that their children finish their 
education in the Ukrainian system online. 

Children from 1st to 4th grade are enrolled in school by age without 
validation of acquired competencies, i.e., without taking entrance exams. 
The difficulties come in the process of validating competences, which is 
relevant to the pupils from 5th to 10th grade. If the latter do not have any 
documents from Ukraine to prove the obtaining of the previous educational 
level, they should validate their previously acquired competencies for a com-
pleted class or stage of education by the end of the school year in which 
they were enrolled. They are entitled to be enrolled in the higher grade 
upon successful completion of the grade in which they were enrolled during 
the relevant academic year and to transfer up to 3 subjects for validation 
from the previous grade or stage of education until the completion of the 
relevant stage of education, either lower secondary or the stage they are cur-
rently enrolled in. 

The above described validation process has raised one of the main con-
cerns in practice. Parents have been very concerned about the validation 
process and feared that their child would not have enough time to master 
the language. That is why they preferred to stay in Ukrainian school (on-
line) rather than to overcome all the formalities of validation.  

Pupils from the high stage of education, i.e. pupils from 11th-12th 
school grade, found themselves in another situation. Due to the economical 
challenges faced by refugees, older pupils prefer to start to work rather than 
to continue their studies. In our practice we have seen cases where children 
from Ukraine were working while studying in Ukrainian schools online. 
Another factor is that in Ukraine the high school finishes in the 11th year, 
which is one year less than in Bulgaria.  

The second procedure for enrolling in Bulgarian schools concerns the 

4 Darik News. МОН разкри колко украински деца посещават български училища 
и детски градини. 16.01.2023, available in Bulgarian at: https://dariknews.bg/no-
vini/bylgariia/mon-razkri-kolko-ukrainski-deca-poseshtavat-bylgarski-uchilishta-i-
detski-gradini-2336278 
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cases when the child has proof of previous education – this proof of com-
pleted grade, level or degree of education firstly needs to be recognized for 
compliance with the school education in Bulgaria. It should be noted that 
Bulgarian schools have accepted the photo of documents of obtained edu-
cation. If the child has documents of previous education and should be en-
rolled in years I-XI, the pupil’s parents or representatives submit the 
application to the school director and within 10 days, the director issues 
an order of recognition and enrollment at the school or refusal of recogni-
tion. The recognized year, the subjects studied and the grades equated to 
the Bulgarian grades shall be entered in the order. In this case the pupils 
do not take equivalency exams. As to the years VII-XII, the enrolment is 
by application to a committee of experts at the Regional Department of 
Education. Within one month from the submission of the documents, a 
decision on recognition or refusal of recognition is taken. A certificate is 
issued stating the grades recognised and the equivalence exams to be taken. 
The time limit for taking the equivalence exams shall be no later than the 
end of the academic year in question and, if there are less than three months 
to complete the school year, no later than the end of the following school 
year. The equivalence exams shall be taken at the school.  

There is a possibility for pupils from VII-XII grades to evade the equiv-
alence exams by repeating the last recognized year and many children are 
enrolled in this way. At the same time, they prefer to continue their studies 
in Ukraine in parallel, due to the fact that the school education there lasts 
for 11 years. This is one year less than the Bulgarian one and allows them 
to get their secondary education earlier.  

Regardless of whether they graduate at 18 or 19 years of age, Ukrainian 
refugees have hindered access to Bulgarian universities, similarly to persons 
holding international protection. They are treated as third country na-
tionals, for whom the university fees are very high and hardly affordable.  

In Norway, all children have equal rights to education. Also, asylum 
seeking children both have the right and duty to attend school, if it is likely 
that the child is to stay in Norway for more than three months. Municipa-
lities must provide training to learners as quickly as possible, normally 
within one month. Due to the relatively large number of refugee children 
arriving to Norway from Ukraine, the government has however adopted 
temporary changes to this rule, temporarily extending the deadline to three 
months after arrival. The reason for this is to give the schools some leeway 
to mobilise resources, obtain space for new learners and recruit trained staff. 
In a survey conducted by the Norwegian Directorate for Education and 
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Training 83 percent of the municipalities reported that they had an educa-
tion offer in place within the first four weeks after arrival, while 14 percent 
reported that it was in place within 12 weeks. 

Three percent did not know how long it took before the Ukrainian 
learners were enrolled in school5.  

The decision of how to organize the training for newly arrived learners 
lies with local municipalities and the schools themselves. School owners 
(i.e., the municipalities) can organize introductory training in different 
ways. The most common is to place newly arrived learners in mainstream 
classrooms (direct immersion) providing extra Norwegian language training 
on an hourly basis. Some choose to have introductory schools, where all 
newly arrived learners in the municipality are placed. Others again, choose 
to create separate introductory classes in the local school, where the focus 
is on learning the Norwegian language but also providing subject teaching 
in a basic language. This implies large differences in the educational intro-
duction depending on size of the municipality, the number and background 
of newly arrived learners and minority language speaking learners, econ-
omic resources, and access to teachers with the right qualifications (Lødding 
et al., 2022). 

Learners with a first language other than Norwegian have the right to 
adapted language training until they have sufficient skills in the Norwegian 
language to follow the ordinary education in school. The Education Act (§ 
2-8) allows the organization of all or parts of the training in separate groups, 
classes, or schools for up to two years. Normally both parents and learners 
must consent to such placement outside the mainstream classroom. How-
ever, in the case of the Ukrainian learners this is also a rule that has been 
temporarily changed to give the municipalities the right to organize the 
training in a way that is compatible with the resources they have in hand. 
In some municipalities learners from Ukraine are placed in separate intro-
duction classes with other Ukrainian learners only. This has been done in 
both primary, lower, and upper secondary school.  

If necessary, minority language learners also have the right to bilingual 
subject training and/or first language training (The Education Act § 2-8). 
However, in practice, this right is often interpreted differently by different 
school leaders. Some interpret this in a strict sense where only those who 

5 https://www.udir.no/tall-og-forskning/finn-forskning/rapporter/2023/rapport-uke-
10-barnehage—og-grunnskoletilbudet-til-nyankomne-barn-og-unge-fra-ukraina/vur-
dering-av-grunnskoletilbudet/ 
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have a documented learning disability are provided with such training, 
while other schools, often schools who have a large proportion of minority 
language speaking learners, try to provide first language training also for 
other learners who can benefit from it. In general, first language teaching 
has a weak position in Norwegian schools, despite the documented benefits 
that this is shown to have for minority speaking learners both academically 
and in relation to learners’ identity processes (Cummins, 2017; Ryen et al., 
2005). 

In relation to the recent arrival of Ukrainian children, schools reported 
that their greatest challenge has been to recruit personnel with the right 
competences, particularly language competence as well as second language 
teaching competence. They also reported difficulties in finding translators 
to take part in meetings with learners and parents6. In an interview-based 
study conducted in March 2023 by the Norwegian Directorate for Educa-
tion and Training with school owners and school leaders in three munici-
palities, school leaders reported that they at that point experienced capacity 
challenges regardless of organizational model. Municipalities who normally 
enrolled all newly arrived learners in an introductory school now needed 
to place newly arrived learners also in mainstream classes in their local 
schools. Municipalities who initially had placed newly arrived learners in 
mainstream classes experienced that the classes were becoming too big and 
needed to organize additional classes for incoming Ukrainian learners7.  

In a recent study with children in refugee families settled in Norwegian 
municipalities (Mathisen et al., 2023), the children from Ukraine generally 
described their welcoming at school as good and that they were happy with 
their school situation. Most reported having friends in their introduction 
class but were often socially and pedagogically separated from the rest of 
the school. Very few reported having Norwegian friends in school or in the 
neighbourhood. The children in the study wished for more meeting places 
and activities in the schools where learners from introduction classes could 
meet with other learners in a natural way. Even though many of the Ukrain-
ian learners reported that they thought that the learning level in the Nor-

6 https://www.udir.no/tall-og-forskning/finn-forskning/rapporter/2023/rapport-uke-
10-barnehage—og-grunnskoletilbudet-til-nyankomne-barn-og-unge-fra-ukraina/vur-
dering-av-grunnskoletilbudet/ 

7 https://www.udir.no/tall-og-forskning/finn-forskning/rapporter/2023/opplaring-
stilbudet-til-barn-og-unge-fra-ukraina-dybdeintervjuer/5.-grunnskoletilbudet/organ-
isering-av-grunnskoletilbudet-i-kommunen/
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wegian school was easier and behind in relation to the Ukrainian schools, 
very few reported that they followed the Ukrainian curriculum online. The 
few that did, explained that this was because they and their families had a 
strong urge to return to Ukraine once the war was over. Those who did not 
said that it would be too much for them to follow both the Norwegian and 
the Ukrainian school simultaneously.  

The Norwegian Directorate for Education and Training (2022, p. 10) 
has developed recommendations on a broad range of issues revolving the 
inclusion of newly arrived learners targeting school owners on municipal 
and county level. These are among other guidelines regarding cooperation 
between home and school, cooperation between introductory class and or-
dinary class, choice of curriculum and mapping of the learners’ compet-
ences. In addition, the general recommendation regarding facilitation of 
flexible solutions for each learner as well as a safe and good school environ-
ment revolves around all learners at all levels. 

The school owner has a duty to map the newly arrived learners’ skills in 
the Norwegian language before they are given special language training or 
are placed in an introductory class (Utdanningsdirektoratet, 2022). The 
mapping should be conducted at several stages of the learners training to 
be able to decide when the learners’ skills are sufficient enough to follow 
the ordinary educational track. The directorate has provided guidelines on 
how to conduct the mappings, however, it is up to each school leader to 
decide if they want to follow these guidelines or develop their own routines 
(Utdanningsdirektoratet, 2021).  

 
 

3. Practical problems in schools in Bulgaria 
 

The following section is based on the theoretical works of O.B. Stolya-
renko8 and G.V. Borozdyna9, and on the practical experience of the authors 
of the chapter. 

 
 
 

8 Stolyarenko, O.B. (2012), Personality psychology. Study guide, p. 280
9 Бороздiна, Г. В. (2013) Психологія і етика ділового спілкування. https://stud. -

com.ua/7213/etika_ta_estetika/psihologiya_i_etika_dilovogo_spilkuvannya; also Bo-
rozdyna, G. B. (2000), Psychology of bBusiness Communication, INFRA M., p. 224.
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3.1 Administrative issues 
 

For refugee children from Ukraine the new school year is also the beginning 
of another uncertain school year, as more than half of children from pre-
school to high school age are not enrolled in the national education system. 
Preschool and secondary school-age children are the most likely to miss out 
on education. Language barriers, difficult access to school and an overbur-
dened education system are among the reasons for low enrolment rates. 

The administrative obstacles that refugees face are several. Among them 
we can point out the following: 

 
Collecting and submitting the necessary documents for school enrol-•
ment 
Not all children are able to provide proof of previous education which 

is required by the law in Bulgaria. Quite a few people come from the oc-
cupied territories in Ukraine where it is not possible to get even copies of 
the documents. As elaborated above, without proof it is possible to enrol 
in school, but by repeating the last school year. In Bulgaria school education 
lasts for 12 years, while in Ukraine 11. We also have to keep in mind that 
the education systems in Ukraine and Bulgaria differ in structure, programs 
and requirements.  

Proof documents are in Ukrainian and a translation into Bulgarian 
should be provided. Refugees do not always have the ability to pay for this 
translation, as well as provide legalisation, which is done by the Ukrainian 
Consulate. 

 
A lack of clear information about the recognition process  •
If parents and children are not informed about the recognition process, 

this may lead to unnecessary delays in starting the school year or joining 
the education system. This delayed start might have an impact on children’s 
academic success. Failure to understand the recognition process and lack 
of clarity about the future can lead to stress and psychological difficulties 
for both parents and children. This stress can have a negative impact on 
their adaptation and success in the new educational environment. 

Effective communication and the provision of clear and accessible in-
formation by schools, local authorities and support organisations are key 
to overcoming these problems. Information sharing and cooperation be-
tween all parties involved is a key element for the successful inclusion of 
Ukrainian refugee children into the education system of their new country. 
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3.2 Language barrier 
 

One of the difficulties for Ukrainian refugee children in Bulgaria is the lan-
guage barrier. Although it is provided under Art. 8 of the Ordinance 3/2017 
on the conditions and procedures for reception and training of persons 
seeking or granted international protection, additional training in Bulgarian 
as a foreign language is not always feasible after refugee children are enrolled 
in school. In most cases children are sent to school without language train-
ing and face misunderstanding by classmates, teachers and the environ-
ment. The result is that pupils with a high level of knowledge fall into the 
category of underachievers.  

To learn successfully, children need to understand the language in which 
the lessons are taught, and have the skills to write, read and speak. If these 
aspects are not present, there is no desire to learn. Parents’ intention to go 
back to Ukraine results in children continuing their education in Ukrainian 
online schools, and not finding it necessary to learn the language as the 
child is not attending a Bulgarian school. The language barrier affects 
children’s integration outside of educational institutions, thus hindering 
communication and social inclusion. It affects later stages of development. 
In the period of adolescence, due to the lack of language skills, there may 
be a psychological reluctance to assimilate into the environment. Parents 
of younger children, on the contrary, observe that their children quickly 
integrate into a foreign language environment. Schools attended by children 
of Ukrainian refugees are prone to social tensions. One of the tasks of state 
education programmes and local authorities is to ensure full social integra-
tion of children and young people so that they are not perceived as foreign. 

Language barriers are a major obstacle to children’s acceptance in society, 
while at the same time school is an opportunity to communicate, make 
friends and get help from teachers. 

 
 

3.3 Community isolation 
 

Community isolation can be a significant problem for the adaptation of 
Ukrainian refugee children in Bulgaria. This type of isolation can manifest 
itself on several levels and have different impacts on children and their 
families: 
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3.4 Language barrier and communication 
 

Language difficulties can contribute to children’s isolation in school and 
society. Communication difficulties with teachers and peers can lead to 
feelings of exclusion and alienation. 

 
 

3.5 Cultural differences 
 

Lack of understanding and acceptance of cultural differences can exacerbate 
the isolation of Ukrainian refugee children. Specific customs, traditions 
and aspirations may differ and create difficulties for integration into the 
new environment. 

 
 

3.6 Lack of a social network 
 

Families of refugee children can often have difficulty establishing a social 
network in their new community. Lack of friends and support can worsen 
the adaptation process. 

 
 

3.7 Fear and xenophobia 
 

Sometimes, fear of the unknown and prejudice by other students and so-
ciety can lead to the isolation of Ukrainian children. This can manifest itself 
in a form of exclusion and discrimination. 

 
 

3.8 Lack of information and resources 
 

If refugee families do not receive enough information and resources for in-
tegration, this can make it difficult for them to integrate into the commu-
nity. Lack of access to education and social services can undermine attempts 
to adapt. 
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3.9 Bullying 
 

Bullying is psychological harassment that intimidates, humiliates and causes 
fear in the victim. Bullying of Ukrainian children is not uncommon, both 
by children and adults. There are conflicts on ethnic grounds or on the 
basis of appearance, including on the basis of the war with Russia, insults 
for not knowing the language or not understanding the local culture. 

Discrimination against children on ethnic grounds is an issue of great 
concern. There is cyber-bullying, harassment and intimidation using digital 
technologies: social networks, gaming platforms, mobile phones. For 
example, peer groups are set up at school, where a child from Ukraine is 
selected to be bullied, the group is called “Angry Ukrainian” and messages 
are sent that demean the dignity of the victim. Internet harassment is car-
ried out by displaying and sending rude messages online, posting personal 
information in the public domain in order to harm or defame the victim. 
Victims of online bullying can lose self-esteem, which can lead to complex 
mental health problems. 

Ukrainian children perceive bullying acutely and painfully, it is preceded 
by vulnerability stemming from various factors – change of residence, mov-
ing from a country where there is war. Bullying is very dangerous as it es-
calates into physical aggression and discrimination. Often the child 
experiencing bullying does not want to attend school or class. Against this 
background, children may experience depression and suicidal thoughts. 

It is necessary to hold meetings with the parents of refugee children to 
inform them about the types of bullying their children may encounter or 
have already encountered, the stages of solving the problem, the organiza-
tions they can turn to and the contacts for support (legal, psychological, 
helplines for children, parents), to organize meetings with the police. In 
cases of bullying of children in schools, parents should not intervene in the 
conflict and deal with the perpetrators themselves, as this could lead to 
criminal liability. Parents of refugee children from Ukraine need to be in-
formed as much as possible so that the situation does not worsen and a 
proper solution to the problem is found. 

The attitudes of some political parties in Bulgaria stir society and un-
fortunately the final recipients are children. Active interaction of the school 
with parents and students is an important task as a preventive measure 
against such situations. 
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3.10 Psychological barriers 
 

The war forced many people to leave their home country and move abroad. 
Having left abroad is not as reassuring as it might seem. People are safe, 
but parents, including children, face other problems: linguistic, economic, 
depressive psychological state, feeling of rejection by the new environment. 
Refugee children from Ukraine are forced to feel fear, to lose their loved 
ones, to leave their homes and environment and to adapt quickly to new 
conditions. Furthermore, many refugee children displaced from Ukraine 
have witnessed the invasion of their country, some no longer even have a 
home to return to and are in a state of limbo. 

There are children who have faced psychological trauma and are in a se-
vere psychological state. Such children and adolescents are depressive and 
experience feelings of being “out of place”, feelings of fear or shame. These 
negative attitudes interfere with integration, adaptation, successful learning 
and communication. 

There are not enough child specialists in Bulgaria to work with war 
trauma. Childrens’ childhood has been taken away, they have witnessed or 
participated in terrible events (death, shelling, bomb shelters, etc.) It is im-
portant to apply a comprehensive approach to children affected by the war, 
to provide support and protection, to help them overcome psychological 
barriers together with parents, educational institutions, various organisa-
tions and child psychologists. 

 
 

4. The practical problems in schools in Norway 
 

In the Norwegian case, we report issues/problems identified through 
teacher interviews, supplemented by the analysis of researchers’ ethno-
graphic notes from observations in three introduction classes across two 
different lower secondary schools. There were fifteen learners in each class, 
and five teachers involved in the study.  

During testing of the KIDS4ALLL-platform, ethnographical observa-
tions in classroom were carried out by 2-3 researchers in each session, re-
sulting in fifteen sessions in total (five in each class), two hours per session. 
The three introductory classes we have studied consist of a diverse group 
of newly arrived children at the age between 12 and 16. There were 45 
youths in total, 15 in each class. The youths come from countries all around 
the world and many of them had arrived in Norway between 2-6 months 
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at the time of the field work, during testing the platform of Pilot 1 (Oc-
tober-November 2022) and Pilot 2 (April-May 2023). 

At the end of observations of each class, we conducted individual inter-
views with each teacher. Together, we conducted interviews with five 
teachers and each interview lasted about one hour. We used an interview 
guide and audio recorded each time, upon receiving written consent of the 
teachers. The interviews were transcribed into Norwegian. The interviewed 
teachers had represented a very diverse set of experiences and competences 
in working with newly arrived migrant children: 

 
Teacher 1  has been a teacher for several years prior to the interview but –
had no previous experience in being a contact teacher in an introductory 
class and at the time of the interview she had only been in this position 
for four months. 
Teacher 2  has been a teacher for a long time but only had experience in –
being a teacher in majority classes. At the time of the interview, she has 
only started working as a teacher in the introduction class. 
Teacher 3  has had a long experience of being a teacher for newly arrived –
learners in an introductory class. She also has intercultural 
competence/education and Norwegian as a second language.  
Teacher 4  also had a long experience of being a teacher for a diverse –
group of newly arrived learners and was educated in intercultural com-
petence and Norwegian as a second language. 
Teacher 5  has long experience of being a teacher, but she has just re-–
cently started being a teacher of specific subjects, mathematics, and 
natural science, in introductory classes. 
 
The two Norwegian case studies: School A and School B  
The two schools chosen as case studies for this research present quite 

contrasting experiences and challenges in the reception of the newly arrived 
migrant children. School A  is located in an affluent, middle-class, white 
area in the western part of Oslo, whereas School B  was in the eastern part 
of Oslo, located in the area with a diverse population including many 
groups with migration background. This meant that the school B had a 
long experience organising the reception of the newly arrived migrant 
children and the teachers there had established an extensive collaboration 
with the support services meeting the needs of the pupils. Research shows 
that newly arrived learners prefer schools with a great diversity of ethnic, 
cultural, and religious backgrounds, because it is easier for them to find 
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own sense of belonging in such environment (Lynnebakke et al., 2020, p. 
11). The ‘school B’ has chosen to follow the cooperative learning model 
(CL-model) as a strategy to help the newly arrived pupils to adapt to the 
new school system and make the transition to a regular class easier. The 
CL-model is a tool for making friendships and a good class environment. 
Thus, every class at the school is organised so that the pupils are always sit-
ting and working in groups of three or four in the classrooms.  

The school A  had very little prior experience of organising an intro-
duction class for newly arrived learners and the teacher chosen for this task 
had also no previous training of how to work with newly arrived children. 
The transition strategy chosen in school A, was to organise visits in main-
stream classes linked to a chosen subject. 

The Norwegian Centre for Research Data reviewed and recommended 
our application for ethical approval in May 2022. We collected consent for 
the learners’ participation in our study in a written consent-form from the 
youths themselves and from their parents (or those in charge). Some of the 
learners were under the age of 16, therefore we also had to get consent from 
their parents. In addition, the teachers also gave us their consent to par-
ticipate in classroom-observations and interviews. 

 
The educators’ perspectives on day to day challenges 
Introductory classes contain a diverse group of pupils, when it comes 

to backgrounds, culture, language, experiences and individual challenges. 
Some of them have refugee backgrounds, others came to Norway as 
children of work migrants. Several of them are in contact with the child 
welfare services. The challenges are many. To succeed in being a teacher in 
an introductory class you are dependent on a support system and the right 
tools and resources, both socially and educationally. Other teachers also 
spoke about the challenges related to the fact that the learners in the intro-
ductory classes come with a large baggage of difficult experiences and often 
continue to have a hard situation at home: 

 
The challenge is to have enough time for everyone. Because there are 
many who are struggling with a lot of stuff. So, working in an intro-
ductory class […] you have to be aware of everything, the whole student, 
and help them with everything, really […] so much more than the usual 
things, and it’s like this for all teachers, but to a much greater extent in 
this type of class, I think. (Teacher 3, School B) 
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Thus, the practical help that reaches beyond the school situation be-
comes a large part of the teacher-learner relationship. Close collaborations 
with support institutions such as school psychologists, public health nurses, 
police, child welfare service, etc. is of great importance for the teachers. 
The support system around the introductory classes varies greatly between 
the schools based on the school experience and the level of collaboration 
they have established with the different services.  

At school A, the teacher stated that she was not trained to be a teacher 
of an introductory class and lacked necessary competences. Nor has she 
gotten any courses or support of how to educate newly arrived pupils in 
Norwegian as a second language, and to cope with difficulties when it 
comes to diversity of the youths and possible refugee backgrounds with 
traumas or psychological difficulties. She felt very alone with the responsi-
bility of this class.  

 
It’s nothing, we haven’t gotten any courses, and nothing about things like 
trauma and stuff. For example, I have a pupil who comes from Syria 
now, I don’t know what he… he’s a great pupil, but I have no idea what 
he’s gone through. 

 
The teacher was under a large pressure to follow the curriculum in her 

work with her pupils, and she had to make sure that the pupils progressed 
in learning Norwegian. At the same time, she was preoccupied with the 
wellbeing of the learners. She repeatedly emphasised mental health as an 
important aspect of work in this type of class. Simultaneously, she felt that 
she was not in a position to report issues related to the pupils,  mental 
health, the school leaders. Such reports are built for recording pupil’s learn-
ing-level and are not adjusted to include the other aspects of their lives. 
Despite the stress she felt about following the curriculum and grading the 
pupils, the teacher tried to develop a better social and emotional environ-
ment in the classroom, by organizing small excursions, like going to mu-
seums or arranging dinner together after school hours. 

The teacher in school A was not aware of any available support system 
for the class. Moreover, she was not informed whether there was a school 
psychologist she could reach out to. All in all, the teacher expressed a gen-
eral lack of support and resources set aside to help her in working in this 
class. She was well aware of her inability and lack of competences in pro-
viding any emotional support to the pupils. 

On the contrary, the teachers at school B have established a good net-
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work of support around the class and they know who to ask and where to 
seek help for various problems the pupils face. 

 
In the introduction class, we have an extra close collaboration with every-
one from district psychologists, HKS [Health Center for Gender and Sex-
uality], to Queer World [an organisation working with the rights of the 
LGBTIQ+ people with a minority background], to the police, child pro-
tection, everything.... yes, so when we have this experience, that’s when 
my job doesn’t get so heavy, because then I know how to navigate and 
where – we make our own plans for, it’s kind of like, “No, we can’t send 
that learner there because then it’ll be like that, etc.», we’re kind of de-
signing a separate plan for everybody then. This is built up through ex-
perience then. There is a limit to what you can be trained in, you have 
to build experience. Yes, I feel like we have that support. That network 
and support around the class. So the learners who are well looked after. 
(Teacher 4, School B) 

 
The teachers at school B also have a close collaboration with “Språksen-

teret” (The Language Center for Intensive Norwegian Language Educa-
tion), where they are also regularly offered courses strengthening their 
competences in teaching in a class with such a great diversity of languages, 
cultures, etc. and on how to deal with pupils who struggle with traumas 
and difficult experiences. This support and frameworks around the intro-
ductory classes at this school have taken place in recent years. The teacher 
(4) at school B, who has most experience with being a teacher of newly ar-
rived pupils and been there for many years, says that in the beginning she 
had to figure everything out herself and she even found courses she asked 
the management if she could attend. But today, this school is one of the 
few in Norway with so much experience when it comes to organizing and 
dealing with pupils in introductory classes. The teachers at school B also 
have the competence and education for teaching newly arrived pupils with 
Norwegian as a second language, and intercultural pedagogics.  

Teacher 1 at school A also says that it is difficult to navigate in all the 
information and the possible support in this field, especially when she does 
not have the right educational background. Teacher 1 expresses that she 
felt left to her own, with no support from the school leaders, in addition 
to not having any other teachers at that school to collaborate with or discuss 
things with. This class was in a way, not an integral part of the school as a 
whole and not entirely equal to the ordinary classes at the school, making 
her position in-between. The importance of collaboration and experience 
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sharing between teachers seems to be enormous, and all of teachers we in-
terviewed also emphasises this for the teachers of introductory classes to 
succeed. 

As mentioned earlier school A practiced visits to mainstream classes to 
make the transition for the newly arrived children to a regular class easier. 
The learners have the chance to hospitalize in most of the subjects, but 
often it is depended on the learner to master a certain level in Norwegian. 
It could also be an opportunity for pupils who had particularly good grades 
in a subject, and therefore got the opportunity to follow “an ordinary class” 
of this subject. The subject “food and health” was an opportunity to join 
although the learner did not speak Norwegian at any level. 

 
During recess, they [the learners in the introductory class] are very much 
to themselves. Visits to mainstream classes have helped with that […] 
this has helped a little with it, but the learners in the introductory class 
are together there also. So, it’s... There are quite a lot of groupings. The 
classroom is also physically a little by itself, from the other regular classes. 
(Teacher 1, school A) 

 
These visits can be chaotic for the teachers, never knowing who and 

when the different learners were going to the other classes. Some of the 
learners had visits to a mainstream class as a regular arrangement linked to 
the given subjects, which they were following each week, others tried it out 
randomly. This strategy can lead the learners from the introductory class 
feeling inferior in a mainstream class during these sessions, only on the 
basis that they do not know Norwegian “good enough”. The learners then, 
are categorized or identified only based on their Norwegian. In comparison, 
through collaborative learning and peer-to-peer learning method, the di-
versity of different languages of newly arrived learners are being used as a 
resource in the classroom.  

In school B, they did not have the same stress and pressure to follow the 
curriculum as the teacher at School A. The teachers here had several sessions 
in the school hours where the only goal was to develop the pupils’ social 
and emotional competence, using the collaborate learning-model, where 
they got to know each other better, building an understanding and respect 
for each other. Learning Norwegian in this school became a latent goal 
rather than the main – or only goal. At school B it was the social and emo-
tional factors, and the pupils’ well-being that permeated the school lessons 
and the organizations of their everyday school life:  
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And we also often use that kind of social structures or tasks that they are 
given just for them to collaborate, either in the group or the whole class 
– where it’s all about the social really. That they get to know each other, 
respect each other and understand each other.  [...] We work very hard 
to make them feel safe. Create good relationships with everyone. It needs 
to be in place first – it’s the most important thing that they feel safe and 
well. The curriculum is secondary, but of course there is a mix. (Teacher 
3, School B) 

 
 
Peer-to-peer learning 
Peer-to-peer and buddy system methods have been effective means of 

addressing and overcoming some of the challenges faced by the newly ar-
rived migrant children. They help to promote friendship and socio-emo-
tional skills (Jordan & Le Métais, 1997), better acceptance of differences 
and can foster a greater sense of belonging and a more inclusive learning 
community (Baloche & Brody, 2017). Peer collaboration among children 
in various educational settings shall consider the complexity of children’s 
needs and respond “positively to pupil diversity and of seeing individual 
differences not as problems, but as opportunities for enriching learning” 
(UNESCO, 2005, p. 12).  

In the Norwegian classroom observations of three different introductory 
classes, where we were testing the KIDS4ALLL-platform, the learners were 
going to work within a “buddy-system”. Buddy-system means that the 
learners are working together in pairs or in larger groups. During these 
sessions we could see the benefits of “the buddy system”, as a tool and a 
strategy for newly arrived children in the process of integrating them in a 
new school system in a foreign country (KIDS4ALLL, 2021, p. 7). 

As described earlier, in the class at school A, the pupils were sitting two 
and two together in the classroom. Their work and class-sessions weren’t 
always designed for the pupils to work together. The teacher said that often 
the learners wanted to work alone, and sometimes she allowed them to do 
so. The learners weren’t used to collaborate with each other, and during the 
classrooms-observations, it was sometimes difficult to get them to cooperate 
with each other, although we tried to encourage them.  

The learners in the class at school A were very skilled at translating the 
content of the platform using different programs on their mobile and PCs. 
Some of them were very solution-oriented in the translation between dif-
ferent languages, and they figured out how to understand both each other 
and the tasks on the platform. In their work on the platform, learning about 
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multilingual competence, the pupils were really interested and engaged, 
and they asked each other about words and phrases in different languages: 
“how do you say this in Somali?”. The pupils possess a lot of knowledge 
and competence from different languages and cultures from countries all 
around the world. Thus, their different knowledge became something that 
could make them talk across buddy teams, discuss tasks together and learn 
from each other. We observed that group work and cooperation between 
pupils can create a good dynamic in the class. During the sessions the pupils 
walked between buddy teams, drew inspiration from each other and saw 
other ways to solve the tasks, and they could ask each other how they did 
this and that task. But as mentioned, several of the pupils in this class 
started to work individually. It was not the same “cooperating framework” 
around this class like in the classes at school B. 

During the observations, we felt the open atmosphere in the classrooms 
at school B. Because the room was organized so that the pupils were sitting 
in groups of three or four, it created a more “free and open” space. Inviting 
the pupils to talk to each other, discussing their work and figuring out how 
to solve the task together. They were always collaborating with each other 
in the work of the learning platform – two and two, or the whole group of 
three or four. Several pupils in “mottak 1” do not speak Norwegian well – 
only a few words. The pupils talk to each other in their own language with 
google translate and some speak English with each other. There were two 
brand new pupils, they had only been in the class for about two weeks. The 
two boys came from different countries and spoke different languages. But 
they worked very well together, always creating a joint work. They helped 
each other to understand the tasks. One of them is pretty good at English, 
so he understands more than his “buddy” and helps him better understand. 
They used “Google translate” and body language to communicate with 
each other. 

 
I think that the fact that they are sitting so close together and that they 
have to get used to the fact that they have to cooperate with most people, 
means that they will get to know each other better, which will also lead 
to them understanding each other better. They’re from all over the world 
and they’re being stowed into a room, and they’re kind of have to get to 
know each other and try to have a good time. And we find that when 
they get used to collaborating both educationally and socially, then ... 
Of course, there are some that don’t fit together so well, but I definitely 
think that it helps to have a better class environment. (Teacher 3, 
School B) 
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Friendships among the pupils are the most important for them to feel 
belongingness and a sense of community in school, but also in their life 
outside school, in their leisure time and in their neighbourhood. Everything 
the teachers in school B do in their work with their learners is well thought 
through, like one of the teachers says (4): “[…] I think a lot about friend-
ship, because the most important thing for them when they come here is 
to make a friend, that’s more important than learning ABC, sort of.” 

Another teacher from school B says: 
 

[…] When we have new learners at the start of the school year […], we 
have quick meetings with the learners and parents, kind of like starter 
conversations, find out what the learners like, yes, get to know them 
simply, and get them to join leisure activities. We spend a lot of time on 
that. […] with those [learners] who are brand new, we try to connect 
them with a learner who has been here longer, maybe who knows the 
same language, has the same interest, or something – some kind of con-
nection. And there may also be learners who we know have switched to 
a mainstream class. They’re then given the responsibility to kind of like 
“oh yes, he likes football, he lives in the same place as you, can you take 
him to training?”, for example, and things like that. And we experience 
that, it creates bonds between the learners, and that they quickly get to 
know other learners and other Norwegian youths. That is a very impor-
tant part of it. (Teacher 3) 

 
The need of pairing the learners with others living in the same area in 

order to extend the interactions to outside of school activities has been a 
recurring theme throughout the interviews with the teachers. The buddy 
system is recognised as a valuable and effective contribution to the 
children s wellbeing. The Norwegian Psychological Association (NPF) 
made a statement in 2017, based on a research report published by the 
Norwegian national youth council (LNU) LiS Sluttrapport versjon 2 
(lnu.no), that buddy arrangement can play a key role in supporting pupils’ 
learning of life skills and their social and psychological wellbeing (Gir inn-
hold til livsmestringsfaget – Aktuelt – Aktuelt – Foreningen – Norsk Psy-
kologforening [psykologforeningen.no]).  

The new learners get to know other youths who have been in the school 
for longer and it can also be learners that have started in a mainstream class, 
and thus gain helpers in the school environment, which contributes to the 
feeling of safety. Teacher 5 at school B gave us an example of how this can 
play out in practice: 
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Now, someone told me that they [the learners] have started some football 
stuff once or twice a week, it was an initiative they’ve started even. So, I 
think that’s the most important thing to make them want to talk to each 
other. […] being able to communicate because they are friends is a very 
good motivation to learn Norwegian... (Teacher 5) 

 
During our fieldwork in the two different schools, we got different feed-

backs on the KIDS4ALLL-learning platform, depending on the teachers’ 
experiences of being a teacher in a diverse class. All the teachers we talked 
to, were supportive and positive to the collaboration method used when 
working on the platform. If the platform were helpful for them or not, vari-
ated between the teachers. Teacher 1 at school A, with less experience, was 
glad to use the platform as a new learning resource that she could use in 
her class. The teachers at school B already had a lot of learning resources 
available and were familiar with similar content in other online resources 
for multicultural classes. Teacher 4 had some comments on the 
KIDS4ALLL-platform, and some comments for resources like this in gen-
eral; what they should include to be of any help for them in the classroom: 

 
[…] So, it isn’t that universal that I would want it to be, because I al-
ways strive for universal resources and platforms […]. Honestly, I don’t 
know if I would have used it the way it is now. But we are well ac-
quainted with working with multicultural work, so getting an assign-
ment about food from different parts of the world, here, is in a way 
something we have been working on all along. […] There’s a lot, there’s 
a kind of abundance of a lot of resources or learning resources, but it 
doesn’t quite hit. Because there are many resources with access to five 
languages, but then it doesn’t help the rest, because if one falls outside 
then it doesn’t help. 

 
The teachers in the introductory classes need universal tools. The learn-

ing resources should be in all languages, because like the teacher 4 is saying, 
if one of the learners’ falls outside and does not understand anyone of the 
available languages, then it is not helpful for them. 

 
 

5. Methodological recommendations 
 

Addressing the challenges for the educational inclusion of Ukrainian refu-
gee children in Bulgaria requires a complex and multidimensional ap-
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proach. Below we share some methodological recommendations that in our 
experience we have seen to help in managing these challenges. 

– Build a support infrastructure. Community support centres or services 
can be established where refugee children’s families can receive information, 
advice and counselling. These centres can provide assistance with adminis-
trative procedures, education and social integration. 

– Establish integration programmes in schools. Specialised integration 
programmes can be developed in schools, including language support, cul-
tural diversity training and social programmes for students. 

– Teacher and staff training. Training can be provided to teachers and 
administrative staff on the needs and challenges of refugee students. This 
includes understanding cultural differences, methods for dealing with lan-
guage barriers, and support for psychosocial adjustment. 

– Psychological and social support. Psychological and social services can 
be organised for refugee children and their families. Group sessions, indi-
vidual counselling and social programmes can help address difficulties and 
support integration. 

– Community outreach. Activate local community participation and 
organisations in initiatives to create linkages and support. Sharing cultural 
experiences, gathering events and volunteering can create closer communi 
ties. 

– Language programs. Intensive language programs should be organised 
for students and their families. This could include language courses, learn-
ing materials and practice sessions. 

– Cooperation with NGOs. Work with NGOs that have expertise in 
refugee support can provide resources, expertise and social integration pro-
grammes. 

– Information campaign. Conduct information campaigns targeting the 
community and local residents to raise awareness about refugee children 
and their integration. Educational events, presentations and public dis-
cussions can help create a more tolerant community. 

– Mentoring programs. Mentoring programs can be built where experi-
enced students or community members can work with newly arrived stu-
dents and their families. These types of programs can provide one-on-one 
support and encouragement. 

– Collaborate with employers. Work collaboratively with employers to 
provide internship and practicum opportunities for refugee students. This 
can not only facilitate their integration into society, but also prepare them 
for future professional opportunities. 
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– Evaluation and adaptation of educational methods. Periodic evaluation 
of educational methods and programmes to ensure that they meet the spe-
cific needs of refugee children. Curricula and teaching methods should be 
adapted where necessary. 

– Cooperation with Ukrainian educational institutions. Cooperation 
with Ukrainian educational institutions should be established to facilitate 
the recognition of educational documents and to assist students in their 
academic and professional integration. 

– Support from local authorities. Local authorities should be approached 
for active support and participation in integration programmes. The com-
mitment of local authorities is essential for the successful integration of 
refugee children into society. 

– Research and evaluation. Conduct regular research and evaluation of 
the effectiveness of the measures taken. This allows changes in the strategy 
depending on needs and actual results. 

For greater success in the integration of Ukrainian refugee children into 
the Bulgarian community, it is important to foster wide-ranging cooper-
ation between schools, the community, local authorities, NGOs and refugee 
children’s families. 

Cooperative learning and platforms based on the buddy system such as 
the KIDS4ALLL platform have the potential to battle the practical prob-
lems which foreign children, including Ukrainians, face when entering the 
Bulgarian classroom.  

With regard to language barriers, the key to overcoming them is to moti-
vate children and young people arriving in a new country to learn the lan-
guage without stress and to overcome internal prejudices and negative 
psychological factors. The platform of the KIDS4ALLL project covers the 
age group from 10 to 19 years old, taking into account that integration 
into the language environment is not particularly easy and age specificities 
make communication difficult. 

With the help of the texts, game tasks, tests presented on the site, and 
especially the “Multilingual” competence activities, one can brush up on 
their knowledge, broaden their horizons about foreign languages, com-
munication, and the culture of communication of a new country. The 
possibility to work alone or in pairs, online or offline, with the help of 
teachers, volunteers or parents, increases the incentive to learn the language. 
Interesting methods and discoveries are the first steps in overcoming the 
language barrier, for those taking their new steps.  

The platform serves as a useful and comprehensible information re-
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source for children and young people, as well as for teachers, parents, edu-
cational institutions, as a stimulus for creativity in working with children 
and as a resource for overcoming shyness and insecurity. These tasks can 
be implemented as additional lessons or in a synthesis of optional language 
learning in educational institutions, as well as additional activities by local 
organisations, volunteers, learning opportunities outside educational insti-
tutions or at home. This inspires further learning of a previously unknown 
language and encourages full communication, interaction and language 
learning. 

To overcome community isolation, it is important to take a number of 
targeted actions. In the first place, the provision of specialised language and 
cultural programmes can help improve communication and understanding 
between children. Secondly, introducing educational programmes that pro-
mote understanding and acceptance of cultural differences can create a 
more tolerant and inclusive environment. Thirdly, organising social events 
and programmes that bring children and families together can encourage 
the creation of social networks and friendships. Fourthly, providing psy-
chological support for both children and their families can help in dealing 
with stress and alienation. 

All these measures should be implemented jointly by educational insti-
tutions, local authorities, NGOs and the community to create a more wel-
coming and supportive environment for Ukrainian refugee children. 

With regard to counteracting bullying, the main task is prevention. It is 
important to define the boundaries between what is normal, what is a joke 
and what is bullying. It is important to form negative attitudes towards 
bullying among children and young people. 

The KIDS4ALLL platform provides materials (videos, tests, texts) to 
inform students about cyberbullying, how to recognise whether they are a 
victim or bystander and how to act in different cases. The Internet provides 
children and young people with a huge amount of information, but at the 
same time, without certain knowledge, it is possible to become a victim 
online. 

The platform also provides information that opinions about the same 
situation can be different. It teaches the skill of negotiation, which is im-
portant in resolving conflict situations. The skills of cooperation and per-
suasion, working in pairs or as a team, giving feedback and making 
suggestions are a positive factor in the education of children and young 
people, as well as a basis for the work of teachers, parents and volunteers. 

When dealing with psychological barriers, it should be borne in mind 
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that miscommunication, low self-esteem, insecurity and internal anxiety 
are some of the things children and adolescents face when they arrive in 
another country. Emotional and behavioural barriers hinder children’s de-
velopment and their inclusion into society. 

The KIDS4ALLL platform offers to children different materials to over-
come psychological barriers: how to discover their potential, strengthen 
their self-esteem and confidence and become emotionally stable. This pro-
cess of overcoming psychological barriers can be supported with the help 
of parents, classmates, teachers, a supportive environment and skills to con-
trol emotions. 

Maintaining physical and mental health, nutrition, sports, spiritual de-
velopment, expanding their knowledge of different cultures, creative or 
technical abilities are recommended on the website in the form of videos, 
quizzes and materials. Children who have difficulty making friends can, 
with the help of the website and teachers or volunteers, participate in team-
work and interaction with other children. 

 
 

Conclusion 
 

In this chapter we shared our empirical insight into the barriers faced by 
Ukrainian refugees in their educational inclusion in host societies. Regard-
less of the country, educational integration is not only a matter of the edu-
cational system itself, but also has many other factors influencing it both 
externally (such as administrative hindrances) and internally (relationships 
between students and with teachers). 

Awareness of these challenges allows the development of a holistic set 
of respective measures to overcome them. These measures include cooper-
ative learning and the buddy system, developed in the KIDS4ALLL project. 
They could be a tool for teachers in an introductory class to facilitate and 
promote friendships among the learners, thus also foster a good school en-
vironment. Buddy systems in schools can have numerous benefits, such as 
promoting a better acceptance of differences, and fostering an expansion 
of communicative interaction with peers. By working in buddy pairs, the 
learners will get to know each other better, and therefore the buddy-system 
can promote friendships, a greater sense of belonging and a more inclusive 
school environment (Hughes & Carter, 2008; Quill, 1990). The buddy-
system is also shown to be more effective, supportive, fun and motivating 
for the learners in their learning, in that the learners help and learn from 
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each other. “In most cases, peer relationships [between newly arrived 
learners] provide a lot of support, empathy and advice because the situ-
ations are quite similar“ (KIDS4ALLL, 2021, p. 7). These strategies for 
implementing a more holistic approach into the classroom should be im-
plemented jointly by educational institutions, local authorities, NGOs and 
the community to create a more welcoming and supportive environment 
for Ukrainian refugee children. 
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Introduction  
 

This chapter aims at illustrating and discussing the results of the evaluation 
activity concerning the field application of the KIDS4ALLL method. To 
provide tangible data on the effectiveness of diverse tools implemented 
across heterogeneous educational environments, delivering an evidence-
based assessment was a pivotal part of the project. For this purpose, and to 
strengthen the impact assessment, the project team implemented a counter-
factual research design. The evaluation of the actions carried out involved 
two samples (intervention and control groups), with the aim of observing 
whether the methodologies applied during the KIDS4ALLL’s activities have 
had an impact on its final targets. The primary goal was to compare the 
treated and control samples, assessing any differences between the two 
groups. This involved specifically measuring whether adolescents from the 
treated sample showed variations in pre-selected dimensions compared to 
those who didn’t participate in the project activities. 

Accordingly, the assessment focused on measuring changes in three key 
dimensions of the project: socio-emotional competences, active citizenship 
competence, and perception of inclusion. The evaluation took place in two 
phases – pre-test at the project’s outset and post-test upon completion – 
utilizing the same sample of young people involved in the project.  Addi-
tionally, this phase aimed to refine an assessment tool based on competences 
tests previously experimented within existing literature. 

The counterfactual analysis was conducted in a few middle and second-
ary schools in Turin,1 a choice closely aligned with the evaluation design 

1 A similar approach is adopted also in Israel, but such experience is not described in 
this contribution.
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requirements. The formal educational context provided better control over 
all involved variables and enhanced results comparability. In contrast, in-
formal settings, such as voluntary associations, presented higher heteroge-
neity, with respect to both the timing of the activities and the targets of the 
experiment, considering age and personal characteristics of the youth in-
volved in the program. 

The chapter begins by examining the objectives and challenges associ-
ated with employing a counterfactual analysis design within school con-
texts, like the ones considered. The subsequent section provides a detailed 
account of our specific assessment process, encompassing school selection, 
sample construction, and evaluation design. Following this, we conduct a 
comprehensive presentation of the results, also discussing a multivariate 
analysis to highlight causal connections leading to outcomes and to grasp 
their implications. Notably, the conclusion of our work revealed substantial 
changes in the measured competence levels among the student sample, 
prompting a thorough discussion later in this chapter. This discussion en-
tails a detailed analysis of the strengths and weaknesses associated with our 
work.  As a counterfactual-type evaluation imposes rigorous constraints on 
both the conducted intervention and the working criteria, an in-depth re-
view of empirical limitations influencing observed outcomes will provide 
a solid foundation for refining further analyses in similar contexts. To wrap 
up, the chapter provides insights for future interventions, drawing from 
the experiences gained throughout the project. 

 
 

1. Monitoring and impact evaluation in school contexts 
 

When we speak of evaluation of an intervention like an educational initi-
ative, we may think of very different activities implying the assessment of 
the achieved results, the implementation process or both. Achieved results 
can be measured by means of empirical indicators regarding the benefici-
aries of the initiative, using “objective” data such as some kind of measur-
able performance/characteristic, or beneficiaries’ subjective assessments of 
the initiative in which they were involved (e.g., a satisfaction survey).  The 
implementation process can be evaluated by reviewing and analysing step-
by-step all the activities that were envisaged and how they actually unfolded. 
To perform assessment activities, we can figure out different tools such as 
questionnaires, interviews, observations, focus groups, data analyses and so 
on. However, a crucial distinction in this field concerns the overarching 



goal of evaluation rather than its tools. On the one hand, the goal of evalu-
ation can be monitoring, i.e. identifying the aims and objectives of the in-
tervention, selecting the empirical indicators to be used to observe progress 
against the objectives, and setting the target to be achieved through the in-
tervention. On the other hand, the goal of evaluation can be conceived of 
as an assessment of the effect of an intervention on its beneficiaries. Under-
lying this conception is the idea that what we observe after the intervention 
is not necessarily its result or consequence. When the goal of evaluation is 
to assess the causal effects of an intervention, we speak of impact evaluation 
(Khandker et al., 2010).  

Both evaluation goals, monitoring and impact assessment, are impor-
tant, legitimate, and worth pursuing. They are also complementary to some 
extent, as monitoring activities regarding outcomes and process implemen-
tation may help us explain why an intervention actually did or did not pro-
duce the expected effects that we measure by means of impact evaluation. 
Yet, impact evaluation poses specific challenges that make it an extremely 
risky business, especially in a formal educational context like school. In 
general terms, if we want to claim that an intervention had an effect on a 
given outcome, we need to rule out that other concomitant confounding 
factors may have generated such effect. In other words, our claim requires 
to make a robust causal inference which implies answering the following 
question: what would have been the outcome measured on the participants, 
had they not participated in the intervention? To answer this question, we 
need to identify what it is called the counterfactual: an outcome that we 
cannot directly observe on the same individuals that were exposed to the 
intervention, as one cannot at the same time be exposed and not exposed to 
the intervention.  

Here comes the main challenge of impact (or counterfactual) evaluation, 
that is how to identify a proper counterfactual.  

How to deal with this issue? Under the right circumstances, it is possible 
to create, rather than look for, a counterfactual, by means of randomization. 
A group of subjects is randomly selected from the target population and 
assigned to the intervention (i.e., invited to participate or enrolled in a pro-
gram); another randomly selected group, from the same population, is as-
signed to the so-called “control” condition and is not exposed to the 
intervention or enrolled in a program. Outcomes are measured on both 
groups, before and after the intervention. Given that subjects in the two 
groups are randomly selected, if the sample size is large enough, the differ-
ences before the intervention will be very small and random, i.e. non-sys-
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tematic. For this reason, the control group can be legitimately considered 
a proper counterfactual: it represents how the participants, as a group, 
would look like, had they not participated in the intervention. The average 
difference in outcomes between the two groups, measured after the inter-
vention, represents the net effect (or impact) of the intervention itself.2  

The kind of impact evaluation just described looks very like a classical 
social-psychological experiment, but unlike the latter, it is carried out in 
the field rather than in the lab. This implies a few complications that limit 
the applicability and challenge the validity of the method, especially in a 
school setting. Let’s briefly review the main challenges.  

First of all, in a school setting, children are embedded in classrooms and 
hence it is not usually possible to select a few of them at random and ex-
clude the others from participating in the program, because that would dis-
rupt the normal functioning of the classroom group. Thus, the intervention 
or (henceforth) the treatment is administered at classroom level, meaning 
that classrooms, not individuals, are randomly assigned to treatment or 
control. This is not a problem per se, but makes impact evaluation more 
burdensome in organizational terms. Indeed, when treatment assignment 
is made at classroom rather than individual level, this creates clustering of 
individuals within the treated and control groups. To properly account of 
clustering and to preserve the statistical power of the analysis (i.e. the ca-
pacity of detecting statistically significant differences between groups) a 
much larger sample size is required compared to the situation where indi-
viduals rather than classrooms are randomized. Even if in principle this is 
not a serious threat, it is clear that with limited resources impact evaluation 
drains much of the available financial and human resources and make the 
whole evaluation process much more onerous. 

In the second place, random selection of classrooms may be difficult to 
accept by teachers and principals. Using this device a few pupils will be ex-
cluded from a potentially beneficial educational intervention, just for the 
sake of assessing whether it is really effective. While this may be appealing 
and worthwhile from a scientist’s viewpoint, it is much less so from the 
teacher’s or principal’s perspective. Moreover, teachers and principals may 
be legitimately convinced that only specific classrooms need or can benefit 

2 It is worth underlying that this way of assessing the impact of an intervention concerns 
group differences, not individual ones. What we measure is an average effect because for 
any single individual it is not possible to find a proper counterfactual, unless some 
usually unrealistic assumption is made.
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from a certain educational intervention, which would suggest avoiding ran-
dom selection. Therefore, staff ’s resistances can only be won by providing 
control (excluded) classrooms with the same opportunity of benefitting 
from the initiative, but at a later time, when the impact evaluation task is 
accomplished (see Ballarino et al., 2022 for an example). Again, this makes 
impaction evaluation quite onerous. 

Another issue concerns one of the assumptions on which the correct 
identification of an intervention’s causal effect relies, that is the indepen-
dence and (physical) separation between subjects assigned to treatment and 
subjects assigned to control. This is necessary to avoid reciprocal influences 
that alter subjects’ assigned status and consequent outcome.3 In a setting 
like a school, where pupils have opportunities to interact not only within 
but also between classrooms, this assumption is less likely (though not im-
possible) to be met (see Barone et al., 2021 for an example).  

Finally, all interventions that take place in the field are exposed to vul-
nerabilities due to unforeseen events (e.g., changes in teaching staff, class-
room’s participation in other competing initiatives, classroom’s drop out 
from the initiative, etc.) that might alter or even disrupt the correct way of 
bringing about the experimentation.  

 
 

2. Impact evaluation in the KIDS4ALLL project 
 

After shortly reviewing the main issues concerning the application of im-
pact evaluation, it should be clear that impact or counterfactual evaluation 
imposes strong and stricter requirements compared to other types of evalu-
ation because the overarching goal is different and more ambitious. How-
ever, while the ambition of assessing whether an intervention actually 
produced (or induced) a change in its beneficiaries is certainly justified by 
the necessity of wisely invest our limited resources, such an ambition may 
be easily frustrated if impact evaluation is applied under circumstances that 
stretch its feasibility beyond the limits. In the next paragraphs, we describe 
how we addressed these issues in order to best apply the impact assessment 
given the actual constraints. 

 

3 This assumption is known as SUTVA (Stable Unit Treatment Values Assumption) in 
the econometrics literature (Rubin, 1980). 
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2.1 Target selection and sample size definition 
 

The recruitment and enrolment of participating schools and classes fol-
lowed a few criteria established ex-ante. Firstly, we were interested in schools 
having a substantial number of students with migratory background4. This 
criterion was crucial for assessing and improving students’ perceived levels 
of inclusion, especially those with this specific characteristic. 

A second focal point was the selection of classes within institutes. In 
lower secondary schools (covering a 3-year time period), priority was given 
to second-grade classes (12-year-old students), to avoid a sample consisting 
of students who were too young. At the same time, they had to be of a dif-
ferent age from students in the upper secondary schools involved: this ap-
proach facilitated the evaluation of the method impact on clearly defined 
age groups. For secondary school, our interest was in students from the first 
two years (14-15 years old), as they were best suited for the proposed teach-
ing materials and activities. 

Geographic distribution in urban areas constituted another selection 
criterion, as the idea was to encompass both central and peripheral (or semi-
peripheral) districts. This strategy aimed to mitigate the social stratification 
inherent to different areas, thus preventing excessive social homogeneity 
within the sample. 

Furthermore, again to increase social heterogeneity, the intervention 
aimed to incorporate different school tracks (vocational, technical, lyceum), 
covering the whole spectrum of educational paths available in Italy. 

Given these required features, the actual selection had to adapt ulti-
mately to the availability of teachers and school principals willing to par-
ticipate in the experiment. 

The number of selected schools was also functional to enrol enough stu-
dents to ensure a reasonable level of statistical power. As mentioned above, 
in a school setting, children are embedded in classrooms and it is not usually 
possible to select a few of them at random and exclude the others from par-
ticipating in the program, because that would disrupt the normal function-
ing of the classroom group. To properly account of clustering and to 
preserve the statistical power of the analysis, a much larger sample size is 
required compared to the situation where individuals rather than classrooms 
are randomized. This circumstance increases the minimum number of ob-

4 Under this category we include students born in another country or those born in 
Italy with at least one parent born abroad.
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servations required to detect a given effect size. In our case, we fixed a mini-
mum effect size of 0.2 standard deviations of the outcome measures, i.e. a 
small effect5. Using PowerUp tool6, we calculated that 30 classrooms and 
about 600 pupils were necessary. To concentrate organizational efforts on 
a smaller number of treated classes, we decided to randomly allocate one 
class to the treated group and two classes to the control group in each 
school. However, we could not reach exactly the desired sample size because 
we were able to enrol only eight schools rather than ten, equally split be-
tween lower and upper secondary levels (see Table 1). Nevertheless, the 
final sample can be considered still fairly satisfactory. 

 

 
Table 1. The sample in brief 

 
 

2.2 The Socio-emotional and citizenship competences questionnaire 
 

Overall the KIDS4ALLL Project has used many different tools to detect 
the outcome of the intervention itself. The tools were both qualitative and 
quantitative, to gather as complete a scenario as possible. In fact, as happens 
in any humanistic investigation it is difficult to isolate other variables which 
may influence the intended construct. For this reason, quantitative survey 
tools have been combined with qualitative tools aiming to investigate the 
reading and interpretation of teachers and students with respect to the edu-
cational path carried out.  

5 According to Cohen (1988), effect size is the difference between means of the treated 
and control groups, divided by the standard deviation of the data. An effect size of 0.2 
is small, while 0.5 is medium, and 0.8 or bigger is large.

6 https://www.causalevaluation.org/power-analysis.html
7 “Comprehensive” schools include primary and lower secondary classes. “Parificata” is 

a private school that provides officially recognized education. 

Lower secondary schools   
5 institutes (including 2 “comprehensives” and 1 “parificata”7) –
11 second grade classes –
3 first grade classes –

 
Upper secondary schools 

5 institutes (2 lyceums; 2 vocational; 1 technical) –
14 classes (8 second grade classes; 3 first grade; 3 third grade)–
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In the following paragraph we illustrate the Socio-emotional and citi-
zenship competences questionnaire in order to clarify the whole adminis-
tration process and the main results.8  

 The questionnaire has been administered at the beginning and at the 
end of the activities with students and it has been developed through the 
integration of several survey instruments, that will be shortly described in 
their theoretical underpinnings. 

The chosen measurement tool has been developed according to the fol-
lowing criteria:  

 
simplicity and clarity of items; –
the overall length of the tool; –
the appropriateness of items to the students’ age; –
the ease and wide administration of the questionnaire by different pro-–
fessionals; 
the time, i.e. the possibility of administering the test quickly; –
the adequacy of the questionnaire to be run in different locations and –
contexts; 
the possibility of administering the test both in its online version and –
paper version. 
 
In the first part of the questionnaire, profiling questions were included 

in order to get to know the respondent group.  
Several evaluation tools were used in the definition of the questionnaire.  
The following rating scales have been identified and briefly described. 
  
General Self-Efficacy (GSE) 
The General Self-Efficacy Scale (GSE; Schwarzer & Jerusalem, 1995) 

was created to assess the general sense of perceived self-efficacy, with the 
aim of predicting the ability to cope with everyday difficulties and adapta-
tion after experiencing stressful life events of all kinds. The German version 
of this scale was originally developed by Jerusalem and Schwarzer in 1981, 
first as a 20-item version and later as a reduced 10-item version (Jerusalem 
& Schwarzer, 1985; 1989;1992; De Caroli & Sagone, 2014).  

8 Besides the Socio-emotional and citizenship competences questionnaire the main tools 
of the evaluation toolkit consist of an Ethnographic observation, whose structure and 
results are treated in the following chapter; a Final self-assessment questionnaire for 
students; Teachers and educators check-list; Social Network Analysis; Teachers, edu-
cators and stakeholders interviews.
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Sense of Community in the School (SOC) 
The school, where pupils spend most part of their day, can be regarded 

as a primary physical and social context for young people and refers to the 
sense of belonging to the school as a community, the perception of an emo-
tional bond with other students and the feeling that personal needs are met 
through such belonging.   

Regarding belonging, McMillan and Chavis (1986) point out that “be-
longing has boundaries; this means that there are people who belong and 
people who do not belong. Boundaries provide members with the emo-
tional security needed to expose needs and feelings and to develop inti-
macy”.  

The School Sense of Community (SOC) Scale was developed to 
measure students’ sense of school as a community. This is our empirical 
measure for what we called “perception of inclusion” above. Such measure 
covers the dimensions of belonging, emotional connection and opportun-
ity.  

Many researchers have used the concept of sense of community to de-
scribe the psychological aspects of physical and social contexts that satisfy 
the need for belonging (Fisher et al., 2002). Sense of community was de-
fined by McMillan and Chavis (1986) as “the feeling of belonging by 
members, the feeling that members are important to each other and to the 
group, and a sense of sharing”. 

 
Multidimensional test of self-esteem (TMA) 
The questionnaire investigates the self-esteem level of the observed sub-

jects. 
The responses are grouped and coded to provide scores and standard 

deviations, which describe the level of self-esteem, compared to the peer 
average, in several areas. 

In particular, the theoretical model on which this instrument is based 
defines six dimensions of self-esteem that identify the six rating scales: in-
terpersonal relationships, environmental control competence, emotionality, 
school success, family life, and bodily experience. 

The questionnaire consists of 150 questions divided into 6 scales, how-
ever it is important to notice that individual survey scales can be used. 

In coherence with the starting criteria 2 scales (50 items in total) were 
chosen for the TMA: interpersonal and emotional.   

The Multidimensional test of self-esteem marks out those elements: 
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Global self-esteem assessment.    –
Evaluation of individual areas explored. –
Administration to individuals or groups. –
Measure easily comparable with other tests. –
Interpersonal and intrapersonal interpretation.  –
 
TMA scoring is very simple but must follow a specific procedure.  
The scale has both positive and negative items, so different scoring 

procedures are required for the two types of items (Bracken, 2003).  
 
Career Adaptation Scale (CAAS) 
The Career Adapt-Abilities Scale – Italian form consists of four scales 

made by 6-items, which measure concern, control, curiosity and con-
fidence as psychosocial resources for managing occupational transitions, 
developmental tasks and work trauma. The Italian form of the 24-item 
CAAS is identical to the international 2.0 form. The estimation of the in-
ternal consistency of the four subscales and the total scores is good. Con-
current validity tests were collected on perceived internal and external 
barriers, breadth of interests and quality of life. Correlations were as ex-
pected and showed that adaptability was negatively related to perceived 
barriers and positively related to breadth of interests and quality of life. 
As expected, the analysis of variance showed that adolescents with greater 
adaptability perceived fewer barriers, expressed a wider range of interests 
and reported a higher quality of life. Throughout the work we used only 
the confidence subscale; in the text we refer to such dimension by the term 
adaptability. 

 
PISA 2018  
PISA 2018 defines and assesses Global Competence in a multidimen-

sional way, recognizing students’ socio-emotional skills and attitudes as key 
indicators of global competence, in addition to their cognitive reasoning 
on global and intercultural issues. As the test focuses only on the cognitive 
knowledge and skills students need to address global and intercultural is-
sues, the student questionnaire collects information on students’ skills (both 
cognitive and socio-emotional) and their attitudes towards global and in-
tercultural issues. The PISA 2018 assessment uses the following definition 
of global competence: “Global competence is the capacity to examine local, 
global and intercultural issues, to understand and appreciate the perspec-
tives and world views of others, to engage in open, appropriate and effective 
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interactions with people from different cultures, and to act for collective 
well-being”. (PISA 2018 Global Competence Framework, 2018). 

This definition outlines four target dimensions of global competence 
that people need to apply successfully in their everyday life: 1. the capacity 
to examine issues and situations of local, global and cultural significance; 
2. the capacity to understand and appreciate different perspectives and 
world views; 3. the ability to establish positive interactions with people of 
different national, ethnic, religious, social or cultural backgrounds or 
gender; and 4. the capacity and disposition to take constructive action to-
ward sustainable development and collective well-being In the dimensions 
2, 3 and  4 a number of functional items were chosen for the survey of in-
terest in the project, in order to specifically detect and measure the level of 
active citizenship competence. 

 
 

2.3 Survey tools and teachers’ role in the intervention 
 

The data collection for the impact evaluation was based on a questionnaire 
administered before and after that the intervention was carried out. The 
questionnaire was built in the form of an online survey hosted by the Lime-
Survey platform. The students participated either by using the digital equip-
ment provided by the school or their personal devices (notebook, tablet or 
smartphones). Supplementary devices were made available, if necessary, in 
order to avoid digital divide as well as any technical problem during the 
survey administration. 

The questionnaire was composed by 3 main sections.  
The first one aimed at collecting socio-demographic data on respon-–
dents and their families: migratory background, household composi-
tion, economic and social status. The purpose of this part was to 
collect information on the students’ learning environment when they 
are not at school, as well as on the cultural resources they can rely on.  
The second part constituted the core section of the survey: several –
item sets focused on socio-emotional skills have been administered 
to the interviewees. The selected tools are mainly of psycho-peda-
gogical inspiration and already validated by the literature, oriented 
to measure the level of some key dimensions: general self-efficacy, 
multidimensional self-esteem (two sub-scales), sense of community 
in school, and adapt-ability (see previous section). 
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The third and last section was devoted to measure students’ self-–
evaluation of one of the lifelong learning key competences: active 
citizenship. 

 
The questionnaires were slightly different between the two rounds: the 

socio-demographic section was included only in the first round, while in 
the second one a specific part was devoted to collect students’ feedback on 
the performed activity, i.e. their experience with the KIDS4ALLL online 
platform and the buddy learning method (see Table 2).  

In each round, we asked teachers to highlight relevant issues about the 
questionnaire administration. Moreover, overall feedback was collected 
from the researchers who were attending each questionnaire administration.  

In order to maintain maximum comparability between different schools 
and classes, during the experimental phase teachers were asked to meet two 
basic requirements: working with students on two competences, active citi-
zenship and digital competence, for at least 15 hours for each competence. 
The decision to expand the number of treated competences, as well as the 
hours devoted to the work, was left to the discretion of the teachers on a 
voluntary basis. Teachers could extend the suggested standard intervention, 
but only after its completion within the classes. In addition, teachers had 
the liberty to adapt the schedule of the activities to align with their school 
calendar. Indeed, a degree of flexibility was necessary to tailor the activities 
to the wide heterogeneity of settings (two school levels; students spanning 
different ages engaged in distinct curricular paths, etc.). These elements led 
to a margin of adaptation of the work carried out, within a common frame-
work. 

This short summary about the teachers’ role shows that an intervention 
like the one experimented in the KIDS4ALLL project heavily relies on 
teachers’ commitment, as they are in charge of delivering the proposed edu-
cational program. This poses the issue the intervention’s uniformity across 
classes and schools. Therefore, in addition to the general problems of im-
pact evaluation in school contexts (see section 2), the KIDS4ALLL inter-
vention had to face this specific challenge threatening its overall 
effectiveness. 
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Table 2. Activities’ timetable 

 
 

3. Evaluation findings 
 

In an evaluation setting with outcome measurements taken both pre- and 
post-intervention, data lend themselves to a double reading. On the one 
hand, it is possible to look at what happened in the treated and control 
groups separately. This reading allows to gauge variations in outcomes 
across time, by examining differences between the two measurements on 
the same group. On the other hand, we can compare such differences be-
tween treated and control group. In this way, by computing the difference-
in-differences, we assess the effect of the intervention net of confounding 
factors that may have affected both groups during the observation period. 
In addition, the random composition of the treated and control groups en-
sures that differences in outcomes cannot be attributed to prior differences 
between groups. We apply this double reading to the data presented in 
Table 3.  

 

 
Timing of the evaluation activities 
 Beginning of November 2022:  –
 Start of the activities  •
 First round of data collection (pre).  •

 
 April-May 2023:  –
 End of the first pilot phase •
 Second round of data collection (post)  •
 Final self-assessment questionnaire. •

 
 Both rounds: administration notes.  –
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*: p-value<0.05.  **: p-value<0.01.  ***: p-value<0.001.  ns: not significant 
Table 3. Pre-post mean differences between outcome measures among control and treated groups 

 

 
Looking at the treated group, we see that there was a significant drop in 

the level of sense of community from pre- to post-intervention, while for 
the other outcomes the variations were not statistically significant. Thus, if 
we judged simply from these observations, we should (wrongly) conclude 
that the intervention negatively affected sense of community while leaving 
the other socio-emotional skills unchanged. But if we also take the vari-
ations in the control group into account, we come to a different conclusion. 
The sense of community indeed decreased also in the control group, about 
to the same extent. Thus, the mean difference between treated and control 
subjects becomes almost null and not significant. Conversely, interpersonal 
self-esteem significantly declined in the control group while it increased in 
the treatment group (albeit not significantly).  

The result is that interpersonal self-esteem is the only outcome that was 
positively and significantly impacted by the treatment. The magnitude of 
the effect is 2.35 points, which amounts to 0.23 standard deviations (SD) 
of the outcome, i.e. a small but non-negligible effect size. The other out-
comes were not significantly affected.  

It is worth emphasizing that if we limited ourselves to observe change 
in only one (treated) group, any variation would have been assumed as a 
direct result of the experimental activities, while we know that many other 
confounding factors might play a role. To stress the advantage of the 
counterfactual evaluation, it is important to consider that if we had not 
employed a control group, a simple pre-post comparison would have been 

 
Sense of  

community  
(scale 1-5)

Active  
citizenship 
(scale 1-5)

Emotional  
self-esteem 

(scale 25-100)

Interpersonal  
self-esteem 

(scale 25-100)

General  
self-efficacy 
(scale 1-4)

Adapt-ability 
(scale 1-5)

Treated group:  
difference  
post-pre

-0.14* -0.06 ns -1.00 ns 1.05 ns -0.05 ns -0.06 ns

Control group:  
difference  
post-pre

-0.19 *** 0.04 ns -2.13 *** -1.30* 0.01 ns 0.02 ns

Treated-control 
group  
difference

0.05 ns -0.10 ns 1.13 ns 2.35 ** -0.06 ns -0.08 ns
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highly misleading. Conversely, with two randomly sampled groups, we had 
the possibility to control for confounding factors unrelated to the inter-
vention itself.  

However, regarding the positive effect of the intervention on interper-
sonal self-esteem, we must acknowledge that we also found a pre-treatment 
statistical difference between control and treated groups. This imbalance is 
not due to a failed randomization, but it stemmed from sample attrition 
between the pre- and post-intervention measurements. Thus, restricting 
the analysis to usable cases (i.e., those who filled in both questionnaires), 
the two groups are not strictly comparable any longer. To account for this 
imbalance, it is necessary to turn to regression analysis where treated and 
control groups can be compared net of their pre-intervention outcome 
levels.  

For each outcome, we estimated two regression models. The first model 
includes the dummy variable indicating treatment assignment and the pre-
intervention (t0) level of the dependent variable. This allows to control for 
possible imbalances in pre-intervention levels across treated and control 
groups and, at the same time, allows to estimate the treatment effect more 
precisely (i.e. with a lower standard error), as pre- and post-intervention 
levels are highly correlated. In the second model, we added socio-demo-
graphic variables (gender, age, migratory background) as additional (pre-
treatment) control variables.  

Regression results (Table 4) confirm that the intervention has affected 
positively and significantly (at 10% level) interpersonal self-esteem, proving 
the positive response of this socio-emotional dimension to the experimental 
activity. In contrast, it is noteworthy that general self-efficacy and perceived 
adapt-ability were negatively and significantly (at 5% and 10% level re-
spectively) impacted by the intervention. Although this finding may seem 
counterintuitive and even opposite to the goals of intervention, we believe 
there can be a more positive interpretation. Indeed, the negative effect could 
suggest that the mutual confrontation and the work in pairs required by 
the buddy method led students to put themselves into question. Even if 
this may have triggered feelings of inadequacy, leading to decreased levels 
of self-efficacy and perceived adapt-ability, nonetheless it witnesses the exist-
ence of an inner process arisen from the intervention, which would need a 
longer time to be properly assimilated by the pupils. Anyway, such negative 
impacts are very small (about one tenth of SD) and thus practically negli-
gible. In this regard it is important to note that, in line with international 
guidelines, the processes of acquisition and development of appropriate 
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skills and competences could be favoured by an holistic and co-ordinated 
approach, also equipping education institutions and their staff with the ad-
equate knowledge and tools, to facilitate young people’s learning and socio-
emotional growth (OECD, 2018; OECD, 2022). 

In Models 2, reported in Table 4, we add socio-demographic variables 
to the regressions: the estimates of the treatment effects did not change. 
Gender turns to be associated with emotional and interpersonal self-esteem, 
as well as with general self-efficacy and adapt-ability, with females showing 
lower levels on all these outcomes. Age is positively correlated with active 
citizenship competence, indicating that older students are more responsive 
in this domain. Conversely, younger students perceive more sense of com-
munity compared to older ones. Students with migratory background do 
not significantly differ from the others on any outcome. The empirical find-
ing is inherently significant as it highlights how the sense of community, 
as perceived by students within their classrooms, transcends cultural dif-
ferences and family’s geographical origins. These findings serve as concrete 
evidence that, in students’ perceptions, shared growth trajectories can pave 
the way for broader paths of inclusion. 
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+: p-value<0.10. *: p-value<0.05.  **: p-value<0.01.  ***: p-value<0.001. 
Table 4. Regression results 
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 Sense of community Active citizenship 

 Model 1   Model 2              Model 1   Model 2          

 B SE  B SE   B SE  B SE  

Treated 0.02 0.10  0.02 0.10            Treated -0.07 0.05  -0.06 0.05         

Sense of C._t0 0.53 0.07 *** 0.52 0.08 *** Citizen_t0 0.51 0.05 *** 0.51 0.05 *** 

Female    0.00 0.05            Female    -0.03 0.08         

Age    -0.03 0.01 * Age    0.07 0.02 * 

Migratory background   -0.06 0.05            Migratory background   -0.10 0.05         

Constant 1.76 0.33 ** 2.33 0.43 ** Constant 1.49 0.13 *** 0.52 0.35         

              

Rsq 0.26   0.27             Rsq 0.24   0.27          

N 372   368             N 356   353          

              

 Emotional self-esteem Interpersonal self-esteem 

 Model 1   Model 2              Model 1   Model 2          

 B SE  B SE   B SE  B SE  

Treated 0.90 0.88  0.83 1.06            Treated 1.49 0.73 + 1.41 0.69 + 

Emotion_t0 0.82 0.04 *** 0.78 0.04 *** Interpersonal_t0 0.73 0.05 *** 0.72 0.04 *** 

Female    -3.17 1.01 * Female    -2.78 0.48 *** 

Age    0.21 0.26            Age    0.14 0.33         

Migratory background   0.31 1.08            Migratory background   0.49 0.82         

Constant 10.12 2.68 ** 11.41 7.07            Constant 19.36 3.60 ** 18.91 5.26 ** 

              

Rsq 0.65   0.66             Rsq 0.52   0.54          

N 312   309             N 308   307          

              

 General self-efficacy Adapt-ability 

 Model 1   Model 2              Model 1   Model 2          

 B SE  B SE   B SE  B SE  

Treated -0.07 0.03 * -0.07 0.03 * Treated -0.09 0.04 + -0.09 0.04 + 

Self-efficacy_t0 0.61 0.07 *** 0.58 0.07 *** Adapt-ability_t0 0.63 0.04 *** 0.61 0.04 *** 

Female    -0.11 0.05 * Female    -0.10 0.04 * 

Age    0.00 0.01            Age    -0.01 0.02         

Migratory background   -0.07 0.07            Migratory background   -0.05 0.07         

Constant 1.14 0.19 *** 1.23 0.20 *** Constant 1.31 0.15 *** 1.55 0.31 ** 

              

Rsq 0.36   0.37             Rsq 0.38   0.39          

N 369   365             N 368   365          

+: p-value<0.10. *: p-value<0.05.  **: p-value<0.01.  ***: p-value<0.001. 
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4. Why counterfactual evaluation did not detect positive effects? 
 

Counterfactual evaluation is primarily conceived of to find out whether an 
intervention had an effect, not to discover why. For the latter goal, other 
means are necessary, such as interviews with participants and stakeholders 
and ethnographical observations in the sites where the intervention takes 
place. Nonetheless, it is possible to advance a few educated guesses, also 
based on the experience gained during fieldwork, about the reasons why 
we were not able to detect statistically significant and meaningful impacts 
of our intervention. 

In the first place, we cannot exclude that the low sample size played a 
role. The theoretical sample size established ex-ante, based on statistical 
power calculations, should allow to detect an effect of at least 0.2 standard 
deviations, while our actual effect sizes were all below 0.11, except for in-
terpersonal self-esteem (0.23), the only one found to be significant. How-
ever, we were not able to reach the theoretical sample size of about 600 
pupils due to an unexpected low schools’ availability which was a con-
sequence of the pandemic. It should be borne in mind that the intervention 
was implemented during the post-covid period when all schools were over-
burdened by numerous projects and initiatives. This circumstance induced 
a few schools to withdraw their previous availability; in other schools the 
teaching staff in charge of attending at the practical implementation of our 
project was reduced. 

In the second place, one kind of reasons for ineffectiveness concerns the 
specificities of the proposed learning method. The buddy method is 
thought to foster sense of community, socio-emotional and citizenship skills 
because of its collaborative nature, regardless of the specific learning content 
to which it is applied. In other words, it should influence expected out-
comes by strengthening the social relationships it creates and by developing 
the social-emotional skills needed to maintain those relationships. Given 
this hypothetical mechanism, it is quite clear that the effectiveness depends 
on the availability of sufficient time for the social relationships established 
by the buddy method to develop and thus produce the expected benefits. 
As a result, it is possible that our trial lasted too short to produce tangible 
effects. Moreover, the buddy method was applied in the teaching of citi-
zenship and digital competences because these competences were suffi-
ciently transversal to all disciplines and could be taught by all teachers, 
regardless their disciplinary background. This was functional to maximize 
the chance to recruit teachers willing to participate and to experiment with 
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the buddy method with two different teaching contents. However, if the 
content and the time devoted to teaching with the buddy method had been 
entirely focused on citizenship skills, perhaps the measurable impact of the 
intervention would have been bigger, at least on the specific outcome re-
lating to citizenship skills. In other words, applying the buddy method on 
two different topics may have softened an already soft intervention. Finally, 
the buddy method is a form of collaborative learning and collaborative 
learning was not completely new to the students at our target schools. 
Teachers told us, before the intervention took place, that at times they use 
group work strategies. Given that we could not prevent control group stu-
dents from using collaborative learning strategies, it is possible that another 
reason for non-effectiveness was the fact that the control group was not 
really “untreated” in that sense.  

In the third place, another kind of reasons for ineffectiveness regards the 
ways the intervention was implemented. The effectiveness of an interven-
tion based on a teaching method implies a certain degree of commitment 
both on the part of the recipients (the students) and of those who imple-
ment the method (the teachers). Regarding the former, all we could measure 
was the so-called “intention to treat”, that is the impact of the intervention 
on all subjects, also those who passively attended the classes, since we had 
no tool to measure students’ degree of commitment in the proposed activ-
ities. Even if we had it, eliminating uncooperative students from the ana-
lyses would have biased the measurement of the impact. Regarding the 
teachers, notwithstanding the guidelines we provided, we could not guar-
antee that the way they implemented the buddy method was the same in 
each treated class. This may have generated heterogeneity in the use of the 
buddy method which decrease its effectiveness. On the other hand, a uni-
form implementation of the educational intervention would have required 
a top-down approach, i.e. an intervention carried out by staff external to 
the educational institution, but this did not correspond to the spirit of the 
project. The intention was in fact to leverage teachers’ professionalism and 
to stimulate them to experiment actively and creatively with the material 
we had made available to them. As a counterpart, it was inevitable to allow 
a certain degree of heterogeneity in the application of the intervention be-
tween schools. 
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5. Advice for future applications of the KIDS4ALLL methodology 
 

On the basis of the collected data and the pedagogical literature on the sub-
ject, we shall try to identify some suggestions for future applications. First, 
the KIDS4ALLL project as underlined in the previous paragraph was car-
ried out mainly within the citizenship lessons. Over the last few years there 
has been a renewed interest in citizenship issues and in particular its relation 
to young student (Lawy & Biesta, 2006). This has been allied to an educa-
tional discourse where the emphasis has been upon questions concerning 
education to citizenship as a school subject rather a cross-curricular disci-
plinary perspective (Brett, 2022). If education to citizenship were the object 
of attention of all the disciplines perhaps it would be possible to strengthen 
the proposed contents and to maximize the relapse. Moreover, to build edu-
cational proposals able to better integrate themselves within the different 
educational contexts, one possible option is to have co-planning sessions 
of the didactic contents. Co-design in education is ‘a highly-facilitated, 
team-based process in which teachers, researchers, and developers work to-
gether in defined roles to design an educational innovation, realise the de-
sign in one or more prototypes, and evaluate each prototype’s significance 
for addressing a concrete educational need’ (Roschelle et al., 2006, p. 606).  

For what concern the “buddy method” an interdisciplinary employment 
could be functional. The possibility of using the buddy method in different 
disciplines, and not only in the KIDS4ALLL project, would perhaps be 
functional to strengthen the bound between students and be more effective. 
Students would perhaps perceive the methodological proposal not as im-
promptu. In addition, they could have experimented the buddy method 
even within paths with traditional methodologies. A further aspect that de-
serves to be considered regarding the impact of the project is the technologi-
cal equipment of the schools. Technology can assist learning institutions in 
facilitating both, personalisation and institutional flexibility (Redecker et 
al., 2010).  

In the future, the process of school involvement might include a phase 
of technological equipment test. In fact, beyond knowing the number of 
devices it becomes important to understand the real operational level and 
functionality. Often schools’ technological equipment is slow and obsolete. 
For this reason, it would be appropriate to consider also the presence of IT 
technicians able to update technological systems. In the case of 
KIDS4ALLL, no initial monitoring of the technological equipment in the 
schools was carried out and it was therefore not possible to understand its 
role in the success of the project.  
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Finally, an age-old training question: How long does it really take to 
learn a new skill? Some experts have attempted to answer the question. The 
scientific literature on the topic does not have a univocal answer. It is a 
common opinion that any repeated educational practice for longer can be 
better acquired both in terms of knowledge and skills.  

Although we were aware of the need for longer periods for acquiring 
such complex skills, we nevertheless considered it important to test the 
method through both quantitative and qualitative tools (described in the 
following chapter). 

Since there is no consensus on the timing of the development of skills, 
we believe that any opportunity to increase knowledge on the subject 
should be exploited.  
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Introduction 
 

The term ‘ethnography’ emerged in the late nineteenth century from Greek 
roots meaning writing about nations or cultures. Ethnography as a research 
approach aims to ‘describe the lives of people other than ourselves, with an 
accuracy and sensitivity honed by detailed observation and prolonged first-
hand experience’ (Ingold, 2008, p. 69). 

Malinowski’s influential work in the Trobriand Islands set a standard for 
ethnography in anthropology (1922). His prolonged fieldwork and deep 
understanding of the local language enabled him to produce a comprehen-
sive account that captured the nuances of daily life and achieved what he 
called emic validity – a connection with the perspectives and meanings of 
those he observed. 

Whereas classical ethnography deals with foreign and different cultures, 
ethnography in school contexts works with very close and familiar situ-
ations, contexts and roles. The difference between school ethnography and 
general ethnography lies in familiarity. School ethnography doesn’t provide 
an exotic and unknown context, but rather a familiar and domestic world, 
involving researchers who experienced the setting as children (Woods, 
2005). Thus, in contrast to traditional ethnography, it aims to make the 
familiar strange, to make habitual actions visible, recognising that our fam-
iliarity with certain settings can obscure their complexity, requiring a con-
scious effort to see them anew (Erickson, 1984; Yon, 2003). Ethnographic 
studies of familiar places such as classrooms aim to uncover hidden practices 
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by scrutinising routine activities and understanding the social organisation, 
power dynamics and cultural meanings embedded within them. This in-
volves identifying the perspectives of meaning that underpin everyday be-
haviour, including beliefs, values and basic assumptions about knowledge 
and learning. 

Classroom studies conducted in the early years, where teacher-student 
interactions take place throughout the day across a range of subjects and 
settings, are more in line with the intimacy and commonality found in 
small communities. In higher education, however, where subjects are taught 
separately and students move between classes, the resemblance to small 
community life diminishes, calling into question the suitability of such en-
vironments for ethnographic study (Erickson, 1984). 

Overall, the essence of ethnography lies in its comprehensive, holistic 
approach, which aims to understand and portray the intricacies of daily life 
and social structures in different settings, whether familiar or exotic, in 
order to gain insight into their underlying meanings and social dynamics. 
Ethnographic approaches, according to their original interpretations, were 
supposed to involve long-term analysis, the possibility of holistically cover-
ing all aspects of the daily lives of the subjects under study, in order to cap-
ture nuances and daily variations, and thus achieve the most comprehensive 
and three-dimensional view of the phenomenon. 

However, as several scholars point out, ethnography is also often used 
as a productive outside anthropological analysis and in more circumscribed 
research contexts. For example, in design planning, health care, commercial 
research or action research, where the aim is not just to observe but to 
change the reference context. In these cases, shorter and more operational 
techniques have been developed, such as rapid assessment procedures 
(Scrimshaw & Hurtado 1987). 

In these cases, there are operational and economic constraints that lead 
to the development of short forms of ethnography, as highlighted by Pink 
and Morgan (2013). 

Approaches to rapid ethnography focus on the importance of immer-
sion, empathic engagement and an ongoing dialogue between ethno-
graphic, analytical and theoretical perspectives. Several aspects distinguish 
rapid ethnography from traditional, long-term ethnography. Sara Pink 
(2012) outlines some of these features: 

  
1. The intensity of the research encounter: rapid ethnography seeks im-

mediate involvement and engagement with the researched environment. 



Ethnographers aim to immerse themselves in the heart of the action 
from the outset, involving participants in the project with a clearly stated 
intention. Through this collaboration, the intensity of the research en-
counter becomes a crucial element of learning and empathy within the 
confines of short-term research. 

2. A focus on detail: in contrast to the breadth of long-term ethnographic 
studies, short-term ethnography encourages researchers to make con-
nections between participants’ experiences and their own. By using past 
experiences to understand the principles behind participants’ aspirations, 
researchers build bridges between their world and that of the people 
they study. 

3. The Ethnographic-Theoretical Dialogue: in long-term ethnography, dia-
logue with theoretical frameworks may occur sporadically, often at the 
end of fieldwork or during specific review phases. In contrast, rapid eth-
nography demands a sharper focus, requiring rapid responses to research 
questions and the interweaving of data collection and analysis within a 
tighter timeframe. 
 
In essence, rapid ethnography is not a shortcut but a methodologically 

significant approach in its own right. It emphasises the immersion of re-
searchers in the research context from the outset, the meticulous attention 
to detail, the dynamic dialogue between ethnography and theory, and the 
continuous re-engagement with the collected material. These features set 
it apart from the traditional long-term ethnographic approach and align it 
more closely with contexts that require rapid, intensive research engage-
ments, such as design, action research or commercial settings. 

  
 

1. Tools used in short ethnography 
 

In our research, the adoption of a short ethnographic approach was useful 
to fit the analysis around the timescales of the Kids4alll classroom experi-
ments, so it was necessary to focus the observations during the 6 sessions 
that took place in each classroom to deal with the buddy method. 

It was decided to plan the ethnographic sessions in 3 different phases of 
work in each educational context. 

A first round of short ethnography was activated at the very beginning 
of the project to observe how the groups were formed, what the climate 
and expectations of the work were, what the pedagogical approach of the 
teachers and educators involved was. 
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A second meeting was scheduled in each context, approximately in the 
middle of the experiment, in order to observe how the young people had 
organised themselves in the buddy method, their dynamics and reactions, 
the socio-emotional attitudes carried out by individuals and in pairs. 

A final observation session was planned at the end of the experiment to 
capture any differences and movements in the subjects and their relation-
ships, as well as how the buddies performed their individual and social com-
petences in relation to the whole class, at the moment of presenting and 
sharing each final buddy’s work. 

As mentioned above, short ethnography requires a more structured 
method, a more defined preliminary theoretical approach (with the defi-
nition of hypotheses and areas of investigation) and, finally, a denser inter-
play between observation, analysis and theory than traditional ethnography. 
For these reasons, an ethnographic observation guide was prepared and 
shared with all the researchers involved in the study in the different coun-
tries. This guide, which will be described in more detail in the next section, 
was used to identify the main elements of the research, as well as some hy-
potheses about the areas in which the buddy method might have had a 
greater impact: in particular, the grid asked to pay attention to aspects of 
interaction between teachers and pupils, between pupils in buddy pairs, 
and finally between pupils in the whole class group. 

In addition, a short questionnaire was prepared and administered to the 
children at the end of the work in order to test what had been observed. 
The purpose of this instrument was to complete the ethnographic analysis 
by providing not only the point of view of the researchers involved in the 
observation, but also that of the children themselves, who were the subjects 
of the experiment. 

Therefore, in the following sections, the observation guide and the ques-
tionnaire used as instruments of the short ethnography in this research will 
be described in more detail. Then some of the main findings from the ob-
servations and questionnaires will be reported. 

Through these data it will be possible to outline some elements of in-
terest in understanding how ethnography can be used in the classroom and 
what the possibilities, but also the limitations, of such an approach might 
be.  
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1.1 The observation guide 
  

Observational research is functional when it achieves its goals by capturing 
relevant events and participants along with the constructs of interest. The 
observation guides and grids are two tools that assist the observer in achiev-
ing these goals and generally facilitate the process of ethnographic data col-
lection. Similar to the outlines that interviewers and facilitators use to guide 
the flow of their in-depth interviews and group discussions, the observation 
guide serves two important purposes: first, to remind the observer of key 
observation points and related themes of interest; and second, to serve as a 
prompt for a reflection exercise in which the observer can reflect on his or 
her own relationship to what is being observed and his or her own con-
tribution at a given moment (e.g. how the physical context conditions his 
or her observations). An observation guide is an important tool regardless 
of the role of the observer, but it becomes even more important when the 
observers are diverse and operating in different cultural contexts. The grid 
is similar to the guide and helps the observer to remember the main events 
and themes. However, unlike the guide, the observation grid is a kind of 
spreadsheet or log that allows the observer to record observed events in re-
lation to the constructs of interest (and to record their own reflections on 
them). Like the guide, the observation grid not only ensures that the key 
themes and constructs are captured, but also encourages the observer to re-
flect on each aspect of their observations and to identify the ways in which 
the observer influences (or is influenced by) the recorded observations 
(Roller & Lavrakas, 2015). This section briefly describes the key dimensions 
that the researchers observed in the classrooms and informal educational 
contexts where the KIDS4ALLL pilot activities took place. 

The dimensions used in the ‘observation guide’ are: 
 
The organisation of space. Space is an important educational mediator. –
Malaguzzi called it the third educator (Edwards et al., 1993). The possi-
bility for teachers to modify spaces to best suit different activities is im-
portant. At the same time, the possibility for students to act and move 
within them allows them to have more immersive and engaging experi-
ences. For this reason, the dimension “The organisation of space” is ar-
ticulated in three observation focuses. The primary role of the teacher 
or students in organising the space (teacher-directed/student-organised). 
The formal or informal organisation of the space in order to understand 
the extent to which the space uniquely supports teaching practices or 
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multiple visions of reality. Finally, the sense of welcome in the organisa-
tion of spaces is considered because this aspect can support the well-
being of the class group (Maxwell, 2000). 
Teaching method. A central aspect of the success of any educational pro-–
posal is the pedagogical style of the teacher or educator. There is no 
single correct approach, but each situation can benefit from a specific 
pedagogical stance (Opdenakker, & Damme, 2006). Observations of 
teaching methods can be carried out with varying levels of formality 
with the aim of sharing ideas, obtaining feedback, facilitating teacher 
reflection and generally improving teaching practice (Fletcher, 2018). 
These observation indicators focus on the specific teaching strategies 
and techniques that a teacher uses to help students understand a con-
cept, acquire a skill, or learn about a topic. More specifically, researchers 
observed the strategies and techniques that teachers and educators used 
with the class, as well as observing the teaching strategies or techniques 
that teachers and educators used with individuals or small groups. 
Management of learning units by teachers and educators. The –
KIDS4ALLL project proposes a set of pedagogical contents but leaves a 
maximum of organisational freedom in terms of classroom organisation. 
This choice is based on the desire to make the content easier to integrate 
into the practices commonly used by the teachers involved. However, it 
was important to take this indicator into account during the observa-
tions in order to understand how the project was actually implemented 
in the different schools (temporal organisation; operational organisa-
tional indicators). 
Related to this last aspect is the “activities of the buddies in the learning –
unit”. The aim here is to understand how the relational dynamics within 
the groups and between the buddies were maintained. 
The last dimension relates to classroom interaction during the imple-–
mentation phases and concerns the observation of the dynamics that 
develop in the classroom during the production phase of the 
KIDS4ALLL course. 
 
The dimensions, briefly described, were organized around some func-

tional “observation focuses” to support the work of the observer by circum-
scribing areas of interest related to the peculiarities of the KIDS4ALLL 
project. 
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Figure 1. General grid of investigated dimensions presents the aspects 
considered in relation to each dimension 

For each of the observed dimensions, an observation sheet was created 
(see Figure 2), which made it possible to obtain: 

1) an evaluation of the different dimensions observed using a semantic dif-
ferential system. The Semantic Differential (SD) is a measurement scale

DIMENSIONS 
TO BE 

OBSERVED 
 OBSERVATION FOCUSES

Organization 
of space 

default by the 
teacher/organized 
by the students 

formal/ informal 
spaces 

welcoming/not wel-
coming spaces 

Teaching method formal/informal 

teacher/educator 
offers support and 
enhancement of the 
work of buddies/ 
strictly evaluative 
attitude 

during the inter-
actions the teacher/ 
educator often refers 
to the cultural and 
geographical differ-
ences of the children/ 
the teacher/educator 
does not recall the 
differences of geo-
graphical and cultural 
origin of the children 
in his activities 

Teacher/educator 
learning unit 
management 

temporal organiza-
tion of the activity 
(e.g. compact in 
one lesson, distrib-
uted also for activ-
ities at home, 
distributed over 
several lessons etc.) 

the teacher/educator 
gives operational or-
ganizational indica-
tions/autonomy of 
the children in the 
organization 

the teacher/educator 
follows the students 
during the activity 
with feedback and in-
dications/is available 
for any requests but 
does not intervene di-
rectly 

Buddies activities 
in the learning 
unit 

children involved in 
the activity/passive 

while working on 
the LU shared lead-
ership/ self-centred 
leadership (in this 
case, note whose is 
the leadership, with 
attention to the in-
tercultural aspects) 

in the presentation to 
the class (if any) of 
the final product of 
the LU, there is a 
shared leadership -
/autocentric leader-
ship (in that case, 
note who is the lead-
ership, with attention 
to intercultural aspe -
cts) 

the comparison be-
tween the boys of 
the couple buddies 
is aggressive/asser-
tive 

Interaction of the 
class within the 
final products 
during the activity 
closure 

listening skills (in-
terest) of presenta-
tions of other 
groups/lack of in-
terest 

support from other 
groups/competi-
tiveness with other 
groups 

content-based and in-
dependent assess-
ments / social strategies 
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designed to observe and measure objects and events by using a set of bi-
polar scales, specifically Ethnographic semantics is the description of sem-
antic characteristics that are culturally revealing (Colbyet et al., 1966) 

2) descriptive notes justifying the scoring of each dimension. 
 
While the ethnographic observation grid and the material collection 

grid were used to collect and systematise the observations made during the 
individual work sessions with the pupils, the synthesis grid was used by 
each partner to support the final systematisation of all the observations 
made over time.  

 

Physical setting 

Pre-organized by the 
teacher/educator ……………………… Managed by the stu-

dents 

Formal spaces  ……………………… Informal spaces 

Welcoming spaces ……………………… Not welcoming spaces 

Notes (description of what was observed) ………………………………

Observer’s interpretations  ……………………………………………

Third-party interpretations  ……………………………………………

Didactic Style  

Informal  ……………………… Formal 

Support attitude and 
enhancement of the 
buddies’ work

………………………
Strictly evaluative atti-
tude of the buddies’ 
work

During the inter-
actions the teacher/ 
educator often refers 
to the cultural and 
geographical differ-
ences of the students 

………………………

During the inter-
actions the teacher/ 
educator never refers 
to the cultural and 
geographical differ-
ences of the students 

Notes (description of what was observed) ………………………………

Observer’s interpretations   ……………………………………………

Third-party interpretations  ……………………………………………
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Teacher/educator 
learning unit 
management 

Each LU is realized in 
a single meeting ………………………

Each LU is declined 
within several meet-
ings 

The teacher/educator 
provides timely organ-
izational indications 

………………………

The teacher/educator 
leaves full autonomy 
of the children in the 
organization

During the activity 
the teacher/educator 
offers information and 
feedback on work in 
progress 

………………………

The teacher is avail-
able for any requests 
but does not intervene 
directly 

Notes (description of what was observed) ………………………………

Observer’s interpretations ………………………………………………

Third-party interpretations  ……………………………………………

Buddies activities 
on the learning 
unit 

Shared leadership ……………………… Self-centered leader-
ship   

Presentation equally 
shared between the 
elaborated buddy to 
the class

………………………

Presentation to the 
class by only one of 
the buddy  

 

Aggressive comparison 
between the buddyget 
involved and partici-
pate during the activ-
ity 

……………………… 

………………………

Assertive comparison 
between the buddy  

Not involved during 
the activity 

   

Notes (description of what was observed) ………………………………

Observer’s interpretations  ……………………………………………

Third-party interpretations  ……………………………………………
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Figure 2. Observation sheet 

The ethnographic analysis was therefore based on direct observation by 
the researcher, using the markers presented, and the possible deepening of 
some of the aspects indicated through informal interaction with the par-
ticipants. The observations took place at different stages of the KIDS4ALLL 
project, while students and teachers were working on the project’s training 
materials, called learning units.  

The number of observations was set in three different sessions, the first 
at the beginning of the activities, the second in the middle and the last at 
the end of the pilot phase. The ethnographic analysis was completed by 
examining the artefacts produced by the participating students during the 
activity. The researchers collected all the artefacts produced by the student 
groups during the work.it phase of the activities in digital form and assigned 
each product to the pair of creators of the buddies. This made it possible 
to cross-reference the different data collected. The observation was carried 
out in such a way as to minimise the invasiveness of the dynamics of the 
class and the individual groups, as well as the role of the teacher. For this 
reason, the observation was not videotaped, but the observed contexts and 
interactions between peers and teachers could have been photographed. 
This activity is part of the informed consent that both the participating 
children and their parents/guardians were asked for beforehand: thus, in 

Interaction of the 
class within the 
final products dur-
ing the activity 
closure  

Listening (interest) to 
presentations by other 
groups

………………………
Lack of interest in the 
presentations of the 
other groups 

Support from other 
groups ……………………… Competitiveness in re-

gard to other group

Evaluations of pro-
ducts made by other 
buddies based on so-
cial strategies 

………………………

Content-based eval-
uations and independ-
ence of products made 
by other buddies 

Notes (description of what was observed) ………………………………

Observer’s interpretations  ……………………………………………

Third-party interpretations  ……………………………………………
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this case too, the observation activities, the dimensions studied and the 
methods were explained to the participants beforehand, either orally or 
through a written document that accompanied the informed consent.  

This aspect is not merely formal or bureaucratic, but enhances the eth-
nographic research by sharing and explaining its specificities. Nevertheless, 
the teachers used a special nickname to identify the couples when collecting 
the materials and uploading them to the work.it area of the platform, in 
order to increase the protection of the students’ privacy. Finally, when, as 
in the case of the KIDS4ALLL project, ethnographic observation is carried 
out by different subjects, it is important to organise an initial training. The 
delivery of the final tools to the different partners was accompanied by 3 
online training sessions, which served to further share methods and ap-
proaches in using the respective tools. This ensured consistency between 
the different maps collected. 

 
 

1.2 The student questionnaire 
 

Some interesting feedback on the experiences made in the classroom and 
in the associative contexts comes from the information gathered in the fol-
low-up questionnaire administered to the children involved in the pilot 
phase. 

The questionnaire was designed to obtain some point-in-time informa-
tion from the children, to be complemented by the social network analysis, 
the ethnographic observations collected during the pilots by the researchers 
involved in the ethnographic analysis and, limited to the countries where 
the counterfactual analysis was carried out, also by the results of the ques-
tionnaire on socio-emotional and civic competences (before and after the 
intervention). 

In this way, it was possible to activate a triangulation of data and points 
of view, capable of returning, in a more articulated and multi-perspective 
way, not only a picture of the processes activated during the Buddies’ work, 
but also a self-assessment by the children of its meaning and value, in rela-
tion to the main dimensions experienced and studied in the project. 

Specifically, the questionnaire was designed to collect data relating to: 
 
the evaluation of the buddy method in relation to existing and known –
practices in the educational dynamics of the children; 
the subjects’ self-perception of the usefulness of the method in devel-–
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oping the main socio-emotional skills, the strengthening of which was 
the objective of the KIDS4ALLL experiment; 
self-perception of the co-creation of content (the second key point of –
the buddy method) as a useful pedagogical factor; 
self-perception of satisfaction with the educational material provided by –
the KIDS4ALLL learning kit; 
self-perceived satisfaction with the KIDS4ALLL interactive platform, –
its usefulness and ease of use. 
 
Some items were specifically designed to measure the extent to which 

children felt included in their groups, both inside and outside the classroom 
or club, after working with the buddy method. 

The questionnaire was developed in English and then translated by each 
partner into their own language. The translations were uploaded to the 
LimeSurvey platform so that the questionnaires could be administered to 
children in different contexts. In some cases, where the schools and/or as-
sociations did not have suitable IT tools, the administration took place in 
paper form. 

The questionnaire was administered to the participating young people 
at the end of the pilot activities in May-June 2023. 

 
 

2. The results of the ethnographic observation 
 

The educational contexts of schools are saturated with cultural particularities, 
social rituals and locally specific linguistic expressions that provide rich data 
points for ethnographic research and for understanding the impact of a com-
plex educational proposal such as KIDS4ALLL. The aim of the ethnographic 
analysis was to observe the dynamics of participation, interaction and ex-
change within the classes and associations involved in the KIDS4ALLL pro-
ject. The main purpose of the ethnographic analysis was to integrate the data 
and analyses from the monitoring (described in the chapter) with qualitative 
elements capable of providing a picture of the different socio-cultural con-
texts in which the process took place. To this end, ethnographic observation 
activities were planned with both schools and associations. 

In the KIDS4ALLL project, partners from ten different countries took 
part in the ethnographic analysis. In total, 46.6% of the institutions belong 
to a formal context, while the remaining 53.3% represent a non-formal 
context.  
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Coordinating project 
partner National context Pilot institutions Learning contexts 

UNITO Italy 

Rete CPIA 

Non-formal Il Nostro Pianeta 

Asai 

IC Alberti Salgari 
Middle School 

Formal 

SMS Calamandrei 
Middle School 

IC Salvemini Middle 
School 

Michele RUA Middle 
School 

Giordano Bruno 
High School 

IIS Ferraris High 
School 

IP Giolitti High 
School 

OSLOMET Norway 

Sammen, Frelsesar-
meen Grønland 

Non-formal 
Save the Children 

Norway 

TARKI Hungary Motiváció ass. Non-formal 

KU Turkey 

Hatemo lu School 

Formal 
Hatemo lu Middle 

School 

Istinye High School 

International Blue 
Crescent Foundation Non-formal 

UOP Greece Arsis ass. Non-formal 

UNIJENA Germany 

Klex 

Non-formal 
JMD 

Westside 

IGS 

UNIPD Italy 

Popoli insieme 

Non-formal Cooperativa sociale 
orizzonti 

Amici dei Popoli 
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Figure 3. KIDS4ALLL project partners that took part in the Ethnographic research 

The ethnographic observations collected are presented in this section 
according to the dimensions considered in the ‘Observation Guide’. 

A first interesting aspect noted during the ethnographic observations 
draws attention to the organisation of physical spaces in schools. A first in-
teresting aspect noted during the ethnographic observations recalls a focus 
on the organisation of physical spaces in schools. 

In almost all the countries considered, teachers have limited possibilities 
to change the teaching space, as classrooms and laboratories are pre-organ-
ised and arranged in rows in front of the teacher’s desk. According to some 
observers (e.g. Italy), this organisation, although effective for traditional 
frontal teaching, was not suitable for carrying out the pilot activities because 
it led to a reduction in discussion, cooperation and dialogue between pairs. 

In some contexts (e.g. Italy, Germany) the activities took place in multi-
media classrooms, with stationary computers, and pupils were not able to 
arrange themselves in a way that would facilitate comparison. The excep-
tions were the primary schools in Turkey, where activities took place in in-
formal settings such as the library or the garden, and the interactive groups 
in Spain. In non-formal contexts (e.g. in Germany), children felt more com-
fortable because they were able to move around and interact freely, and this 
was an important strength. Although in this case there is a potential critical 
point of being more easily distracted, particularly due to increased noise 
levels. These reflections on structural constraints led the teachers to more 
general reflections on the importance of teaching and learning spaces. Re-
cent studies (Barrett et al., 2019; Cutillas et al., 2023) have demonstrated 
the importance of well-designed facilities for student achievement. How 
does architectural space affect ability? How does the built environment af-
fect the way teachers and students interact in what might be called a col-
lective learning environment? These are some of the key questions suggested 

LEVINSKY Israel 

Jewish-Arab High 
School 

Formal 
Multicultural School 

Youth village Non-formal 

CREA (UB, UdG) Spain 

Camí del Cross Pub-
lic Primary School 

Formal 
Cascavell Public pri-

mary School 
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by observation.  Academic research on these topics is extensive and can pro-
vide some answers to these questions. In addition, it is important to raise 
awareness of pedagogical realities, even if effective answers are not always 
found by the school system. Teachers have drawn attention to some of the 
physical elements that influence learning. The observational activity 
prompted teachers and researchers to reflect on the ways in which class-
rooms and schools can be viewed as collectives, using complexity science 
theory as a theoretical framework. Ultimately, complexity science models 
could be extended to include the actual physical spaces as important ‘agents’ 
in influencing a non-linear and dynamic system, and to draw implications 
for school design based on the principles of complexity. 

In the contexts observed, different teaching styles were identified, as the 
KIDS4ALLL teaching proposals were easy to use regardless of the teaching 
style. This element is an indicator of the wide usability of the teaching pro-
posals developed in the project. 

In most countries (e.g. Italy, Germany, Israel, Spain, Hungary) the re-
searchers observed a common friendly style and supportive attitude of 
teachers and educators. This presupposed the creation of a comfortable en-
vironment conducive to learning and student engagement. 

This was particularly evident in non-formal contexts where educators 
played the role of facilitators of learning and developed close relationships 
with children and young learners. 

The buddy method was not always sufficiently integrated into the edu-
cational provision and in some cases the pathway could benefit from the 
use of more integrated methods. 

Regarding the cultural differences of the participants during the activ-
ities, the only countries where teachers referred to the specific cultural dif-
ferences of the participants were Norway and Spain, perhaps it could be 
useful to extend this approach in order to promote inclusion (Jan Inge Jön-
hill, 2011). 

With regard to the indicator “Teacher/educator management of learning 
units”, the individual LU (Learning Unit) was usually carried out in one 
session in both formal and informal settings. 

The positive relational climate, the comparison and the request for in-
depth analysis by the pupils made it difficult to contain the time, following 
the indications of the KIDS4ALLL project (e.g. Italy, Germany). 

The free allocation of time within the KIDS4ALLL project has resulted 
in students taking more responsibility for learning the content outside of 
class, maximising the efficiency of class time to allow for more focused and 
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meaningful discussion of the content, and allowing more time for inter-
action and discussion. Teachers and lecturers involved in the KIDS4ALLL 
project find that their students are more active and interested than in a tra-
ditional lecture. 

In all contexts, the management of LUs took on a different physiognomy 
depending on the teaching style of the teachers. In Italy, for example, half 
of the teachers left the students in full control of the activities and gave 
little feedback while they worked, while the other half exercised more con-
trol. In Norway, all teachers gave feedback to their pupils as they worked. 
The comments provided important guidance for structuring the LU. 

LUs with a lot of text made content comprehension particularly difficult, 
as pointed out by observers from Norway and Hungary. The choice to pro-
vide different types of LUs responds to the need to provide a wider variety 
of learning material to suit the wide range of existing contexts. Conversely, 
the presence of content relevant to the age group of the participants led to 
a higher level of participation (e.g. high school in Turkey). As the age group 
covered by the project is large, teachers have chosen some content over 
others in order to better support the motivation of their pupils. This aspect 
is an indicator of the teachers’ and educators’ in-depth knowledge of their 
pupils. At the same time, it shows how the materials developed within the 
KIDS4ALLL project are functional to support the processes of individual-
isation in schools. For example, in some of the Greek secondary schools, 
teachers sometimes chose to leave out certain aspects of the LUs because 
they were considered more appropriate for the target group of younger pu-
pils, as it also happened in some of the Italian contexts. We can say that 
the open pedagogical organisation of the KIDS4ALLL project is useful and 
functional for a wide applicability. The penultimate area considered is 
«Buddies activities on the learning unit». The buddies strategy aims to pro-
mote student-student interaction and helps to support social learning 
through a competition where skills are shared.  Some research highlights 
(Arum & Roksa, 2011) that student-student interaction can distract from, 
rather than contribute to, achievement. Other studies emphasise teamwork 
(Curran et al., 2010). Trinchero emphasises the importance of organising 
these activities with attention in order for them to be effective (Calvani & 
Trinchero, 2019). This was confirmed by the observations made in the 
KIDS4ALLL project. In fact, the KIDS4ALLL observations showed that 
interaction can contribute to learning when the learning activity is well 
structured and collaborative. Buddy interaction was found to be closely re-
lated to the different national contexts, the age of the participants, the habit 
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of working in groups and the formal or non-formal context of the activ-
ities. 

In Norwegian schools, buddies almost always worked together and the 
buddy method was perceived positively by teachers. In the Italian and Hun-
garian school contexts, the buddy method was affected by less continuity. 
This required pupils to be more adaptable to new relationships, as buddy 
pairs were reshuffled at different times depending on the effective presence 
of pupils. 

Based on the observations made, it seemed that friendly relationships 
were established between the buddies in all countries, but there were dif-
ferent levels of interaction from one country to another. 

There was an overall absence of aggressive confrontation between pairs, 
which is a very important starting point for adopting strategies to enable 
and develop shared leadership and assertive confrontation in the buddy 
teams. 

Finally, in the contexts where the final discussion took place (last area 
considered), the pupils showed a great interest in the work of the other 
pairs, especially when it related to content that they found interesting (e.g. 
Norway, Israel). Another important emerging evidence relates to the fact 
that in those spaces where teachers and educators created an informal set-
ting without any evaluation of the final product, the students felt more re-
laxed and freer to express their creativity; they showed great curiosity about 
the work of others (this happened especially in the Israeli context). 

In addition to the feedback that was formally collected on several occa-
sions, the teachers pointed out that there was reflection after the end of the 
project. 

Beyond the data collected and summarised here, ethnographic observa-
tion was a valuable tool for reflection for both researchers and teachers, 
providing feedback analysis rather than pre-packaged solutions. The 
KIDS4ALLL project was designed to allow for a great deal of freedom in 
teaching, and the data collected through ethnographic observation took 
this into account. In this way, the different contexts, formal and informal, 
and countries involved were able to reject the teaching proposals in their 
realities. The project activities were organised in different ways by the pilot 
institutions and differed even from one teacher/educator to another within 
the same institution. Given this diversity, the possibility of comparing the 
ethnographic observations collected is a valuable source of information. 
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3. The results of the student questionnaire 
 

As mentioned above, short ethnography can comprise several tools aimed 
at collecting information and data on specific aspects of the analysed paths. 
In this context, it seemed useful to administer a short follow-up question-
naire to the students involved in order to obtain feedback on their percep-
tion of the pathway and some precise data on their enjoyment of the 
pathway.  

 

 
 Figure 4.  National contexts and pilot institutions 

 

National context Coordinating 
project partner Pilot institutions Learning 

contexts

Greeke UoP Arsis ass. Non-formal

Hungary Tarki Motivació Non-formal

Israel Levinsky
Jewish-Arab High School

Formal
Multicultural Primary School

Italy

UniTo

Adult education national school 
(CPIA) of Fossano

Non-formal 
Il Nostro Pianeta

Asai

IC Alberti Salgari Middle School

Formal

SMS Calamandrei Middle School

IC Salvemini Middle School

Michele RUA Middle School

Giordano Bruno High School

IIS Ferraris High School

IP Giolitti High School

UniPd

Popoli insieme

Non-formalCooperativa sociale Orizzonti

Amici dei popoli

Turkey KU

Hatemo lu Primary School

FormalHatemo lu Middle School

Istinye High School
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The data collected from the student questionnaire came from 5 partici-
pating countries – Italy, Turkey, Israel, Hungary and Greece – and informa-
tion was collected from 299 respondents (see Figure 4 for an overview of 
the specific contexts involved in each country and graphs 1, 2, 3, for the 
distribution of the sample by country, age and gender).      

The majority of respondents to the questionnaire come from associative 
settings: only 27% of children (82 respondents) come from schools. The 
majority come from lower secondary schools (55%), 33% from upper sec-
ondary schools and a minority of cases (9%) from primary schools.  

 

 
Graphs 1, 2, 3. Distribution of the sample by Country, age and gender (299 cases) 

 
  
Most of the young people involved in the pilot reported that they had 

worked on learning units aimed at improving digital literacy (49.5%). The 
second most chosen competence, according to the children, was cultural 
awareness (24%). Given the freedom given to teachers and educators to 
work on competences that are more relevant to them than the key com-
petences.  

It is interesting to note that the first competence considered was the 
digital one, also in order to identify a common starting point for all the ac-
tors involved in the use of the KIDS4ALLL platform and the subsequent 
educational and teaching proposals. Thus, an attempt was made to define 
a common access base for all members. 

Cultural awareness and citizenship are the second competences con-
sidered. The latter are in fact the ones most emphasised in the project that 
the teachers have joined. 

The data collected show that the buddy method, understood as co-cre-
ation work in pairs, was not totally unknown to the pupils: in fact, 40% of 
the respondents claimed to have worked in this mode very often, even be-
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fore the project. In fact, it is possible that the students did not fully under-
stand the difference between the buddy method and the peer method. Fur-
thermore, a good portion of the children (45% of the respondents) claim 
to have also already collaborated with their buddy before forming the 
buddy pair of the KIDS4ALLL Project.  

However, the Buddy pairs were largely managed and organised by the 
educators: 82% of the pairs were formed in a top-down manner, according 
to the educators’ criteria. 

The aim of the activity was also to create a long-term collaboration, so 
that the buddies in each pair would continue to build and strengthen their 
bond throughout the project. This was almost always possible, although 
17 per cent of respondents said they changed their buddy as the activities 
progressed. The various organisational variables that characterise educa-
tional contexts, both formal and informal, do not, as these data show, allow 
for the construction of overly rigid experiments, but must take into ac-
count, especially in such diverse contexts, the many trajectories, diversities 
and organisational contingencies that can occur. It should also take into 
account children’s ability to work in the changing and fluid situations that 
characterise everyday life. 

Most of the students rated the experience of working with the buddy 
method as positive (27%) and very positive (18%). In addition to the closed 
questions, the children were also asked a number of open-ended questions 
that allowed them to summarise some aspects of their experience and to 
elaborate on their answers. In particular, the questions were aimed at ident-
ifying the positive and negative aspects of the buddy method according to 
the stakeholders. 

The interviewees were allowed to give their answers in open-ended 
fields: the answers were then recorded by the researchers in the main cat-
egories. 

For example, some of the most common reasons given by those who 
rated the experience as positive were: 

 
get to know and understand each other better; –
make new friends; –
learning to work with people you don’t know; –
to compare and exchange ideas; –
find more ideas; –
to communicate better; –
learn how to resolve conflicts; –
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help each other with our difficulties; –
work faster and more efficiently; –
to make work less boring. –

 
When analysing the open-ended answers given by the 19% of respon-

dents who instead rated the experience negatively, these motivations were 
the most common: 

 
because I like doing it my way; –
I concentrate better; –
I can organise myself better; –
I don’t like working with people I don’t like; –
I feel better on my own. –

 
Some specific variables related to the sense of inclusion and socio-emo-

tional skills are considered below. 
Specifically, in relation to the sense of inclusion, a specific question asked 

the children how much working in this mode had helped them to feel ‘ac-
cepted’. 

The results show that: 
 

53% of the respondents found these activities very helpful in devel-–
oping a sense of inclusion (the sum of much and very much); 
52% are very or extremely satisfied with the support they received –
to feel more confident in their own abilities; 
48% are very or extremely satisfied with carrying out activities and –
pursuing goals; 
49% are very or extremely satisfied with their ability to improve their –
concentration; 
49% were satisfied with feeling more useful and responsible in their –
work; 
53% felt that the activities helped to a great or very great extent to –
make them more interested in the activities; 
45% agreed a lot or very much with the idea that the buddy method –
helps people get out of their comfort zone and explore new ideas; 
50% found the method useful in improving cooperation skills. –

  
In relation to how working in pairs helped to improve skills: 

50% said that it helped them to challenge and compare their own –
ideas with those of others;  
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53% said that it seemed to improve their confidence in their own –
skills; 
47% the ability to express and share ideas; –
44% said that the method helped them to better identify their own –
point of view and values. 

 
In general, the same positive opinions concern the usefulness of the 

method for improving entrepreneurial and problem-solving skills (46%), 
for managing the exploration of new ideas (46%) and, above all, for devel-
oping them (52%). 

There is also a decidedly positive opinion on the usefulness of the 
method for learning to activate others (48%), to deal with uncertainties 
and doubts, to take risks (45%) and finally to find and move through in-
formation (47%). 

The positive perception of the buddy method in terms of the co-creation 
of content, which is thus linked to the tradition of pedagogical activism, 
shows the same positive characteristics in the children’s judgement as the 
participatory and collaborative aspects of the method: 81% of respondents 
consider the co-creation of content as a positive aspect to be replicated. 

  
  

Conclusion 
 

From the analysis of the educational processes developed in the 
KIDS4ALLL pathway, some interesting observations can be made. 

On the one hand, there is the world of those who successfully and en-
thusiastically experience school and the informal educational contexts of 
the associations, including  the innovation they experience in them. For 
this part of the sample, which according to the questionnaire represents 
about half of the young people, there is a general satisfaction both with the 
activities and with their own individual role and path within them. Reflect-
ing, however, on the other half of the sample, the one that found it hard or 
difficult, is equally important. 

Even from the ethnographic observations, this dichotomy seems to 
manifest itself above all in the attitude of the teachers: if about half of the 
teachers and educators seem to experience the experiments and interven-
tions proposed from the outside with distance and a certain indifference, 
another half or so of the educators are passionately committed to making 
every moment of work with the children an opportunity for growth, con-
frontation and relationships. 
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It is interesting to note, however, that it is not possible to know the deep 
motivations, feelings and opinions of those directly involved from the in-
side, but only to observe them through a variety of instruments. 

When, as in this case, a self-analysis tool such as the student question-
naire is combined with external observation, it seems too schematic to be 
able to provide in-depth information on the motivations for the success or 
failure of a certain educational and, more generally, social dynamic. 

It would perhaps be interesting to try to combine these methods of 
analysis, traditionally used in short ethnographies and, more generally, in 
forms of action research, with methods of self-ethnography, which in this 
way make it possible to complement the external gaze of the researchers 
with an internal gaze of the students and teachers, allowing the actors in 
the school world to be the protagonists of the gaze and, through it, to ac-
tivate an in-depth reflection on what they are experiencing and, more gen-
erally, on their own path of identity within the contexts (Coffey, 1999; 
Reed-Danahai, 2021). 

Teachers’ accounts of classroom life have often been written from a hol-
istic ethnographic perspective. An early example is Kohl’s (1968) Thirty-
Six Children, and a more recent example is Cynthia Ballenger’s account of 
literacy teaching in a bilingual classroom (Ballenger, 1999). Frank (1999) 
has published a guide to teachers’ research in their own classrooms entitled 
Ethnographic Eyes. Hammersley (1990) is a good general resource on class-
room ethnography, illustrating ethnographic studies of classrooms and dis-
cussing methods for carrying them out.  

As Girod (2008) points out, several strands of scholarship have recently 
emerged that draw on ethnography and ethnographic analysis in teacher 
education. In particular, the following themes have been supported by the 
use of ethnographic methods: (a) preparing teachers in diverse settings to 
be more effective foreign language teachers and multicultural educators 
(Allen, 2000); (b) critical pedagogy and post-structuralist approaches to 
critiquing school systems and socio-political contexts of schooling (Gordon, 
2000); (c) the study of multiple forms of literacy in educational settings 
using ethnography and sociolinguistics (Frank & Uy, 2004); and (d) general 
applications of ethnography to inform the development of general educa-
tional practice (Christensen, 1996; Flake, 1992; Masami & Arani, 2006). 

Much less widely used and experimented with at the pedagogical level 
is the use of auto-ethnography by students as a form of reflection and 
counter-narrative in relation to what has been observed and often, in some 
forms, ideologised by the adult world of teachers and researchers. 

We believe, therefore, that a useful addition could come from an experi-
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ment in the use of auto-ethnographic diaries on the part of students, who 
would be able to return a narrative and reflection from within on the 
themes of their own growth and experience. 

This type of perspective could be fruitfully integrated with that collected 
through more standardised tools such as questionnaires, although some 
scholars have also defined the limitations of this, some of the problems en-
countered in collecting and interpreting data through self-report diaries. These 
include the perceptions of teachers and learners and their ability to articulate 
these perceptions, highlighting the need to make key assumptions explicit be-
fore appropriate conclusions can be drawn from the data (Graham, 2008).  

A second point for attention and reflection on the findings is whether 
and how time-limited and punctual instruments such as those described 
can capture even micro-changes, minimal shifts in trajectories and com-
petences that occur, often unintentionally, over a long period of time. 

Certainly, in this sense, it would be necessary to recover the approaches 
and tools of traditional ethnography, which follows people over long 
months, if not, often, years. 

A number of studies, such as that of Gordon and Lahelma (2021), have 
attempted to analyse the change and dynamics of a school context through 
a long-term lens, demonstrating both the potential and the difficulty of 
moving ethnographic observation from the level of a contextualised gaze 
in space and time to the broader level of a life course. 

Long-term analysis and, speculatively, long-term interventions, rather 
than one place and one time, may well be more meaningful in defining ef-
fective educational action. 

In conclusion, the use of short ethnographic methods in the classroom 
has some specific advantages in contexts such as intervention research such 
as Kids4all, which needs to monitor and analyse the impact of specific, tar-
geted educational interventions in a variety of contexts. They have the ad-
vantage of a certain cost effectiveness of the research and its consequent 
sustainability in projects that require the comparison of very different in-
tercultural contexts, constrained by many different boundary conditions, 
linked to the organisational trajectories of the educational contexts and the 
biographical trajectories of the subjects involved. 

However, they seem to be able to capture the macro-structures of the 
functioning of the processes without being able to enter into the specificities 
of the meanings that the different actors give to them: for this reason, the 
use of self-ethnographic tools, perhaps over time, by both teachers and stu-
dents, would be useful. 

As far as the KIDS4ALLL project is concerned, the ethnographic analy-
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sis has been an important analytical tool, because it has allowed researchers 
from different countries to compare themselves on the basis of reworkings 
and a common focus of observation. 

When working in educational contexts, and especially in schools, there 
is a risk of taking some elements for granted as belonging to one’s own cul-
tural background. 

In addition, the data collected was supplemented by data collected 
through quantitative instruments (presented in the previous chapter).  

Although there are several possible developments and uses of ethno-
graphic tools in the KIDS4ALLL project, it was another useful tool for 
building a common vision. 
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Introduction  
 

In education, the integration of innovative teaching strategies and new tech-
nologies is one approach to improving the learning experience. This chapter 
explores the IDeAL (Iterative Design for Active Learning) methodology, 
which emphasises a holistic approach that combines the principles of deep 
learning with the development of transversal skills. This chapter introduces 
the IDeAL methodology, which emphasises a holistic approach that com-
bines the principles of deep learning with the development of transversal 
competences. Crucial to this approach is the ability to accompany the use 
of technology in the classroom and to develop the potential of artificial in-
telligence. The text highlights the importance of collaborative platforms, 
AI-driven tools and digital resources in creating more personalised and en-
gaging learning experiences. By integrating these technologies, educators 
can address individual learning needs, provide adaptive learning pathways 
and real-time feedback, fostering a more inclusive and effective educational 
environment. IDeAL can accompany the use of AI in the classroom: the 
application of artificial intelligence (AI) in education offers unprecedented 
opportunities for personalisation, automating administrative tasks and pro-
viding insights into student performance and learning habits. This will en-
able educators to tailor their teaching to the individual needs of each 
student, promoting a more learner-centred approach to education. Rapid 
technological development requires a balanced integration of traditional 
pedagogy and technological advances to create dynamic, student-centred 
learning environments. IDeAL, along with the integrated use of technology 
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and evidence-based practices, is an approach to promoting a student-
centred approach to learning. By fostering an environment that values cre-
ativity, collaboration and critical thinking, students are equipped to face 
the challenges of the 21st century with confidence and competence. The 
combination of deep learning strategies, the IDeAL methodology and mod-
ern technology provides an integrated approach to student-centred educa-
tion. It aims not only to prepare students academically, but also to equip 
them with the skills and mindset required for lifelong learning and success 
in the 21st century. 

In the first section, the theoretical principles underlying IDeAL are ex-
plained; in the second section, the issue of new technologies and some 
frameworks that can be used to better understand the support that the use 
of technology can offer when accompanied by methodologies such as 
IDeAL are explored; then, in the third section, the issue of artificial intel-
ligence and the skills that teachers need to integrate this type of tool in the 
development of students’ transversal skills are introduced; in the fourth sec-
tion, examples of the use of new technologies and artificial intelligence in 
the different phases of IDeAL are given. 

 
 

1. Deep learning and effective teaching  
 

The ‘new pedagogies’ (Fullan & Gallagher, 2017; Fullan et al., 2018) are 
powerful models of teaching and learning, enabled and accelerated by in-
creasingly pervasive digital tools and resources, which are emerging in learn-
ing environments that measure and support deep learning at all levels of 
the education system. Deep learning is more natural to the human con-
dition because it connects more clearly to our fundamental motivations: 
to engage directly and deeply in learning and to do things that really make 
a difference in our lives and in the world. In the best examples, teachers 
and students work together to make learning irresistibly engaging and im-
bued with real life problem-solving. New pedagogies require students not 
only to create new knowledge, but also to connect it to the world, using 
the power of digital tools to do important things beyond school. The goals 
of deep learning are for students to acquire the skills and dispositions that 
will prepare them to be creative, connected and collaborative lifelong prob-
lem solvers and healthy, holistic human beings who not only contribute to 
the common good, but also create it in today’s knowledge-based, creative 
and interdependent world (Fullan & Langworthy, 2013; Barber & Don-



nelly et al., 2012). The use of methodologies that leave less room for im-
provisation can save resources, as well as improve learning outcomes, where 
this term means «a change on the cognitive, affective and motivational, re-
lational, self-efficacy and empowerment levels» (Calvani et al., 2018, p. 
137) This can also help to outline a didactic expertise (Calvani et al., 2021) 
capable of enhancing those practices that succeed in improving the educa-
tional success of students compared to what could be done in similar con-
texts, but with different methods. In the sphere of autonomy, Presidential 
Decree No 275/1999 specifies in Article 4, paragraph 2, that «school insti-
tutions shall regulate the timing of teaching and the performance of indi-
vidual disciplines and activities in a way that is most appropriate to the 
type of studies and the pace of learning of the students». 

From the experiences conducted over the years by INDIRE researchers, 
the need arose to define a methodology capable of accompanying both the 
use of new technologies in the classroom for the creation of objects with 
the 3D printer (Mori et al., 2018; Mori & Niewint, 2019) and the creation 
of real and virtual artefacts understood as objects intentionally conceived, 
designed and realised to achieve one or more purposes (Manzini, 1990; 
Rizzo, 2000). The intention is not to propose rigid protocols, but suffi-
ciently structured activities that, starting from research in Instructional De-
sign, consider the results of systematic reviews, meta-analyses (Hatttie, 
2009; Hattie, 2012) and the studies conducted in the field of Instructional 
Design. 

EBE (Evidence-Based Education) (Calvani & Trinchero, 2019; Bell, 
2020; Marzano & Calvani, 2020); it is also intended not to overlook the 
contribution of cognitive sciences, ‘educational neurosciences’, which in-
vestigate brain capacities relevant to didactics (Geake, 2009; Rivoltella, 
2012), and ‘affective neurosciences’, which aim to approach the extent to 
which the mind is influenced by an interdependence between body and 
brain (Immordino-Yang, & Damasio, 2007). 

For this reason, the IDeAL method, an acronym for the words “Iterative 
Design for Active Learning”, has been developed to define and structure 
the design phases of artefacts in a more detailed manner (Niewint et al., 
2019). The steps that guide teachers through the design process using cards 
and grids are inspired by the results of evidence-based studies on the most 
effective and engaging instructional actions to achieve learning objectives 
(Reigeluth, 1999; Hattie, 2012; Hattie, 2017; Hattie, 2023; Calvani et al., 
2018). In this case, IDeAL presents itself as a useful methodology to de-
velop certain transversal competences of students such as collaboration, 
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communication, learning to learn, and the ability to learn, creativity, critical 
thinking and problem solving, considered central in most competence 
frameworks for the 21st century (Voogt, N.P. Roblin, 2012; OCSE, 2018). 

 
 

1.1 The IDeAL method (Iterative Design for Active Learning) as an opportu-
nity to improve teaching effectiveness 

 
IDeAL was created by declining in more detail the ‘Think Make Improve’ 
model for design-based learning (Martinez & Stager, 2016) and Design 
Thinking (Razzouk & Shute, 2021) with the contribution of the tools pro-
posed by ‘Didactics by Scenarios’ within the INDIRE Educational Van-
guards network1. The methodology has a twofold purpose: on the one 
hand, to provide the teacher with indications for scanning and calibrating 
the workload in consideration of the needs of the class; on the other hand, 
to develop transversal skills in students, such as creativity, communication, 
collaboration and problem solving, through the activation of cognitive pro-
cesses in support of meaningful learning (Trinchero, 2018). 

Overall, IDeAL consists of nine phases: an introductory phase, a con-
cluding phase and seven central phases. As it is characterised by an iterative 
and cyclical approach aimed at continuous improvement, the intermediate 
design steps can be repeated until an ideal final solution is reached. For 
each step, a script was constructed and described by means of cards describ-
ing the roles of the teacher and the students, the period and the expected 
results. Annexes are also provided that draw on Indire’s research on how to 
«make learning visible», developed within Project Zero at the Harvard 
Graduate School of Education. The IDeAL methodology with the sheets 
and annexes is publicly available on the INDIRE website2. 

Considering the practical recommendations for guiding teachers to ef-
fective teaching (Calvani et al., 2018) derived from EBE (Evidence-Based 
Education) each phase of the IDeAL methodology emphasises specific as-
pects of the teaching-learning process. 

The table below (Table 1) summarises the nine phases that characterise 
the IDeAL methodology, each of which is described in more detail in the 
forms made available to teachers. For each of them, the actions considered 

1 http://innovazione.indire.it/avanguardieeducative/didattica-scenari.
2 See for the Fact Sheets http://ideal.indire.it/schede.pdf and the Annexes http://ideal.in-

dire.it/allegati.pdf.
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effective in promoting a good teaching-learning process are listed, from 
which IDeAL draws its inspiration in trying to follow the recommendations 
derived from EBE. 

 

Phase Description Directions for effective teaching

1.Instruc-
tional Meet-
ing

The teacher presents the pupils with an 
outline of a project to be carried out, 
which is in line with the curricular 
themes, linking it to previous themes 
and illustrating the aims of the work, 
how it is to be carried out and the 
learning objectives envisaged. Students 
are given time to become familiar with 
what has been said, to reflect and to ask 
questions.

Making objectives clear and conveying 
confidence in their attainment, cre-
ating a challenging climate (Calvani et 
al., 2021) Activating pre-knowledge 
(Hattie, 2023). (Pellegrini & Vivanet, 
2018). 
Breaking down and adjusting the com-
plexity of the task according to the 
learner’s expertise (Gagne, 1990). Di-
recting the learner’s attention and de-
creasing the extraneous cognitive load 
(Clark et al, 2006).

2.1.Define

Students propose initial ideas/solutions 
to the presented project/problem. They 
are then divided into pairs or groups of 
up to three students.

Creating small groups to foster cogni-
tive interaction between members, Peer 
tutoring; Small group learning (Hattie, 
2012; 2023).

2.2.Conceive 
2.3.Design

Each group starts to draw on the map 
different possible solutions, prototypes 
and objects that might be useful to 
achieve the group’s common goal. This 
process is supported by experimenta-
tion sheets. Each group is asked to 
come up with an internally shared pro-
totype.

Developing mental imagination and 
self-explanation (metacognition) 
(Gagne, 1990; Zimmerman, 2001).

3.Realise

The teacher supervises the working 
groups in the activity of realising the 
product from the designed prototype, 
encouraging, and guiding the discus-
sion if necessary. The students realise 
the designed product using materials or 
technological tools.

Fostering a gradual transition from di- 
mensions to active practice. (Cognitive 
Load Theory) (Schnotz, & Kürschner, 
2007).

4.1. Verifi-
cation

Within each group, the students com-
pare the product with the prototype, 
through active confrontation, also 
among themselves, changing and mod-
ifying.

Use feedback and enhance self-efficacy 
(Hattie, 2012; 2023). 
Positive peer relationships (Hattie, 
2012; 2023).
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Table 1. IDeAL methodology steps and effective processes for EBE research 

 
 
We take up the question also expounded by Marzano and Calvani 

(2020, p. 127) “in a field as complex as education, how can teachers be 
helped in their concrete decisions by pointing out reliable principles, 
models or procedures?”. 

IDeAL tries to answer the question by configuring itself as an interven-
tion aimed at improving the students’ competences by following the indi-
cations coming from research in Evidence-Based Education, enhancing 
small group work, metacognitive strategies and the students’ project capa-
bility. The teachers involved in the experimentation collaborated on the 
objective in a process of continuous reflection and improvement of the 
practices implemented. The structuring of the methodology also considers 
the inseparable relationship between cognitive, emotional and social aspects 
in education and the tendency to go beyond teaching models that do not 
take all these factors into account; the proposed model emphasises the im-
portance of relationships, the attitudes of teachers and pupils and the class-
room climate at teaching times. 

IDeAL promotes a teaching practice that values the fact that cognition, 
emotion, body and mind act together in students of all ages, from child-
hood to adulthood (Immordino-Yang, 2016). “The principle of active en-
gagement states that it is essential that the student is motivated and engaged 
in learning ... pleasure and autonomy, an explicit pedagogy supported by 
stimulating material” (Dehaene, 2019, p. 225). Curiosity, therefore, be-
comes crucial in order to keep alive the desire to discover and to improve, 
intercepting stimuli that are neither too familiar, in order not to arouse in-
terest, nor too complex, in order to be considered distant. The work carried 

4.2.Illustrate 
4.3. Analyse

Each group presents their product to 
the class, highlighting the strengths and 
weaknesses of the designs and explain-
ing the decision-making process in 
choosing the final prototype. This pro-
cess is accompanied by support sheets 
and can be the premise for starting a 
new design cycle (step 2.1).

Enhancing the storage of relevant ideas 
and processes (Gagné, 1990; Hattie, 
2012; 2023). 
Promoting the idea of error as a pos-
sibility for continuous improvement. 
(Clark et al., 2006).

5. Meeting 
and Conclu- 
sion

This stands out as the only individual 
moment aimed at individual reflection 
on opinions, beliefs and how these 
have changed since the learning experi-
ence.

Strengthening awareness and metacog-
nition, highlighting relevant processes 
(Cornoldi & De Beni, 2020; Baliram, 
&. Ellis, 2019).
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out with the teachers by IDEAL and the materials proposed take these vari-
ables into account, both in the training of the teachers themselves and in 
the protocol proposed for the class group, in order to accompany the learn-
ing process, observe it, document it and create new opportunities for re-
flection. 

 
 

2. Technologies in the classroom 
 

Deep learning strategies, rooted in the principles of critical thinking, prob-
lem-solving, and analytical skills promoted by the IDeAL methodology 
promote a deeper understanding and long-lasting retention of knowledge. 
Technology, in this context, acts as a catalyst, enhancing and improving 
the learning process. From collaborative platforms that encourage team-
work and communication to AI-driven tools that provide personalized 
learning experiences, technology broadens the horizons of what can be 
achieved in an educational setting. It allows for a more tailored approach 
to learning, catering to individual student needs and learning styles, and 
providing real-time feedback and support. The use of technology in this 
integrated approach is not just a means to an end; it is also a critical skill 
that students must master as part of their education. In a world where tech-
nology is ever-present, understanding and using these tools is essential for 
success in both academic and professional spheres. 

The term ‘technology’ is overly broad, ranging from the projector to the 
digital whiteboard and from the typewriter to the tablet and all can in-
fluence learning in negative and positive ways. Technology is neither good 
nor bad. The use of technology itself, such as mobile phones and tablets, 
television, and computers can lead to student distraction because they often 
lead to multitasking activities or a punctual calling of attention (e.g. 
through banners, pop-up windows) and highlight how easy it is to distract 
the student from learning. But it is also true that tools such as digital flash-
cards and online quizzes can help to consolidate learned content or pres-
entations and interactive programmes succeed in conveying content over 
multiple perceptual channels. Therefore, it is not the mere use of technol-
ogy that will turn the lesson into an extraordinary success, it is the teacher 
himself who is the key figure in deciding to use technological tools or not. 
Fundamental is the teacher’s basic understanding of how the use of tech-
nology in teaching influences student attention and learning. For example, 
having students write down their notes during a presentation with pen and 
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paper instead of using an electronic device such as a mobile phone or com-
puter can be effective in preventing the potential distraction of digital tech-
nology. In the past years, the idea that everyone has his or her own learning 
style and that going against that style promotes learning has been widely 
debunked. There is no such thing as a visual or verbal style of learner. How-
ever, presenting information both visually and verbally helps all students. 
Technology in the classroom can certainly help with dual coding: receiving 
information visually and verbally. Websites, blogs, and news articles can be 
excellent resources for examining visual and verbal material. However, in 
everyday teaching practice there is often still difficulty in integrating tech-
nology into education in a meaningful way and the desired results in trans-
forming the learning experience are not always seen. Educational researchers 
and experts have found that many educational technologies lack impact. 
For example, Professor Larry Cuban of Stanford University, who has ex-
pressed scepticism about digital educational technologies in publications 
spanning a decade and a half, such as his book Oversold and Underused: 
Computers in the Classroom. He notes that teachers are still doing the same 
things they have always done in their classrooms but using only more ex-
pensive digital devices.  

However, we must recognise that today we could communicate quickly 
with people all over the world, to learn anytime and anywhere, to create 
content, to reach out to others and to collaborate easily. We can access all 
human knowledge through small devices that we carry with us. Today’s lec-
turers and teachers have a power that was unimaginable just a few years 
ago. To deny the importance of digital technologies in education is to make 
ourselves irrelevant to the digital transformations that are redefining the 
world around us. The solution is to understand how best to use these digital 
technologies. Instead of banning them or keeping students away from 
them, educators and parents should determine how students should use 
them and for what purpose. Our thoughtful intentionality can positively 
influence student learning. If the main criticism of technology integration 
is that schools will continue to see limited impacts until they change, then 
the solution is to rethink learning, teaching, and schooling, not to ignore 
or ban the potential of technologies or the technologies themselves. Al-
though many schools have advanced technologies, they rarely use them ef-
fectively, leaving efforts and expectations of results unfulfilled. Technology 
is often used in a replicative manner, i.e. doing the same things that teachers 
did in analogue classrooms only with more expensive tools. Until schools 
can transform their use of technology, they will not be able to meet the de-
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mands and concerns of parents, communities, and external critics. To do 
so, teachers in particular need more resources to move towards a more trans-
formative use of technology in education, where students and teachers can 
take advantage of digital tools to do things they could not do before.  

  
 

2.1 The TPACK Model and Methodologies  
 

The use of technology today presents an extraordinary opportunity to apply 
an effective approach to promote the development of personalisation from 
a constructionist perspective (i.e. with the construction of tangible and 
shareable artefacts) and thus can also meet the needs of teachers who are 
looking for effective tools to promote personalisation. 

The TPACK3 (Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge) model, 
devised by Punya and Koehler (2006), emphasises the need for the inte-
gration of pedagogical strategies, technology-aware use, and deep content 
knowledge to support meaningful learning. This integration must first take 
place in the competence of the teacher. The TPACK model can be a lens 
for re-reading all the innovative teaching experiences that teachers plan, ex-
periment and perfect every day to create a stimulating learning environment 
that is personalised and inclusive. The use of technologies in education am-
plifies the possibilities of self-expression, flexible use of the tool in different 
learning contexts, adaptation to different abilities and differentiation of the 
implementation and expressive modes (kinaesthetic, visual, spatial, audi-
tory, tactile). 

The TPACK model also highlights the importance of the learning meth-
odologies used. Learner-centred methodologies such as, for example, IBL 
(Inquiry-Based Learning), PBL (Problem/Project-Based Learning) or DBL 
(Design-Based Learning) support learners’ potential by promoting active, 
engaging, and personalised learning, developing transversal skills, and en-
couraging collaboration and communication. These methodologies encour-
age students to ask questions, identify problems and find innovative 
solutions. In this way, students develop critical thinking and problem-solv-
ing skills, which are essential for academic and professional success. The 
activities promote active learning, as students are directly involved in re-
searching, analysing, and creating solutions. These approaches can make 

3 http://tpack.org
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learning more interesting and meaningful, while at the same time increasing 
student motivation. The approaches often encourage teamwork and com-
munication between students, as they often work together to solve prob-
lems or carry out projects. This collaboration helps develop interpersonal 
and communication skills, which are fundamental for teamwork and pro-
fessional relationships. The methodologies presented allow educators to 
adapt activities and projects to the specific needs and interests of students. 
In this way, students can explore topics that interest them most and develop 
their skills more effectively. In addition to the promotion of soft skills, the 
link between theory and practice is important to emphasise. Methodologies 
such as PBL, IBL or DBL enable students to apply theoretical concepts 
learned in the classroom to real, contextualised situations. This link between 
theory and practice helps to reinforce understanding and make learning 
more relevant and applicable to the real world.  

 
 

2.2 Methodologies and Technologies 
 

In the evolving landscape of education, student-centred methodologies have 
emerged as vital frameworks for integrating technology in learning environ-
ments. These approaches, including IDeAL4, Inquiry-Based Education 
(IBE), Problem-Based Learning (PBL), Project-Based Learning (PBL), 
Challenged Based Learning (CBL), Design Thinking, Blended Learning, 
Flipped Classrooms, and Content and Language Integrated Learning 
(CLIL), emphasize active student engagement, problem-solving, and real-
world applications. They not only foster a deeper understanding of subject 
matter but also seamlessly incorporate technology into the educational pro-
cess.  

The significance of these methodologies in the context of technology 
use lies in their ability to transform traditional, teacher-centric classrooms 
into dynamic, interactive spaces where technology acts as a facilitator rather 
than just a tool. In these settings, students are encouraged to explore, ex-
periment, and engage with digital resources, thus developing essential 21st-
century skills such as digital literacy, critical thinking, and collaborative 
problem-solving. This shift towards student-centred learning, supported 
by technological advancements, prepares students to navigate and con-

4 https://www.indire.it/en/progetto/ideal-a-methodology-for-the-development-of-soft-
skills/
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tribute effectively to an increasingly digital world. These methodologies, 
therefore, play a crucial role in modernizing education and equipping 
learners with the competencies needed for both academic and real-world 
success. 

In IDeAL, the design activity becomes the fulcrum of the teaching-learn-
ing process: the student is personally involved in devising, realising and 
evaluating possible solutions to a situation/problem; in this process the stu-
dent activates prior knowledge (disciplinary and non-disciplinary) and at 
the same time develops new knowledge, also – and above all – by confront-
ing his/her own mistakes. The learning objectives are defined considering 
transversal competences and processes typical of cognitive activation, leav-
ing the teacher the possibility of identifying others, even disciplinary ones; 
this is because the project task assigned to the class may go beyond disci-
plinary boundaries and require the use of prior and interdisciplinary knowl-
edge. The teacher is assigned the role of facilitator and guide; the student 
works both in small groups and with the entire class, but never as an indi-
vidual: he or she is always the element of a working group in which deci-
sions, responsibilities and processes are shared. Technology assumes a 
supporting role: it is not an indispensable tool, but a useful and versatile 
one, necessary because it facilitates the manipulation of ideas and sharing 
between groups and the class group (Niewint et al., 2019). 

Inquiry-Based Education (IBE) (Savery, 2006) is a method that follows 
John Dewey’s principle of initiating education with curiosity. It engages 
students in the entire scientific research process, from asking questions to 
sharing results, thus making teaching practical and effective for understand-
ing scientific research. Teachers in IBE play dual roles of facilitator and in-
structor, balancing between guidance and student independence. 

Problem-Based Learning (PBL) (Newman, 2003), first used in medical 
education, is a student-centred, multidisciplinary method focusing on de-
veloping real-world problem-solving skills. In PBL, students collaboratively 
work on open-ended questions without predetermined solutions, fostering 
their ability to apply knowledge from various disciplines and work produc-
tively with others. PBL also involves collaborative problem-solving but is 
more structured than problem-based learning. Projects are defined from 
the start, and teachers have a more active role in guiding students through 
the complexities of the project, such as building a rocket or a space habi-
tat. 

Challenged Based Learning (CBL) (Johnson et al., 2009) aims to de-
velop solutions to societal problems, starting with a broad issue and nar-
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rowing down to a specific challenge. Technology is a crucial component in 
CBL, integrated into every phase of the learning process. The final product 
in CBL is determined during the learning process, with a focus on data col-
lection and sharing using ICT. Design Thinking5 in education mirrors the 
processes of design and prototype production. It helps students develop 
skills to identify societal problems and needs, encouraging entrepreneur-
ship. Students go through a cycle of empathy, defining problems, ideation, 
prototyping, and testing, creating a prototype solution. Blended Learning 
and Flipped Classroom strategies6 combine online, and in-class instruction 
maximize classroom time for deeper engagement and learning. 

Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) is an approach that 
integrates foreign language learning with thematic content across all school 
subjects. It enables the use of a foreign language as a teaching medium in 
non-linguistic subjects, enhancing both language skills and subject matter 
understanding. Supported by the European Commission, CLIL is particu-
larly effective in task-based pedagogies and offers unique benefits in science 
education, providing authentic learning contexts and supporting both cog-
nitive skills and language learning.  

 
 

2.3 Programmes and technologies 
 

The use of technology in education has become an important aspect in 
teaching and learning. This section explores the role and impact of some 
digital tools and how to use technology in learning activities and for assess-
ment, offering strategies to ensure that all students benefit from these digital 
advancements. However, the use of such technologies is not without its 
challenges, so the following text will provide insights and practical ap-
proaches to effectively integrate technology in education. 

One of the tools used to produce IdeAL products by students are pres-
entations. Presentation tools such as PowerPoint are a more established and 
well-known technology, and one could even say that it is a more widely 
used form of technology in the classroom. The strength of presentation 
tools such as PowerPoint, Prezi or other similar tools is certainly their ease 
of use. Both teachers and students are familiar with these tools and feel 
comfortable creating and sharing presentations. Teachers can easily edit and 

5 https://dschool.stanford.edu/
6 https://innovazione.indire.it/avanguardieeducative/flipped-classroom
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update old slides, which helps keep lessons as up to date as possible. Stu-
dents can e.g. request copies of presentations to take notes for revision. 
These tools can be particularly useful for promoting dual coding, as it is 
an effortless way to present text and images. On the other hand, however, 
it can also be quite easy to abuse presentation tools and force students to 
multitask. Presenting slides while giving students time to read and then 
take notes forces them to switch from reading to writing and to pay atten-
tion to the lecturer explaining. To alleviate this moment of multitasking, it 
would be more advisable to give students a moment to read and process 
what is on the screen before starting with the explanation. 

The delivery of creating a representation of key information as evidence 
of the content learned, using different digital applications could be differ-
entiated in the following way, for example: See Appendix 1 for an example.  

The exercise of identifying the current situation of access to technology 
in the classroom can also be useful in analysing how this may affect differ-
entiation ability. Although technology is increasingly part of the school en-
vironment, not all teachers have the option of always having a device 
available for every student. But limited access to iPad/Chromebook carts, 
computer labs and even smartphones for students does not mean limited 
ability to differentiate with technology.  

There are two general scenarios in which most teachers find themselves 
in relation to available technology:  

 
Teacher and student have a personal device, either their own or provided –
by the school. 
Lab/Career: Students have access to a computer cart or computer lab. –
 
Some questions can be used to better understand what the situation is 

in this regard (see Appendix 2). 
 
 

3. Artificial Intelligence in the Classroom  
 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is transforming many sectors, and education is 
certainly no exception. Integrating AI into education and teaching the con-
scious use of this technology means being a builder of an important com-
petence for future citizens. AI has the potential to amplify the learning 
experience of students as well as to provide teachers with additional tools 
to develop tailor-made teaching plans. At the same time, as technology ad-
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vances increasingly in everyone’s life, education also needs new skills for 
both teachers and students. It becomes essential, for example, to develop a 
digital literacy that emphasises the understanding of AI also in a dimension 
of data analysis and utilisation. Three areas can be distinguished in educa-
tion:   

 

 
Niewint-Gori (2023) 

 
 
Education for AI: How to interact with AI confidently, critically, and 

safely, without necessarily requiring specific training in usually involved 
subject areas such as mathematics or programming. It requires broader skills 
to provide the necessary knowledge and attitudes.  

Education with AI: How AI can improve the teaching and learning pro-
cess. It requires an understanding of how the methods and technologies 
used can best work together in each context to enhance the teaching and 
learning process.  

AI education: Focuses on the fundamentals of AI as a technology. It 
requires knowledge of processes such as, for example, programming or ma-
chine learning. It assumes a programmer’s point of view, also with the aim 
of preparing students for the labour market. It is often discussed especially 
for the second cycle of education as a discipline in a renewed curriculum. 

In educational AI use, developing AI literacy is key. This includes under-
standing opaque algorithms in search engines and social media and being 
aware of biases and ‘echo chambers’. The European EC’s 2022 Ethical 
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Guidelines on AI in education differentiate AI tools for teaching from those 
aiding student support. AI’s significant role is in personalized learning, 
adapting content and pace to individual needs, fostering student autonomy, 
engagement, and motivation. AI also enhances the learning process by pro-
viding impactful feedback, a critical factor in student success. Applications 
like learning dashboards enhance student awareness and self-regulation. 
They offer visual cues for progress monitoring and encourage strategic ad-
justments in learning. These tools also motivate learners by giving them 
control over their learning journey. Moreover, teachers gain valuable in-
sights from these analytics, aiding them in supporting students needing 
extra help. 

AI has the potential to revolutionize teaching methodologies by auto-
mating some tasks like grading or simple feedback, thus freeing up valuable 
time for educators to engage in more impactful teaching activities. This 
automation extends to facilitating innovative pedagogical approaches that 
would be difficult to implement manually, such as collaborative inquiry 
through game-based learning. AI’s applications in education are diverse. It 
is not just about administrative ease; AI’s potential stretches to generating 
lesson plans, supporting simulation-based learning, and providing real-time 
feedback rooted in expert pedagogical knowledge. Post-lesson, AI tools can 
compile comprehensive reports, aiding teachers in staying abreast of the la-
test developments in their field. For students, AI presents an opportunity 
for personalized learning experiences, creating a conducive environment 
for skill development and boosting confidence through constructive feed-
back. AI’s influence is also evident in the evaluation process. By analysing 
written work, offering feedback on verbal responses, and tailoring learning 
materials through adaptive systems, AI enhances the educational process. 
These systems increase student engagement through gamification, promot-
ing interactive and collaborative learning environments. Furthermore, AI’s 
role in automating grading, detecting plagiarism, and evaluating assess-
ments is pivotal in identifying learning gaps and assessing the effectiveness 
of teaching methods. Still, the use of AI in education is not without its 
challenges and ethical concerns and while AI’s capacity to personalize edu-
cation and streamline efficiency is acknowledged, there are inherent risks 
that need to be addressed. For instance, AI-generated texts might lack di-
versity and authenticity. AI models often favour quick responses, potentially 
overlooking the depth and pedagogical depth of the learning process.  

Potential areas to apply AI in students’ learning (EDEH AI Squad, 
2023): 
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Analysing written work: AI can evaluate written assignments, such as –
essays, by checking for grammar, spelling, punctuation, and even assess-
ing coherence and structure. This helps students improve their writing 
skills and saves time for educators who would otherwise need to review 
each assignment manually. 
Natural language processing: AI can interpret natural language, the way –
humans use language to express thoughts, ideas, and emotions. This 
ability can be harnessed to provide feedback on spoken responses, pres-
entations, or other verbal communications. This can be particularly 
helpful for language learning or public speaking practice. 
Adaptive learning systems: AI can track students’ performance over time, –
adjusting feedback and learning materials to continually challenge and 
support their growth. This enables a more dynamic and responsive learn-
ing experience that evolves with the student. It thus enables teachers to 
support the progress of many learners operating at different levels and 
could be part of a universal design for learning strategy. 
Gamification: AI can be integrated into educational games, providing –
instant feedback and encouragement, promoting engagement, and mak-
ing learning more enjoyable. 
Peer review support: AI can facilitate peer review processes by helping –
students provide constructive feedback to their peers, guiding them 
through the evaluation process, and offering suggestions for improve-
ment. 
Data analysis and insights: AI can process large data quickly, identifying –
patterns and trends that can inform feedback strategies. This could help 
educators understand which approaches are most effective and identify 
areas where additional support may be needed. 
Consistency: AI systems should be able to provide consistent feedback –
based on pre-defined criteria, eliminating the potential for human bias 
or variability in evaluation to ensure that all students receive fair and 
unbiased feedback. 
Assessment: AI is making an impact on educational assessment with ap-–
plications such as automated grading, plagiarism detection, predictive 
analytics, assessment analytics, and item analysis. Automated grading 
saves teachers’ time and ensures consistent and objective assessment. Pla-
giarism detection holds students accountable for their work by ident-
ifying instances of plagiarism. Predictive analytics uses AI to forecast 
student performance based on their past assessments and coursework. 
Assessment analytics analyses data from summative assessments to evalu-
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ate students’ learning progress and identify knowledge gaps. Item analy-
sis examines the effectiveness of individual assessment questions. These 
AI-driven approaches aim to enhance the reliability, fairness, and in-
formativeness of assessments, transforming the way student learning and 
performance are evaluated. 
 
AI’s integration into educational institutions extends beyond teaching. 

It encompasses a range of operational tasks, including marketing, curricu-
lum design, and resource management. AI systems streamline assessment 
processes, facilitate student record management, optimize scheduling, and 
assist in test preparations. They also play a pivotal role in learning analytics, 
offering insights into student performance and educational outcomes. Per-
sonalization is another significant application of AI within institutions. By 
aiding in lesson planning, learning management, and adaptive learning sys-
tems, AI offers personalized educational experiences. Beyond the classroom, 
AI supports tutoring and provides guidance in selecting courses, majors, 
and career paths. Its ability to generate personalized learning content 
through recommendation systems caters to individual student needs. AI’s 
predictive analytics are instrumental in identifying students at risk of drop-
ping out, enabling timely intervention. Furthermore, AI-driven software 
systems enhance teaching quality and training processes. However, it’s cru-
cial to balance these technological advancements with considerations of 
student autonomy and privacy. In terms of inclusion, AI can facilitate 
smoother communication between parents and teachers. Automation of 
administrative tasks and the use of chatbots and virtual assistants alleviate 
the administrative burden, allowing educators to focus more on teaching. 
AI also contributes to the efficient management of school facilities, includ-
ing staff scheduling, professional development, transportation, mainten-
ance, finance, and cybersecurity, thereby ensuring a safe and secure 
educational environment.  

The societal aspect of AI in education revolves around the principles of 
inclusion and equity, advocating equal access to educational opportunities 
for all. True educational equity is achieved when teaching styles accom-
modate individual learning needs and reflect students’ diverse backgrounds. 
Inclusive education is vital for empowering marginalized students to over-
come barriers and succeed. 

Policies promoting inclusion and equity, like those outlined by 
UNESCO (2017), are essential. These policies should focus not only on 
access but also on fairness and valuing diversity. AI’s ability to tailor learning 
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experiences and provide individualized support can significantly enhance 
educational equity. UNESCO’s mandate for a student-centred approach 
aligns with these principles. AI’s potential to identify and rectify biases in 
educational materials and assessments is critical in developing fair and un-
biased learning opportunities. However, the challenge stays in addressing 
the digital divide, exemplified by the ‘Matthew Effect,’ where unequal ac-
cess to technology could deepen existing social inequalities. While AI offers 
transformative prospects for educational institutions, it needs a careful, bal-
anced approach. Ensuring fair access and keeping a focus on ethical con-
siderations are paramount in using AI to enhance both institutional 
effectiveness and societal equity in education. 

Commission’s DigComp 2.2 framework7 enhances citizens’ digital com-
petences, including interactions with AI systems. It covers AI system func-
tionalities, working mechanisms, ethical challenges, distinguishing AI from 
human interactions, understanding AI’s role in content creation, and the 
implications of AI on privacy, data use, and societal issues. This framework 
aids in informed and responsible AI use and digital content creation. 

The ethical use of AI and data in education, emphasized by the Euro-
pean Commission’s Ethical Guidelines (https://op.europa.eu/en/publica-
tion-detail/-/publication/d81a0d54-5348-11ed-92ed-01aa75ed71a1/langu
age-en) and the European Digital Competence Framework for Educators 
(DigCompEdu), highlights the need for educators to be digitally skilled 
and ethically aware. This involves understanding AI systems, data govern-
ance, and the impact of AI on teaching and learning, including potential 
biases and privacy concerns. Teachers must be informed about AI-related 
regulations, like the GDPR and the European AI Act, and integrate AI re-
sponsibly in educational settings. Tools like SELFIE FOR TEACHERS8, 
and UNESCO’s9 guidelines support educators in developing AI com-
petencies, focusing on both technological and human aspects of AI in edu-
cation. 

The Council of Europe’s document about Artificial intelligence and edu-
cation10 emphasizes the necessity for everyone to have adequate AI literacy, 

7 https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/handle/JRC128415
8 https://education.ec.europa.eu/selfie-for-teachers
9 https://www.unesco.org/en/articles/unesco-supports-definition-and-development-ai-

competencies-teachers
10 https://rm.coe.int/artificial-intelligence-and-education-a-critical-view-through-the-

lens/1680a886bd 
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encompassing knowledge, skills, and values about AI’s creation, implemen-
tation, and use. It underlines the importance of understanding both tech-
nological and human impacts of AI, including effects on mental abilities, 
privacy, and independence. The AI4K12 Five Big Ideas for AI education 
project11 offer guidance for teachers to effectively educate students about 
AI, stressing the need for clear demonstrations and encouraging students 
to engage with AI tools for a deeper understanding.  

An interesting use of artificial intelligence is in the creation of assessment 
tools: IDeAL proposes useful moments for the development of metacog-
nition, but this can also be accompanied using tests for knowledge or skills 
(see appendix 3). 

The use of online quizzes and polls in the classroom can not only be an 
easy way to use remedial practice in the classroom, but can also provide 
real-time feedback on student performance and perceptions, can be used 
as an activity instead of a formal assessment, and, because students can be 
given the opportunity to see the results, these quizzes can be interactive 
and engaging. However, since students need their laptops or phones to use 
these tools, introducing them into the classroom can invite multitasking 
and distraction during class. Students can easily switch to social media while 
taking quizzes and it can be difficult to refocus them on the lesson. It is 
important to pay attention to how and when you use these tools and pay 
attention to how students use their devices during class. That said, the use 
of digital technologies has the potential to make students’ formative assess-
ment more varied and an integral part of everyday teaching practice. Digital 
technologies allow data on student performance to be collected and re-
turned in an easily usable way, but with the introduction of artificial intel-
ligence they can also be integrated into the creation of learning content, 
such as quizzes to be used to gather immediate feedback on the content 
learned. Applications such as ChatGPT can be used to generate prompts 
for open-ended questions that align with the learning content, for example, 
creating quick written quizzes that test students’ understanding. Enter a 
prompt such as: “Generate a three-question open-ended quiz on the con-
cept of the water cycle for a sixth-grade science class”. The content created 
can be used as a quiz, but you can also use the generated prompts to reflect 
on whether all the key concepts have been covered or if any content is miss-
ing or should be removed. 

11 https://www.raspberrypi.org/blog/ai-education-ai4k12-big-ideas-ai-thinking/
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The potential of the use of artificial intelligence in this case is not the 
generation of the quiz itself but that the teacher can regenerate different 
content quickly, either on the same topic or on different topics on which 
the pupils can also reflect as group work. 

Concluding, Artificial intelligence (AI) has promising potential in edu-
cation, if implemented responsibly to safeguard the rights of students. It is 
essential to maintain controls, transparency, and human oversight to miti-
gate risks. AI must complement and not replace pedagogical practices, with 
algorithms designed for understandable and interpretable results. Transpar-
ent, or ‘Explainable AI’, becomes crucial, especially in assessment, to under-
stand the decisions made by the system. Despite automation, human 
supervision remains essential, educators must have the final say in mean-
ingful decisions. It is crucial that AI respects students’ privacy, complying 
with privacy regulations and protecting sensitive information. Algorithmic 
biases that can affect the fairness of the system and impact stakeholders in 
education must also be combated. If the system produces errors, there must 
be mechanisms to correct them. AI systems must be monitored and evalu-
ated regularly to ensure accuracy, fairness, and effectiveness. 

 
 

4. The distinct phases of IDeAL and the possibility of using technological 
tools in groups  
 

Each example is carefully chosen to highlight various aspects of this inte-
grative approach. They highlight not only the successes but also the chal-
lenges and learning opportunities encountered along the way. By examining 
these cases, educators and students alike can gain a deeper understanding 
of the practical applications and implications of combining deep learning 
strategies with the IDeAL methodology, all within the framework of current 
technological advancements. 

Furthermore, the reflections accompanying each example offer a critical 
analysis and thoughtful consideration of the outcomes. These reflections 
are crucial for understanding the broader impact of these practices on stu-
dents’ learning experiences, teachers’ instructional methods, and the edu-
cational system. They encourage readers to think critically about how these 
strategies can be adapted and implemented in their own educational con-
texts. 

This section, therefore, is not just a showcase of what has been done; 
it’s a springboard for inspiration and innovation in education. It invites 
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educators, administrators, and learners to contemplate, adapt, and adopt 
these examples in ways that resonate with their unique educational environ-
ments and challenges. 

 
I. Instructional Meeting 
Imagine a classroom buzzing with activity as students embark on a re-

search project. They are scattered around the room, some browsing the in-
ternet on their tablets, others flipping through books, and a few watching 
documentary clips on a large screen. Their task is to gather information on 
a specific topic, pooling resources from diverse mediums to create a com-
prehensive understanding. During this brainstorming session, the students 
are allowed to use a variety of tools to record and collect their findings. For 
digital content, they use collaborative document editors like Google Docs, 
where they can simultaneously contribute notes, links, and summaries. This 
live document serves as a dynamic repository of their collective research. 
For insights from books or physical materials, students take photos or scan 
pages using their smartphones, uploading these images to the shared docu-
ment. They also use audio recording apps to capture key discussions or 
thoughts, which are later transcribed and added to their collective notes. 
To make the brainstorming process visible to everyone an interactive white-
board could be used. Students use this to display their findings, engage in 
group discussions, and visually map out their ideas. The smartboard soft-
ware integrates with their shared documents, allowing for a seamless transfer 
of information from their individual devices to the communal display. 

As the students gather and compile information, AI technology can play 
a significant role in enhancing their research. An AI-powered research as-
sistant tool is integrated into their collaborative platform. This tool uses 
natural language processing to analyse their notes and suggests additional 
relevant articles, books, and multimedia content. It helps identify patterns 
and connections between different pieces of information that might not be 
immediately obvious. For example, if the students are researching climate 
change, the AI tool might suggest articles on related topics like renewable 
energy or ecological conservation, broadening their perspective.  

For presenting information in an engaging and age-appropriate manner, 
interactive presentation tools like Microsoft PowerPoint, Canvas or Prezi 
can be used. They enable educators and students to create dynamic and 
visually appealing presentations that can capture and retain the interest of 
students. To further enhance the learning process, discussion platforms such 
as online forums or chat tools, including Slack and Microsoft Teams, are 
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invaluable. These platforms facilitate active participation, encouraging ques-
tions and discussions among students, thereby fostering a collaborative 
learning environment. 

In terms of capturing student reflections, audio or video recording tools 
are extremely useful. They provide a means for students to express their 
thoughts and reflections, which can be reviewed and assessed later. This 
not only helps in keeping a record of student progress but also in under-
standing their perspectives more deeply. 

 
II. Define, Ideate, Design 
In the activities of stage 2 students will work in smaller groups. For 

example, each group opens a collaborative document on Google Docs, 
where they begin transcribing the problem statements and potential sol-
utions they have brainstormed. This digital space becomes a collector of 
ideas, where each student’s input is visible and editable by all group 
members. To organize their thoughts and objectives, the groups utilize pro-
ject management tools like Trello. These platforms allow them to create 
tasks, assign responsibilities, and set deadlines, ensuring that every member 
is on the same page and contributing effectively. The visual nature of these 
tools, with their boards and cards, helps in clearly delineating the steps they 
need to take to reach their goals. As ideas begin to take shape, the groups 
turn to virtual whiteboards like Miro or Microsoft Whiteboard. These digi-
tal canvases become the playground for their creativity. Here, they can vis-
ually group their reflections, draw connections between different ideas, and 
create a structured outline of their project. The virtual whiteboard serves 
not only as a brainstorming tool but also as a living document that evolves 
with their project. 

The Ideate stage (2.2) sees each group delving deeper into the creative 
process. Using digital drawing or content creation tools students begin to 
bring their ideas to life. These tools allow for precision and flexibility in 
designing prototypes, enabling the students to explore various design as-
pects without the limitations of physical materials. As the designs take form, 
the students use worksheet sharing platforms like Google Drive or Dropbox 
to share their sketches and prototypes. This collaborative environment 
allows for real-time feedback and iteration. Group members can comment 
on each other’s designs, suggest improvements, and collectively refine their 
prototypes. 

In the Design stage (2.3), the groups solidify their prototypes, turning 
ideas into viable project plans. This phase is characterized by intense col-
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laboration and critical thinking, as each group strives to create a feasible 
and innovative solution to their defined problem. The classroom is abuzz 
with discussions and debates, often facilitated through online forums or 
platforms like Discourse or Kialo. These platforms provide a structured en-
vironment for confronting different viewpoints, allowing students to chal-
lenge each other’s ideas constructively and reach a consensus on the best 
approach. Meanwhile, the project management software continues to be 
an essential tool. It helps the groups track their progress, manage the details 
of their projects, and ensure that they are adhering to the defined timelines 
and objectives. Through these phases, the students not only learn to col-
laborate and think critically but also gain hands-on experience in using a 
variety of digital tools to enhance their problem-solving and creative skills. 
This integrated approach, combining technology with traditional learning 
methods, prepares them for the challenges of the modern world, where 
digital literacy and collaborative skills are paramount.  

 
III. Make, Realize  
This is the phase were ideas and designs will be transformed into some-

thing tangible and/or concrete. Collaboration remains a key component in 
this phase. Groups frequently convene to discuss the progress of their real-
ization of the product, troubleshoot issues, and make decisions on any 
necessary modifications. For remote collaboration or consultation with ex-
ternal experts, video conferencing tools like Zoom or Teams are employed. 
These tools allow the students to share their progress with others outside 
the classroom, seek advice, and even display their work in real-time. Over-
all, the Realize phase is a blend of technology, collaboration, and hands-on 
learning. This phase is not just about creating a physical product; it is about 
understanding the process of turning ideas into reality, the importance of 
precision in design, and the power of collaborative effort in achieving a 
common goal. 

 
IV. Verify (4.1), Illustrate (4.2), and Analyse (4.3) 
In the Verify (4.1) phase, the classroom evolves into a space of critical 

evaluation and reflection. Students, now equipped with their first products, 
engage in meticulous comparison with their initial designs. This phase is 
crucial for understanding the practicalities of transforming a design into a 
concrete product and learning from the discrepancies between the concept 
and the real-world outcome. Groups use digital forms or surveys, tools like 
Google Forms, to collect structured feedback from their peers and teachers. 
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These forms are designed to focus on specific aspects of the prototype, such 
as design fidelity, functionality, and aesthetic appeal. This process of external 
feedback is invaluable, providing fresh perspectives and highlighting areas 
for improvement that the creators might have overlooked. Simultaneously, 
students document their projects and could create detailed reports com-
paring their initial designs with the outcomes of the created product. This 
documentation process not only serves as a record of their journey from 
conception to realization but also helps them in articulating the challenges 
faced and lessons learned during the process. 

In the Illustrate phase (4.2), the classroom turns into a stage for presen-
tation and sharing. Each group prepares to present their project to the class, 
using presentation software like Microsoft PowerPoint, Canvas or Prezi. 
These tools allow them to create engaging and informative presentations 
that highlight the strengths and weaknesses of their projects. They incor-
porate images, data, and even videos to provide a comprehensive overview 
of their work. As groups present, their peers and teachers use video record-
ing tools to capture these presentations. This not only creates a resource 
for future reference but also allows students to review their presentation 
skills and the feedback received. The recorded videos become a crucial part 
of the learning archive, serving as reflective tools for the students to assess 
and improve their communication and presentation abilities. 

With tools like Word Wall or Menti that students can collect directly 
feedback from their peers and use the information for the following step, 
the Analyse phase (4.3). Now data and feedback converge to offer insights 
and learning opportunities. Students employ data analysis tools such as 
Excel or Google Sheets to sift through the feedback collected in the Verify 
phase. They analyse responses, identify common themes, and pinpoint areas 
of strength and weakness in their projects. This analytical process is pivotal 
in transforming qualitative feedback into quantifiable insights, allowing 
students to objectively assess the success of their projects. Group decision-
making tools like Lucid Meetings, Magic Minutes, Agreedo or GroupMap 
come into play as students reflect on the feedback and analysis results. The 
students engage in discussions, weighing the pros and cons, and collab-
oratively decide on the next steps for their projects – be it revisions, im-
provements, or new directions. Throughout these phases, the classroom is 
a dynamic environment of learning, where technology not only aids in the 
creation and realization of ideas but also in the critical evaluation and pres-
entation of those ideas. The use of various technological tools fosters a hol-
istic educational experience, nurturing skills in creation, collaboration, 
critical thinking, and communication. 
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V. Concluding Meeting  
The work cycle is concluded by an activity of introspective individual 

reflection. This phase is centred around personal growth and understanding 
the impact of the activity on each student’s thoughts and beliefs. Students 
can use digital journaling tools like Penzu or Day One, creating private 
spaces for personal reflection. These platforms offer a serene environment 
for students to document their thoughts, feelings, and learnings from the 
project. They write about their experiences, the challenges they faced, the 
successes they enjoyed, and how their perspectives have evolved over the 
course of the project. This process of journaling not only aids in cementing 
their learnings but also provides a window into their personal growth.  

In parallel, feedback and evaluation tools such as Google Forms or Sur-
veyMonkey are employed to gather students’ reflections on the entire learn-
ing experience. These surveys are carefully crafted to probe various aspects 
of the project – from teamwork and problem-solving to the effectiveness 
of the technologies used. The feedback collected serves as a valuable re-
source for both the students and the teacher, offering insights into the ef-
ficacy of the teaching methods and the impact on students’ learning. 
Additionally, feedback and reflection tools, which may include apps with 
guided reflection prompts, are utilized to facilitate deeper introspection. 
These tools guide students through a series of questions and prompts, help-
ing them to analyse their learning journey more methodically and derive 
meaningful conclusions. 

The concluding phase, therefore, is not just a wrap-up session but a criti-
cal component of the learning process. It emphasizes the importance of re-
flection and self-assessment, allowing students to internalize their learnings 
and recognize their personal and academic growth. By various digital tools, 
this phase enriches the students’ educational experience, equipping them 
with skills and insights that extend far beyond the classroom. 

 
 

5. Conclusion 
 

5.1 IDeAL to support group work and the use of new technologies and AI in 
the classroom 

 
The integration of deep learning, the IDeAL methodology, technology such 
as AI, is a pathway, a holistic learning experience. This approach fosters not 
just the acquisition of knowledge, but also the development of critical 
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thinking, problem-solving abilities, and a lifelong love for learning. Tech-
nology also ad such as AI, in this context, emerges not merely as a tool, but 
as a vital component that enriches and personalizes the learning journey, 
making it more adaptable to the needs of diverse learners. However, this 
evolution in educational practices also brings to light the challenges of im-
plementation and the need for constant innovation. It emphasizes the im-
portance of training educators in these new methodologies, ensuring 
equitable access to technology, and continuously evaluating and adapting 
strategies to meet the needs of their students.  

Technology has a transformative role of integrated educational strategies, 
methodologies, and technologies in shaping modern education. The IDeAL 
method (Iterative Design for Active Learning) and various other student-
centred approaches, such as Inquiry-Based Education, Problem-Based 
Learning, and Project-Based Learning, underscore the importance of active, 
engaging, and personalized learning experiences. These methodologies 
foster critical thinking, creativity, collaboration, and problem-solving skills, 
which are essential in the 21st century. The integration of technology in 
education, as discussed, is not merely about the use of digital tools but 
about their strategic application to enhance learning experiences. Tech-
nologies such as AI, digital whiteboards, and online collaborative platforms 
provide opportunities for personalized learning and help in developing digi-
tal literacy, a key competency in today’s world. Additionally, models that 
guide the integration of digital technologies in education are making aware 
for a balance between technological know-how, pedagogical strategies, and 
content knowledge. And helps educators in creating effective, inclusive, 
and stimulating learning environments. The role of AI in education, es-
pecially in personalization, assessment, and feedback, is particularly note-
worthy. AI has the potential to revolutionize teaching methodologies and 
student engagement, offering personalized learning paths and insightful 
analytics. 

Deep learning approaches in education are fundamentally oriented to-
wards fostering critical thinking and problem-solving skills. This method 
transcends traditional rote memorization techniques, encouraging students 
to deeply engage with and understand the material. A key feature of deep 
learning is its connection to real-life applications, which makes education 
more relevant and engaging. It helps students see the practical applications 
of their knowledge, thereby enhancing their motivation and interest. Im-
portantly, these approaches align with intrinsic motivations, fostering a 
genuine interest in learning and a desire for deep engagement with the sub-
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ject matter. Collaborative learning environments are also emphasized, where 
teamwork and discussions are integral, promoting the development of com-
munication skills and the ability to work effectively in teams. Simulta-
neously, the integration of technology in learning has become increasingly 
important in modern education. Technology enables the creation of per-
sonalized learning experiences, and facilitates access to a wide array of re-
sources, from interactive content to global communication platforms, 
significantly broadening the scope and accessibility of learning materials. 
Interactive technologies such as gamification and virtual reality enhance 
active engagement and immersion in the learning process. 

The IDeAL (Iterative Design for Active Learning) methodology offers 
an approach to learning, focusing on an iterative and cyclical process that 
emphasizes continuous improvement and a growth mindset. Central to 
IDeAL is the development of transversal skills like creativity, communica-
tion, collaboration, and problem-solving, preparing students for both aca-
demic and professional success. This methodology integrates technology 
not merely as a content delivery tool but as a critical component of the 
learning process. Emphasizing active engagement and student autonomy, 
IDeAL encourages learners to take ownership of their learning.  

Deep learning approaches, the strategic use of technology, and the 
IDeAL methodology represent an integrated approach to education. 

 
 

5.2 IDeAL in the KIDS4ALLL project 
 

IDeAL is one of the methodologies proposed within the KIDS4ALLL pro-
ject. For some time now, it has been emphasised that the active involvement 
of teachers, not only as ‘executors’ of educational proposals and innovations, 
but as direct ‘co-designers’ of them, is crucial to the success of educational 
interventions. Activities imposed on school contexts from above, by experts 
or institutions, can have little impact and, in any case, find little room for 
sustainability in the long term: in fact, from the moment the intervention 
ends, the lack of involvement of teachers often leads to a rapid return to 
the status quo and to the educational routines that existed before the ex-
periment (Tirocchi et al., 2022). It is therefore necessary to accompany di-
dactic experimental interventions with pupils with appropriate training, 
involvement and didactic co-design operations with teachers, who are the 
only ones really able to contextualize an educational operation within the 
specific cultural, social, psychological and relational dynamics of each pupil 
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and of the class. Over the years, various interventions and national training 
programs in Italy have been focused on digital skills or on the pedagogical 
in-depth study of specific disciplinary skills (Pettenati, 2022). In fact, teach-
ing does not end with didactic-disciplinary mastery and organizational 
skills, but is also underpinned by communicative, socio-emotional, meta-
cognitive, and reflexive skills that teachers must be able to master in their 
teaching processes and pass on to their students. IDeAL represents a com-
bination of teaching methods and techniques that were the subject of train-
ing for the Italian teachers and educators skills to support the buddy 
methods and a methodology in pairs and not only in groups as suggested 
by the KIDS4ALLL project. 

 
 

Appendix 1 
 

Topic: Weathering and erosion  
Students will show an understanding of the differences between weather-

ing and erosion and will be able to provide examples of each.  
Preparation:  
Students will choose two non-fiction texts on weathering and erosion 

from the test set to read at their leisure and take an assessment quiz. Using 
a set of VR-headsets, students will explore Bryce Canyon using one of Na-
tional Geographic’s 360° videos. Show students examples of erosion and 
atmospheric degradation in the canyon.  

Grading differentiated according to students’ delivery choices:  
 

 
 
 

Group 1

Use presentation software to explain the differences between weathering and ero-
sion.  
Example apps: Power Point, Google Slides, Prezi  
Cognitive processes in Bloom’s taxonomy: Remembering, Understanding

Group 2

Create an infographic with examples of diverse types of weathering and erosion, 
providing data for each.  
Example apps: Easel, Visme, Canva  
Cognitive processes in Bloom’s taxonomy: Apply, Analyse

Group 3

Students will create a 360° interactive photo showing examples of weathering and 
erosion in their community.  
Example app: Thinklink  
Cognitive processes in Bloom’s taxonomy: Apply, Create
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Appendix 2: How to prepare for the use of new technologies in the clas s -
room (preparation for IDeAL) 

 
Before starting with the use of one’s own device or smartphone, it may be 
useful to survey the class (also involving parents) at the beginning of the 
class, with questions such as:  

 
Who has unlimited data?  •
Would you be willing to share your phone with others in the class?  •
Does your family have any old smartphones to donate to the class?  •
 
The goal must be to create a safe and socially inclusive digital working 

environment. The last thing to do when integrating technology is to make 
a student feel inferior because he or she does not have a smartphone. Not 
owning a smartphone is perfectly fine, because most classroom activities 
do not require one, but when it is necessary to use one, the classroom 
should be understood as a learning community that ensures the participa-
tion of all members. When using smartphones or other devices in the class-
room, it is also necessary to think carefully about how groups are created, 
expectations and procedures, and adapt lessons to students’ digital access, 
especially if a device is not available for each student. For example, allow 
students to sketch ideas on large sheets of poster paper, which the class will 
then turn into a digital creation representing their collective thinking. The 
advantage of this solution is that only one device is needed and that, while 
groups share their sketches on paper, students can listen to each other’s 
thinking and organisation. One can also think of creating a technology 
workstation: one can design a set of activities with applications such as Pad-
let or Kahoot based on a workstation where one table can hold the devices 
for all the students. 

Beyond the choice of apps, there are expectations and procedures that 
need to be addressed in a classroom with devices:  

 
When should the device be used?  •
How will your class put it away or remove it? What are the procedures •
to be followed in these scenarios? How will students be instructed?  
How will students share devices with their classmates?  •
 
For example, smartphones are an academic tool in the classroom, and it 

is the teacher who will tell students when to use the devices. If they are not 
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used, they will be returned. But even with just one device, technology can 
be used in the classroom. With the Plickers application for example, after 
asking the whole class one or more questions, students hold up a piece of 
paper like a QR code and the teacher scans the room with a smartphone. 
Plickers displays the students’ answers on a summary screen. Students do 
not need a device to use this app; therefore, it is particularly useful for pri-
mary or non-device moments. When using the trolley with devices or the 
lab, it should be considered that time is limited. It is therefore important 
that students can access activities and other materials quickly and efficiently. 
When using technology in the classroom, there is nothing worse than when 
things go wrong, even worse when time is limited. To reduce problems... an 
immediate solution would be to eliminate as many applications that need 
to be installed on the device as possible and use web-based applications. 

 
 

Appendix 3: Tools for creating quizzes and attention points 
 

There are multiple examples of the use of technology in the practice of in-
formation and knowledge retrieval in education: from the creation of digital 
flashcards such as Quizlet (https://quizlet.com/it), to websites and apps that 
allow the use of quizzes and interactive surveys in the classroom, such as 
Socrative12 or Poll Everywhere13. Online quizzes can be an excellent tool to 
help students practise remedial skills.  

An important note: since students might use a different device each 
time, they visit the lab or take a trolley, it is particularly important to mini-
mise access problems to maximise learning time. If possible, avoid applica-
tions that have many barriers that students must overcome to use them, 
such as creating accounts and logging in with usernames and passwords or 
updating computer software and/or downloading files. It should also be 
added that laptops are becoming smaller and lighter and tablets increasingly 
powerful; therefore, they are becoming more popular in the classroom be-
cause it is easier for students to bring them into the classroom. Mobile 
phones are also increasingly pervasive in many aspects of our lives. These 
small, handy devices rarely leave the owner’s side and are often distracting 
in the classroom. Technologies allow students to access an infinity of re-

12 https://www.socrative.com
13 https://www.polleverywhere.com
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sources, from programmes, apps or even searching the Internet. Laptops, 
tablets, and mobile phones give access to unlimited information, mountains 
of social media, games, videos, texts, news flashes, and much, much more. 
Used correctly, they can help students engage with the material, generate 
new examples, apply what they have learnt and use retrieval. But they are 
also a tool for distraction: for both the student with the device and the stu-
dents around them. The presence of these devices makes it easy for students 
to be tented to multi-task: check Twitter, write notes and listen to the 
teacher. In other words, these devices encourage multitasking, which could 
have a negative impact on the learning outcomes and/or the quality time 
of attention dedicated on the content 
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The KIDS4ALLL – Key Inclusive Development Strategies for LifeLong Learn-
ing project fits in the field of migration studies and intertwines, mainly, 
with the specific perspectives of pedagogy, sociology, educational science 
and anthropology. The starting point is school integration, which is under-
stood not only as formal education, but also – and not only secondarily – 
as education that is learned in informal and non-formal environments. 
These are key areas for observing the relationships between demographics, 
human capital and socio-economic-cultural dynamics in the generations 
of the youngest in the broad framework of international human mobility. 
And it refers to all young people: there is no inclusion without the involve-
ment of society as a whole, in this case including peers without a migration 
background. But not only that. To be effective, any process of inclusion 
(including in schools) must take into account the different environments 
in which the migrants children live, as well as those who are part of these 
environments. 

Family, first and foremost. Parents or guardians are people who accom-
pany the integration process, sometimes even condition it (e.g. if there is a 
strong intra-ethnic orientation): in any case, they are actors who need to 
be involved in the process of learning and strengthening knowledge and 
skills of their children in order to better support them in the host societies. 
Migration processes usually involve challenges in inter-generational rela-
tions among families. Integration in a host society can have a collateral ef-
fect on parent-child relations. Indeed, children can interiorize social and 
cultural values in contrast to what their parents believe or how they behave. 
Among these cultural challenges, language plays an important role. Even 
in earlier migration experiences the focus was devoted to investigating to 
what extent both first and second generations shared the host country lan-
guage, while underscoring the parental role played by children in coping 
with the parents’ limited language proficiency. Another issue emerges from 
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recent mobility experience: family interactions depend not only on whether 
they have an extended common vocabulary, but also whether they are profi-
cient in new social media and their language. Children of immigrants be-
long to the millennial generation and breathe – at school, in their free time, 
with their peers – technologies all the time (using computers and iPads at 
school; surfing the Internet and chatting online, and posting photos). Mov-
ing beyond the question of whether or not young individuals are highly 
skilled in using these technologies, the new technologies are reshaping emo-
tional ties between parents/children. This is typically occurring transcul-
turally and transnationally in families at this time. The focus on immigrant 
families provides an opportunity to study how being closer and faster in 
touch than other migrants can hamper cultural distances and define inter-
cultural misunderstanding, especially as far as emotions, feelings and ex-
pressions of difficulties are concerned (Ricucci, 2021). Three factors could 
shape emotional distance in peer relationships. The first is alienation which 
derives from an unresolved generational conflict, accompanied by a multi-
faceted cultural conflict, depending on the migration framework. The sec-
ond is solitude and loneliness: whether, recently arrived, reunited since a 
long time or born in the country where they attend school, young individ-
uals often find themselves in the absence of supportive figures and parents 
too, who are heavily engaged in full-time work outside the home. The last 
feeling is frustration deriving from latent process of discrimination and 
stereotyping (Crul et al., 2017). 

Then there are teachers at each level of educational path. It is important 
to stress that all teachers should be mentioned and involved in inclusion 
programmes and initiatives and not just those who deal with foreign or 
newly arrived pupils. Promoting school inclusion is successful when all 
teaching staff (and school principals too) recognize that they are faced with 
new pedagogical challenges and the need to update and/or innovate teach-
ing methods, to accompany newly arrived students into the new context 
of life and to teach them to be active citizens, as well as to train national 
pupils to understand cultural challenges and the effects of living in a global 
world (EC, 2017). This seems self-evident, as in the case of arrivals from 
Ukraine, but is to be understood as a common trait dealing with migrations 
which each country, and local context, experiences. 

Then there are the out-of-school actors: volunteers, educators, anima-
tors, employees of associations, libraries and inclusion projects run by non-
profit organizations. A large, diverse, and heterogeneous group of young 
people and adults who are active in the areas of initial reception, intercul-



turality, support for underage migrants and families and the integration of 
marginalized and vulnerable groups. They often have skills and expertise 
acquired through their education, combined with evidence-based knowl-
edge drawn from the experiences of those who – in non-institutional set-
tings – deal with the struggles of integration. They often well know, from 
their own daily working experiences,  problems, difficulties and sometimes 
even discrimination experienced by minors and adults with a migrant back-
ground. It is the advantage of the informal, often combined with the pres-
ence of educators, volunteers and staff from the same background as the 
migrants, that enables a relationship of trust, which is the first step towards 
an effective “educational contract” (Koehler & Schneider, 2019). 

Like many other projects, KIDS4ALLL has shown the added value of 
the link between the formal educational areas (compulsory schools, VET, 
training courses led by local/regional institutional programmes) and the in-
formal and non-formal educational environments (e.g. associations, 
winter/summer camps, sports activities). The importance of continuity be-
tween these worlds (and the world of the family) is crucial to finding an 
effective path to school enrolment, educational success and social inclusion, 
also thanks to the development of specific skills like the 8 LLL competencies 
are.  

And then, of course, there are the real protagonists: the children. Foreign 
and foreign-born children, adolescents and young people are a significant 
group and a relevant issue in the European scenario and beyond. Hardened 
over time, sometimes difficult to trace because the migratory paths of their 
parents have left no traces, either in the form of dual citizenship or in the 
form of particular and visible somatic and/or phenotypic characteristics, 
children of immigrants are a heterogeneous universe that is difficult to de-
fine. In fact, there are individuals who have had a diverse experience of mi-
gration (directly, such as the 1.5 or 1.25 generations) or indirectly (such as 
the second-born in the strict sense or the 1.75 who left too young to re-
member anything about the country in which they were born). Or they 
are minors who have left alone (so-called unaccompanied minors) or those 
who have arrived because of forced migration, those who live in refugee 
camps and those who live in host communities supported by guardians 
(OECD/EC 2023). 
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Key challenges, lessons and learning for further educational initiatives 
 

The challenge that the different partners of KIDS4ALLL have set them-
selves is significant: to develop and test an educational method that simul-
taneously combines the development of LLL skills with attention to the 
integration of migrant children. Objectives that, as the different chapters 
have shown, cannot be achieved without the involvement of the internal 
educational environment: teachers, educators, volunteers, social workers 
and parents. A three-year journey that took place in a local geographical 
context characterized by profound social, economic and cultural changes 
within and outside Europe. This demanding challenge was compounded 
by the progression of the Covid 19 pandemic and its impact on the organ-
izational level to safely carry out the activities. In 2021 and in the sub-
sequent years, the changed conditions of the scenario required additional 
efforts in the design, implementation and adaptation of management 
methods; on the one hand to comply with health and safety regulations 
and requirements and on the other hand to pursue the project objectives. 
The world after pandemic also had numerous implications for the imple-
mentation, management and monitoring of the initiative’s numerous struc-
tures, maintaining the path from knowledge acquisition to skills training 
and content creation. In this framework, it is interesting to highlight three 
elements that are viewed fundamental to be considered in further actions 
devoted to work together on the 3Ss: skills, social and societal inclusion, 
schooling combined with a transversal approach educational approach 
spanning from primary to secondary upper school level. As it has been 
above-mentioned, three advices should be stressed at the formal end of the 
KIDS4ALLL project for further developments: 

 
The various activities should be read and designed from the perspective –
of building communities of practices and competences capable of pro-
moting processes of social cohesion and empowerment in a perspective 
of inclusion and valorization of the many diversities found in every 
sphere of life. This in turn enables important paths of updating and con-
tinuous learning, as  the perspective of LLL requires; 
It must be avoided that project activities, although of high quality, re-–
main limited to the educational network. In other words, the 
KIDS4ALLL initiative can become a well-known and recognized tool 
in terms of the method and approach to teaching the 8 LLL skills in 
different socio-cultural contexts. The flexibility of the defined and tested 
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tools, as well as the possibility that they can be adapted to heterogeneous 
(in terms of nationalities, languages, social classes, family backgrounds) 
educational environments and managed by adults with non-exclusive 
didactic experiences, is an important asset for a transferability approach 
and for further developments and updates; 
The key trait of flexibility goes hand-in-hand with the issue of training: –
it is not necessary to be a teacher to manage KIDS4ALLL learning 
method and to properly enhance migrant children’s inclusion and edu-
cational success, but it is necessary to be trained. Indeed, no pedagogical 
action should be improvised: knowledge, skills and the correspondence 
between the messages conveyed and the behaviors performed are the 
basic ingredients for the success (at least on the supply side) of any ac-
tivity that accompanies the growth of children and adolescents. Hence 
the need for confrontation and the approach of policy learning and pol-
icy transfer. 
 
Taking into account the innovative features of the project and the ef-

fective capacity it has shown in tackling complex and sometimes unex-
pected challenges, KIDS4ALLL has helped to paint a very clear picture of 
some structural difficulties in the actions of both public and third sector 
bodies. Furthermore, considering the social integration of migrant children, 
the role of schools and the various educational institutions (families, if avail-
able; peer group, ethnic, religious, intercultural club environment, sports 
or leisure organizations) is of great importance. However, as all the chapters 
in the book have well shown, addition to the educational school policies 
and ongoing practices as well as the habits in associations and informal 
learning environments, the following factors should be mentioned in order 
to planning similar initiatives or transferred the same ideas: the importance 
of networks in each local context among all the actors involved and which 
could contribute to foster socio-cultural integration of children (both mi-
grant and nationals) and, behind them, of their parents; the social mech-
anisms which work in each country and in each societal domain in order 
to better know how to cope with cultural habits; and the discrimination 
processes that affect certain backgrounds such as skin color, religion or ori-
gin. Finally, an important intervening variable is the immigration policy, 
which is country-based, and the experience that the country itself has 
gained in supporting migrant children, without forgetting the influence of 
the local context and the dynamics that are triggered in the everyday and 
ordinary management of diversity (OECD, 2018). In other words: if we 
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want to promote educational integration as a springboard for inclusion, we 
need to turn our gaze to cities and their policies, schools, neighborhoods, 
and intra-family relationships. 
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